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Foreword

This Secondaiy Sourcebook is a sequel to our Sourcebook for Integrating ESL and
Content Instruction Using the Foresee Approach, originally published in 1993 and subsequently

issued in a revised edition (1994). The goal in that first manual was to make our Foresee
Approach accessible to all teachers of ESL students in Manitoba, at both the elementary and

secondary levels and in both ESL and regular subject-area ciassrooms. The sample lessons and

units we chose to include there were decidedly oriented towards the instruction of elementary
ESL pullout classes. Despite this focus, however, we were optimistic that these examples
would illustrate the essential principles and procedures of Foresee clearly enough that teachers

at the secondary level could easily extrapolate from them in adapting our approach to their own

teaching situations. Unfortunately, this proved not to be the case. Secondary ESL teachers

were understandably reluctant to spend their valuable time studying units about forest animals

or the Little Red Hen, and it quickly became evident that there would be little hope of
expanding the use of Foresee to a wider audience unless we supplemented our initial examples

of Foresee application with illustrative material more suited to the abilities and interests of
older children. The result of that realization is this Secondary Sourcebook, which focuses
specifically upon the use of Foresee at the secondary level, i.e., grades 7 to senior 4 (grade 12).

Fortunately, it was not necessary to rewrite the whole of our previous manual. The

basic principles and procedures of our approach are the same at any level, and there was no
point in writing brand new chapters describing the Foresee theoretical model and the Foresee
application process. These were explained quite satisfactorily, in general terms, in the first
three chapters of the original Sourcebook, so we have included these chapters with minor

revisions as the introductory chapters of this secondary version. (As in our first inual,
we emphasize that a thorough understanding of these chapters is a necessary prerequisite to
putting our approach into practice.) These "generic" chapters, as we might call them, are then
followed by two new chapters illustrating the application of Foresee at the secondary level.

Chapter 4, by far the longer of the two, is a sample unit on the topic of weather
consisting of sixteen sequenced lesson plans. Its purpose is to show how Foresee .lessons and

units can be constructed for use in "all-ESL" classrooms (i.e., ESL preparatory or pullout
ciasses) at the secondary level. Despite this focus, which will inevitably lead many readers to

assume that the chapter is of interest only to ESL specialist teachers, we emphasize that the
sample lessons it contains are relevant information for anyone wishing to learn our approach.
All of the general principles and procedures of Foresee which were introduced in general terms



in Chapters 1-3 are "brought to life" in this series of sample lessons, and although it is unlikely
that many teachers ESL or mainstream will wish to read this extremely long chapter
from start to finish, a careful scrutiny of selected lessons will prove invaluable as a guide to
the practical application of our approach.

The subsequent chapter, Chapter 5, has a different aim and a different format. Its

purpose is to suggest some ways in which the principles and procedures of Foresee can be
integrated into regular subject-area classroom instruction. In place of sample lessons, this
chapter presents a series of ideas for modifying mainstream content lessons along Foresee lines,

with th r. goal of making the material easier for ESL students to comprehend and remember.
Although it is addressed to regular classroom teachers, it should also prove valuable to ESL
teachers wishing to assist their mainstream colleagues in incorporating Foresee methods into
their instructional repertoires.

We hope, then, that this Secondary Sourcebook fills a rather obvious gap, and we
encourage secondary-level teachers to experiment with the Foresee Approach as a means of
meeting the needs of their ESL students and, indeed, any other students having difficulty with

academic English.

Richard Kidd
Brenda Marquardson
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Chapter 1

Background Information

Preliminary Note from the Authors:

We want to begin by stressing to you that the ideas in this introductory chapter are very

important. We hope you read this background information carefully and thoroughly, because

the practical examples and teaching suggestions in subsequent chapters can't really be
understood without it (especially the information on the Foresee theoretical model).

One other thing. You won't get very far in this chapter without noticing that almost

everything is organized in groups of threes. This pattern began as a coincidence and ended up

as a deliberate decision on our part. We like the arrangement because it imposes an orderly

structure on the discussion, and also more significantly because it may help you better

to remember ,ome of the ideas below.

I. Introduction: Purpose, Rationale, and Preview

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this manual is to show teachers a new and effective integrated approach

for instructing the ESL students in their classrooms. We call it the Foresee Approach. The

term "Foresee" derives from the homophone "4C," which stands for Communication,

Cognitive-Academic Language Development, and Content Instruction in the Classroom. We

are firmly convinced that teachers who adopt this approach as the basis of their instructional

planning should be able to foresee great improvements in the abilities of their ESL students

to learn academic English and master content-area work.

The Foresee Approach can be used by teachers of two types.

a) ESL specialist teachers dealing with "all-ESL" classes or groups of students.
Since the teacher's main objective in such situations is usually to teach language
by using content-area work as the vehicle of instruction, this scenario is called
content-based LANCUAGE instruction (Short, Crandall, & Christian, 1989).

H Regular classroom teachers whose classes contain ESI, students, whether in small
or large proportions. The teacher's main goal in such situations is usually to teach
content. If he or she recognizes the value of teaching language through the
content-area work, however, and makes special efforts to help ESL students
overcome their language difficulties, such instruction is called language-sensitive
CONTENT instruction (Ibid.).



More than half of this manual is devoted to the description of one sample instructional

unit, a unit on weather (Chapter 4) containing sixteen separate lesson plans. File purpose of

this unit, which is intended primarily for an ES1, "pullout" class at the secondary level (grades

7-12, or 7-senior 4 in the new course numbering system), is to demonstrate the general

approach we are advocating. There is no reason why the lessons it contains could not be

taught directly ("as is") by interested teachers, and in fact we recommend that teachers new to

the Foresee Approach make a point of following our lesson plans rather closely as a way of

becoming familiar with our techniques. The weather is just one content-area topic among

many, however, and we emphasize that our goal is not to provide an instructional "cookbook"

full of recipes.that teachers can follow "to the letter." Rather, we aim to introduce teachers to

a new way of thinking, a general approach to instruction that will empower them to create their

own exciting, effective lessons and units for promoting the cognitive and language development

of their secondary ESL students. (And as a bonus, it should be noted, many of the procedures

in these lessons and units can be of great benefit to English-speaking students as well!)

The new approach we shall describe and illustrate is not intended to replace other time-

tested methods and techniques for teaching academic language skills to ESL students. We

recognize, for example, the value of the Language Experience Approach (LEA) for teaching

reading, and the effectiveness of the process approach for teaching writing skills. We will have

little to say about these and other useful methods, however, as they are adequately explained

in many other publications. The Foresee Approach is meant to be a supplement to them, and

should be regarded as an "additive" rather than a "subtractive" model of' instruction.

One last point: this edition of our Foresee manual is intended specifically for teachers

at the secondary level. The illustrative unit on the weather, as well as a subsequent chapter

discussing the application of Foresee techniques in the regular classroom, are concerned with

the instruction of ESL students in grades 7-senior 4. Teachers of ESL students in grades K-6

could certainly learn about our approach by reading this manual, but they would be better

advised to consult our Sourcehook .fin. Integrating ESL and Content Instruction Using the

Foresee Approach (1993; rev. ed., 1994), which is oriented towards the elementary level.

1.2 Rationale

Experienced teachers may wonder why we wish to introduce yet another approach for

teaching ESL, when so many methods and procedures (not to mention materials) arc already

available. The justification for a new approach lies in a radical shift of focus that has occurred

'c 6



in ESL instruction during the last six or seven years. To set the stage for an explanation of

this shift, we begin by presenting a brief summary of some earlier trends in TES1, (teaching

English as a second language) methodology.

Prior to the mid-1970s or so. ESL tended to be taught mainly through structure-focused

methods like urammar-translation and audiolingualism. Although these methods varied in

locus. they all aimed primarily at equippinu students with knowledge of the forms of language

pronunciation, grammar. vocabulary, and so forth.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s. however, modern "communicative" approaches to

teaching HSI. (and other languages) began to supersede the older form-focused methods.

Briefly. these newer methods emphasized the acquisition of communicative competence. In

schools containing sufficient numbers of non-Enulish-speaking students, special ESL classes

were set up to promote such acquisition. The goal of what came to be called communicative

language teaching (CI,T) was to develop the functional language proficiency of ESL students

through the use of naturalistic, communication-oriented methods and techniques. Putting this

more simply, the aim was to teach students the kind of English they would need in order to

get along in everyday social situations. The emphasis of instruction consequently shifted away

from language "form" (especially gramnlar) and towards such matters as language

appropriateness ("sociolinguistic competence"), the rules of discourse ("discourse competence").

and more generally the ability to use language to perform important social functions like

greeting. apologizing. agreeing and disagreeing. accepting or refusing invitations, asking for

information, etc. After HSI. students had experienced enough of this sort of instruction to be

able to speak and understand the language of everyday communication. they were considered

ready to exit their isolated ESL classes and enter mainstream programs. There. it was assumed.

they could progress smoothly into the next stage. learning the conventions of "academic"

English and developing the necessary language and literacy skills to succeed in content-area

work.

linfortunately, this scheme didn't work ver well. It turned out that the acquisition of

communicative competence was no guarantee of success in regular coursework. The main

reason for this, as the research of .lim Cummins made clear in the early 1980s (see Section

2.2.2). was that there are significant differences between everyday conversational language and

the language used in academic work. The English that E51 students had learned in order to

perform "communicative" functions like greeting, apologizing. and accepting invitations was

C



not of much use when it came to reading content-area textbooks or writing essays in

mainstream courses. Some of the major difkrences between "communicative English" and

"academic English" will he explained later in this chapter. especially in Section 2.2.2. For the

moment, let us be satisfied with the observation that the task of teaching ESI, must include an

instructional component devoted to academic language. And since academic language

obviously can't he taught in a vacuum, a movement began during the mid-1980s towards

teaching English through content-area subjects science, social studies, mathematics, and so

forth. This general approach is usually referred to as integrating language and content

instruction. For good reviews of the topic. see Spanos (1990) and Snow (1991). More

detailed but individualistic treatments can be found in Mohan (1986), Crandall (1987),

Cantoni-I larvey (1987). Short, Crandall. & Christian (1989). and Brinton. Snow. & Wesche

(1989),

flow did this shill of focus transform the existing pattern of ESL instruction, described

above? Although the details of implementation varied from school to school, new and revised

ESL programs began to feature some degree of academic language training as a supplement

to communicative language training. This trend continues to the present. For example. in

schools containing enough ESI, students to make separate ESL classes feasible. especially at

the secondary level, the instructional sequence often looks something like this:

Stage 1. Preparatory ESL instruction isolated beginner-level ESI, classes
concentrating on communicative language training.

Stage 2. Transition or "bridge" courses special ESI, classes designed to prepare
intermediate and advanced-level ESL students for mainstream coursework;
focus on academic language training.

Stage 3. Mainstream courses (science. social studies, mathematics, language arts.
etc.)

In secondary schools which contain too few ESL students to form separate ESL classes, and

in most elementary schools, the imllout model is generall used instead. ESL students are

assigned to regular classes from the outset, even though they may speak no English at all. ESE

resource or "support" teachers then "pull out" single students or small groups of students for

a certain amount of time per day, with the goal a teaching them (a) communicative English.

and subsequently (b) academic English. While such special training is import:nt, it goes

ithout sa ing that these children should receive as much help and encouragement as possible

in learning En121ish within the regular classroom setting as well.

4



The modern trend described above places new demands on teachers. ESL teachers who

have previously developed expertise in teaching communicative language skills must now add

to their repertoires a set of effective methods and techniques for teaching academic language

as well. Regular classroom teachers must recognize their responsibility for promoting their

FSI. students' academic language growth, and must learn productive ways of accomplishing

this goal. This manual was written to meet these needs. The Foresee Approach provides a

model that both ESI. and mainstream teachers can use to plan appropriate instruction for

developing their ESI. students academic language proficiency.

1.3 Preview

This first chapter is intended as an introduction to the Foresee Approach. and focuses

mainly on theoretical concerns. Section 2 reviews some important theoretical (and also. in

some cases. practical) developments in a variety of fields, all of which combine to provide our

approach with a solid foundation. Section 3 presents a detailed summary of the Foresee

theoretical model. This model, which is based largely on the Cognitive Academic I.anguage

Learning Approach (CALLA) invented by Chamot and O'Malle. (1986. 1987. 1989. 1994).

is indispensable to the planning of lesson objectives, as we shall see.

Following Chapter 1. the focus of this manual shifts to more practical matters. and

subsequent chapters all deal in sonic way or other with the application of the Foresee

Approach in real classrooms. Chapter 2 discusses the importance of good materials in

developing etThctive Foresee lessons and units. Chapter 3 provides some specific guidelines

for planning these lessons and units. and also outlines some effective techniques that can be

exploited for this purpose. Chapter 4 contains an extremely detailed and thorough description

of a complete Foresee unit on the topic of weather. This unit illustrates all the basic Finciples

and procedures of the Foresee Approach. and although it is designed specifically for teachers

of [SI. pullout or preparatory classes ("all ESI." classes, in other words). mainstream teachers

will also find it a valuable guide to learning our approach. Finally. Chapter 5 presents a

number of ideas for applying Foresee principles and implementing various Foresee techniques

in mainstream content-area classrooms. Contrasting Chapters 4 and 5 in terms of the context

distinction defined on page 1. Chapter 4 deals with content-based language instruction

whereas Chapter 5 is concerned with language-sensitive content instruction.



2. Foundations: Language Acquisition. Psychology, and Education

2.1 Overview

The general movement towards iDteuating language and content has been pushed

forward by theoretical and practical developments in a number of diverse fields. Some of thc

most important of these developments or "foundations" are briefly discussed in this section. one

by one. Their significance to the Foresee Approach will he noted at the end of each

subsection.

The developments selected for consideration fall into three categories, represented by

the circles in Fig. 1.1. Each circle contains three subcategories, giving a total of nine

underlying tbundations.

1:ANK,IUAGE

ACCSASITI.O\
Krashen

Cummins

Strategies

Cognitive

Humanistic

Vygotsky

Language across
the Curriculum
Whole I nguage

Cooperative
Learning

Fig. 1.1: Foundations of Integrated Instruction
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2.2 Language Acquisition hmndations

2.2.1 Krashen

The lanuuage acquisition theory of Stephen Krashen (1982) has had an enormous

influence on second lanuuage teaching practices over the past dozen years or so. Krashen's

theory itself pertains mainly to the acquisition of the "linguistic rules" of a language (sentence

structures. verb tenses. etc.). Nevertheless, his theory encourages a particular methodological

rientation inch has major consequences for both communicative language teaching (CI.T)

and inteurated language and content instruction.

Krashen aruues that there are two distinct w a s of gaininu knowledge of a language.

acquisition and /earning. Acquisition is the process of internalizing the vocabulary and rules

of a language subconsciously. without apparent effort, the way young children pick up their

first language (1.1). Learning is the planned. conscious study of language. usually involving

a great deal of memorization and deliberate practice. The latter is. of course. tlie route

typically followed by adult learners of a second languaue (1.2). Acquired language rules are

subconscious and implicit ("in our head"). whereas learned rules are conscious. explicit, and

mentally accessible for analysis and description. Krashen claims that acquisition and learning

are two completely se/4watt' processes. and that learninu can never result in acquisition. The

main value of learned rules, he insists, is that they can serve a "monitor" function, providing

1.2 speakers w ith conscious knowledge that they can use for editing or correcting utterances.

Acquired linguistic knowledge. such as the rules of' our 1.1. cannot result from "learning" in

Krashen's sense. or so he claims.

I low, then. does it result? I low can students "acquire" a second language? According

to Krashen, 1.2 acquisition closely resembles 1.1 acquisition. Despite the popular opinion that

the ability to acquire languages in a natural way declines alter childhood. older learners can

actuall\ "pick up" language as children do. lhat is. they can make subconscious use of their

innately-endowed "language acquisition device" (1.AD) to acquire the rules of a language. and

this process can be automatic and relati\ el effortless. All that it requires. Krashen maintains.

is a rich. appropriate, and plentiful supply of comprehensible input. If learners are exposed

to a sufficient quantit of linguistic messages that they can understand. and if they focus on

the meaning (not the /OM) of those messages. and if they have a positive attitude aml

motivation towards recei\ ing the messages. then acquisition will inevitablv occur. 1 he I.AD

7



functions automatically, allowing learners to acquire the rules and structures of the 1.2 in a

definite sequence or "natural order." In a nutshell, this is Krashen's theory of L2 acquisition.

Its instructional implications are straightforward. The proper way to teach a second

language. Krashen argues, is to provide students with a plentiful supply of good
comprehensible input in a comfortable, motivating learnine. environment. If this is

accomplished successfully, acquisition will take care of itself effortlessly, automatically, and

naturally. his sounds too good to be true. The trick, of course, is for the teacher to provide

the right input. One of the keys to doing this effectively is to give students plenty of

contextual clues to meaning pictures. physical objects, body language. etc. This strategy

is the basis of Krashen and Terrell's (1983) Natural Approach for teaching second languages.

It is easy to see why the main procedures of this approach and Krashen's ideas more

generally have had such an impact on communicative language teachinu. No longer do 12

teachers consider it imperative or even advisable to encourage the formal. conscious study and

learning of vocabulary and grammar. Acquisition is now regarded by many as the proper route

to communicative competence, and instruction tends to reflect this priority.

Krashen's theory is also cited, quite oflen, in support of the practice of integrating

language and content. mainly on the grounds that the various content areas are a rich and

almost limitless source or interesting and motivating comprehensible input. This is certainly

true. and we recommend that both ESL and mainstream teachers take advantage of the potential

of content-area work to promote language acquisition. Nevertheless, we caution strongly

against the supposition that the conventions, rules, and skills of academic language can be

automatically "acquired" in the way that Krashen suggests. Teachers should not assume that

ESL students will somehow absorb academic language through mere exposure to it. Young

children, after all, acquire most of the structures of their 1.1 belbre beginning school, but they

still have to learn how to read and write. In our opinion, many of the facts and skills of

academic language have to be learned (on a conscious level) by 1.2 students as well. While

the Foresee Approach encourages acquisition-oriented activities in the classroom, then. it also

insists on the need for deliberate, planned instruction of a number of important aspects of

language and. obviously, content as NA ell. We shall return to this issue below.

2.2.2 Cummins

Probably no single researcher has had more of an influence on the movement towards

integrated instruction than Jim Cummins. 1 lis first major contribution (1979) was his
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suggestion that there were important differences between basic interpersonal communicative

skills (IiI('S) and cognitive/academic language proficiency (('ALP). a distinction already

alluded to above. When he coined these terms. the emphasis of IN. instruction was primarily

on RICS. \\ hat we ha\ e called "communicative competence." Ihe idea that CALP entails a

different sort of competence \\ as reall the starting point of the current trend towards

integrating language and content. t .nfortunatel). Cummins did not initially define the

differences between RICS and CAI P in any substantive way, and the two terms aroused a

good deal of controversy in the literature. I le subsequently abandoned them in favor of amore

rigorous \\ av of characteriiing the difference between communicative and academic language

proticienc.\.

Ihis newer scheme (Cummins. 1983) contrasted the two kinds of proficiency in terms

of two independent criteria. cognilire demand and conlext emheddedness. A first and rather

obvious difference between communicative and academic language tasks is that the latter are

more difficult. more mentally challenging. Delivering a formal speech or writing an academic

essa . for example. are far more cognitively demanding than chatting with friends during

coffee break or \\ riting a friendl\ letter.

The second difference concerns the degree to which language is supported by contextual

in(ormation of various sorts. Con\ ersational language tasks are generally easy to perform

because the are context embedded that is. speakers or listeners can make use of many

cues besides language in producing and interpreting messages. These include stress and

intonation pan, -ns in speech. gestures. facial expressions. and visual supports of various kinds

(the phsical surroundings. objects that both speaker and listener can see and touch. sometimes

pictures or diagrams. etc.). Another attribute of contextual support is the frequent opportunit

of negotiating meaning as a conversation progresses: the participants can repeat themselves.

rephrase their thoughts. ask for clarification, exercise control over the topic under discussion.

and so forth. In contrast, these various contextual supports are Car less common in academic

language. which tends to be context reduced. Needless to say, language tasks are more

difficult for students \\ hen extra-linguistic cues are Unavailable and meanings are encoded

exclusi\ el\ in the words themselves.

Since cogniti \ e demand and context emheddedness are independent criteria, language

task difficult\ can \ ar\ along two dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (Cummins. 1981). Ihe

language of e \ er\ da\ conununication is cognitively undemanding and context embedded. so

()



Cognitively undemanding

Context embedded Context reduced

4

Cognitively demanding

Fig. 1.2: Two Dimensions of Language Proficiency

Cummins's "BICS" falls into quadrant I. Academic language tends to be the opposite.

cognitively demanding and context reduced. and thus lies in quadrant 4.

Considering all this from an instructional perspective. the first thing that should be

obvious is that leaping directly from quadrant I to quadrant 4 will surely he difficult for most

ESI, students. This explains why the former scheme of teaching BICS first. CALI' second is

ineffective. The preferred alternative is to lead students through transitional stages along the

way to academic proficiency. Such stages are represented by quadrants 2 and 3 in the diagram.

In quadrant 2. language tasks are context reduced but within students' abilities because they

are cognitively undemanding. A good example would be the writing of a friendly letter. In

quadrant 3. the potential domain of much successfid content-area instruction. difficult material

is made comprehensible via deliberate. carefull\ planned contextual support pictures,

diagrams. realia. ideotapes. etc. At this point Cummins's theory intersects with Krashen's,

both emphasizing the value of context in making input comprehensible. he Foresee Approach

operates mainly in the realm of quadrant 3.

10



2.2.3 Strategies

The middle and late I 970s witnessed a sudden growth of interest in language learning

strategies. Researchers were motivated by the conviction that "good language learners" were

able to acquire second lanuuaues successfully because they knew how to make use of effective

strategies Ibr memorizinu [2 items. analyzing and making sense of the structures of the 1 2.

creating opportunities for worthwhile practice. etc. The thrust of research was to discover.

through observation, student introspection, and a variety of other methods. just what these

effective strategies were. and to classify them. Rubin (1975. 1981) identified a relatively small

number of useful strategies. including monitoring (of sell and others speech), systematic

memorization, and inductive inferencing (uuessing meaninus from context). Naiman et al.

(1978) listed live major categories of good 1.2 learninu strategies. namely (1) taking a positive.

active approach to the task. (2) approachinu the 1.2 as a system and constantly analyzing that

system. (3) using language for communicative purposes. (4) coping with the affective demands

of 1.2 learning. and (5) constantly monitoring one's 1.2 performance.

Nis interest in strategies continued into the 1980s with the work of Oxford (e.u.. 1985.

1990). 1 ler classification scheme is the most complex of all, as she distinguishes between

"direct" strateuies (3 types memory. cognitive. and compensation) and "indirect" strateuies

(3 types melacognilire. alleclive. and social). These 6 main categories include 19

subcategories in all. w hich in turn encompass a total of 62 specific learning strategies. One

of the notable merits of Oxford's (1990) detailed book on the topic is that it presents a w ide

variet) of useful exercises and acti ities for teaching these man strategies to 1.2 students.

This interest in language learning strategies was paralleled by a growing interest in the

nature and function of cognitiv. stratelio, for learning in general (e.g.. Weinstein & Nlayer.

1986: Weinstein. 1988: Nlaver. 1988). Researchers have made considerable progress in

discovering and classifying a variety of mental strategies which students can learn to apply to

their learning tasks in order to accelerate the acquisition of academic knowledge and skills.

The need for shilling emphasis from the "what" of learning (i.e.. the subject area content) to

the "how" is eloquently expressed in the following passage from Norman (1980).

It is strange that we expect students to learn yet seldom teach them about
learning. We expect students to solve problems Yet seldom teach them about
problem solving. And, similarly. we sometimes require students to remember
a considerable hod\ of material yet seldom teach them the art of memor.. It is
time we made up for this lack. time that we developed the applied disciplines
of learning and problem solving and memory. We need to develop the general

11



principles of how to learn. how to remember. how to solve problems. and then
to develop applied courses. and then to establish the place of these methods in
an academic curriculum. (p. 97)

For a thorough and easily accessible review of the research in the teaching of learning

strategies. the reader is advised to consult Weinstein and \layer (1986).

Chamot and O'Nlalley (1986. 1987, 1989: O'Nlalley & ('hamot. 1990) have drawn

heavily upon research in both types of learning stategies (language and uencral cognitive) in

formulating their Cognitive Academic 1.anguage 1.earning Approach (CALLA). We shall

postpone our discussion of their classification scheme until Section 3.3.3. The CALLA model

of inteurated instruction is the main foundation of the Foresee Approach. and its learning

strategies component will therefore be examined in considerable depth.

2.3 Psychological Foundations

2.3.1 Cognitive Psychology

Modern 1.2 teaching practices. \\ hether communication- or content-oriented, have beers

heavily influenced by the principles of cognitive psychology (e.g.. Ausubel. 1968: Anderson.

1985: sec Chastain, 1976. for an excellent discussion). Although an extensive review of this

topic is impossible here. we shall briefly mention three cognitive principles that have special

significance for integrated instruction.

First. learners are active processors of intOrmation. 1.ittle credibility now resides in the

behavioristic view that students should he treated as passive receptacles into which knowledge

can be poured little by little, with learning resulting as a conditioning process. Modern inte-

grated 1,2 teaching emphasizes the learner's active involvement with the material to he

assimilated, both the lantwage and the content. Activities like drill, mechanical practice

(written or oral). and rote memorization are to be avoided in the classroom in favor of more

stimulating and creative learning tasks. As mentioned above, an important focus of academic

instruction should he the development of appropriate learning strategies. i.e., mental processes

for facilitating the acquisition of knowledge and skills. Ihe Foresee Approach. like CALLA.

emphasizes the instruction of such strategies.

Second. learning is facilitated indeed, is mil\ possible when students arc able to

fit the new information they encounter into their exhriu,s, knowledge frameworks. Good

teachers therefore make special efforts to activate learners background knowledge ("schemata."

2
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plural of "schema") as a first step in introducing any topic. 1.esson design in both the Foresee

Approach and CAI A .A includes a preparation phase which is intended fbr this purpose.

Third. there are two basic avenues to understanding written or spoken language.

('omprehending new material by bringing to bear one's prior knowledge is known as "top-

down" processing. vvhile comprehension based on the careful decoding of lintwistic messages

(v ocabularv. structures, and style) is called "Iwttom-up" processing (('arrell. 1983). Good

teachinu methods. such as those promoted by the Foresee Approach, activate both avenues to

understanding. Roth are important.

2.3.2 1 lumanistic Psychology

I.ittle space needs to be devoted to this topic. since its basic ideas are relatively obvious.

As emphasized in the work of psychologists like ('arl Rogers (1956) and Abraham Maslow

(1971). and also in the writings of language teaching practitioners like Gertrude Moskowitz

(1978). aistruction is most effective when it appeals to. and satisfies, the emotional (affective)

needs of learners. Nloskowitz expresses this view very poignantly:

Affective education is effective education. It works on increasing skills in
developing and maintaining good relationships, showing concern and support for
others, and receiving these as well. It is a special tpc of interaction in itself.
consisting of sharing, caring, acceptance. and sensitivity. It facilitates
understanding. genuineness. rapport. and interdependence. Humanistic education
is a way of relating that emphasizes self-discover. introspection, self-esteem.
and getting in touch w ith the strengths and positiv e qualities of ourselves and
others. (p. 14)

The result of such education w ill be sc//-actutilizaiion. and

since self-actualization is such a powerful inherent need in humans, as students
see the subject matter as self-enhancing, it w ill be viewed as relevantly related
to their liv es. They will then become more motivated to learn . . . (p. 13).

Although integrated instruction does not normally include the sorts of humanistic

language-learning activities adv ocated by Nloskovv itz (1978). the Foresee Approach certainly-

promotes all of these values. We bclieve that teachers should never underestimate the learning

potential of children (liven instruction. encouragement. and guidance that enhances their sense

of' sell-worth. they are capable of amazing achievements. Perhaps the ureatest strength of the

Foresee Approach is that it equips the teacher with a \va\ \mow the Athdents lor Aucce.v%.



We have found that when this is w.complished. the students are motivated and success almost

invariably tends to follow.

2.3.3 Vygotsky

The great Russian psychologist L.S. Vygotsky died in 1934. but his ideas about

cognition and learning have recently begun to gain the influence they deserve. We shall

outline two of his central concepts. attempting briefly to relate them to the theory and practice

of integrated instruction.

One of Vygotsky's major insights about learning was that "mental functioning occurs

first between people in social interaction and then w ithin the child on the psychological plane"

(Rogoff & Wertsch. 1984). Thinking. reasoning. and problem solving are initially carried out

on the interpsychological plane. a:, collaborative endeavors involving several participants (e.g.,

parent and child, teacher and child). This becomes the basis for these processes to be

internalized hv the child, at which point the become integrated into (and in fact help create)

the intrapsvchological plane.

Vygotsky's second key concept relates to the dynamics of this developmental process,

specifically. how individuals proceed from lower stages of psychological functioning to higher

stages. To explain this. Vygotsky proposed a construct which he called the zone of proximal

development (7.1>1)). 1 le argued that it is simplistic to define children's developmental levels

only in terms of what they can do on their own (as, for example. on written intelligence tests).

Any child can reasonably be regarded as having two levels of development:

a) the level of individual, independent functioning. i.e.. the level of actual develop-
ment: and

h) the level at which the child can function "while participating in instructional
social interaction" (Rogolf & Wertsch. 1984). i.e.. the level of potential
development.

Vygotsk defined the zone of proximal development as

the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by

independent problem solving and the level of potential development as

determined by problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with
more capable peers (Vygotsky. 1978)

In contrast to Piaget. who maintained that instruction should be appropriate to developmental

stages that have alread been completed. Vgotsky argued that

14
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instruction is good only when it proceeds ahead of development. It then
awakens and rouses to life those functions which are in a stage of maturing,
which lie in the zone of proximal development. It is in this way that instruction
plays an extremely important role in development (Vygotsky, 1956).

Vygotsky"s theory underlies a number of recent pedagogical notions. One of the best

known is the concept of scaffolding (Wood. Bruner. & Ross. 1976). A teacher using this

technique "monitors the child's current level of skill and supports or 'scaffolds' the child's

extension of current skills and knowledge to a higher level of competence" (Rogoff &

Gardener, 1984). A second related notion is Tharp and (lallimore's (1988) conception of

teaching as assisted performance: "teaching can he said to occur when assistance is offered

at points in the ZPI) at which performance requires assistance" (p. 41).

We have placed considerable emphasis on Vygotsky's theories because we believe

harp and (Iallimore's definition of teaching to he a profoundly insightful one. ESL students

have to he assisted through two different. though related, zones of proximal development: the

language zone and the content zone. They will not find it easy to traverse either zone without

expert guidance from the teacher, whose role in the classroom obviously transccnds that of

being a mere facilitator of interesting activities. Good teaching. we affirm, demands both skill

at estimating each student's ZPI) and expertise in providing instruction that will foster the

internalization of social experiences. The Foresee Approach thus recognizes an important place

for what ('hamot and O'Malley (1989) call "teacher-directed" activities, which are essential if

students are to receive proper assistance through their ZPI)s. We shall return to this matter

below in our discussion of the whole language approach (Section 2.4.2).

2.4 Educational Foundations

2.4.1 Language across the Curriculum

1.ike the other two modern movements to be discussed in this section, whole language

and cooperative learning, the language across the curriculum movement is an approach for

firs! language (1.1) education that has been adapted for 1.2 instructional purposes. In fact, this

movement is really the genesis of the current trend towards integrating language and content.

its main tenet being as the name suggests the idea of teaching language skills through

all the subjects in the curriculum.

The language across the curriculum movement was triggered originally by the Bullock

Report in Great Britain. entitled Language tor Lite (1975). One key observation of the
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Bullock Commission was that a child, in growing from 0 to 5 years of age. (a) accomplishes

an incredibly complex task in lea.ning its U. and (b) learns more about its environment than

in any subsequent 5-year span. For the young child, personal. coanitive growth and language

growth proceed in concert. Language is the "means" and personal growth is the "end," in the

Report's terms. The two are "interlocking" from age 0 to 5. But this interlocking, the Report

insists, should be continued when school begins, not replaced by an approach that fractures and

separates language learning from content learning.

What we advocate here is no more than that this interlocking of the means and
the ends should be maintained ... throughout the years of schooling. To achieve
this we must convince the teacher of history or of science, for example. that he
(sic) has to understand the process by which his pupils take possession of the
historical or scientific information that is otTered them: and that such an
understanding involves his paying attention to the part language plays in
learning.

Obviously, this insight directly underlies and supports the current trend towards integrated 1,2

instruction, Mcluding the Foresee Approach.

A second important insight advanced in the Bullock Report was that each school subject

(science. social studies. mathematics. etc.) entails its own special. unique variety of academic

language.

In general. a curriculum subject. philosophically speaking. is a distinctive mode
of analysis. While many teachers recognize that their aim is to initiate a student
in a particular mode of analysis. they rarely recognize the linguistic implications
of doing so.

The Bullock Commission was mainly concerned about developing the abilities of students to

handle the differinglirs/ language academic demands of various curriculum subjects. The need

for such specialized language instruction is even more acute when students are attempting to

cope with curricular demands in a second language. All teachers of ESI, students, whether in

ESI, or mainstream classrooms, should he aware of the unique linguistic demands of each

subject area that their students have to deal with. (See (;illham. 1986, for a number of

insightful articles on this topic.) The Foresee Approach. as we shall see. provides explicit

gwdelines for identifying these special linguistic features and for teaching them through

content-area work.

:3
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2.4.2 The Whok Language Approach

A second 1.1 teaching movement with obvious consequences for integrated ESL,

instruction is the whole language approach. which one supporter describes as no less than "a

philosophy, a belief system about the nature of learning and how it can be fostered in

classrooms and schools" (Weaver. 1990). The burgeoning popularity of this movement in

recent years has been confined mainly to the elementary level. though whole language methods

can certainly be applied at the secondary level as well (see. e.g., (iilles et al.. 1988).

While we lack the space here to present a thorough description of whole language. we

believe the essence of the approach is captured in the following four principles.

a) Whole language instruction is holistic. featuring integration of all the language
skills (listening. speaking. reading, and writing) as well as integration of language
with content-area work.

h) Both oral and written language must he functional and authentic in the whole
language classroom, fulfilling real purposes for language users, expressing personal
meanings. etc.

c) Whole languaue instruction encourages considerable student control over the
content of learning. To a large degree, the curriculum is "negotiated" with
children. i.e.. "it evolves as teachers and children together explore topics and
themes, generating new interests and goals" (Weaver. 1990). Note, however, that
whole language teachers are expected to ensure that the mandated curriculum is
somehow incorporated into the "negotiated" one.

d) I.earning activities in a whole language environment involve a great deal of
interaction (student-student, student-teacher), collaboration, and communication.
Weaver (1990) asserts that whole language instruction is based on a transactional
model of learning. "reflecting the fact that the learner actively engages with or
transacts with the external environment, including people and books, in order
to learn."

We heartily endorse these principles, and recommend them as important guidelines for

Foresee instruction. The first is. of course. at the heart of the Foresee Approach. As for the

others. we agree with the proponents of whole language that learning is enhanci2d when

language is used for real purposes, when students have some ownership over the curriculum,

and when classroom activities are collaborative and "transactional."

Despite these obvious merits. however, we caution against the wholesale adoption of

\A, hole language as the so/e basis of integrated I instruction. In our iew. the whole

language approach places too great a reliance on "inner-directed" learning. Advocates of whole

language generally assume, and ollen state expli,:itl (e.g.. Goodman & ( oodman, 1990), that

suLLLssful learning depends mainly on the child's contribution to the process interest.



motivation. personal sense of purpose. autonom,.. creativity. and so ffirth. This assumption is

implicit in Weaver's interpretation of "transaction" in principle (d) above. She views

transaction as basically a one-way process. the child's active engagement with the external

environment. There is no mention here of the environment's active engagement with the child.

This betrays a general lack of interest typical of the proponents or whole language

towards the organization of maximally effective environmental support. A simpler name for

the latter is "good teaching."

In our opinion, good teaching means more than acting as a facilitator or children's

learning and working to foster an atmosphere of independent inquiry, important though these

responsibilities may be. Good teaching also involves the ability to assess what students know

and are able to do on their own. to estimate what they could know and could do with proper

pedagogical guidance. and to assist them to traverse the gap this being, of course,

Vygotsky's zone or proximal development. While much knowledge and many skills of

language and content-area work can doubtless be "acquired" through experiential learning of

the whole language variety, there are many things that students cannot learn efficiently and

successfully without the teacher's help.

We realize that we can be accused of exaggeration here. Whole language teaching, its

supporters will insist, does not exclude teacher-centred instruction: skilled whole language

teachers are able to draw upon a wide repertoire of different instructional styles, teacher-

centred ones included, to meet the varied needs of their students. This is true, no doubt. hut

unfortunately, not all teachers possess the necessary expertise to do this. We fear that the

whole language environments or many students will turn out to be aimless and disorganized

unless teachers are provided with clear-cut guidelines for incorporating appropriate teacher-

centred instruction into their lessons. The Foresee Approach contains specific guidelines of

this sort. allowing teachers a systematic way or effectively blending together what Chamot and

O'Malley (1989) call "teacher-directed" and "learner-centred" instructional procedures.

2.4.3 Cooperative Learning

During the mid-I980s. increasing attention began to be paid to the instructional

advantages or cooperative learning (e.g.. Slavin, 1983: Johnson e( al.. 1984: Kagan. 1985.

1986). Although most research on the topic has dealt with the Fnglish 1.1 (i.e.. mainstream)

context. Jacob and Nlattson (1987) suggest that cooperative learninll methods can also con-

tribute to the academic development or ESL students. Obviously. such arrangements provide
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opportunities for a great deal of personal interactiOn among students. In mainstream

classrooms, the increased communication between ESL and English-speaking students is likely

to help the ESI, students to improve their communicative competence (McGroarty, 1992).

More significantly from our perspective, their academic language proficiency especially

their oral proficiency is bound to be promoted by such communication, since a good deal

of it will involve the performance of content-area tasks. Jacob and Mattson maintain that

cooperative learning methods can he used with all ESL students and with any type of class:

The methods are helpful with students from kindergarten through college at all
levels of proficiency, in ESI, pullout classes, sheltered English classes, or
mainstream classes. Subjects can include English as a second language or
content areas such as math, science. and social studies (1987).

Cooperative learning means more than putting students in small groups and having them

work together. A number of different cooperative learning methods have been proposed in the

literature on the topic. These differ from each other in a number of ways. including the aspects

of development promoted. the type or cooperation required, student roles, and teacher roles.

Perhaps the best known of these methods at least among ESL teachers is the Jigsaw

technique. which has been adapted for 1,2 instructional purposes by Coelho (1988). Still, some

of the other specific methods reviewed by Jacob and Mattson (1987) would also seem to have

promise for the teaching of ESE students, though they might require a certain amount of

modification. Kagan (1990) observes that cooperative learning methods, or structures as he

calls them. are "content-free ways Of organizing social interaction in the classroom." When

utilized or applied for particular purposes in content-area lessons, structures give rise to specific

activiiies. The advantage of knowing a variety of cooperative learning structures, such as those

listed by Kagan (1990), is that they can he used to generate literally an unlimited number of

classroom activities.

It is no exaggeration to say that cooperative learning of some kind should take place

in every Foresee lesson. Oral academic language skills are not developed in silent isolation.

They stand a good chance of growing, however. when ESI, students collaborate with each other

or with English-speaking peers to acconmlish meaningful content-related tasks.
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3. The Foresee Theoretical Model

3.1 CALLA, the Basis of the Foresee Approach

The Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach, or CALLA (pronounced

caLLA), is the invention of Anna Uhl Chamot and J. Michael O'Malley, two innovative

American researchers and educational theorists. Their model is explained at length in a number

of their writings, especially Chamot & O'Malley (1986. 1987, 1989, 1994) and O'Malley &

Chamot (1990). Readers wishing to deepen their understanding of CALLA, especially the

details of its theoretical foundations in cognitive psychology. are advised to consult some of

these sources. Chamot and O'Malley's work has been our major inspiration, and we gratefully

acknowledge our debt to their insights and achievements.

The Foresee Approach is a modified version. or more accurately an extension, of

CALLA. Foresee and CALLA share the same purpose and resemble each other in many

important respects. The differences between the two models exist on two levels, the

theoretical level and the level of classroom application. Our innovations on the latter level

are discussed at length in the next two chapters. especially Chapter 3. Most of the remainder

of the present chapter will be devoted to a rather thorough description of what we call the

Foresee theoretical model. This model is based directly on CALLA. though it incorporates

a number of significant modifications. Perhaps the most obvious of these is our diagrammatic

representation of the overall model and most of its subcomponents, in the form of' the

triangular configuration shown in Fig. 1.3 and in subsequent figures in this chapter.

Although the word "theoretical" may tempt some readers to skip the following pages,

we must emphasize that a thorough understanding of this molel is absolutely essential to an

appreciation of the teaching techniques and sample lessons outlined in later chapters. Our

objective here is to eNplain this important model in sufficient. detail that the reader will he able

to perceive its application in the practical examples to follow.

3.2 Introduction to the Model

Foresee. like CALl A. is a model of' integrated instruction. Most other models of this

type emphasize the inteuation of two domains of' know ledge, content and language. CALLA

goes beyond them in advocating the integration ol three domains: content, language, and

learning strategies. Foresee copies this scheme. and thus a tpical CALLA lesson contains

instruction relating to three components. as illustrated in Fig. 1.3 on the next page.
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Fig. 1.3: 3 Components of the Foresee Theoretical Model

These three components are not taught separately, in isolation from each other. Rather.

they interact with each other in reciprocal and mutually supportive ways, as indicated by the

two-way arrows in Fig. 1.3. The two components at the bottom, language and learning

strategies. serve as the "base" for the learning of content (subject matter). Conversely, the

content material provides the vehicle through which academic language proficiency can be

developed and the learning strategics can be learned and practised. In fact, it is fair to say that

Foresee instruction is "content-driven." since the choice of content generally determines which

aspects of language and which learning strategies will be taught: hence. the position of content

at the top of the triangle is appropriate. As for the interaction between the two base

components, well-chosen learning strategies can assist students to acquire language (knowledge

and skills), while language skills are essential to the successful application of the learning

strategies. As an example of the latter dependence, good listening skills are ob.% iouslY

important to effective notetaking. one of the cognitive strategies listed by Chamot and

O'Malley (see Section 3.3.3).

Our next step in explicating the Foresee theoretical model will he to examine each of

these three main components separately. one 1),. one. our interpretation of the model at this



point is somewhat original, as we visualize each component as containing three subcomponents

which can be represented by diagrams congruent to that in Fig. 1.3.

3.3 The Three Components of the Foresee Theoretical Model

3.3.1 The Content Component

The selection of content material to be tauL,ht depends on a number of factors, including

the students' interests, the teacher's imagination, the curriculum, and thg teaching context. Let

us focus on the last of these. Obviously, specialist ESL teachers wishing to implement

content-based LANGUAGE instruction have a good deal of latitude in selecting content

topics for their classrooms, as they usually have no prescribed curriculum to follow. Although

student interest is certainly a major criterion for deciding on what to teach in such a context.

ESI, teachers are advised to choose topics that will prepare their students for regular subject-

area work when they finally encounter it. Active collaboration between ESI. and mainstream

teachers can lead to fruitful decisions in this regard (Short. Crandall. & Christian. 1989: Snow.

Met, & (lenesee, 1989),

IMESSEL;

Fig. 1.4: The Content Component

Regular classroom teachers face a more difficult problem, that of communicating

complex ideas to ESI, students who are not yet fully prepared for content-area work. Chamot

and O'Malley (198) ) observe that mainstream teachers often react to the limited English
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proficiency of their ESI. students by teachine content on an adjusted or simplified level.

tolerating lower-order academic and cognitive skills in place of the more advanced skills they

expect from their English 1.1 students. But as Chamot and O'Malley insist, this is a

fundamental error. In their words. "ESI. students need to learn content that is appropriate to

their developmental level and prior educational experience, and higher-level thinking skills are

as much to be expected from them as from any student" (1989: 114). Content-area teachers

who must cope daily w ith ES1. students from apparently poor academic backgrounds may

protest that there seems little else they can do with these students but lower their expectations

as a \\ av of getting them through. reaction is understandable: there is no question that

many of our ESI. students are lackiiw in some of the basic knowledge and skills essential for

success in mainstream courses. 'their previous educational experiences. for whatever reasons,

have not equipped them adequately for our curricula. Nevertheless, content teachers should

realize that watering down the subject matter and lowering expectations cannot solve the

problem. Such measures simply postpone the day. if it ever comes. when these students catch

up to their English-speaking peers in academic proficiency.

'fuming directly to the internal composition of the content component. we suggest that

content mastery generalk invol\ es know ledge of three sorts, as depicted in Fig. 1.4.

Facts are chunks of information about a gi en subject area. for example, names. dates,

places. and events in histor\ . Processes are relations or connections between entities or events.

usually conceived as dynamic models. An example would be the water cycle in geography.

hich consists of a complex sequence of events. Both facts and processes. which we have

placed at the base of the triangle in Fig. 1.4. are instances of what Andersor (1985) calls

dcdaraiire kumiledge. w hat we "know" about a gi en topic. The skills represented by the

topmost circle are particular modes of analysis, reflection, activity. etc. which one learns

through participation in indk idual subject areas. 1-he most obvious examples of content-

specific skills are those of mathematics computational skills, algebraic skills. etc. Each

subject area contains its own unique set of skills. although some like problem-solving skills

obviously cross disciplines. Skills are instances ol procedural Immiledge (Anderson. 1985),

that is. what we know how to do in a gi\ en subject.

We emphasiie that these aspects of declaratk e and procedural knowledge are to be

understood here as strictk con/cm-rt./wed. Students learn the facts. processes. and skills of

science. for instance. b stud ing and "doing" science. 01w iousl. however. language is crucial



to all three elements. In learning the facts of science, students must learn appropriate vocabu-

lary. In describing processes. they must use the proper terms and sentence patterns for

expressing sequence. cause and eact, etc. In writing experiment reports (a "skill"), they must

use the passive voice. The examples are endless, because content and language are

inextricably related. Nevertheless, the language component is best examined in isolation. Let

us do so now.

3.3.2 The Language Component

The purpose of the language component is to give students practice in using English as

a tool for learning academic subject matter. Teachers can promote academic language

proficiency in two ways. (a) by providing explicit language instruction when necessary, and

(b) by taking care to build valuable language experiences into content-area work. One

difference between our Foresee Approach and CALLA is that we assign greater importance to

the first of these than Chamot and O'Malley do. Their writings contain little information about

explicit language teaching. emphasizing instead the "experiential" route to academic language

learning. The purpose of the language development component of CALLA. they state. is to

give students

sufficient practice in using language in academic contexts so that language
comprehension and production become automatic and students develop the ability
to communicate about academic subjects (TESOL Quarterly 1987: 234).

While we agree that participation in content-area activities is of great benefit in developing

students' academic language skills, we believe that explicit instruction is often nuA.ssary to

make students aware of many of the special features of academic language grammatical

strUctures, discourse markers. functions, etc.

Another difference between the Foresee Approach and CALLA is the ort, tnization of

the language component. Chamot and O'Malley (e.g.. 1986, 1987) identify four "aspects of

language" to he included in this component: vocabulary, academic language Junctions.

language structures and discourse features (grouped together), and language skills. Since

vocabulary, or lexical knowledge. is clearly an aspect of what we may call "linguistic

knowledge," as arc structures and discourse features. we prefer to lump these three together,

as shown in Fig. 1.5.

In our experience, many content-area teachers are unfamiliar ith some of the important

aspects of this component. especially structures, discourse features, and functions. This is
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Fig. 1.5: The Language Component

understandable, as a full understanding of these matters generally requires a certain

acquaintance with the field of linguistics, which most teachers lack. We hope the following

briefs explanations succeed in clarifying these aspects to a satisfhctory degree, but we make no

pretense at completeness here. With this note of caution, let us now proceed to examine each

of the three subcomponents represented by the circles in Fig. 1.5.

(I) Linguistic Knowledge

(a) Vocabulary. All teachers recognize the need to teach students the specialized

vocabulary and technical terms of each subject area, usually through explicit procedures. In

geography, for example. students must learn the meanings of words like peninsula, moraine.

precnntalion. and so forth. Content \ ocabular\ also includes common everyday words used

in special senses. For example. lore(' and euerKt have quite specific meanings in physics.

In our opinion, the \ ocabular di flicultie of I. SI. students go beyond the "specialized.'

ten111'; of the content areas. Academic v riting tends to contain numerous knglish words that
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are unfamiliar to students vs:hose competence is limited more or less to what we have called

"communicative" language. Words like estimate. explanation, and approximateN, for example.

are not especially common in everyday speech. though they feature prominently in academic

language across the content spectrum. I3oth ESI. and mainstream teachers should make a

deliberate effbrt to identify and teach such potentially troublesome words.

There exist many useful techniques for teaching vocabulary, but we cannot go into the

question of methodology in the limited space available here. For detailed information, see Seal

(1991) and references cited therein. Just one piece of ad\ ice will have to suffice here.

Teaching a word usually involves more than simply teaching its meaning, the usual focus of

attention. Other aspects that may need to be explained about a word are its derivational roots

(especially prefixes and suffixes), its part of speech (noun, verb. etc.). related derivatives (e.g..

explain explanation explanatory). and potentially confusing "near synonyms" (other words

that mean almost hut not quite the same thing). Proper vocabulary teaching includes

attention to details such as these.

(b) Structures. The second important aspect of linguistic knowledge is structures, or.

more precisely, grammatical structures. Ily this we mean grammatical fbrms like verb tenses,

articles, prepositions. relative clauses, sentence patterns. etc. that are commonly used in content

areas. A good example is the passive voice. which is used extensively in science to describe

processes, report experiments, and so on. Of course. the passive voice is also used in other

subject areas, so students could practise its use across the curriculum if enough teachers

devoted conscious attention to it.

Most content-arca teachers do not consider themselves "language teachers," so they may

avoid the responsibility of providing explicit instruction about important structures which their

students may encounter. They may. in filet. find difficulty even in recognizing which structures

are common in their disciplines. Again, collaboration betw een ESI. specialist teachers and

mainstream teachers is invaluable in raising awareness about such matters. and hence in

bringing content-area material and tasks into the range of ESL students' capabilities.

(c) Discourse Features. The term "discourse" refers to the organization of language

in units greater than the sentence. Although this is a complex topic involving many aspects

of language. teachers need be concerned for the most part about only three kinds of discourse

features: rhetorical organization. discourse markers. and theme-rheme structure.

.2 6
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Rhetorical organization refers to the way stretches of text larger than the sentence are

constructed. 'Me classic example is paragraph structure, often recommended to he "topic

sentence supporting details concluding sentence." Other examples are textbook

organization, the structure of friendly letters and business letters. the format of science

experiment reports. and the organization of essays (de,riptive, expository, etc.) and narratives.

ESL students need to be taught about such important features of academic discourse.

'the second important aspect of discourse that teachers might include in content-area

instruction is the host of special terms sentence connectors, "discourse linkers," and

"discourse markers" that abound in academic writing. There are literally hundreds of these.

most of which are used to achieve textual cohesion. Terms like nevertheless. in spite of

consequently. therefOre. in contrast to. and 'on the other haml are infrequent in everyday

communication. so ES1, students need to be taught their meanings and their proper grammatical

usage. Content-area teachers do not have to conduct extensive research to identify such terms:

all they need to do is refer to their textbook, each chapter of which will likely contain dozens

of them. It is not surprising that FSI. students will have problems with these. but if conscious.

deliberate attention is paid to their explanation and practice. the problems will disappear. and

students' academic language proficiency will increase dramatically.

A third important aspect of discourse structure is the organization of information within

sentences. From the point of view of information organization, most sentences consist of two

distinct parts:

a) the topic, or w hat is being talked about. Some linguists call this the theme of the
sentence. If 1 11.s .owed by

b) the comment. or what is said about the theme. l"his is often called the rheme of
the sentence.

For example. consider the following discourse. Marv: "Where's your brother?" Bill: "I le's

in the shower." In Rill's response. he is the theme ( w hat is being talked about). while is (

in the shower is the rheme (what is said about "he"). Notice that in normal discourse the

theme typically consists of "given" information. S1 hereas the rheme is usuall\ "new" infor-

mation. For simplicity, we call this correspondence theme-rheme structure in the lesson

plans of Chapters 4. 5. and 6. It is evidenced, for example, in students' answers to written

questions like "What is a meteorologist?" 'Hie response sould be.. I meteorologist (theme

gi \ en information comes first) LS a person who qudies the weather (rheme

information follows theme).

new

7. A_
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(2) Functions

No aspect of the language component is hardef for teachers to grasp than functions, or.

to give them a more specific name, academic language functions. The functions of language,

simply enough, are the uses to which language is put. Rut what does it mean to "teach

functions"? If that means to "teach the uses of language." does it also involve teaching

language itself'? flow do functions relate to structural and discourse features? Are there

different types of functions? Is anything involved in teaching them (whatever that means)

other than giving students a chance to practise? These and other related questions beg for

answers, but few are usually forthcoming, even from ESL teachers. And if functions are a

slippery topic for specialists. they are certain to be harder for content teachers to grasp. Let

us try to demystify this obscure subcomponent.

It may be helpful to begin by comparing academic language .functions (which we shall

call ALFs) with communicative language huictions (CLFs). The latter were discussed in

Section 1.2, where we observed that one important objective of communicative language

teaching was to develop students' proficiency in using language to express social functions like

greeting. apologizing. etc. As an example. let us consider what is entailed in teaching the

function of apologizing. Clearl. NSI, students will already know what it means to apologize;

they surely are able to do so in their native languages. both accurately and appropriately. We

might conclude, then, that "teaching apologizing" does not mean teaching the actual function

at all, since students already know it. 'Hie matter is more complicated than that, however. It

is true that they w ill understand the general notion of what.an apology is. but what they will

not know are the variety of English expressions for expressing apology nor the social

conditions on their use. Apologies in English range in fOree from a simple "sorry" or "pardon

me" to "please accept my humble apologies." with many other expressions in between.

Speakers of Emulish automatically know which expressions to use in a given social situation,

for example. that the first ts\ o of the phrases above but not the last are appropriate after

accidentally brushing against someone in the hallway. Judging from this example, it appears

that "learning a (IF" is mainl a matter of learning (a) the various expressions available to

express the function. and (b) the social appropriateness of each.

We have discussed CFI's in some detail because they are fairly simple and may help

to make academic language functions ( Is) more easily understood. Al .Fs are the functions

of language typical of content-area %sod:. Defining. classifying. and hypothesizing, to choose
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thrce at random. are typical ALI's they are common purposes of language in academic

work, though comparatively rare in everyday conversation. It should be noted that functions

need not be restricted to one category or the other (communicative or academic). Some, like

arguing, describing, and asking for information, qualify as both CLI's and Ail's, although the

ways of accomplishing them may differ somewhat from sphere to sphere.

Let us begin our discussion of All's by asking what is involved in teaching them.

Unlike CLI:s. the functions of academic work may not he clear to ESL students. Putting this

another way, students may not understand the "conceptual" side of ALFs, what, it means, for

example. to define. classify. li)pothesize. evaluate, report, and so on. One of the principal aims

of content-area work should he to teach students these concepts themselves. Obviously,

however, such functions cannot be accomplished effectively except through appropriate

language forms. so considerable attention should be devoted to teaching these as well. To go

one step further. teachers might consider emphasizing the names of the ALI's that their

students are expected to express. Al Is are the uses of academic language, and ESL students

indeed, all students should certainly know what these uses are called. Summing this all

up. the three important aspects of teaching Al Is can be depicted by our usual triangle, as in

Fig. 1.6.

There is more to sa. about teaching but let us digress for a moment to consider

a second important question about them. one that has not been widely addressed in the

literature: can they be Jassilied into different types? We propose that there are two basic

kinds of academic lan nage function. wa of introduction, it seems that the language

involved in accomplishing certain Al.I:s would be relatively easy to teach. Functions in this

category might include comparing. contrasting. classifying. predicting, exemplifying, and

hypothesizing. On the other hand. man\ Al Ts seem so general and so unrelated to specific

linguistic forms that one would scarcel\ know \\ here to begin teaching them. Some functions

of this type are explaining, describing. justifying. persuading. synthesizing. and evaluating.

To capture this essential difference. let us categorize Al.Fs into two basic types called

microfunctions and macrolunctions. .Ificrolimohms are small-scale: they involve the

performance of rather speci lie language tasks w ith comparativel narrow purposes. ,Ifacroffine-

timrs. on the other hand. are larger-scale uses in the sense that they pertain to more general

language tasks w ith broader purposes.
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Fig. 1.6: Teaching Academic Language Functions

The difference is reflected in the interrelated domains of syntax and discourse features.

Microllinctions can generally be accomplished by means of limited stretches of discourse. one

or two sentences at most. Furthermore. they tend to be realized through a relatively small

number of distinctive sentence patterns, thus allowing easily identifiable form-function

matchups, and are often signaled by distinctive discourse markers (e.g., therefinv. if is'are

called). To illustrate. consider the follow ing examples of defining. a typical microfunction.

These are taken from a senior 2 (grade I()) geography textbook (Ileadon ei al., 1989).

a) An air mass is a huge body of air containing similar weather conditions
throughout.

b) These irregular deposits of \arying hei12hts are called moraines.

c ) Fractures in the rocks of the earth's crust arc known as faults.

d) Still further west, primarily in the semideserts of' the Great Plains, soils are
affected by salini:ation, i.e.. deposits of mineral salts left on the surface after
evaporation of soil moisture.

Hie expressions in bold print are discoure ninkers eommonk used (among others) for

defining terms. Notice also the sentence patterns typical of this function. Other examples of



defining could he added, but these should suffice to illustrate the linguistie nature of

microlunctions.

Macro functions. in contrast. are usuall accomplished through longer stretches of

discourse. and are not necessarik associated w ith particular sentence patterns or helpful

discourse signals. lhe reader might pause for a moment to reflect on what he or she would

do if required to explain, describe, report. justify. or e\ aluate somethinu. Clearly. there are no

set formats for accomplishing such macrof.unctions. How one chooses to uo about the task

depends on man factors. and it is highl improbable that anv two writers (Or speakers) would

accomplish such a function in exactl the same wa\ . One further point: since rnacrollInCtions

t \ piLally invoke extended discourse. the \ are Subject to linguistic analysis and description

mainly on the discourse loci rather than on the sntactic lock

Returning to the topic of teaching All's. it should be clear that procedures for teaching

microfunctions will differ signilicantk from those needed for macrolunctions. Since

microlunctions are t pically related to identifiable sentence patterns and definite discourse

signals. it is quite feasible for teachers to make these connections explicit. On the other hand.

macrot'unctions generalk invoke longer stretches of discourse. and are less clearly associated

with distinctk e formal features. leaching these w ill therefore tend to be more difficult. For

one thing. appropriate instruction of macrolunctions must necessarily focus more on textual and

rhetorical organi/ation than on sentence-le\ el phenomena. But opportunities to practice such

functions can be built into mans content actk ities. provided that tcachers are willing to do so.

and with sufficient experience in accomplishing macrolunctions, students should eventually be

able to acquire control o\ er them.

Nluch more could be added here about the thorns topic of Ails. but we hope the

explanation abme has succeeded in shedding some light on this important subcomponent. The

sample lesson plans included in this manual will pro\ ide the reader with some practical ideas

about how to teach these functions.

(3) Skills

It will not be nccessar to go into as much detail about academie language skills.

listening. speaking. reading. and \\ riling for academic purposes. All teachers have

a general understanding of the niiturc or these skills. No doubt the two literacy skills. reading

and writing, are the most Ilea\ il\ emphasiied in content-area classrooms. Both CAI I.A and

the Foresee Approach. how e\ er. recommend that opportunities also be pros ided for practice
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of the two oracy skills. listening and speaking. Listening skills are particularly important for

comprehending content-area material (lectures, explanations. instructions, etc.).

We shall not consider the matter of instructional practice here. Methods and procedures

for teaching reading or writing can he found in numerous publications, and these topics are so

vast that it would he futile even to begin discussing them. A uood introduction to content-area

reading can be found in Dubin & Bycina (1991). Some useful techniques for teaching writing

skills are explained in Olshtain (1991) and Kroll (1991). and in the references cited in these

articles. These sources are certainly worth consulting. but we want to emphasize that Foresee

does not rely on an) conventional method or methods of teachinu4 academic language skills.

Rather. our approach develops students' skills in an integrated fashion. as a natural by-product

of motivated involvement in content-area work.

We would like to make one important point about teachim.; academic language skills,

however. Teachers should avoid the tendency to view each skill as an undifferentiated ability.

The expression "knowing how to read." for example. is really quite simplistic. The two writers

of this manual know how to read. hut both of us (like most people) have a lot of trouble

comprehending income tax manuals and insurance policies, and would doubtless be lost trying

to understand journal articles about nuclear physics or medieval dissertations on theology. The

skill of reading actually divides into a rather large set of related subskills reading for

general ideas. reading for specific information. reading for pleasure. etc. The same is true

about the other skills. Being able to write an entertaining and informative friendly letter. for

example. does not mean that one can write a good formal essay.

The instructional implications of this general idea should not be hard to perceive. Each

content area makes its own special demands regarding which aspects of the four skills are

important. Teachers should therefore make an effort to provide practice in those subskills

which are relevant to their fields. Examples of how this can be done are contained in many

of the lesson plans included in this manual.

To conclude this explanation of the language component. we would like to describe how

its three subcomponents interact with each other. Referring hack to Fig. 1.5. linguistic

knowledge is obviously essential to the accomplishment of functions and the performance of

skills. Conversely, the need to execute .11.1:s and make use of academic skills will stimulate

constant growth of the learner's know ledge about language \ocabularv. structures, and

discourse features. As for the relationship between functions and skills, the latter are simpl.)
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the modalities through which the various functions are actually accomplished. The two-way

arrows in Fig. 1.5 are intended to indicate this set of interactions. Clearly, the Foresee

lanuuage component operates as a closely .ntegrated unit.

3.3.3 The Learning Stritegies Component

The third and last component of Foresee. the one that sets it apart from other models

of integrated instruction aside from CAli.A. is the learning strategies component. Charnot

and O'Malley have often emphasized that. learning strategies are a unique feature of their

approach. and in their publications and writings they generally devote considerable attention

to explaining them. In their words. these strategies are "conscious techniques that facilitate

learning both language and content" (1989). Chamot and O'Malley argue that students can

dramatically improve their ability to understand and remember new information if they make

a deltheraw ettart to learn and apply a variety of these learning strategies, ideally to the point

of automaticity.
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Fig. 1.7: The Learning Strategies Component

The learning strategies component is pictured in ig. 1.7. .1he three categories

represented in the diagram \k ere established by Chamot and O'MalleY as a result of personal

research and an extensk e review of previom studies of learning strategies (O'Malley

( hamot, 1990). A detailed list of learning strategies excerpted from Chamot & O'Malley



(1987) is shown in Table 1.1 on pages 36 and 37. Along with C'hamot and O'Malley's

descriptions of the various strategies, we include explanations. comments, or notes pertaining

to the frequent applications of these strategies in Foresee instruction. The reader may find it

useful to consult this table when reading through the many sample lesson plans included in

Chapter 4. All of the specific strategies discussed below, are taken from this table.

(1) Metacognitive Strategies

Roughly defined, metacognitive strategies arc those relating to the decisions that

students have to make about how to approach or attack learning and thinking tasks. These

include strategies for:

(a) Planning one's learning efforts. Referring to Table 1.1. some important
planning strategies included there are Advance organLation (previewing material
to be learned). elective attention (deciding in advance to pay attention to
specific language cues which will aid comprehension). and Organiattional
planning (planning the structure and content of written or spoken language that
the learner intends to produce). The first two of these are receptive strategies.
while the third is a productive strategy.

(b) Monitoring one's understanding as learning proceeds. This is called Self:
monitoring. It can be receptive (periodically checking one's comprehension of
written or spoken input) or productive (checking the accuracy and/or
appropriateness of language produced).

(c) Evaluating one's success at achieving an overall learning objective. This is
called Se lkvaluation. It differs from sell-monitoring in that the learner
eNaluates how well he or she has accomplished a task after it has been
completed.

(2) Cognitive Strategies

These are strategies which can be applied directly to the tasks of understanding and

learning. Such strategies tend to be either mental or physical. though most can actually be

utilized in either mode.

(a) Mental Strategies. Referring to the list in Table 1.1. a good example of a
"mental" cognitive strategy is Imagery (using visual images to understand and
remember new information). Of course. it is also possible to use real physical
images for this purpose. but this strategy can certainly be a mental one. Other
mental strategies are Grouping. Deduction/induction, Auditory representation.
Elaboration, Transkr. and InIerencing. (See 'Fable 1.1 on pages 36 and 37 for
explanations of these strategies.)
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(b) Physical Strategies. The term "physical" means that these strategies involve the
use or production of real materials, usually written. An example of a receptive
cognitive strategy of this type is Resourcing (using reference materials like dic-
tionaries, encyclopedias, or textbooks). Productive physical strategies include
Note taking and Summarizing. Physical strategies are often called study skills,
although Chamot and O'Malley prefer to avoid this term.

(3) Social-Affective Strategies

These are strategies through which the learner somehow enlists the support or assistance

of other people (e.g.. peers, teachers), or establishes an emotional or attitudinal state of mind

conducive to success.

(a) Social Strategies. Chamot and O'Malley identify two of these, Questioning Ibr
clarification (soliciting help from someone else) and Cooperation (working with
others to complete a learning task).

(b) Affective Strategies. The single affective strategy listed by Chamot and
O'Malley is Self-talk ("reducing anxiety by using mental techniques that make
one feel competent to do the learning task").

The importance of these strategies should not be underrated. They are not a "frill" that

the teacher simply "tacks onto" the content and language components of lessons. Rather, they

constitute a major pathway to empowerment, a means through which students can develop into

efficient and independent learners. Chamot and O'Malley strongly recommend, as we do, that

they be explicitly taught and consciously practised through the vehicle of content-area work.

Explicit instruction should involve teaching the names of the strategies. although this can he

done on a simplified level (see below). Some innovative ways of providing opportunities for

the practice of learning strategies are suggested in the sample lessons and units later in this

manual.

Students would likely have trouble grasping all these learning strategies if the topic

were presented on too sophisticated a level. To solve this problem. Chamot and O'Malley

have devised a set pf colour-coded sheets (or transparencies) which list the basic strategies in

each category in simplified terms. Versions of their sheets, modified to be appropriate for

secondary ESI, students, arc appended to this chapter after the list of references. When taught

via these sheets, the various strategies are comprehensible to all students. It is interesting to

note the reasons behind the colours associated with the different strategy categories.

- Metacognitive strategies are blue, a "cool" colour suitable to the reflective process
of "stepping back" from a learning task and contemplating how to approach it.
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Table 1.1: List of Learning Strategies

NOTE: Colunm 2 contains Chamot & O'Malle's (1987) descriptions of the learning strategiLs. word for word:
column 3 gives explanations, comments, or notes relating to the frequent application of the strategies
in instruction using the Foresee Approach.

METACOGNITIVE STRATEGIES:

Strategies relating to the planning, inonitoring, or evaluating of 0/12 olt11 /earning

Advance
organization

Pres iewing the main ideas and

concepts of the material to be

learned, often by skimming for the
organizing principle

Organizational Planning the parts. sequence. main
planning ideas, or language functions to be

expressed orall or in writing

Selective
attention

Deciding in advance to attend to
specific aspects of input, often by
scanning for ke words, concepts.
and 'or linguistic markers

Se f-mon itori n Check ing one' s comprehension
during listening or reading, or
checking the aceuraQ and or
appropriateness of one's oral or
Ns ritten production w hile it is taking
place

Self-es aluation Judging how w ell one has

accomplished a learning act i it
after it has been completed

COGNITIVE STRATEGIES.

A receptive strategy looking at headings.
subheadings, accompanying pictures or diagrams.
etc., to get ideas about (and predict) the contents of
a reading passage.

A productive strategy used when planning note
taking activities, procedures for answering questions.
etc.

Reeeptive listening (or reading) for key words and
discourse markers that will assist in comprehending
the material, taking notes, etc. May also assist in
production (question-answering) when students
identify and underline the most important words in
written questions.

Recepti \,c or productive checking one's own
understanding of the material while learning is going
on, or checking the accurac of one's work as it is

being done.

Receptive or productive similar to Sell-
monitoring. but performed after the completion of the
task. Often a collaborative endeavor enlisting the
support of peers or the teacher.

Strategies. c. ail he applied directly to ilk. iclyk.s of understanding ancl /canting

Resourcing :sing target-limguage reference
materials such as dictionaries,
enc.clopedias. or textbooks

Grouping Classif ing sords, terminolog>, or
concepts according to their attributes

Note taking Writing down Le% words and

Loncepts in abhro iated erbal .

graphic, or numerical form during a
listening or reading actis it

Often accomplished b making use of resources such
as librar materials, newspapers. fliers. magazines.
etc.

Increasing ones understanding of content material b
grouping together sets of things having similar
characteristics. When the groups are named as well.
this process is better called Classifying.

()lien goes hand in hand w ith Orgclinzatic»tal
planning and Selective attention %rding a

column of numbers and then listening for the answers
to a predetermined series of questions.
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Summarizing Making, a mental or written
summary of information gained
through listening or reading

Deduction
induction

Imagery

Auditory
representation

I:laboration

Transfer

Inferencing

Applying rules to understand or
produce the second language, or
making up rules based on language
analysis

Using visual images (either mental
or physical) to understand and

remember new information

Playing back in one's mind the
sound of a word. phrase, or longer
language sequence

Relating new information to prior
knowledge, relating different parts of
new information to each other, or
making meaningful personal
associations to the new information

Using previous linguistic knowledge
or prior skills to assist comprehen-
sion or production

Using information in an oral or
ss ritten text to guess meanings,
predict outcomes, or complete
missing parts

Sometimes accompanies Grouping, since a summary
may consist of information in a series of separate
categories. Also, often follows Note taking as an end
result.

Actually two strategies in one. Used when wrestling
with any. problem of linguistic form (grammar,
spelling, punctuation, etc.), either by applying rules
already learned (Deduction) or by formulating one's
own rules on the basis of available linguistic
evidence (Induction).

Using pictures to increase understanding, or making
diagrams (e.g.. Venn diagrams), charts, or other
graphic representations to make information easier to
understand and remember. Often accompanies
Grouping.

May be teacher-initiated. Used particularly in Note
taking.

Basically, building upon one's previous knowledge of
a subject. Often, learning more about a particular
topic by Resourcing (doing research on particular
subtopics). Also, may involve expanding one's
linguistic expression of a topic or idea (words
sentences -> paragraphs).

Making use of previously acquired linguistic
knowledge or skill to assist in coping with a new and
different learning task.

In the Foresee Approach. Predicting means guessing
what will come next in a story or other reading
passage. In/crewing means guessing at answers
to questions. w hen grouping or taking notes. etc.

SOCIAL-AFFECTIVE STRATEGIES:

Strategics thraugh which the learner samchmu enlictv the suppart assivancc al who- people tc.g..
peers, teach4.r.0 Or establiche. an emotional or attltudmal slate mind conducive lo s UcCeSA.

Questioning for
clarificat ion

Cooperation

Self-talk

Fliciting from a teacher or peer Basically, the strategy of actively seeking help from
additional information. rephrasing. others (peers or teacher).
examples. or erification

Working together 55ith peers to Many applications. Often used w ith Sell-croluation.
solve a problem, pool information. I sually teacher-initiated (pairs. small groups).
check a learning task, model a

language activity. or get feedback
from an oral presentation

Reducing anxiety by using mental
techniques that make one feel

competent to do the learning task

1 7

Sometimes invok es the mental (or e\en spoken)
"rehearsal- of the qcps that need to Ile perlormed to
accomplish a particular task



Cognitive strategies are green because the are fertile and productive ways or
enhancing learning.

Social-affective strategies are pink, a "warm" colour reflecting what Chamot and
O'Malley refer to as the "warm fuzzy" nature of strategies involving interpersonal
relationships and personal feelings.

Content
Componont

I.IN(.:U11 IC Mr1/0 )(,tV I i

(;li s

AI 1

1,alTuzw,e
(-)niponent

I nins;
Strategies
'onlponent

Fig. 1.8: The Foresee Theoretical Model (complete)
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3.4 The Importance of the Foresee Theoretical Model

The various components and subcomponents of the Foresee theoretical model have so

far been described and represented in rather a piecemeal fashion. We remedy this shortcoming

in Fig. 1.8. which shows the model in its complete form except for the details of the language

component and. in particular. the linguistic knowledge subcomponent (see Fig. 1.5).

Althouuh the information in this long section may seem rather technical and only

distantly related to the concerns of actual classroom instruction, we are convinced that effective

application of our approach demands a certain degree of familiarity with the model pictured

in Fig. 1.8. From the point of view of instructional planning. the Foresee theoretical model

plays an extremely important role: it provides 11w leaclwr with a comprehensive guide 10

making decisiauv aboul lesson objectives. I er \ Foresee lesson. as we shall illustrate in

Chapter 4. contains a comprehensixe set of objecti \ es drawn from each of the components (and

subcomponents) shown in Fig. 1.8. One practical advantage of our diagrammatic

representation is that it makes these elements easier to remember by linking them together in

a logical w a\ .

3.5 Implementing the Foresee Approach: One Contribution from CALLA

So far we ha\ e lOcused exclusively, via our theoretical model. on the objectives or

content of Foresee lessons what they should include. In this section we would like to

consider brielh the question of how Foresee can be implemented. Although we shall deal with

this topic exhausti\ el\ in Chapters 2 and 3. we would like to take this opportunity to

summarize one of the important contributions that CALLA has made to our Foresee procedural

scheme.

('hamot and O'Nlalle propose that a CALLA lesson should be divided into five phases.

as follows.

(al Preparation. the teacher prepares the students for the lesson by helping them
focus on the topic (e.g.. students recall prior knowleke through brainstorming).

(h) Presentation. .1.he teacher presents the new material by explaining it. having
students read it. or in some other fashion.

(c) Practice. l'he students are asked to participate in some activity or to

accomplish sonie meaniqiful task which w ill provide them with an opportunity
to "activel manipulate both the concepts presented and the language skills
needed to understand and express the new information" (Chamot & O'Malle\
1 986).



(d) Evaluation. After (or sometimes during) the practice phase, some kind of
evaluation of the students' understanding should occur. This can be
accomplished in a number of ways (e.g.. by the teacher, as a cooperative peer
activity, or through self-evaluation).

Follow-up (Expansion). The teacher introduces some activity "that provides
students with an opportunity to integrate the new concepts and skills acquired
in the lesson into their existing knowledge framework" (Ibid.).

(e)

This scheme, which we have incorporated into Foresee. obviously furnishes interested

teachers with some useful guidelines for instructional planning. It constitutes an excellent

format or framework for including all three CALLA components content, language, and

learning strategies in the design of effective lessons. Nevertheless, it contains little in the

way of detail about how teachers might exploit the subject matter of their content areas to plan

and deliver interesting, exciting, and motivating lessons. In order to accomplish this, we argue.

teachers must possess a repertoire of specific techniques and procedures for implementing

integrated instruction in their classrooms. One way to begin developing such a repertoire is

to examine carefully a variety of Foresee-based lessons and units that have been created and

preferably tested in practice by teachers who are both familiar with the Foresee model and

experienced in its application. As mentioned earlier, the sample lesson plans in Chapter 4 of

this manual are intended for this purpose. We are confident that an intensive study of these

will greatly reward any teacher who desires to implement one possible version of CALLA-

based instruction, namely our Foresee Approach, in his or her classroom.

This chapter has presented a great deal of background information on the Foresee

Approach. and has pointed the way to its implementation. There is yet another important step

to be taken, however, before the sample unit plan in Chapter 4 can be fully understood and

appreciated. The application of our approach is based on a synthesis of theory, procedures,

and high-quality available materials that teachers can adapt to their purposes in preparing

effective lessons and units for developing the academic knowledge and skills (content,

language, and learning strategies) of their ESL students. The nature of this synthesis is

explained in Chapters 2 and 3.

3.6 Why not "CALLA"?

We conclude this section with an obvious question: why not simply "CALLA'? Our

approach is based so extensively and unabashedly on that of Chamot and O'Malley, critics may

argue, that we might as well adopt CALLA directly as our model of instruction. Well, in the
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first place. "CA1 LA" is a copyrighted term. so we are legally prohibited from using it. But

bclieve there are three other good reasons for referring to our approach by a special name.

The first is that our Foresee Approach is not based only on CALLA. It is true that

CALLA is the major foundation. but our model is erected also upon the other foundations

discussed in Section 2 of this chapter. Many of these (e.g.. Cummins's theories, cooperative

learning, and of course strategies) are also incorporated within CALLA in one fashion or other,

hut not all are. Vygotsk.'s theor of learning and teaching. for example, is not. The Foresee

Approach. clearly, encompasses more than just CALLA.

The second reason for inventing a new name is that our version of CALLA includes

several modifications to Chamot and O'Malley's model. They do not, for example, make use

of the triangular representational model we have introduced here. Furthermore, their language

component does not consist of three elements, as ours does. and their account of academic

language functions (or ALFA, another term original with us) does not differentiate between

microfunctions and macrofunctions. Perhaps the major innovation in our interpretation of

CALLA is our detailed analysis of the language component. which Chamot and O'Malley de-

emphasize in favor of the learning strategies component. Other minor differences could be

noted here. but it should he clear from these few examples that the account of CALLA pres-

ented above differs from the original version advanced by Chamot and O'Malley (1986, 1987,

1989). It seemed an appropriate decision, therefore, to call our model by a different name.

The third reason for this decision probably the major reason. in fact lies in the

realm of practical application. Although we make use of many of the methodological ideas

suggested by Chamot and O'Malley (e.g.. the 5-stage lesson), the Foresee Approach embodies

i.n original. very specific process for constructing lesson and unit plans. The essential features

of this process will become clear in subsequent chapters.

4. The Continuing Need for ESL Teachers

As emphasiz.ed at the beginning of this chapter (Section 1.1). the Foresee Approach can

he utilized by both FSL teachers and regular classroom teachers. Because the integrated

instruction that we recommend is bound to result in ongoing language development through

mainstream content-area work. some teachers and administrators may leap to the conclusion

that the IA idespread implementation of our approach across the curriculum may reduce the need

for F.S1. teachers or. indeed, eliminate this need altogether. We believe such a conclusion to

be completely unwarranted. and we would like to conclude this chapter by expressing our

vigorous opposition to any policy aimed at phasing out FSI. teachers in our schools. For two
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decisive reasons. one theoretical and one practical. qualified ESL teachers would continue to

he necessary even if' the Foresee Approach should come to enjoy broad acceptance and

application across the content-area spectrum.

The theoretical reason, surely a compelling one. is that Foresee (like ('ALLA) is not

desigiwd to meet the needs of heginner-level ESL AllIdelity. i.e.. those who enter our schools

with virtually no knowledge of Fnglish. .1he first and crucial need of such students is to

acquire a satisfactory degree of coninilmical conipetem C. \\ hat Cummins (1979) called HICS

basic interpersonal communicative skills. As explained in Section 1.2 above, this sort of

competence consists of control over the Fnglish vocabulary. structures, rules of social

appropriateness. etc.. that students require in order to get along in everyday social situations.

It involves the ability to use language to perform important social functions like greeting.

apologizing, accepting invitations, and the like. Such concerns lie almost entirely outside the

domain of CALP and. ipsojactO. are irrelevant to Foresee or CALLA. Most regular classroom

teachers, even those versed in Foresee. would obviously lack the specialized training required

to help students develop this aspect of proficiency as quickly as possible. The responsibility

for doing so should continue to fall on the F.SI. teacher. who ideally possesses the necessary

expertise to accomplish this task. Such expertise naturally includes an extensive knowledge

of modern communicative language teaching (('I.T) methods. as well as skill in applying these.

It also includes an understanding of how to teach special aspects of language like

pronunciation. basic grammar. and communicative languaue functions.

The Foresee Approach. like CALLA. was designed as a "bridge to the mainstream"

(('hamot & O'Malley. 191{7). although this "bridge" can be located within the mainstream

classroom itself'. Its purpose is to enhance the development of academic language proficiency.

Cummins's CALI). e vehemently argue that it would be absurd to expect FISI. students to

cope with the language demands of content-area work prior to the acquisition of an adequate

measure of basic communicatke competence. An\ regular classroom teacher who has

attempted to teach the regular curriculum to students with zero Fnglish proficiency will surely

concur, and training teachers to use the Foresee Approach will not help them to cope with such

students any better than the\ ha\ e been able to do in the past. It would clearly be a serious

error, then. to phase out I.:SI. teachers entirek. since [SI. specialists must continue to perform

the crucial task of equipping beginner-level FSI. students with the communicative competence

required as a fundamental base for the de\ elopment of academic language competence and for

participation in content-area work.
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Ihere is a second reason. a more practical one. for retaining ESL specialists in our

schools. Since most content-area teachers

may be ill-prepared to "teach" language or even to recognize students language-
learning needs because of lack of training in language-teaching pedagogy.
language teachers I should] become pedagogical resources for mainstream
teachers \\ ho are willing to assume some responsibility for treating students'
language needs (Snow. Met. & (lenesee, 1 9 8 9 ) .

This latter group. obviously. would include all regular classroom teachers using the Foresee

Approach. A lack of know ledge. both linguistic and pedagogical. will pose an especially acute

problem for such teachers. because Foresee (like ('ALLA) is a sophisticated approach which

demands a considerable amount ol technical expertise for proper application. The logical

source of such expertise w ithin a school is the ESL teacher. whose knowledge about language.

Foresee methodology. and useful nktterials can serve as a vital resource for mainstream

teachers attemptinia to plan w hich aspects of linguistic knowledge. academic language

functions. learning strategies, etc., to include in their lessons. As we see it, collaboration

between HSI. specialist teachers and classroom teachers is an essential ingredient or successful

Foresee instruction across the curriculum. Widespread implementation of Foresee-enhanced

instruction in our schools will therefore not obviate the need for trained ESL specialist

teachers.
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METACOGNITIVE STRATEGIES

THINK:

How do I learn?

How can I learn better?

WHAT I CAN DO:

PLAN what I will do.

Use SELECTIVE ATTENTION.

MONITOR what I am doing.

EVALUATE what I have done.



COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

THINK:

How can I understand?

How can I remember?

WHAT I CAN DO:

ELABORATE prior knowledge.

TAKE NOTES of important ideas.

CLASSIFY or GROUP things to learn.

Make INFERENCES and PREDICT.

SUMMARIZE new information.

Use IMAGES and PICTURES.



SOCIAL AND AFFECTIVE
STRATEGIES

THINK:

How can I help others learn?

How can others help me learn?

How can I feel more confident?

WHAT I CAN DO:

ASK QUESTIONS for clarification.

COOPERATE with classmates to learn.

Use positive SELF-TALK.
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Chapter 2

Materials: The Key to Application

I. Applying the Foresee Approach: An Introduction

Good materials form the concrete component of the Foresee Approach. Such materials.

selected and perhaps adapted by the teacher. are essential to effective practical application of

the theoretical model presented in the previous chapter. If a teacher does not have access to

actual "hands on" materials which can serve as the nucleus of classroom instruction. the

Foresee Approach cannot be properly implemented. In a word, the materials provide the

vehicle for the effective practical application of the theory.

NotwithstandinQ the importance of materials, however, we emphasize that teachers must

have an adequate background knowledge of the Foresee model itself, since a solid theoretical

understanding is invaluable in helping the teacher to decide which materials to select. The

selection process is a crucial one, and generally takes a great deal of time and effort. Once

suitable materials have been chosen, the teacher can use them as the concrete means for

applying the theory implicit in the Foresee model. The theoretical model, as illustrated in Fig.

1.8 of Chapter I. provides the criteria for establishing instructional objectives (content,

language, and learning strategies), but the .materials constitute the actual subject matter which

the teacher can use as the basis for devising classroom procedures, activities, exercises, etc.

The application of the Foresee Approach can therefore be regarded, at least in part, as a

synthesis of theory and materials, as depicted in Fig. 2.1 below. (Note, however, that a third

component called procedures is also important to the application process. This component,

represented by the upper circle in Fig. 2.1, w ill be described fully in Chapter 3. For the

moment, let us simply assume that procedures are guidelines to the planning of effective

Foresee instruction.)

We should observe at this point that if teachers have not yet acquired the necessary

experience in implementing our model, smooth and skillful application of materials to Foresee

purposes can often prove difficult. Initially, the teaching suggestions and activities (i.e..

procedures) provided in teachers' manuals may have to he heavily relied upon. As teachers

become more familiar with the materials and their potential applications, however, they will

begin to reassess or to question some of these procedures on the basis of the theoretical



knowledge they have acquired. As Iltn\ theoretical insights (e.g.. the nature of the language

and learning strategies components) become assimilated, the procedures mav be improved to

incorporate the new ideas. As the procedures are improved, the old materials sometimes

become irrelevant and ineffective. Teachers may begin to look for different ways to

manipulate the content. changing their selection of materials to achieve restated objecthes.

*file selection and manipulation of the new materials will enable these teachers to develop new

theoretical understandings. The resulting readjustment of their theoretical perspective.

incorporating the new knowledge, will be reflected in a more refined and sophisticated

procedures. Teachers will then have "line tuned" the application, both theoretically and

practically. justifying what the are doing and how they are doing it. 'Fite entire application

process can be summed up in Fig. 2.1. which once again takes the form of- our familiar

triangle.

PROCEDURES

TI-IEORY
1.1;c1c,t

MATERIAI

Fig. 2.1: The Foresee Application Process

f teachers lack a solid understanding of the Foresee theoretical model, which is a

ci ucial foundation for application, it is unlikely that they will have the expertise to select.
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apply. change. or readjust materials, or to improve or reassess procedures. The teacher's

manual will likely be followed "to the letter." and the knowledge of how to manipulate the

materials to maximum effect will not be acquired. The main reason for this, of course, is that

the theory generates the objectives, particularly the language and learning strategies objectives,

that are crucial to true Foresee instruction.

As a final comment by way of introduction, the materials chosen as the basis for

classroom activities will be dependent upon which themes or topics are chosen for the units

which the teacher decides to develop. An explanation of how to plan and develop a Foresee

unit will be presented in the following chapter.

2. Selection of Materials

There are a number of excellent resources or materials available for integrating language

and content. Some of these provide teachers with concrete suggestions and activities which

can aid in the fulfilling or the content. language. and learning strategies objectives generated

by the Foresee model. These materials promote active involvement and interaction of the

students in real learning situations rather than superficial ones.

2.1 Criteria of Good Materials

(iood materials:

a) integrate and promote basic interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive
academic language proficiency (('ALI') (Cummins. 1979: see Chapter 1).

b) allow the formulation of realistic and valuable content. language. and learning
strategies objectives, as generated by the Foresee theoretical model.

c) are flexible and easily manipulated. and can therefore be adapted or modified to the
needs of the students. It is particularly important that written texts be easily
modifial le. so that they may be made comprehensible to ESI, students.

d) are exciting. both visually and in content. Perhaps the most important criteria for
selecting materials are that the visuals or pictures should be in colour, should be
appealing, and should provide comprehensible input. (Note: Visuals and demonstra-
tions are invaluable sources of contextual support for cognitively demanding content.
and if they are utilized appropriately, the resulting Foresee instruction will lie

squarely in quadrant 3 of Cummins's 2-dimensional theoretical framework for lan-
guage proficiency, as described in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 1.) I the materials
excite the teacher. they will excite the students as well. Needless to say, a teacher
must constantly revise materials to try to make them work, they w ill not he
interesting to the students. materials should be so exciting and motivating that
when students see the activities that their classmates in other groups have done. they
will be eager to do these as well.
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2.2 Where to Find Good Materials

a) Publishers' Displays. A publishers display at any conference is an excellent source
of real, current, and innovative materials. The discovery of wonderful new materials
can often excite and encourage teachers to try different ways of thinking, and may
lead to more innovative teaching practices. Ultimately the students reap the benefits
of these innovative techniques, which are inspired by the manipulation of the new
materials.

Teachers should always strive to find good materials which will assist them, as well
as motivate them. to develop new themes or units. They should not become
complacent once a few good units have been developed, satisfying themselves by
reteaching those same units year after year and using the same resources. Teachers
should constantly keep on the lookout for new materials which can promote change
by stimulating and encouraging an ongoing evolution in instructional practices.

b) Catalogues. Catalogues are good resources, but only if the actual materials have
been seen. If they have not. the teacher must resort to guesswork in deciding what
to order, and more often than not the materials that arrive will fail to live up to
expectations.

c) Word of Mouth. Teachers can easily use their colleagues as resources. Other
respected ESL teachers can often he relied upon to provide information about
recommended materials, why and how they use them. etc. Teachers may even visit
their colleagues' classrooms to observe the materials and their applications in actual
use. As a general rule. paying attention to word of mouth reports is probably the
surest and most reliable way of determining which resources or materials are most
effective, useful, and accessible.

A list of good materials which can be used for integrating language and content appears

at the end of this chapter. All of the materials recommended contain many good sections,

lessons, and units that are readily adaptable to effective Foresee instruction.

3. The Value of Accumulating Materials

Accumulating a large supply of materials is important to teachers concerned with teaching

content, language. and learning strategies through application of the Foresee Approach.

Teachers shopld have the concrete materials "at their fingertips" when developing a thematic

unit, in order to ensure that the unit will continue to develop smoothly alter the first few

lessons.

One of the important duties of an FS!. teacher is to ensure the successful integration of

[SI. students into their regular classrooms. This can he accomplished by assisting classroom

teachers to integrate content. language. and learning strategies objectives into their own

leaching units. At the elementar level, the teacher can supply classroom teachers with

attractive and motivating materials that they can use in implementing their own Foresee lessons

and units. At the secondary level, however. mainstream teachers are less likely to want to use

'/



materials provided by the ESL specialist. In this context, the ESL teacher's main role should

he to assist subject-area teachers in adapting and manipulating the content of their own

curricular materials with a view towards incorporating modified Foresee procedures into their

instructional repertoires (see Chapter 5 for details).

In conclusion, willing cooperation and communication between ESL teachers and the

regular classroom teachers are essential. The end product of a collaborative policy is bound

to be vastly improved instruction for the ESL/LEP students in our schools, both in ESI, and

in content-area classrooms.

4. A Resource List of Exemplary Materials

The following books are highly recommended as sources of interesting, motivating, and

adaptable materials for planning Foresee lessons and units. We have drawn heavily upon the

first of these, the Santillana Bridge to Communication series, in designing the secondary unit

on w.cather described in Chapter 4.

The list below is certainly not intended to be exhaustive. Experienced teachers will likely

he familiar with other resources containing high-quality textual materials, visual supports,

stories, etc., for use at their particular level. Actually, almost anything can serve as a potential

resource books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, etc. ESL teachers should always

he on the lookout for interesting and motivating materials which can be used as the nucleus

for developing content-based lessons utilizing the Foresee Approach.

We suggest that teachers write away for free catalogues on these materials. Such

catalogues can he used as a basis for ordering particular books that will meet the individual

needs of each instructional situation. We include the names and addresses of the publishers

and/or Canadian distributors of all the resources we have selected.
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Useful Materials

Bridge to Communication. San Diego, CA: Santillana Publishing Company, Inc., 1992.

- Middle Levels A. B, and C.
- Secondary Levels A. B. and C.

Write to:

Canadian Distributors:

Santillana Publishing Company, Inc.
901 W. Walnut St.
Compton CA 90220-5109
U.S.A.

Monarch Books of Canada Ltd.
5000 Dufferin St., Unit K
Downsview ON
M3H 5T5

Chamot. A. U.. J. M. O'Malley. and L. Kiipper. Building Bridges: Content and Learning
Strategies fin- ESL. Boston. MA: Heinle and Heinle Publishers. 1992.

Books 1, 2, and 3 (Student Editions) are all useful, especially at the secondary level.

Write to: Nelson Canada
1120 Birchmount Rd.
Scarborough ON
MIK 5G4

Prism: An Intermediate English Course. Toronto, ON: Ilarcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1992.

We recommend Student Books 1, 2. and 3, especially for the secondary level.

Spotlight: All English Course. Toronto. ON: I larcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1992.

We recommend Student Books 1. 2. and 3. especially for the secondary level.

For information on Prism and Spotlight, write to:

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
55 I lorner Ave.
Toronto ON
M87 4X6
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Chapter 3

Implementing the Approach:

The Development of Foresee Lessons and Units

1. Lesson and Unit Planning

In planning and developing a lesson or a unit using the Foresee Approach, the teacher

can follow an orderly progression of steps. Each step is dependent upon, and evolves from,

those preceding it. The purpose of the first section of this chapter is to describe the usual

stages of the overall planning and development procedure, which constitutes the practical stage

of Foresee application. In the second section we shall focus specifically upon one crucial

aspect of application, namely lesson procedures, and in Section 3 we present a few final details

about the unit development process.

(a) The First Step in Foresee planning is choosing the theme or topic for the unit.

This decision relates directly, of course, to the selection of content. For regular classroom

teachers, the choice is usually quite easy, since the curriculum can readily provide the

necessary guidelines. For ESL teachers, in contrast, the selection process may not be as

straightforward. and a good deal of latitude is ordinarily possible. ESL teachers should

collaborate with regular classroom teachers in choosing topics or themes which parallel, rather

than replicate, items in the mainstream curricula. The goal of integrated instruction within the

ESL classroom should be to equip students with some of the content-specific linguistic

knowledge and skills, as well as effective learning strategies, that will later serve to promote

academic success in regular coutTework. Choosing the topic is the most important and difficult

decision for the ESL teacher because all the subsequent steps are dependent upon the chosen

content. As Chamot and O'Malley themselves asserted in one of their presentations at the

1992 TESL Manitoba Conference, "everything is content-driven."

It should also be noted that the resources and materials available will also determine the

choice of topic to some degree. Obviously, teachers will be tempted to select topics or themes

for which they have ready access to attractive materials, as described in the previous chapter.

As a final point, Chamot and O'Malley suggest that ESI, teachers "choose high priority

content, because they can't teach all of the content available" (Keynote Address. 1992 TESL

Manitoba ('onti.Tence).



(b) The second step is to select effective materials and resources as the basis of

Foresee application, as discussed in Chapter 2. Materials which are rich in visual supports

such as pictures, charts. graphs. diagrams. manipulatives. etc.. will give rise to exciting and

motivating learning activities. 'Ile materials. therefore. have a major impact on the quality of

the unit.

Teachers new to our approach often inak.e the mistake of deciding upon lesson topics

first. and then trying to filki appropriate materials to support the instruction of these topics.

While this strategy can sometimes be effective. it generally involves a good deal of
unnecessary hard work. We have found that it is usually easier to begin by searching through

a variety of available resources. gatherinu a rich supply of materials that can then he used to

generate a related sequence of individual lessons. An analotly from golf may help illustrate

the point we are making here. Golf instructors often counsel their students against swinging

too hard by advising them to "let the clubhead do the work." Wc suggest that teachers

planning Foresee lessons and units should "let the materials' do the work."

(c) The third step is to determine the content objectives for the unit and for each

lesson plan. The regular subject area teacher's content objectives tend to be quite specific and

detailed, since the learning of the targeted content is usually the major aim of instruction. But

even though the mainstream teacher's primary interest is content instruction. mastery of content

by the students should not be viewed as an end in itself. I. Inder the Foresee Approach. the

content is also a vehicle for the teachinu of' lanwrage skills and learning strategies. The

teacher's content objectives, in contrast. w ill often be more ueneral, with the content treated

mainly as a means for teaching these other components. 'Hie difference ill emphasis is

reflected in the two terms introduced at the beginning of Chapter I: /.anguage-sensitive cwitent

instrudion versus content-based language instruction.

But although the content objectives chosen in the two teaching contexts mar differ.

there may be considerable similarity in the general manner in which IN. and regular classroom

teachers develop their lessons and units. For both. effective application of the materials

requires the development of learning activities w hich encourage the students to manipulate and

interact with the content in ways which w ill ensure their understanding and retention.

(d) The fourth step is to develop and write the actual lesson plans for the unit. This

procedure will be illustrated in considerable detail in subsequent chapters. Briell. each lesson

plan as conceived at this stage consists of content objectives plus lesson procedures. Detailed

information about Foresee lesson procedures appears below. in Section 2 of this chapter.



(e) The fifth step is to identify the language objectives of each individual lesson. This

is done at various stages during what we might call the "evolution" of each lesson plan. Some

general language objectives may be determined before the actual lesson plans are written down,

at the stage where the teacher may be developing an overall unit plan. Some examples of

general objectives of this sort are writing a research report and making a summary. Other

language objectives may be identified, and integrated into a lesson plan, as the procedures of

the lesson are being decided upon and listed. Finally, after the actual lesson plan has been

completed, it may be re-examined with a view towards identifying further specific language

objectives that might be taught through the chosen content.

Regardless of the stage where they are identified or selected, the language objectives

of a lesson can be categorized according to the scheme of the Foresee language component (see

Section 3.3.2 and Figure 1.5 of Chapter 1). The language objectives might accordingly include

the following:

(I) Linguistic Knowledge

i) Vocabulary not only specialized academic vocabulary but also common,
everyday words, including those which have special meanings in particular
subject areas (e.g.. Pree and enerk) in science). Content vocabulary may
also include difficult "academic" words that are uncommon in everyday
communication but widely used across the various content areas (e.g..
estimate, approximate, consequently, and summarize). It is important that
teachers be very specific about the vocabulary items they plan to teach in
any lesson, and that they list them all as part of their lesson plan. Only
then can they be sure that vocabulary instruction is complete and effective.

ii) Structures grammatical structures which can be taught during the course
of the lesson via the content work. Some examples are the various verb
tenses (present, past, present perfect, etc.), the passive voice, articles, pre-
positions, comparative and superlative forms of adjectives, pronouns.
relative clauses, and common syntactic transformations (especially the
negative and question transformations or sentence patterns). The possibil-
ities are rich and varied, but teachers must take a very analytical approach
to the language to be used in each planned lesson if they hope to be
successful at teaching all the grammatical structures that are potentially
available for instruction. This may not be easy. especially for content-area
teachers with little training in linguistic analysis.

di) Discourse Features. As explained in Chapter 1, these can include specific
rhetorical patterns common in academic work (e.g., paragraph and essay
structure; experiment report format) as well as discourse markers typical of
academic writing (e.g.. although, nevertheless, therefOre) and "theme-rheme"
structure.
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(2) Functions. Academic language functions ("Al_Fs") were explained in consider-
able detail in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 1. We take it as obvious that one of the
major objectives of content-area instruction should be to teach students how to
accomplish the many language-related functions that are characteristic of
academic work defining, hypothesizing, contrasting, expressing cause and
effect. etc. (typical microfunctions) as well as explaining, describing, reporting,
summarizing. etc. (typical macrofunctions). Every lesson should include
opportunities for students to practise some of these functions. In addition, as
emphasized in Chapter 1. direct instruction about Al.Fs should often be provided.

(3) Skills. Opportunities for developing the four language skills of listening,
speaking. reading. and writing can generally be included in every lesson.
Teachers should make an effort to be as specific as possible about the particular
aspects of each skill that they want their students to practise. As explained in
Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 1. each of the four academic language "skills" can be
broken down into a variety of subskills. Since each content area makes its own
special demands regarding which aspects of the four skills are important, teachers
should make an effort to provide practice in those subskills which are relevant to
their fields. For example, reading for pleasure may be important in literature
study. but reading for specific information is generally more common in science
and social studies.

(f) The sixth step is to examine the content and the language of the lesson. in order

to identify which learning strategics may be taught through the planned learning activities.

These strategics should be stated, in very specific terms. in the "objectives" section of the

lesson. The teacher must identify where and how these learning strategies will be used and

applied during the course of the actual lesson. We are convinced, however. that "incidental"

strategy instruction is not enough. Students need to be taught. on a conscious and explicit

level, what these strategies are and how to use them. Following C'hamot and O'Malley. we

call this "direct strategy instruction." Some examples of such direct instruction will be given

in subsequent chapters. but a few general comments about the teaching of learning strategies

are in order at this point.

We consider the learning strategies as an essential aspect of instruction tbr both the

classroom teacher and the ESE teacher. I hey are. admittedly, not the focus of any lesson. The

content is the focus for the classroom teacher. while the language is the locus for the ES1.

teacher. i'he mastering of learning strategies. however, is a crucial step that students must take

if they are ultimatel to take control of their o\\ n learning and become autonomous.

independent learners. I or this reason. learning strategies should he an essential component of

every lesson.
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In order to teach the learning strategies, the colour-coded strategy sheets developed by

Chamot and O'Malley (included as appendices to Chapter 1) are required. It must be

emphasized, however, that all three sheets are not taught simultaneously. Such an instructional

practice would be disastrous, as students would be thoroughly bewildered if they were given

all the strategies at once. Logically enough, the sheets should be introduced one by one,

beginning*with the cognitive strategies (on the green sheet). The students should be given the

sheet and instructed to keep it at the front of their binder as a reference source. The teacher

should make continuous reference to the sheet during the course of each lesson. All the

cognitive strategies on the green sheet should not be explained at one time, of course. They

will be introduced one by one, and as the unit progresses they will be practised over and over

again. The teacher should make a deliberate effort to incorporate as many of them as possible

into every lesson. Once the students are fairly familiar with these cognitive learning strategies,

the social-affective strategies (on the pink sheet) should be introduced. These strategies are

fairly easy to understand. After they have become familiar to the students, the metacognitive

learning strategies (on the blue sheet) can be introduced, and subsequently learned, one by one.

These colour-coded learning strategy sheets should be placed in students' binders in the

following order:

I31,UE metacognitive
GREEN cognitive
PINK social-affective

They should always be readily accessible for reference, as these learning strategies are

constantly discussed and "hammered home" in every lesson.

Summary of Steps:

To summarize, the steps for planning and developing a sequence of Foresee lessons are

as fo I lows:

1. Choose the topic or theme for the unit. (This determines the basic content.)

2. Select appropriate materials upon which to build a series of individual lessons.

3. Determine the content objectives of each lesson.

4. Write lesson plans (content objectives, procedures).

5. Identify the language ohiectives that suit the content of each lesson.

6. Identify the learning strategies that can be taught and/or practised in each lesson.

By following these six steps. teachers can provide their students with opportunities to

manipulate the content, learn academic language, and practise learning strategies. These will,



in turn, give them the power to facilitate their ow n learning. Good teachers should he able to

"fOresee" any difficulties the students are I ikel% to encounter, and will therefore know w hat

must be done to overcome these difficulties before the learning activities take place. In doing 4111/

so. they w ill be "settina the students up for success."

2. Procedures

We return now to the Foresee "application process" which was introduced briefly in

Chapter 2. This process is pictured in Fig. 3.1. a slightly modified version of the model shown

in Fig. 2.1 of the previous chapter. The reader may recall that there remains one major

application component still to explain. Chapter I was devoted to a detailed description of the

theoretical component of the application process (i.e., the theory circle in Fig. 3.I ). while

Chapter 2 dealt with the important role of suitable materials. In this section we complete the

picture by examining the procedures component. which sits at the apex of t:te application

trianale in Fig. 3.1.

Five Stages

Foresee'Lesson

Techniques

Fig 3.1: The Foresee Application Process (Revised)
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Procedurcs are systematic guides to lesson planning. Needless to say, the best Foresee

procedures are those that lend themselves in straightforward ways to the accomplishment of

a variety of objectives (as generated by the theory component) and to the manipulation and use

of selected materials. 'the procedures component sits at the top of the application triangle

because it represents the actu* "how" of Foresee instruction. It contains guidelines to two

related but distinct levels of lesson design: lesson organization and Foresee techniques.

2.1 Lesson Organization: The Five Phases of a Foresee Lesson

Although exCeptions are certainly possible. Foresee lessons normally follow the 5-stage

format outlined in Chapter 1. This scheme. as the reader may recall, is taken directly from

Chamot & O'Malley (1986: see the References at the end of Chapter 1 for sources cited in this

chapter). It is well suited to the delivery of optimal instruction and practice in learning

strategies. and also provides an excellent pattern for teaching content and language. The reader

would be well advised at this point to review the information in Section 3.5 of Chapter 1,

entitled "Implementing the Foresee Approach: One Contribution from CALLA."

Chamot and O'Malley (1986) refer to the live phases (stages) of a lesson as the "five

organizing principles" for sequencing a lesson's activities. These five stages or organizing

principles, as described in Chapter 1, are:

a) Preparation
11) Presentation
c) Practice
d ) Evaluation
e) Follow-up (Expansion)

To expand slightly on the information given in Chapter 1, and to refresh the reader's memory,

we here cite Chamot and O'Malley's summary of a typical CALLA lesson (1986.

emphasis added).

Use five organizing principles to sequence the lesson's activities. These five
organizing principles are: preparation, presentation, practice, evaluation, and
Ulow-up. During the preparation phase, the. teacher gets the students ready
for the lesson by helping them locus on the topic. 'this can be done by means
of a brainstorming session in which the students contribute all the information
that they already know about the topic to be studied. Next, the teacher gives the
presentation of new material either by explaining it, having students read it.
showing a film or playing a tape. .I.he new material must then immediately be
practised by the students so that they can actively manipulate both the concepts
presented and the language skills needed to understand and express the new
information. After students have had an opportunity to practise using the new
materials in a meaningful way, an evaluation of their understanding of the



lesson should take place. This evaluation can be teacher initiated, it can be a
cooperative peer process, or it can be a self-evaluation. Often the evaluation is
built into the practice part of the lesson, so that students are constantly checking
as they work on new problems. Finally, the teacher should plan for a follow-up
activity that provides students with an opportunity to integrate the new concepts
and skills acquired in the lesson into their existing knowledge framework.

This scheme ailows a very balanced instructional format, in that the first two phases

(preparation and presentation) tend to be "teacher-directed" while the last three (practice,

evaluation, and follow-up) are generally "student-centred." (Note: These two terms are taken

from Chamot & O'Malley, 1989). Good teaching in the two teacher-orchestrated stages will

empower students, setting them up for success in subsequent phases where they can take

control of their own learning.

Needless to say, there is nothing especially new or original about this format. Surely

all good teachers make a point of activating background knowledge before presenting new

material to be learned. They also provide opportunities for practice, self-evaluation, and

follow-up as a way of ensuring that students assimilate the material, reflect upon their success

in having learned it, and extend their knowledge into other areas. What is unique to CALLA,

and especially to the Foresee Approach, is that the five stages or phases of a lesson are all

conceived and exploited as separate contexts for the development of language skills and for

the teaching and practice of learning strategies. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to explain

exactly how this goal can be accomplished without making reference to actual examples of

Foresee lesson plans. We hope that the lesson examples in Chapter 4 will succeed in clarifying

the 5-stage planning process for teachers who wish to implement our approach.

2.2 Foresee Techniques

We conclude this discussion of procedures with a separate section on Foresee lesson

techniques, which constitute the second level of' our procedures component. One significant

difference between CALLA and Foresee is that Foresee application often involves the

utilization of certain special techniques or instructional procedures that have not yet been

incorporated quite so deliberately nor explictly into CALLA methodology. The Foresee

Approach places far greater .spectj ic emphasis than CALLA on the level of technique. Most

of the techniques used in the sample lessons below can be easily adapted to suit the needs of

anN teacher willing to make the effort to implement the Foresee Approach in his or her

classroom, either ESL or mainstream.
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In order to illustrate our notion of useful Foresee techniques. and also to give the reader

a few of these to adapt to his or her own purposes, we describe five such techniques below.

Fach technique is illustrated through at least one lesson (and usually more) in the sample unit

on weather in Chapter 4. We begin with ueneral descriptions of three original techniques

called the Text Questioning Technique (TQT). the Research Technique. and the

Presentations Technique. These are followed by descriptions of two techniques that have

been extracted from the sample lesson plans in ('hamot & O'Malley (1986). We call these the

Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) and the T-list Procedure.

2.2.1 The Text Questioning Technique (TQT)

This technique is particularly useful for introductory lessons on virtually any topic or

theme. In order to illustrate its use as clearly and thoroughly as possible. we shall describe it

according to the iive-stage format. Information is also included about some of the key

language features and learning strategies practised during the different phases. The learning

strategies are show n in bracketed italics, and are situated on the page according to the

following convention: metacognitive strategies are listed on the hit. cognitive strategies are

in the middle. and social-affective strategies are on the right. Note that the strateuies that are

listed should be assumed to apply to the activity that has preceded them on the page.

As a preliminary planning step, the teacher chooses from the students' textbook or

some other suitable source a reasonably short but informative reading passage on the target

topic. making sure that this selection is accompanied by a title and as many of the following

as possible: subheadinus, pictures. diagrams. charts, or any other visual supports. The teacher

also prepares a comprehensive list of WI I-questions on the content of the passage.



Ceneral Outline of The Text Questioning Technique (TQT)

A. PREPARATION (Brainstorming) - Speaking

1. (Students are given a reading passage accompanied by some of the following: title,
subheadings, pictures, diagrams, captions, etc. It is assumed here that the selection
is in a book.) Tell students to OPEN books and predict what the passage is about.
without reading it. (one minute).

I Advance organization I /Predict ing/ittlerencing
I Imagery/

Tell students to CLOSE books and write down predictions. Spelling and sentence
structure are not important at this time.

3. Listen to predictions (brainstorm); write the key words (vocabulary) on the board or
overhead.

4. Tell students to OPEN books, and conduct a discussion of the title. pictures,
diagrams, etc. If necessary, ask pointed questions to elicit important vocabulary
items that have not yet been mentioned. Try to get students to predict the contents
of the passage as completely as possible. Students do not read the passage at this
point!

/Predict ingfirtfereneingl
[Imagery I

13. PRESENTATION Listening

5. 'Fell students to CLOSE books.

a) Students silently read a numbered list of questions which the teacher shows
them (on the board, previously concealed, or on the overhead projector).

h) After silent reading, read the questions aloud to the students one by one.
reviewing any vocabulary they do not understand. Underline key words that
the students will be listening for in step 7, using chalk (or a felt pen) of a
colour different from the one the questions are written in.

ISeledive aitentionl

6. Instruct students to number their papers (left-hand side) 1-n ("n" being the number
of questions on the list), in preparation for note-taking. They should also label A,
13, C, ... parts to questions, where they r :cur.

kganizational planning/

7. Read the passage aloud fairly slowly. The students listen carefully for the answers
to the questions on the board, writing these answers down in short form (1 or 2
words, abbreviations, or numbers) beside the appropriate numbers on their papers.

ISell-monitoring I Note taking/
I Auditory Rept esentation
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8. Read the passage aloud a second (and, if necessary, third) time, to ensure that the
students have answered most or the questions and to give them a chance to check
their answers. Increase the speed of delivery each time.

ISelfmonitoring

C. PRACTICE Reading and speaking.

9. Tell students to OPEN books and read the passage silently (their comprehension
should be high. as they now understand the topic and know key vocabulary). Then.
in pairs or small groups, they compare answers and check them against the open text
to verify and produce:

a) correct answers
b) correct spelling.

Students should ensure that their answers are spelled correctly, and that all
abbreviations are expanded (10 minutes). Circulate and help the students when they
request assistance.

S !Ii-evaluat ion I I Elaboration I 1Cooperation]
IQuestioningfbr
clartficatio

D. EVALUATION Speaking.

10. Tell students to CLOSE their books, and ask individual students to contribute their
answers to questions on the list. Write their correct replies (1 or 2 words) beside the
questions, using the same colour of chalk (or felt pen, if using the overhead) as was
used for the underlining of key words in step 5(b). The students should correct their
errors at this point.

/Sell-evaluation I

E. FOLLOW-UP - Writing.

11. Books remain CLOSED. Demonstrate how to write proper declarative sentences
(answers to the questions) by using (a) most of the words in the questions, and (b)
the answers on the hoard. The key words in the questions are already underlined in
the same colour as the answers (see steps 5(h) and 10). Now underline, in the same
colour, additional words and phrases which the students can use in their answers.
Draw arrows to show how the declarative sentence answers can he derived from the
questions. Then, working individually, the students write the answers in complete
sentences.

I Deduction/induction I
Elalwratiou

12. Working with their partners, the students edit their work.

Selrevaluat ion I I Deduction/induction/ It'ooperat ion I

13. When students think their answers are correct, they present 'neir final drafts to the
teacher and read their answers aloud.



The general procedure described above has thc paramount virtue of being extremely

flexible. It can be employed in any subject area and for any topic, provided that a suitable

reading passage can be found. Although its use was pioneered at the grades 3-6 level, it has

been shown to be effective with secondary students as well. It can be used with ESL-only

groups or, more significantly from the viewpoint of this paper, with mixed classes containing

both ESL students and native speakers of English. It is straightforward and relatively easy to

implement. Finally, it accommodates well to the five-stage lesson format recommended by

Chamot and O'Malley, offering the teacher a systematic and adaptable scheme for developing

language skills and learning strategies through content-area work. For specific examples of the

application of the TQT, see Lessons I, 3, and 9 of Chapter 4.

2.2.2 The Research Technique

This technique requires students to engage in individual research on particular aspects

of the main topic. For example, in Lesson 12 of Chapter 4 each student investigates a weather

condition or system (e.g., tornado, hurricane, monsoon) of his or her choice. We shall illustrate

this technique by referring to the procedures followed in this particular lesson.

The students begin by selecting, from the main topic, some particular aspect that they

would like to research. In this instance the overall topic is weather systems; each student

therefore chooses one particular weather system or condition to investigate. The teacher takes

the students to the library, where they sign out books containing information about these

systems. Back in the classroom, the teacher presents them with an outline to use when

compiling their data. The teacher carefully models the process of using the outline by

completing it for a weather system that has not been chosen by any of the students. (See

('hapter 4, Lesson 12, Procedures section for a copy of this outline.)

The students then complete their own outlines as the teacher has done, reading their

books and filling in the information as they find it. Meanwhile, the teacher circulates around

the room and gives students any assistance they may require. After the students have finished

their first drafts, they edit them with the help of assigned partners. Then each student reads

his or her outline to the teacher, who helps edit it for the final draft.

'1 his activity gives students an opportunity to practise the specific language skills of

reading for information and writing notes which can later he expanded into well-written

paragraphs or essays. They also gain experience in using a variety of learning strategies,

including the metacognitive strategies of Organizational planning (planning the parts and

sequence of information to be expressed orally or in writing) and Selective attention (looking



for key words in the text to help them fill in the outline). They practise the cognitive strategies

of Resourcing (using reference materials to gather information), Imagery (using pictures

accompanying their written texts to help them understand and remember), Note-taking (from

a written text), and Summarizing.

2.2.3 The Presentations Technique

The activity generated by this third technique, class presentations, follows directly from

the research that has just been completed. As a result of their individual investigations, the

students have each acquired extensive knowledge about some aspect of the main topic. In the

weather unit, everyone has become an expert about his or her own weather system or

condition. All students now have the task of presenting their research findings to the whole

class, as explained in detail in Lesson 13 of Chapter 4.

As a preliminary step, the teacher informs the students of the order of presentations and

encourages them to practise reading their research projects aloud at home. The students are

then given a "summary outline form" that follows the same order as the outline for their

research project. (See Chapter 4, Lesson 13, Materials section for a copy of the summary

outline form used for the weather systems presentations.)

In the presentation phase of the lesson, a designated student stands at the front of the

room, shows a picture or other visual of his or her ()Ai weather system, and reads his or her

research findings slowly to the class. As the presenter reads, the students listen and take notes

on the form provided. Usually two additional readings are necessary, the second to help

students complete their summaries and the third to give them a chance to check their answers.

Note that this procedure gives the presenter a purpose for ,eading clearly and careffilly to the

class, instead of rushing through the presentation just to get it over with. Successful

performance of this task can help boost the self-confidence of presenters, who suddenly

discover that they possess adequate speaking skills for communicating complex information

in English. The other students in the class benefit also, as they are given the opportunity to

learn about other weather systems, practise their listening skills, and make good use of the

metacognitive strategy of.tieiective allenthm. Above all, they must pay active attention to each

speaker, and cannot just "tune out" until it is their turn to present.

After each presentation, the note-taking students are divided into pairs or small groups.

Within a definite time (e.g., 5 minutes) they compare their answers and revise them where

necessary. Alter this task has been completed, the presenter assumes a teaching role and

corrects the information with the class by completing the outline on the hoard (or transparen-



cy). To begin, the presenter fills in the title. Then he or she asks the class for information

about the first category. In our example, where this category is "causes," the first question

might be "What are the causes of this' weather system?" The other students volunteer the

information they have compiled, and the presenter writes it on the board (or transparency)

correctly. The other students check the presenter's written details against their 01.n, correcting

spelling and punctuation when necessary. (Note that each presentation consumes a good deal

of time, and normally only one or two can be given in an average class period; consequendy,

this entire activity may take a week or longer to complete.)

This technique obviously promotes the development of a number of important language

skills, especially the oral skills of speaking (making an oral report) and listening for specific

information. It also lends itself well to the direct instruction of learning strategies and the

practice of a wide range of strategies including Selective attention, Organizational planning,

SelfnzonitoringS'elf-evaluation, Note takingontnarizing, and Cooperation.

2.2.4 The Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT)

Many lessons in various subject areas involve teachers giving instructions to students

about some activity to be performed. In science classes, for example. teachers typically instruct

students about the sequence of operations in an experiment, prior to having the students

perform the experiment themselves. Typically, such instructions are written on the chalkboard

or overhead transparency for students to copy, or photocopied instructions are distributed to

all.. In their Sample Science Lesson 1, Chamot and O'Malley (1986) utilize an interesting

technique for instructing students about the steps of an experiment. This procedure, which we

call the "Dictated Instructions Technique" or "DIT," promotes the development of a number

of language struciures (especially the passive voice) as well as language skills and learning

strategies which would receive no attention in conventional instruction. Among these are

listening comprehension skills, note taking skills, and the learning strategies of Selective

attention, Cooperation, and Questioning Pr clarUication.

This procedure is illustrated in Lessons 2, 6. 10, and 11 of Chapter 4, where it is

utilized exclusively for the teaching of science experiments. Because the DIT is most

commonly used for this purpose, we have structured the general outline below to reflect this

particular application. Wc emphasize, however, that the procedure can casi;:f be modified to

suit other types of activities in which students are required to follow a set of directions to

complete some task.
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General Outline of a Science Experiment Lesson Using
The Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT)

A. PREPARATION Listening, speaking. and writing

1. Prepare the students for the experiment to follow by reviewing the science topic or
question it aims to investigate. Ask questions which will activate their current
knowledge schemata and lead to the formulation of an experiment objective (what the
students will try to find out about the topic or question under discussion). Using the
students' ideas and contributions as far as possible. write (on the chalkboard) key
words and phrases that can subsequently be used to construct a formal statement of the
experiment objective (e.g.. determine. discover, measwe, comlruct).

2. Discuss the 6 parts in a science experiment report, writing key vocabulary items on the
chalkboard and explaining w hat they mean: Obiective, Apparatu.s. Alethod, Observa-
tions, Conclusions. Diagram. Review this information quickly if students are already
familiar with it. Tell the students that these will he the parts of their report. beginning

ith the obiective.

Returning to the experiment objective. use the key words on the hoard (step I ) to write
I, formal statement of the objective, using student suggestions about grammatical
structure as far as possible. (Since the objective will likely begin with an infinitive.
explain to the students that this is not a full sentence: it is a conventional way of stating
an objective.) Tell the students to begin the experiment report on a blank page of their
notebooks. Entertain suggestions about a title. and choose the appropriate one: have
them com it at the top of their page. .1 hen instruct them to write the subheading
ONective: Followed by the formal statement on the hoard.

4. Show. discuss. identify, and write down the names or the equipment they will use in
performing the experiment. Instruct them to write the subheading Apparatus: and list
the equipment to be used. Advise them to listen carefully for these key words in the
dictation activity to follow. The students are now prLpared for the experiment: they
know the objective and apparatus. and have begun their formal experiment report.

lOrganilational planningl 1 Predicting inkrencingl
/Selective attention/ /Elaboration/

1 Iniager.1.1

1 Deduction nuhiction 1

B. PRESENTATION f.istening writing

5. Distribute a worksheet containing the steps of the experiment (method) numbered 1.
2. 3, etc.. but with many of the words replaced b blank spaces. The students will till
in the blank!: during the dictation in step 6. 'Hie number of blanks to leave in each
step. as well as the types of words to he omitted. will depend on the proficiency of the
students. Initially. You may w ish to omit only the sentence-initial imperative verb of
each instruction plus certain ke nouns (especially the apparatus terms they have
learned). In another experiment, omit verbs and prepositions. For more advanced
students. omit verbs and entire phrases (e.g.. noun phrases consisting of nouns preceded
by articles or other determiners, or entire prepositional phrases).

6. Dictate the method instructions to the students. using, the imperative form of verbs and
making use of discourse cues like lint. second. . . next. and finally. 'the students till
in the blanks in their instruction sheets. using abbre% iations if necessary. Dictate the
passage a second time. to allow them a chance to till in gaps and check their work.



[Organizational planning] [Note taking]
[Selective attention] [Auditory representation]
[Self monitoring]

C/D. PRACTICE/EVALUATION - Reading and speaking

7. Group the students in pairs or small groups. Instruct them to compare their notes and
pool information, expanding abbreviations to produce complete and accurate instruction
sheets. Assign a time limit (e.g., 10 min.). Circulate to provide assistance.

[Self:evaluation/ [Deduction/induction] [Cooperation]
[Questioning Ibr
clarification]

8. Ask individual students to dictate steps of the method from their completed sheets, and
write these on an overhead transparency of their worksheet, filling in the same blanks
as the students did. Discuss spelling and grammatical structures where pertinent.

[Selfevaluation] [Deduction/induction]

9. Instruct the students (in their pairs or small groups) to go ahead and perform the
experiment, following the instructions on their sheets. If appropriate to the experiment,
have them record observations on a separate sheet (preferably one prepared for them,
contain:ng a scheme for recording information, e.g., a chart).

10. When the experiment is completed and observations recorded, have students draw a
labeled diagram of the experiment setup.

[Selective attention]
[Self-monitoring]

[Transfer] [Cooperation]
[Note taking] [Selftalk]
[Imagery]

E. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

11. Using the previously completed transparency of the method, demonstrate how each step
can be changed from the imperative form to the passive voice. Tell the students they
must use the passive because they want their report to be impersonal, avoiding "I" or
"we." During the demonstration, focus on structural points like (a) using the object of
the imperative verb as the subject of the new sentence; (b) how the passive is formed,
using (c) a form of the verb to he (was or were - discuss subject-verb agreement) and
(d) the past participle (discuss regular past participles and supply correct forms for all
irregular verbs in the list). Use arrows to show how the sentences are transformed.
Model the first few on the transparency, producing the first few numbered sentences
of the Method which the students can now begin entering on their experiment reports
(after Apparatus). Then let the students complete the formal write-up of the method,
all in the passive. They can check each others' work when completed.

12. The Observations and Conclusion can subsequently be discussed and entered,
completing their reports. As a final step, students can cut out their reports, diagrams,
and observation charts and glue them onto coloured construction paper to produce an
attractive end-product.

ISelfLevaluationl [Deduction/induction] [Cooperation/
[Elaboration/

Note: This procedure can be modified in many ways, to suit the experiment.
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2.2.5 The T-List Procedure

This technique is explained in Chamot and O'Malley's (1986) Sample Social Studies

Lesson 2. Like the TQT and LAT. the T-list Procedure aims to improve students' listening

comprehension skills and provide practice in using the learning strategy of selective attention.

The teacher explains to students that they are going to hear a short passage on a particular

topic. The passage, they are told, will contain a number of discourse markers that will give

clues as to the sequence of ideas, whether pieces of infbrmation are main ideas or supporting

details, etc. When the passage is dictated (or a tape is played), the students make notes on a

"T-list." This is simply a page with a vertical line down the middle, sometimes with certain

information already on it. On the left side. the students note the "main ideas" of the text. On

the right, they write "details and examples" (i.e.. supporting information) beside the corre-

sponding main ideas. Through this exercise, the students gain skill at identifying main and

subordinate ideas by attending to discourse cues of various sorts. The first few times the pro-

cedure is used, the T-lists provided to students may contain a good deal of information already

on them, so students need only till in the missing information. As they develop more skill at

note-taking. they can eventually fill in their T-lists without such assistance. Follow-up

activities can include the writing of paragraphs or essays based on the abbreviated information

in the T-lists.

The T-list Procedure is obviously a very adaptable technique that can be applied using

many texts in different subject areas. It is also flexible. :.-41lowing many possibilities for follow-

up activities that suit the needs of.difThrent topics and texts. For examples of the application

of the T-list Procedure. see Lessons 5. 7, and 15 of Chapter 4.

3. Unit Development

Foresee application in ESI. classes generally follows a theme-based approach. This

type of approach is discussed n a variety of sources concerned with either elementary-level

education in general (e.g.. (iamberg et al.. 1988). ESL education in particular (e.g.. Brinton,

Snow, & Wesche, 1989), or a combination of both (e.g.. Enright & McCloskey, 1988). so we

make no claims to originality in this regard. Nonetheless, the way in which we structure

theme-based units to fulfil the aims of Foresee instruction (teaching language, learning strat-

egies, etc.) is perhaps somewhat different from previous applications along these lines.

Once the topic or theme is chosen and the materials are being selected, the unit will

begin to develop and evolve. As emphasized in Chapter 1 supportive materials are vital for
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the successful development of any unit. lithe materials arc insufficient or inadequate, there

will be nothing to base the learning activities around. When searchim4 for supportive materials,

teachers should select exciting resources mhich mill promote stimulating lesson plans. These

materials will provide a progression or sequence ior successive lessons. In other words, one

lesson mill lead into another each lesson will be dependent upon and build upon the lesson

before.

Foresee units designed Ibr ESL classes tend to be highly integrated in terms of content

areas. Many difThrent subject areas can usually be incorporated into, and taught via, any unit.

Usually science and mathematics. or social studies and mathematics. can be integrated wiihin

a given unit. Language arts can generally be made an integral part of every lesson and every

unit. In regular subject-area classrooms, of course. instruction tends to fbcus on specific

disciplines. Foresee units of the integrated type can be implemented to some extent in such

settings as well, though the primary focus generally remains on particular content areas.

As a unit develops, the teacher mill usually find that a pattern mill emerge. At this

point, a summary of the unit can be made. An example of such a summary is included in the

introduction to Chapter 4. Summaries are very usefid in helping the teacher to stay on task

and maintain a desirable direction for the unit.

Although units may develop in any direction that the students' needs and the teacher's

imagination may take them. me have found one particular pAtern to be extremely effective and

easy to implement for a wide variety of topics. The unit described in Chapter 4 follows this

lormat to some degree. and the reader may find it easier to understand the development of that

unit if this genei al scheme is made explicit. The pattern is as follows.

.esson

.esson(s)

Introduction to topic.
I. the Text Questioning Technique QT).

('onsolidation lesson(s).
Provide activities that develop the students' basic understanding of the
main theme. Science experiments using the 1)1.1'. T-list lessons, and
even additional TQl lessons can be included for this purpose.

I.esson C: Research lesson.
l Ise the Research I echnique.

.essons

Lesson(s)

Presentation lessons.
Ise the Presentations Technique. (Note: Normally a number or class

periods will be required icy all students to give their presenhtions.)

Extension lesson(s).
Science experiments, math word problems, creative writing, etc.
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This format provides a convenient framework around which to construct effective units.

We believe that our various Foresee techniques make the job of unit planninf4 a relatively

straightforward process. and we recommend that teachers rely upon these as a way of getting

started w ith Foresee instruction. We do not mean to suggest. however, that original lessons

should he excluded from Foresee units. 'lite basic f.ramework above can generally be "fleshed

out" with original lessons that do not utilite our IR e techniques. although these lessons should

attempt to follow Foresee principles as far as possible. 'Nat is. the should include objectives

of all three types (content. language. and learninJ2 strategies). make use of suitable materials.

follow the live-stage format. etc. Chapter 4 contains some examples of orittinal Foresee

lessons. including a creative writing lesson (Lesson 8). a lesson on subtracting positive and

negative integers (Lesson 14). a lesson on telephone weather forecasts (Lesson 15), and a

lesson on writing haiku (Lesson 16).

Nothing more needs to be said at this point about the structure of Foresee units. Ehe

sample unit in the follow ing. chapter will serve to elucidate the process of unit construction far

liclfer than any further description we might attempt here. The reader is advised to study this

sampic unit very carefully and to take special note of the sequential oruanization of lessons.

their variety, and their dependence upon materials.

To conclude, the s\ nthesis of theor materials and procedures that comprises the

Foresee application process terminates in the realit\ of effective classroom instruction. The

theory generates the objectives, materials pro\ ide the concrete resources. and explicit

procedures assist ,n the Les,gu.ng of effecti \e and innovatk e lessons and units. The positive

and exciting learning en\ ironments that result are \ ital in ensuring the success of our classroom

practices and ultimatel\ of our students as the aspire to higher academic goals.
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Chapter 4

Sample Unit: The Weather

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter, which consists of one sample Foresee unit containing 16

sequenced lesson plans, is to illustrate the processes of Foresee lesson and unit planning

described in general terms in Chapter 3. This sample unit is designed for an "all ESL" class

at the secondary level (grades 7-senior 4) where the instructional goal is to develop ESL

students' academic English and proficiency in using learning strategies through involvement

in content-area work. To use the term introduced on the first page of Chapter 1, it is an

example of content-based language instruction in a secondary ESL classroom setting.

Despite this stated focus, there is no reason why many of the lessons described in this

chapter could not be used in mainstream classrooms containing ESL students. It is likely,

however, that most of these lessons would have to be revised somewhat to suit the needs of

"mixed" classes containing sizeable numbers of English-speaking students, for reasons

discussed at the beginning of Chapter 5. That next chapter deals specifically, in fact, with the

application of Foresee in regular classrooms at the secondary level. It focuses, then, on

language-sensitive content instruction, to recall another term introduced in Chapter I.

Chapter 5 can thus be regarded as a natural complement to the present chapter, completing the

picture of Foresee application by explaining how elements of our approach might be adapted

to the mainstream context.

The present chapter, as noted, aims to illustrate the processes of planning Foresee

lessons and units in sheltered ESL settings. Secondary ESL teachers can make use of this

sample unit in several different ways. First of all, they could simply use it as is as a

teaching unit for their ESL classes. Although it was never our intention to produce a

"cookbook" style sourcebook amply stocked with convin;citt recipes to be followed, we admit

that the implementation of this chapter in such a fashion would have one major benefit: it

would thoroughly familiarize teachers with the Foresee planning process and help them learn

through guided practice exactly how our approach works. With this background, they

would then be in a good position to begin developing their own original Foresee units for

classroom use. Needless to say, however, it is not actually necessary to teach this unit in a real
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classroom in order to learn from it. Whether one implements it or simply reads it, the ultimate

goal to which one aspires should be the same. namely to master the intricacies of the Foresee

application process to the point where one becomes empowered to teach FS!, students in a

new, exciting, and highly effective way the Foresee way.

'Mere are a number of reasons why the theme we have chosen. the weather, is

appropriate for an illustrative unit at the secondary level. First. weather is a topic that is not

restricted to any particular grade level. HSI. students at either the junior or senior high level

can profit from the study of weather. (Looking ahead to the proposed reorganization of our

schools into an early, middle. and senior years arrangement. this unit l he appropriate for

the middle and senior ,;ears levels.) Second. the weather is something that every student is

familiar with, and teachers should therefore find it rather easy to relate many of its central

concepts to students' past experiences. A third good reason is that many aspects of weather

are quite interesting. Fourth, the topic is a very broad one that ofTers opportunities for

integrating a number of academic subject areas. including science. geography. language arts.

and mathematics, into the unit. And finally, weather is a content-area topic that is rich in

possibilities for deveioping students' linguistic knowledge and academic language skills.

One problem we faced in desitming this unit was that of adjusting our instructional

expectations to a suitable level. The secondary level spans six grades. and it has been difficult

to produce a izeneric" unit that avoids being biased towards the teaching of students of some

particular age or proficiency in Nnglish. Nevertheless, we have tried to steer a middle course

here, and although we admit that some of the following mato ial might he too simple for

advanced senior high ESL students or too difficult for lower-inte, ffiediate junior high students,

we are confident that the unit succeeds as an illustration of Foresee application principles.

there is absolutely no reason why individual lessons cannot be modified to suit the abilities

of particular classes, and teachers who wish to implement this unit are encouraged to make

appropriate changes wherever necessary. The subject matter itself is not all that important in

content-based language instruction: what counts most is keeping to the spirit of Foresee II\

utilizing the content as a vehicle for teaching academic language and learning strategies.

Should modification of this unit turn out to be necessary, teachers can go about the task

in a \ arietv of ways. Most obviously, the suNect matter ol' individual lessons can he simplified

or made more complex. whichever i. appropriate. Another possibilit would be to break up

some ol' the longer lessons into shorter ones that are more suitable lot. students with lower
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proficiency in English. We should mention at this point that we have used the word "lesson"

rather loosely in designing this unit. A few of these so-called lessons can certainly he covered

in a single class period of 45-50 minutes in length. but most of them probably require several

sequential class periods to complete. One easy way of simplifying these lessons. then, would

be to "stretch them out" so that the material is tauaht more slowly over a greater length of

time. Finall. some of the lessons included in this unit can simply he omitted if there is not

enough time to cover them. The unit itself is a rather loosely desiuned structure, and would

not suffer in effectiveness if some of its parts were deleted.

In conclusion, we hope that di,: reader will find this chapter to he a worthwhile one.

We do not pretend that it makes easy reading. and no doubt it w ill take some time to plod

through all of it. We are convinced. however, that making a determined effort to do so will

ultimately prove very rewarding. as this sample unit is really the best route (on paper at least)

to understanding the Foresee application process. We urge the reader to refer again to Figure

3.1 in Chapter 3, and to pay special attention when reading through this chapter to the

various aspects of lesson and unit planning encapsulated in that diagram. Four in particular

are of crucial importance.

1. 'Me inclusion of multiple lessc,n objectives. as guided by the Foresee theoretical
model described in Chapter 1. Notice in particular how the subject matter of each
lesson is used as the vehicle for accomplishing specific language objectives
(language skills. vocabulary. structures. discourse features. and academic language
functions) and learning strategies objectives.

.i.ue way in which materials are used as the basis of Foresee lessons. In

implementing Foresee. there is no need to rely on elaborate materials, expensive
textbooks. special FS1. series, student workbooks. etc. Teachers can use easy-to-
find pictures. passages from books. newspaper clippings, and the like.

'Me specific application of the five Foresee lesson techniques that were described
in Chapter 3. Some a these are uti liz 1 several 'times in the unit. I lere is a
summary of their application:

.1-ext Questioning Technique (TQT) I.essons 1. 3
Research Technique I.esson 12
Presentations Technique 1.esson 13
Dictated Instructions Technique (NT) I essons 2. 6. 10. 11

- T-list Procedure I.essons 5. 7. 15

1.essons 4. 8. 14. and 16 are original lessons that do not utiliie an\ particular
Foresee techniques.
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4. The process of Foresee unit development, described at the end of Chapter 3. This
unit is:

theme-based it centres around the topic of weather, which is used as a
general unifying concept;

integrated it includes lessons on science, geography, language arts, and
mathematics; and

facilitated (in the true sense of the word, made easier to plan) through the
use of the five Foresee lesson techniques.

Learning Logs

In order to give students an opportunity to evaluate their own understanding as they

progress through this unit, and also to promote feelings of self-satisfaction about their learning,

we have included three learning logs in the unit. These are inserted at roughly equal distances

apart, and cover the material in the lessons preceding them, as follows.

(I) Learning Log after Lesson 5 covers material in Lessons 1-5
(2) Learning Log after Lesson 11 covers materiai in Lessons 6-11
(3) Learning Log after Lesson 16 covers material in Lessons 12-16

These learning logs are modeled after those in Chamot, O'Malley, and Upper's (1992) series

Building Bridges: Content and Learning Strwegies fbr ESL (see the reference at the end of

Chapter 2). Our learning logs can be photocopied (after revision, if necessary) and distributed

to the students at suitable points in the unit. The students can complete them by checking off

the items they recall, asking the teacher for clarification or assistance in remembering items

that are not immediately recognizable to them.

A Word about Learning Strategies Notation

Because the teaching of learning strategies is so important in the Foresee Approach, we

have followed some special layout conventions in this unit to help the reader recognize these

strategies whenever they occur in the text.

1. Except when the learning strategies are named as part of the actual text, they are
usually italicized and placed in square brackets, e.g., IScIferaluationl,
/Imagery/. /Cooperation/. We have used the exact names for the strategies
proposed by Chamot & O'Malley (1987); see Chapter I (pages 36-37) for a
complete list.

2. Metacognitive strategies are generally listed on the left side cf the page,
cognitive strategies are listed in the middle of the page. and social-affective
strategies are listed on the right side of the page. Example:

ISell-erahlaticutl IGroupingl IC'ooperationl
II?esourcingl
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3. Whenever the teaching of a strategy in some way or other is about to be
explained (that is, the explanation will appear beneath the naming of the
strategy), a pair of hyphens follows the strategy name. Example:

[Resourcing]--

This means that the teaching of this strategy is about to be discussed, or that the
following activity will involve the use of this strategy in some way.

4. In contrast, when no hyphens occur after the naming of a strategy, this generally
means that the use of the strategy has occurred in the previously discussed
activity, explanation, or whatever. Example:

IResourcingl

This means that resourcing has been used in the activity that has just been
explained.

A full appreciation of the lessons in this unit depends heavily on the reader's

understanding of all the learning strategies discussed in Chapter I (see pages 33-38). An

intensive review of these strategies is therefore recommended as an extremely useful

preparation for the reading of this unit.

Deduction/induction

One learning strategy which often proves puzzling to teachers learning our approach is

the cognitive strategy of Deduction/induction. We therefore include a special explanation of

this strategy in these introductory remarks.

Chamot & O'Malley (1987) characterize this strategy as follows:

Applying rules to understand or produce the second language, or making
up rules based on language analysis.

This strategy pertains, then, to language learners' conscious attention to the grammatical

structures of the target language, with particular emphasis on the use of linguistic rules to

assist in the production or comprehension of structures. The deliberate application of a rule

already known by the students is normally called the deductive approach, or simply

deduction. he "making up" of rules on the basis of linguistic evidence, on the other hand,

is called induction: students can often induce rules from the language samples they see and

hear, evecially when they are given proper guidance in seeking out these rules.

In our lessons employing the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT), for example,

students arc required to convert sentences from imperative form to the passive voice. To

illustrate, they might have to change sentence I below to sentence 1:

(1) Put the thermometer into the first beaker.
(2) 1 he thermometer was put into the first beaker.
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Their ability to perform this transformation might be based upon explicit grammatical

knowledge acquired earlier in the lesson or in some previous lesson (deduction).

Alternatively, they might make use of other examples prior to this one as evidence for the

formation of the rule by themselves (induction).

Throughout this chapter, then, mention of the strategy [Deduction/inductionl invariably

pertains to the analysis of grammatical forms or structures, either deductively or inductively.

Summary of Lessons: The Weather

The following outline of the 16 lessons in this unit is intended as a convenient reference

for teachers who need to determine the contents of individual lessons in a hurry. In most cases

we include information about the lesson topic. the subject areas integrated into the lesson, and

the Foresee lesson technique used in the lesson (if there is one). Comprehensive information

about the content, language, and learning strategies objectives of these lessons can be found

on the first few pages of each of the lesson descriptions themselves.

Lesson 1: Introductory Lesson on the Weather
(Text Questioning Technique)

Lesson 2: Temperature Experiment - Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Lesson 3: The Water Cycle - Science, Geography
(Text Questioning Technique)

Lesson 4: The Water Cycle Completed - Language Arts
(Drawing a Graphic Representation, Reporting)

Lesson 5: Clouds - Science, Language Arts
(T-List Procedure)

Learning Log, Lessons 1-5

Lesson 6:

Lesson 7:

Lesson 8:

Lesson 9:

I lygrometer Experiment - Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Forms of Precipitation Science, Geography, Language Arts
(I-List Procedure)

Creative Writing - Language Arts

The Wind Cycle - Science, Language Arts
(Text Questioning Technique)
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I .esson 10:

Lesson 1 1 :

I3arometer Experiment Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Acid Rain Experiment Science
( Dictated Instructions Technique)

I.earning I .og. 1 .cssons 6-1 I

I .esson 1 2: Weather Systems Research Science. Geography. 1.anguage Arts
( Research echnique)

I .esson 13: Weather Systems Presentations Science. Geography. 1.anguage Arts
(Presentations Technique)

I .esson 14: Subtraction of Intet2.ers Mathematics. Geography

I .esson 15: Telephone Weather Reports Science. Geography. Mathematics
(I-List Procedure)

1.esson 16: Weather I laiku - I anguaile Arts

I .earning Log. Lessons 12-16
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Lesson 1: Introductory Lesson on the Weather
(Text Questioning Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To learn about the important parts of a weather report
To learn about weather forecasting

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening to note take: in group discussions
Speakinu - to compare and correct answers in group discussions
Reading a weather report: for specific information to verify answers to

questions
- Writing to complete declarative sentences in answer to questions

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

weather, condition, atmosphere, weather report. predict. forecast (noun &
verb), include, exclude; information. kind. temperature. degrees Celsius,
above zero (plus). below zero (minus), low, high, wind, calm, windy.
windchill, sky, clear. sunny, cloudy. containing. mainly, rainfall, snowfall.
precipitation. flurry. scattered, occasional, blizzard, rise, set, newspaper
clippings, stand for, details, define, definition, term, thermometer, instrument.
meteorologist. layer

Structures:

Present tense to express habitual behavior or conditions
Subject-verb agreement
Passive voice (e.g.. is called. is measured)
Declarative sentence form
Pluralization of nouns (e.g.. llurry-flurries)
Frequency adverbs (always. usually, often, swnetimes) and their position
in sentences

r clauses used to express conditions
Noun suffix -lion: verb suffix -ing

Discourse Features:

Discourse nmrkers: however, in other Itord%, in contrast
Sequence markers: first. Aecond, third, lowth.
Theme-rheme struoure
Paragraph unity
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Functions:

- Reporting text-based information by writing declarative sentences
- Defining (both the regular and "is called" patterns)

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

- Advance organization. Selective attention. Organizational planning. Self-
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Prediction - guessing what the article is about
Inferencing - making guesses about content during discussions and note

taking
Imagery - using the visuals on the newspaper weather forecasts
Note taking - when listening to the dictation of the article
Deduction/induction - when expanding notes into complete sentences
Auditory representation - repeating words and phrases mentally whilc taking

notes
Resourcing - using newspaper clippings (short weather reports)

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation. Questioning for clarification

Materials:

A sheet of visuals about the weather one week of weather reports from
newspapers (see page 91). Note that the samples given here were taken from a
sequence of December issues of the Winnipeg Free Press, so naturally they indicate
cold weather, snow, etc. If spring, summer, or fall conditions were reported. the
teacher would have to make some adjustments to the objectives (especially
vocabulary) and procedures sections of this lesson.

- A written text (article) about the weather (see page 92).
A list of questions about the written text (see the Presentation stage for this list).
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Me Weather
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The Weather -- VISUALS

Today: Cloudy with
periods of
snow.c High -6. Low

? tonight -14.
Tomorrow: Flur-

st....:13,-/ ries ending.
Becoming mainly sunny. High -9.

Sun Rises: 8:23 a.m. Sets: 4:27
p m. Moon Rises! 11:32 a.m.
Sets: 11:38 p.m.

Details oage C8

The Weather
Today: Snow ending

40 CI'
in the afternoon.
Windchill 1600.
High -12. Low

tonight -20.
.4whive Tomorrow: Mainly

sunny. High -15.
Sun Rises: 8:24 a.m. Sets: 4.2d
p.m. Moon Rises: 12:12 p.m.
Sets: 12:4 a.m.

Detai:s cn paGe C '0

The Weather

(14. Today: Mainly sunny.
114" HAh -20. Low tonight

Tomorrow: Increas-
ing clouds. Scattered

flurries. High .17.

Sun Rises: 8:25 a.m. Sets: 4:29
p.m. Moon Rises: 12:57 p.m.
Sets: 2:49 a.m.
Details on page C9

The Weather
Today: Mainly sunny,

clouding over in the
afternoon. High -6.

Low tonight -16.
Tuesday: Mainty
cloudy with flur-

ries. High -7.

Sun Rises: 8:23 a.m. z,ets: 4:28
p.m. Moon Rises: 11:52 a.m.
Details on page C7

The Weather
Today: Sunny Conditions. Cloud-

frig over towards
A evening. High -17.

Low tonight -23.

Tomorrow:
Mainly sunny.

,ligh -17.
Sun Rises: 8:24 a.m. Sets: 4:29
p.m. Moon Rises: 12:33 p.m.
Sets: 1:45 a.m.

Details on page C10

The Weather
Today: Mainly cloudy. Occasicral
flurries. High -15. Low tonight

Tomorrow: Mninly
cloudy. High -15.

Sun Rises:
8:25 a.m. Sets:

7 4-10 p.m. i:loon
Rises: 1:25 p.m.

Sets: 3:53 a.ri
Detalls on page 1)12

Excerpted from the Iniimpeg Pr,m, Dec. 19-21, 1991, ant.. reprinted i iii

permission from Weather Technical Services, Winnipeg, MR.



The Weather

Weather is the condition of the atmosphere. A description of the
weather is called a weather report. Because weather reports usually try
to predict the weather in the future, both today and tomorrow, they are
sometimes called forecasts. To forecast means to predict. A weather
report or forecast usually includes information about five things.

The first is the temperature, which tells us if it is hot or cold
outside. Temperature is measured in degrees Celsius. for example, 18
degrees Celsius (18°C'). However, weather reports often exclude the
"degrees Celsius" part because it is easier just to say. for example, that the
temperature is lg. In the summer. the temperature is always above zero.
or plus for example, +20 or just 20. In the winter, the temperature in
Winnipeg is usually below zero, or minus for example, -17. Weather
reports often try to forecast the low temperature tonight and the high
temperature tomorrow.

The second kind of information in a weather report is the speed
of the wind, in other words, how fast the air is moving. Moving air is
called wind. I lowever. weather reports do not always include this
information. If there is no wind, we say it is calm outside. If there is a
lot of wind, we say it is windy. It' it is both cold and windy outside. it
often feels very. very cold. Weather reports sometimes include a windchill
number which helps people understand how cold it really feels.

The third kind of information in a weather report is the condition
of the sky. A sky containing no clouds is called a clear or sunny sky. In
contrast. a sky containing many clouds is called a cloudy sky. If the sky
is more cloudy than sunny, wc say it is "mainly cloudy."

Fourth . a weather report often includes information about rainfall
or snowfall. in other words. how much rain or SnOW will fall from the sky.
Rainfall and snowfall are also called precipitation. A short, light :itowfall
is called a flurry. A long. heavy snowfall is called a blizzard. Blizzards
are often accompanied b., strong winds.

Finally, a weather report often includes the times when both the
sun and moon will rise and set. I lowever. this infbrmation is not really
part of the weather.



Procedures:

Note: This lesson utilizes the Text Questioning Technique (TQT) described in Chapter 3.

I. PREPARATION - Brainstorming

1. Clive the students each a copy of the sheet of visuals (weather reports from the
newspaper) and a copy of the weather article. Tell them to turn the article over
and look at the visuals for one minute. By examining the title. headings. and
pictures. they are to guess or predict what they think the accompanying article is
about. Note: Because the text and accompanying visuals are often in a textbook
or other book, the standard version of the TQT advises that both text and visuals
be distributed to the students at the same time. This is the preferable procedure,
as one of the purposes of this entire activity is to encourage students to make use
of all the information accompanying a written text pictures. graphics, headings.
etc. to help them predict and understand the content. However. it is not
absolutely necessary to give out the visuals and text at the same time. There is
sometimes a danger in this. as the students may be inclined to look at the written
passage at times they should not be. If you wish, then. you may distribute the
visuals first. Me written text can be passed out at the appropriate time. namely
in step 9 of the procedure in the Practice phase (see below)1

After one minute, the students write down their predictions. Spelling and sentence
structure (syntax) are not important at this time.

.lclrance organization Precliction'inferencing
I Imagery/

3. Listen to each student's prediction. Write the key words (vocabulary) on the board
or overhead transparency. V.g.. weather, sun. ciouds. tadav. tomorrow. moon
rises, sets.

Strategy Instruction: Developmental Questions

I Advance organi=alhm

These are called newspaper clippings. What do the tell us about? (the
weather)
}low do you know that? (the titles)
What do you think the article is going to be about? (the weather)
What is weather? (condition of the air around us. outside)
What does "condition" mean? (w hat it is like. how it looks or feels)
What is another name for the air around us? (the atmosphere)
How did you get the words "today" and "tomorrow"? (headings)
!low do you know they are headings? (darker and thicker print)
lo\\ does the print in the title differ from th, print in the headings? (print

in the title is bigger and thicker)
Why'? (because the title describes the whole clipping)
What do the headings describe'? (a few lines)



low many titles are there? (one)
I low many headings? Count them. (seven)
What are the headings? ("Today. Tomorrow. Sun Rises. Sets. Moon Rises.
Sets, Details")
What does the heading "Today" stand for? (today's weather)
What does the heading "Tomorrow" stand for? (tomorrow's weather)
What does "Sun Rises" mean? (when the sun comes up)
What does "Sets" mean? (when the sun goes down)
What about "Moon Rises" and "Sets"? (when the moon comes up and goes
down)
What does "Details" mean? (more information on another page)
Do all of these headings describe the title, "The Weather"? (yes)
Does looking at these clippings in advance (before you read the article) help
You to organize your thouats so that you can better understand what you
read? (yes)
'this learning strategy is called Advance organization. It means looking
over the title. headings. and pictures before you read the article. At this
point the students may add this strategy to their blue sheets.)

,,ow did you get the words "clouds." "sun," and "snow"? (from the pictures)
Do the pictures show the weather today or tomorrow? (today)
What do the pictures describe? (the weather for today. which is also writt en
beside "Today)
Do the pictures help you understand the weather? (yes)
What strategy are you using when you look at the pictures for information?
(usinu images and pictures Imagery)
What kind of strategy is this? (cognitive) [At this point the students may
add the word "Imagery" to their green sheets. beside the words "Using
images and pictures.")

4. 'Fell the students to look at the weather clippings again. Discuss the information
under the headings in further detail, asking questions to elicit more vocabulary
through brainstorming. Write this additional vocabulary on the board or
transparency. If necessar. tell them (and write down) important words which are
not in the visuals but which appear in the reading text, ex,.. atmosplwre. weather
report, farecast, temperature. degrees ('elsius. wind. calm. windy. snowfall,
precipitauon. include, exchule. accmignmied by. Certain discourse markers should
also he listed here. e.g.. in other words, in contrast. 'the meanings of some of
these words can be demonstrated by reference to the clippings: e.g.. the high
temperature tomorrow will be -9 degrees Celsius: snow is a kind of precipitatirn.
like rain. Other terms can be defined or clarified through general discussion; e.g..
',t ind. wittily, calm.

When this discussion is completed. the students will have all the vocabulary
necessary to understand the article, before they even read it. These words should
he len on the board (or transparenc ) during the Presentation stage. to assist the
students in the questions that will be posed to them.
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/Selective attention/

11. PRESENTATION - Listening

Ilitjerenchwl
Ihnageryl
1Resourcingl

Tell the students h turn over their articles (i.e.. place them face down on their
desks). Show them a list of questions about the article, either on the hoard
(pre\ iousk concealed) or on the overhead. Instruct the students to read the
questions silently to themselves.

QUESTION LIST

Note: [he answers. given in italics here. are not included in the list shown to the
students.

What is weather? the condition of the atnu)sphere

2. What is a description of, the weather called? a nvather report

3. What are weather reports sometimes called'? Ihrecasts

4. !low many kinds of information does a weather report usually include? 5

S. What information tells us if it is hot or cold outside? t/w tent/wan/re

(). What is temperature measured in? degrees Celsius.

7. Which two temperatures does a weather report try to forecast? /ow ton6.!ht and
hi,gh totwrrow

8. What is moving air called'.' wind

What is the second kind of information in a weather report? t/w speed of the
wind

10. What does "calm" mean? no wind

11. What number helps people understand how cold it reall\ feels? whidehill

12. What is a sky containing no clouds called'? a clear or sunny sky

13. What is a sky containing many clouds called? a cloudv sky

14. What are rainiall and snowfall called? precipitation

15. What is a short, light snow fall called? (1 flUrry

1 6. What is a long. heavy snow fall called? a blizzard

I 7. What are bliiiards often accompanied b ? .strong wind.s

18. What does a weather report sometimes tell about the sun and moon? //it' nnw
11wi. ri.sC and AC/

******************************************************************* ********



Now go through the questions with the students, reading them aloud and reviewing
all vocabulary the students do not undrstand. Making use of tfeir suggestions as far
as possible, underline in each question (using a different colour ;chalk or transparency
marker) the most important word or'. words that the students 'will be listening for
during note taking.

E.g.: I. What is woather?

[Selective attention]

6. The students number their papers -18 down the left-hand side. Discuss note-
taking strategies with them, e.g.., ho w to use letters or parts of words to stand for
longer word:;.

[Organizational planning]

7. Dictate the article fairly slowly. The students listen carefully for the answers to
the questions, writing down the answers (one or two words, or suitable
abbs-eviations) as they hear them, be:side the appropriate numbers. Spelling is not
important at this time.

[Self-rnonitorin.4 [Note takiq]
[Inferencingl
[Auditory representation]

8. Dictate the story or article more raeidly, allowing the students the opportunity to
complete their answer list or to check their answers. If necessary, reread the

-tide a third time.

[Sell-monitoring] [Inferencing]
[Auditory rEpresentation]

III. PRACTICE - Speaking and Reading

9. The students work in pairs or groups, discussing and comparing their answers. Nt
this point they expand the abbreviations they have written during the note taking,
phase into full words or phrases. Then instruct them to turn their articles face up
in order to correct:

a) Answers - by comparing their answers with those of their partner or
group, and by checking against the article itself.

b) Spelling checking their answers against the article.

Assign a set time limit (e.g., 10 minutes) for this task. While the students are
comparing and correcting, circulate to give assistance when needed or requested.

!Self-evaluation 1 I Elaboration/ A'ooperation]
[Questioning Jiff
clarification/
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V. EVALUATION

10. Tell the students to turn over their articles (i.e., place them face down). Elicit
from the students the answers to the questions on the board or transparency.
writing them beside the questions in a different colour chalk or felt pen. (It is a
good idea to use the same colour as you used in step 5 to underline the key words
in the questions.) E.g.:

I. What is weather? the condition of the atmosphere

The question and answer are in different colours, the answer and underlining in
the same colour.

V. FOLLOW-UP I - Writing

I I. The articles remain face down. Instruct the students to complete the exercise
individually, this time writing the answers in complete sentences. At this point,
teach them how to write a complete sentence using most of the words in the
questien and the answer beside the question. [Note: It may be advisable to
collect the articles at this point, as the students may be inclined to glance at them
when writing the full-sentence answers required at this stage.]

I Deduct ion/induct

Ask:

What words from the question are you going to use in your answer? [The key
words will already be underlined in the same colour as the answer. I1nderline
other words they can use in their answers in the same colour.]
Now write the answer in a sentence, using the underlined words and the
answer. [Draw arrows from the underlined words and answer, to indicate the
correct sentence order.i E.g.:

1. What is weather. the condition of the atmosphere

v
Weather is the condition of the atmosphere.

What is a description of the weather caned? a weather report

A description of the weather is called a weather report.

3. What are weather re orts sometimes called? fbrecasts

Weather reports are sometimes called forecasts.
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Subject-verb Agreement:

Ask:
When do you use "is" in a sentence?
When do vou use "are"?
What rule could we make up?

i
are 2 or more

In the first answer above (the answer to question I ) . did we use "is" or "are"?
(is)
Why'? ("weather" is one thing singular)
In the second answer above (the answer to question 2). did we use "is" or
"are"? (is)
Why? (only one description "a description")
In the third answer above (the answer to question 3). did we use "is" or "are"?
(are)
Why? (more than one thing "weather reports")
What is the last letter in "weather reports"? (s)
If there is an "s" at. the end of a word, is it singular or plural'? (plural)
When we talk about a snow num. is "flurry" sintullar or plural? (singular)
What is the plural? ("flurries") Do we spell it like this: "flurrys"? (no)
What must we do when the word ends in "y"'? (change the "y' to "ie") The
result would be spelled like this: "flurries."

Frequency Adverbs:

Look at question 3 again:

3. What are weather reports sometimes called'? ji)recusts

The word "sometimes" tells how often something happens. Can you find any
other words like this in the question list'? (yes, in numbers 4 and 17)

4. I low many kinds of information does a weather report usually include'? 5
17. What are blizzards often accompanied by'? Wang whuls

Words like "sometimes." "usually." and "often" are called adverbs of
frequency. or frequency adverbs. What is a frequency adverb that tells us
something happens all the time'? ("always")

In summer, the temperature is always above zero.

Let's make a list of these frequency ad erbs. in the order "most often" to
"least ollen." I.et's write them in a column:

always
usually
often
sometimes
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I.00k at questions 3. 4, and 17 again. Where do these frequency adverbs
appear in these questions'? (just before the main verb)
1.00k at the answer to number 3 again:

Weather reports are sometimes called forecasts.

Where does the frequency adverb "sometimes" appear in this answer? (just
before the main verb)

- Follow this rule when writing the answers to questions 4 and 17.

Note: Fhe "rule of thumb" given here is adequate for pedagogical purposes. but it is
not correct for all cases. 'the actual rule is as follows. In declarative
sentences. the frequency adverb:

a) follows the first auxiliary. if there is one (e.u.. Winnipeg has Oen been
called the "gateway to the west"):

b) follows the verb "to be." if it is the main verb (e.g.. ohn is always late):
c) immediately precedes any main verb other than "to he." if there is no

auxiliary in the sentence (e.g.. The sun always rises in the east).

In questions (wh- or yes-no), the frequency adverb directly follows the subject
of the sentence. which is inserted immediately after the first auxiliary, the
main verb "to he." or the appropriate form of "do" (change examples a. b. and
c above to questions to observe this).

Other Structures:

The reading passage contains other important structures which the teacher may
ish to discuss. Among these are:

The use of the present tense to express habitual behavior or conditions
- The passive voice (e.g., is called, is measured, are accompanie(l by)

"II" clauses used to express conditions (e.g.. If there is (1 lot of wind, we say
it is windy )

However. we ignore these structures here. It is not really necessary to provide
explicit instruction about every structure in a passage. For one thing. too much
instruction of this type would be extremely time consuming. For another, the
students will benefit from simply being exposed to a variety of unanalyzed
structures in the comprehensible input they receive: see the section on Krashen
in Chapter 1.

Discourse Features:

Theme-Rheme Information Structure. Ily answering the questions in

complete sentences, the students are gaining experience in using the theme-
rheme format of information organization so common in English discourse. lite
theme of a sentence is what is being talked about. usually the "given"
information in the sentence. lhe theme. in contrast. is the "new" information
provided about the theme. Usually the theme precedes the rheme. Thus. in
writing an answer like "A description of the weather is called a weather report."
the students are practising theme-rheme discourse structure. since the are



placine the theme (a description of tlw weather is called) at the beginning and
the theme (a weather report) at the end.

Other discourse features can be pointed out and discussed at various stages of
the lesson, if desired. For example, paragraph unity is clearly demonstrated by
the reading passage, in which each paragraph after the introduction deals with
a single weather feature. Sequence markers (first, second, etc.:finally) and other
discourse markers can also be discussed and clarified (e.g., however, in other
words, in contras(, both, also).

12. The students complete their answers individually. Each student then has his or
her work edited by a partner (or another group member) before showing it to the
teacher.

R.'ooperationl

13. The final draft is edited as it is read to the teacher.

FOLLOW-UP II - Function Instruction: Defining.

The purpose of this additional follow-up section is to promote students understanding
of an important academic language function (ALE), namely defining. See Chapter 1
for a detailed explanation of AEI's.

Write on the board:

Weather is the condition of the atmosphere.

Conduct a discussion like the following:

This sentence tells us what the word "weather" means. In other words, it tells us
the meaning of "weather."
Do you know another word tbr "tell the meaning or? ("define" students will
not likely know this)
When we write a sentence that tells what a word means. we are defining the
word.

Write on the board, in a column, the two words:

define
defining

What do we call a sentence that defines a word. tbr example. "Weather is the
condition of the atmosphere"? It comes from the word "define." (definition)

Write "definition" under "defining" in the column.
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What kind of word is "define"? It is something we do we can define a word
like "weather." (a verb)

- What kind of word is "definition'? Notice that a definition is a sentence, a thing.
(a noun)
Do you know what three letters you can always add to a verb, to make a new
word'? (point to the second word in the column "ing") When "ing" can be
added to a word, that word must be a verb, isn't that right'? (yes)
Is "fbrecast" a verb? Can I say. "They forecast the weather in the newspaper
every day"? (yes) Is "forecasting" a word. then'? (yes) Give me a sentence
using "forecasting" as a verb. (e.g.. "They are forecasting the weather.")
The letters "ing" tell you a word is a verb. What letters in "definition" tell you
it is a noun'? ("tion") Yes, words ending in "tion" are usually nouns. Do you
know any other nouns that end in "tion"? What is another vord for "country"?
(nation) Do you know some more'? (e.g., nutrition, condition, imm;gration,
description. explanation, pronunciation)
The letters "tion" are sometimes added to verbs to make nouns, e.g., "define -
definition." What verb does "immigration" come from'? (immigrate) What about
"description"? (describe) What about "explanation"? (explain) Notice that the
verbs may change in other ways as well: e.g.. the "e" is dropped in "define" and
"describe". b p in "description," ai a in "explanation," etc.

Note: We terminate this discussion of verb and noun suffixes at this point. It is
actually optional, as it is not crucial to the understanding of the ALF defining.
However, we have included it here to illustrate how easy it is to take
advantage of' opportunities like this to teach morphology (i.e.. derivations.
suffixes, etc.). The topic introduced here could easily be expanded into an
entire lesson.

Write on the board. under the "weather" definition, a second definition taken from the
students' answer lists:

A description of the weather is called a weather report.

- In the first sentence. what word is defined'? ("weather") Where does it appear
in the sentence'? (at the beginning)

- In the second Sentence. \\ hat is defined'? ("weather report") Where does it appear
in the sentence'? (at the end)

When you define a word or several words together. \\ hat you define is sometimes
called a term. What term is defined in the first definition'? ("weather") What
term is defined in the second definition'? ("weather report")

I lere are two different ways of writing a definition.

( I you begin with the term on \\ ant to define. on just write "is" followed
by what the word means.

Weather is the condition of the atmosphere.

(2) In contrast, you can begin with the meaning of the term you want to
define, and end w ith the term itself. Rut if \ ou do this, you can't put just
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the one word "is" between them. You must use two words what are
they? ("is called") Lg.:

A description of the weather is called a weather report.

Take a look at your answer list. I low did you define "forecasts." the first way or
the second way? (the second way) Tell me your definition. and I'll write it on
the board.

Weather reports are sometimes called forecasts.

Do we have "is called" here? (no) Why not? (because "%1 cather reports" is
plural we must use "are called")
What else do we have in this definition? ("sometimes") We don't usually use
this word in definitions. so let's cross it out. Our definition becomes:

Weather reports are called forecasts.

Which word is defined here? ("forecasts") Notice again that it comes at the end.

Look at our first definition again. Could we write it in the second way? What
would the new definition be? 1l.ise arrows to show how- to transform it.1

Weather is the condition of the atmos here.

The condition of the atmosphere is called weather.

Which words do we put between the beginning part and the end part'? ("is
called") Why not "are called'"? ("Condition" is singular.)

I ook at our second definition again. Could we write it the first way'? What
would the new definition be'? It Ise arrows to demonstrate the transformation.1

A description of the weather is called a weather re ort.

A weather report is a description of the weather.

Do you see how you can change definitions from one kind of sentence to the
other'? Both ways are good: fou should be able to write both kinds of definition.

Exercise: On the next page is a list of definitions. Some of these are ones you
have already written. hut there are a few new Ones also. Some are written in the
first way (beginning with the word that is defined), while others are written in the
second way (using i. called or are called). Write each definition in the opposite
1% ay that is. change the form of each definition from the first way to the
second way or from the second way to the first way.



EXERCISE SHEET DEFINITIONS

Nloying air is called wind.

2. A sk\ containimi no clouds is called a clear slo.

3. A cloudy sky is a sk\ containing many clouds.

4. Rainfall and snow fall are called precipitation.

5. A num is a short. light snow fall.

6. A long. heavy snow Call is called a blizzard.

7. Flurries that last a short time are called scattered flurries.

S. A thermometer is an instrument for measuring temperature.

Q. A person who studies the weather is called a meteorologist.

ID. The la\ er of air around the earth is called the atmosphere.



Lesson 2: Temperature Experiment - Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To learn how to perform and report a science experiment incorporating the
headings: Objective. Apparatus. Methocl Observations, Conclusion, and Diagrwn
To learn how to record and graph observations
To learn how to draw conclusions based on graphically represented data
To understand how cold, warm and hot water affect temperature change rates

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening during discussions; for oral instructions during the note taking
phase

Speaking to exchange information and assistance
Reading their notes, when discussing the experiment method and

performing the experiment
Writing - the various parts of a science experiment report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

apparatus, materials, experiment, objective, observation, conclusion, diagram,
chart, bar graph. affect, beaker, beak, spout. thermometer, temperature.
degrees. Celsius. Fahrenheit, symbol, °C, 9', ice cubes, boil, boiling water,
steam, bubbles, warm water, ice water, check, record, lower, rise/rose,
fall/fell, heat, time, colon, personal, impersonal. report. purpose, label,
imperative, passive

Structures:

Imperative forms of verbs
Infinitive forms of verbs, used when stating objectives
Irregular past tense forms (was and were; also rise/rose, jall/fell)
Passive voice
Past participles
Subject-verb agreement
Singular and plural nouns
Comparative and superlative forms, esp. most, least, greater, greatest,
farther, farthest
Punctuation use of colon when listing, or after headings; use of commas
in lists
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DiNcourse Features:

- Sequential markers first second, third. etc.: last, finally
Format of a science experiment report

Functions:

- Stating objectives using infinitive forms
Listing (apparatus)
Reporting a science experiment in its entirety

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization. Selective attention. Organizational planning. Self-
monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Resourcing - using weather forecasts and science equipment
Note taking of the steps of the method. from dictation
Predicting why they are doing the experiment. and what will happen
lnferencing when note taking
Deduction/induction when writing the experiment report
Imagery - using equipment. charts, and graphs
Elaboration from notes to full words and sentences
Transfer - of previous knowledge to performance of this experiment
Auditory representation when taking notes
Grouping - intbrmation on a chart
Summarizing information on charts and graphs

Social-Affective Strategies:

Cooperation. Questioning for clarification. Self-talk

Materials:

- Newspaper weather forecasts (new or previously used) for Preparation stage
For each pair of students:

3 beakers
4 thermometers
ice cubes
cold water

- warm water
boiling water

- chart
graph paper for line graph
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Procedures:

Note: This lesson uses the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) described in Chapter 3.

I. PREPARATION - Listening and Speaking

Review the weather forecasts from the previous lesson or show some new ones taken
from more recent newspapers. Focus on temperatures and the high and low. Discuss
what affects temperatures (e.g.. the seasons) and how we measure temperature.

Ask:

In which season are temperatures the hiuhest? (summer) In which season are
temperatures the lowest? (winter)
Can we say that the seasons affect temperatures? (yes) What does "affect" mean?
(make a difference, change. make something happen. etc.)
Yes. when one thing makes something else happen or change. we say it aNds it.

What was the high tenverature predicted for
What does the temperature tell us? (how hot or cold it is)
What instrument do we use to measure the temperature? (a thermometer) 'Show the
students a thermometer.I
What units do we use when measuring temperatures in Canada? (degrees :'elsius)
I Write "degrees Celsius" on the board.'

Do vou know what the word "symbol" means? In mathematics. "4" is a symbol
it stands for. or represents. something. What is it? (add or plus) I low about "X"
in mathematics'? (multipl or times) Good. A symbol is a short form that
represents something e1se.
Do you know the symbol for "degrees"? (yes. ° ) So how can we write "degrees
Celsius" in short form? (°C) What is the abbreviation for "Celsius"? ("C")
Do they measure temperature in °C in the countries ou came from? (yes)
Do you know what units they use to measure temperature in the United States'?
(degrees Fahrenheit. or °I') What is the abbreviation for "Fahrenheit"? (''r)

What is the freezing point on a thermometer in °C? (0°C)
What is the freezing point on a thermometer in *12? (32°F)

- What is the boiling point of water on a Celsius thermometer? Do you know what
"boiling" means? It. is when the water gets hot enough to bubble, when you heat
it. ( I00°(')
Do you know the boiling point on a Fahrenheit thermometer? (they likely will not
know 212°F)

What was the high temperature predicted for
What does "high" mean'? (the temperature when it is warmest outside)
What was the "low" predicted for
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What does "low" mean? (the temperature when it is coldest outside)
This morning I listened to the weather report on the radio. The high today is going
to he cC and the low tonight is going to be °C. Do we know this for sure?
(no) Why not? (they are only predictions)

Show the students 3 beakers. 4 thermometers. ice cubes. cold water. warm water, boiling
water. a chart. arid some graph paper. Ask:

- What do you think we are going to do today'? (a science experiment)

/Organizational planning/ 1Predicting.injerencingl

Why did you predict a science experiment? (We saw the equipment.)
What are we going to use in this science experiment? (beakers. thermometers. ice
cubes. cold water. warm water. boiling water. a chart. and graph paper)

Note: The students will probably not know the words beaker. ice cubes, boiling, etc.
Discuss the words they do not know b) asking:

What is this container 'hold up a beaker made or? (glass)
What does it look like? (a measuring cup)
I low is it the same as a measuring cup'? (glass. spout. and measuring marks)
I low is it different from a measuring cup? (no handle and different shape) I low is
the shape different? (Me sides are straight.)
Is it a good thing that it is made of glass? (yes) Why? (You can see things inside
as they are measured.)
When do you use a measuring cup'? (for baking or cooking)
What is this spout shaped like? (a bird's beak) Yes. It is called a beaker.
When do ou use a beaker? (for a science experiment)

'Hold up some ice cubes.' What are these made or? (water) What do you do to the
water tt make it a solid like this'? (freeze it)
What do we call frozen water'? (ice)

- I low is the ice shaped'? (in cubes) Yes. these are called ice cubes.

'Pour some boiling water from an electric kettle.' Is this water hot or cold? (hot)
I low do you know? (steam)
How hot do You think this water is'? (100c( ) Why? (because there are bubbles in
it.) Do you remember the word fbr this? (boiling)
When water has a temperature of 100°C and has bubbles and steam coming from
it. what do we call it'? (boiling water)

When the discussion of the apparatus is completed. hold up the items one by one and ask
what they are called. Write the name of each on the board, in a column, as on do this.

Discuss the parts of a science experiment by asking:

- What do you think this experiment is going to be about? (temperature)
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Use a new page of your notebook to begin writing about this experiment. Where
should we write the title of this experiment? (at the top of our page) What kind of
letters should we use'? (capital letters) Why? (title)
What should the title be? [Entertain suugestions settle on:l (TEMPERATURE
EXPERIMENT)

What is a word meaning the things we use when we do the experimet-'. '.ike beakers
and thermometers? (equipment)
Yes. There is a scientific word for equipment. What is it'? (apparatus)
Let's use "apparatus" as a headine.. What kind of letter does it start with? (capital

On the fifth line of your page, write the word Apparatus followed by the
punctuation mark
Do you know what this punctuation mark is called? (a colon) When do we use a
colon? (when we want to list some things after it)
Your heading is Apparatus:. Now list the materials or equipment you will be using
in this experiment. These materials are listed on the board, in a column, but I want
you to write them across the page. When you make a list like that, what do you
have to remember to put between each item, to keep them separate? (commas)
[Demonstrate by writing the first few items for them: 3 beakers, -I thermometers.]

Why do people do science experiments? (to find out things)
Look at the materials you listed in the apparatus. What do you think we want to
find out'? (something about the temperatures of cold, warm, and boiling water)
Yes. We want to find out how quickly temperatures will change in cold, warm. and
boiling water.
Do you remember the word "Affect" that we talked about before? (yes) What does
it mean'? (to make something happen or change)
Good. We want to find out how cold. warm, and boiling w ater affect temperature
chanue.
I low would you describe boiling water. usin,l, an easy word'? (hot) Yes. From now
on, let's just call the boiling water "hot water." So what do we want to find out?
(how cold, warm. and hot water -fleet temperature change)

What will happen to the hot water if e leave it on the desk for a few hours'? (It
w ill cool off.)
What will happen to the warm water? (It will cool off too.)
What will happen to the temperatures of the hot and warm water'? Will they go up
or down'? (down) Do You know the word "rise"'? What does it mean'? (go up) Do
you know the word "Call"? What (foes it mean'? ;uo down) Will the temperatures
of the hot and warm water rise or fall I gesture with handsi? (fall)

- So they will change'? Aker 15 minutes. they will he different from what they were
at the beginning, isn't that right'? ( es)
Which temperature will change the fastest. the hot water temperature or the warm
water temperature? After 15 minutes. which temperature will have changed the
most'? (varied answers) I Note: At this stage of instruction \\ c are ignoring the
formal rule that a comparison between two items should emplo the comparative
form of adje, lives.'
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- What about the cold water temperature? Will it go up or down? (up) Why? (It will
get warmer.) What is another word for "go up"? (rise) Yes, the temperature of the
cold water will rise. So it will change too, right? (yes)
Will it change faster than the temperature of the hot water? (don't know, or. various
guesses) Will it change faster than the temperature of the warm water? (don't know,
or, various guesses)
You don't really know the answers tO these questions. for sure. do you? (no) That's
OK you're going to find out. hese are the questions that this experiment is
going to answer for you. That's the purpose of science experiments they help
you find out things you don't know, things you want to find out.

/Predicting/

There is a word meaninu "what we want to find out." It is objective. Where should
we write the objective of this experiment. before or after the apparatus? (before)
Yes, because the objective is the reason we are doing the experiment. The apparatus
is just part of the way we do it.
You left four lines above your apparatus. so you have room on your page. Write
Objective followed by a colon. 'Ellis is our heading. Did you use a capital "0"?
(yes) Why? (heading)
Do you know another word meaning "find out"? (discover)
We want to find out. or discover, how cold. warm, and hot water will affect
temperature change. We usually do this using the infinitive form of the verb, as
follows. !Write on the board:I

Objective: To discover how cold. warm. and hot water will affect temperature
change.

Copy this objective after your heading Objective:.

We have the objective and apparatus as parts of our science experiment. What are
the other parts? rrhe students may or may not be familiar with the academic
language of method, ohNervotiou, and eouclosiou.

What is the next part of the experiment? (what we do)
What is the word tbr the things we do? (directions or instructions)
What is the scientific word for directions or instructions? (method)
After your apparatus section. write the heading Method followed by a colon. We will
complete this section later.

As you do the experiment, you will see things or observe things happening. The
name of the next part of the experiment comes from the word "observe." Can %on
guess what it is? (obserN anon)
Yes. but we usually write "observations" instead? Wh\ ? (because we w ill see more
than one thing) Yes. you ma observe many things.
We won't write the heading Observations: yet, because we still ha\ e to till in the
method. We can add it later.

What will you find out at the end of the experiment? (how cold. warm. and hot water
affected temperature changes)
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We call thi:: part the Conclusion. Do you know- the root word of "conclusion"?
(conclude) Yes. "conclude" is the \ erb and "conclusion" is the noun. What does
"conclude" mean? (to come to the end) Yes: when ou finish something. you
conclude it.
Where should you write the conclusion of your experiment? (at the end) Yes. so we
won't write it yet. What do we have to write first'? ((he method and observations)

/Advance organization/
/Selective attention/

II. PRESENTATION - Listening

IDedUCIion indUction/
/Imagery/
Iliderencingl

The basic procedure in this stage is the dictation of the experimental method to the
students. Discourse markers ....e f.rst, second, third. etc. will assist the students in
taking notes on the various steps. Discuss the procedure with the students before the
dictation by writing the numbers of the steps on the board or transparency after the
heading. as follows.

Method:

I .

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Strategy Instruction:

/Organizational planningl--
/Selective attention/

Ask:

How many steps are we going to do in this experiment? (7)
I low do you know? (There are 7 numbers.)
Are there any instructions here? (no)

_ iow will you know what to do? (You will tell us.)
Yes. 1 will read out or dictate the instructions to you. What will you do as I dictate
the instructions? (take notes)
1 low will you know when I am reading step number 1? (You'll say "first.") Will
you write the word "first"? (no) Why not? (We don't have to the number "1"
means "first.")
flow will \ ou know when I am reading step number 2? (You'll sa) "second.")
What will 1 say for steps 3. 4. 5. and 6? ("third." "fourth." "fifth." and "sixth")
Because step 7 is the last one, what might I say besides "seventh"? ("last" or
"finally")
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(iood. Be sure to pay special attention to these words.

/Selective attention/

Instruct the students to list the numbers 1-7 down the left side of a separate piece ot'
paper. Note: This is not yet part of their experiment report: the dictated sentences will
later be changed to the passive voice, and the revised sentences will be recorded in their
experiment reports.

[Vote takingl--

When \ ou take notes as I dictate. \\ hat will ou write? (what you say)
What if You don't know how to spell the words? What will you do? (write part of
a word or the First letter)
What would ou write for the word "thermometer"? ("IV or ther")
Would \ on remember what "th" or "the! stands for later when You are working in
your groups? ( \ es)
Who are the notes for? (us)

Dictate the method (see below I in the imperative. using the discourse cues (Oh's/. SCCM/d,

third. . .. and Read fairly slowly, allowing the students time to take notes.

Note: Ihe follow ing experiment \\as adapted from Santillana Bridge to Cmmnunication.
Leve/ ( *. Teacher's ( Ilack. p. 214 (see references listed at the end of Chapter 2).

********************************* *********************************************

METHOD

Note: Do not dictate the step numbers to the students: dictate fir.St. SCCOltd, etc. instead.
'Hie students do not «rite the ordinal numbers first. secwid etc., as they alreath
ha\ e the cardinal numbers 1 7 written on their papers.

1. First. fill one beaker with cold water.

2. Second, till one beaker w ith warm water.

3. 'third, Fill one beaker w ith hot water.

4. Fourth. put one thermometer in each beaker and lea\ e one out in the air.

5. Filth. check the thermometers at the beginning and e\ er> 3 minutes R)r 15 minutes.

6. Sixth, record the temperatures on a chart.

7 Finally. graph the temperatures on a bar graph.

***************** ,************** *********************************************



Strategy Instruction:

/Self-monitoring/

Ask:

- I low did you do? Did you get all the notes?
Do you want me to read it again'? (yes)
What should you listen for this time? (what we don't have)

Read th method again. and a third time if necessary. Each successive reading should
increase in speed.

/Organizational planning!
(Selective attentionl

INote takingl
/Auditory representation/
lInlerencingl

III./IV. PRACTICE/EVM VATION - Reading

Assign the students to partners or small groups. They compare their notes and pool
information to prepare their own individual master procedures lists. (These lists, as
mentioned above, should not be part of their experiment reports.) Assign a time limit (e.g..
10 minutes). Allow the students to try spelling the words as best they can, without
providing too much assistance; correct spelling will be discussed during the Evaluation
stage below.

evaluation/ 1('ooperationl
IOueslioning .fbr
clarification!

After the students have completed their individual master procedures lists, they dictate the
method to the teacher as a class activity. The teacher writes the steps on the chalkboard
or overhead transparency, focusing on the correct spelling of all the words. If the students
have misspelled some of the words, this is their chance to make corrections as they
compare their master procedures lists with the copy on the board or overhead.

Strategy Instruction:

Ask:

IDeduction/inductionl--

- Do these steps tell you what to do'? (yes)
When something tells you what to do, what is it called? (a command)

- Another word for a sentence which is a command is imperative. These sentences
are written in the imperative.
What does each one begin with'? (a verb)
Yes, a verb in the imperative form. We will talk more about these a little later in
the lesson.
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'lite students now work in pairs or small groups assigned by the teacher. They refer to the
methods steps on their master procedures lists to perform the experiment, recording their
observations on thcir charts.

Strategy Instruction:

/Organizational planningl-- 1Groupingl--

Briefly demonstrate the desired format of the 5-colurnn data recording chart, without
writing in the specific column headings. E.g.:

Then ask:

What will the title of the chart be? (Temperature Experiment ('hart)
What will we write for a heading in the first column? (Times)
What will be the heading of the second column? (Cold)

- What will be the heading of the third column? (Warm)
- Of the fourth column? (I lot)
- Of the fifth column? (Air)
- What kind of letters do these headings start with? (capitals)
- Why? (because they are headings)
- What will you write under "Times"? (the times we checked the thermometers)
- When do you first check the thermometers? (at the beginning) Yes: we will call this

the "zero minute" time.
- Then how often will you check the thermometers? (every 3 minutes)

For how long'? (15 minutes)
What will you fill in under the headings "Cold," "Warm," "1 lot," and "Air'? (the
temperatures of the thermometers)
The word we use for this is recording the verb is "to record." You will be
recording the different temperatures every 3 minutes. How will you know where
to record the temperatures? (under the right headings)
So you will he recording your temperatures in different groups cold, warm, hot.
and air? (yes)

- You are using a learning strategy here. becam you are grouping things in different
sets. What should this strategy be called'? (grouping)

- Start the experiment.
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The students are given the equipment to perform the experiment and to complete the
observations chart.

When they arc finished, instruct them to draw a diagram of their experiment, labeling the
materials (beakers. thermometers, etc.). This diagram will later he inserted or glued into
their experiment report.

Next, the students are given graph paper and shown how to draw a line graph. The
horizontal axis should be labeled in 3-minute time increments beginning at zero, and the
venical axis in 5 degree temperature increments from 0°C to 100°C. They then use the
data recorded on their observation charts to construct a line graph depicting the
temperatures in the cold water, in the warm water, in the hot water. and in the air.

/Selective attention/ IResourcingl I('Ooperation
/Mir-monitoring/ /Grouping/ /Questioning .Ibr
ISelkvaluation I.Vote taking/ clarification/

/Summarizing/ ISelf-talk
Ilmagert'l
IElaborathm
Irransfifrl
Inftrencingl

V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

When the experiment, chart, diagram. and graph have been completed. teach the students
how to transform the steps of the method from the imperative to the passive voice.
Discuss. demonstrate. and model this writing activity with the class to ensure their success
when they are writing the methods seethms of their experiment reports. They use their
master procedures sheets and consciously carry out the necessary grammatical
transformations, as demonstrated below.

Nxample:

What part of the experiment tells us what to do? (the method)
Take out your notes on the method. on your procedures lists. Also take out your
experiment reports. Have you written the heading Method: after the apparatus
section? (yes) Good. Now let's write the method together. To get ready for this.
write the numbers 1-7 down the left side of' your page. under Method:.

/Organizational planning/

What was the first step on your instruction list'?

1. Fill one beaker with cold water.

What form is the verb in this sentence? (imperative) Why? (tells us what to do)
Now we want to write the method in your experiment reports. but we don't want to
write it in the imperative. Have you finished this experiment? (yes) So you did it
in the past. What tense do we want to use, then'? (past tense)
Let's try it. I low would you write step 1 in the past tense'?
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I. We filled one beaker with cold water.

[Write this on the board.] Yes, you could do it this way. What is the subject of this
sentence? ("we") What is the verb? ("filled") Is this past tense? (yes) How do you
know? ("-ed")
But this is not the best way to write science experiment reports. In reporting science
experiments, we don't want to say who performed the different steps, because it
doesn't really matter who did them. The important thing is what happened, not
who did it. We want to be impersonal, which means we don't want to write about
ourselves. What is the opposite of "impersonal"? (personal) That's right; personal
means to talk about yourself. What do we want to be when we write an experiment
report? (impersonal)
I lere is another way to write the sentence.

Demonstrate how the original sentence can be transformed to the passive voice, using
arrows (preferably in a different colour) to show the movement of the sentence object (one
beaker) to subject position. Demonstrate also (a) how to insert the appopriate past tense
form of the verb "to be" (namely "was" here) to form the passive voice, and (b) how to
change the imperative form of the verb to the past participle. These transformations are
shown below:

Result:

- ,
. (-../71-f Fill eJ (one beaker) with cold water.

A

1. One beaker was tilled with cold water.

Emphasize the need to capitalize the word "one" and change the "F" in "fill" to lower case
in the new sentence.

At this point the students should be able to carry out the passive transformation on steps
2 and 3 by themselves, since these sentences are very similar to step I.

The degree of instruction necessary from this point will depend on the proficiency of the
students. You may wish to go through the remaining steps on the board or transparency,
demonstrating how each sentence can be changed to the passive voice. If you choose this
option, be sure to point out the irregular past participles "put" and "left" in step 4. Also
emphasize the need to use "were" (not "was") in forming the passive in steps 5-7, because

the new subject will be plural. The students should watch and not write while these
changes are demonstrated; when you have finished, they can write the passive sentences
by themselves.

Alternatively, you may simply write the past participle forms above the imperative verbs.

and then let the students try to complete the rest of the changes themselves. Should you
choose to reduce the amount of teacher-controlled assistance in this way, it would' probably
still be a good idea to do step 5 as a demonstration, in order to show the need to use
"were" instead of' "was" with plural suhjects.



Regardless of the approach you choose, ensure that the students end up with a complete
list of the steps of the experimental method, written in the passive voice. This completes
the Method section of their experiment reports.

Two more examples may be helpful. First consider the change of method step 4 from the
imperative to the passive voice. Notice the irregular past participles.

4. was Put one thermomete) in each beaker and r.ias 1-0.;Zone)out in the air.
le ft

Result:

4. One thermometer was put in each beaker and one was left out in the air.

Now consider the transformation of method step 5. Notice the compulsory use of "were"
here, since the subject of the passive sentence is plural.

Result:

5. were Checke4 the thermometer at the beginning and every 3 min. t'or 15 min.

5. The thermometers were checked at the beginning and every 3 min. for 15 min.

Dedue t imilimlud ion 1
lrylaykr

After the students have finished rewriting whichever methods steps they were assigned, they
can work in pairs or small groups to compare their sentences and correct their work. If
necessary, conduct a whole-class discussion in which students contribute answers that can
be written on the board or overhead: these answers can serve as a key for self-correction.

I( 'ooperat ion I

Three more steps need to be completed in order to finish the experiment report. First, the
students should follow their Methods section with Observations. They write the heading
Observations:, and then glue their observation charts and line graphs onto their experiment
reports.

The next step is to w rite the conclusions, under the heading Conclusions:. The degree of
sophistication attempted here will depend on the students' cognitive and academic
proficiency, and the teacher should adjust the level of expectation appropriately. On the
lowest level, students can simply he asked to conclude with descriptive statements like those
following question I. below. On a higher level. they can be asked to draw conclusions of
the type suggested by questions 2-5.

Regardless of the level aimed at, the teacher should provide assistance with the content and
model suitable sentence forms for reporting the conclusions. The students should then write
their own conclusions in their experiwnt reports.



Following are some questions that may prove useful in encouraging the students to think
about their observations and draw conclusions based on this data.

1. flow much did the temperature of the water in each beaker change in 15 minutes'?

Describe these changes in the past tense, using the irregular past tense verbs
"rose" and "fell." E.g.:

- The temperature of the cold water rose 8°C in 15 minutes.
- The temperature of the hot water fell 15°C in 15 minutes.

Which temperature changed the most'? Why? (Note: The question "why?" is not
trivial. The temperature of the hot water should change the most, because it begins
at a setting farthest removed from room temperature. Boiling water has a
temperature of 100°C, while room temperature is around 20°C. The difference is
about 80°C. In contrast, the difference between the cold water temperature and
room temperature is only around 20°C.)

3. Which temperature changed the least? Why? (The temperature of the thermometer
in air will not change at all, since it begins at room temperature.)

4. Which temperature changed by the greater amount in the other two beakers'?
Why? (The answer here will depend on the initial temperature of the warm water.
If' this is greater than 42-44°C, the warm water temperature will change faster than
the cold water temperature because it begins farther from room temperature.)

5. Can we conclude with a general rule which describes how fast the temperature of
water will change with time'?

This "rule" can be stated rather precisely using scientific language. as follows:

The rate of change of temperature varies as the difference between the
temperature of the water and room temperature. (In other words. the
greater the difference between the water temperature and room temperature.
the greater the rate of change.)

I Iowever, this kind of statement is probably a little beyond these students. A
better choice at this early stage might be something like the following:

The temperature of the water changes fastest when it is the farthest
from room temperature.

Or. to use a sentence pattern that is quite common in academic subjects (e.g..
science. geography), vou may prefer that they state the generalization as
fol lows:

The farther the temperature of the water is from room temperature, the
faster its temperature changes.

(As incidental practice. you could have the students tr y. to complete this
statement idler substituting "closer" for "larther" in the first clause of this
sentence.)



The students will obviously require assistance in stating generalizations like these.
Nevertheless, it is important that they arrive at some conclusion alonu these lines, as the
original objective of the experiment was to discover how cold, warm. and hot water affect
rates of temperature change. The statements above represent an answer to this question. and
the students should be made aware of this.

Sell.monitoringl Deduction/induction/
Elaboration/
Im(lgert

IC'eoperation

As a final step in completing their experiment reports. the students glue their diagrams
(completed near the end of the PracticeTvaluation staue) into their reports.

t,
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Lesson 3: The Water Cycle - Science, Geography
(Text Questioning Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

- To understand the water cycle
lo learn about e\ aporation. condensation. and precipitation

Language Objecti es:

Skills:

Listening to note take: in group discussions
Speaking to compare and correct answers in group discussions
Reading ..or specific information to verify ansers

- Writing to complete declarative sentences in answer to questions

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

(lc. round and round. mo.ement. heats. rise, air, gas. kater vapor, surface.
body of water, process. evaporation, cool (verb). warmth. liquid.
condensation, clouds. form. formation, in the form of. precipitation, rain.
snow, complete. sleet, hail, oceans, lakes, rivers, streams. inland, constantly.
air currents, cause. float. drop (noun). ater droplets. stick, increase. continue,
collect, repeat. effect. result. freeze. melt

Structures:

Subject-verb agreement
Present tense to express scientific truths
Declarati e sentence form
Prepositions
Coordinating Conjunction and
Sentence combining writing compound and complex sentences
Adverbial clauses of reason (because ) and time (when.
Pronouns it and they
Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns this. these
Infinitives following the verbs contintw. cau.se

Noun suffix -flan

Discourse Features:

t sing pronouns and demonstratives to achieve cohesion
Discourse markers of cause and effect: l'altve.v, as a result resulting in
Theme-rheme structure



Functions:

Reporting factual information by writing declarative
from questions)
Expressing cause and effect
Defining (the "is known as" pattern)

sentences (derived

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Stratcgies:

Advance organization. Selective attention. Organizational planning,
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Predicting when guessing what the reading passage is about
Inferencing - when answering questions. note taking, and

cycle diagram
Note taking during the dictation stage
Deduction/induction - when writing sentences and

focused exercises
Imagery using the visual of the water cycle
Resourcing using a globe
Auditory representation while taking notes

Social-Affective Strategies:

Cooperation, Questioning for clarification

Materials:

Sel 1-

completing the

completing structure-

Water cycle diagram from Santillana Bridge to Communication
Student Language Book, Focus Sheet 9.2a.

- Written text adapted from similar texts in Open Sesame ESL
Bert's Red Book and Santillana Bridge to Ommunication,
Thacher's Guide, 2 1 6.

g"'
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The Water Cycle VISUAL
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The Water Cycle

Most of the earth is covered with water in th form of oceans,
lakes, rivers, and streams. Water is constantly moving from one place to
another. This movement is known as the water cycle.

This cycle begins when the warmth of the sun heats the surface of
these bodies of water. This warmth causes the water to rise ivto the air.
As a result, the water becomes a gas called water vapor. This process is
known as evaporation.

Air currents carry this water vapor high up into the sky, where
temperatures are lower than at the surface of the earth. As a result, the
water vapor cools, causing it to become a liquid again in the form of very
small drops called water droplets. This process is known as condensation.
Sometimes many droplets collect in the same place, resulting in the
formation of clouds.

As these water droplets continue to collect in the clouds, they
begin to stick together, resulting in larger droplets. After a while, these
become too heavy to float in the air. As a result, they fall back down to
the oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams that they came from. This process
is known as precipitation. When the atmosphere is warm, precipitation
is usually in the form of rain. When the atmosphere is cooler, the water
droplets freeze, resulting in snow, sleet, or hail.

The water cycle never ends. It continues to repeat itself over and
over again.

Procedures:

Adapted with permission from Ernie and Bert's Red Book, Open Sesame ESL Series by Jane
Zion Brauer. ° 1985 by Oxford University Press and from Santillana Publishing Co. and San
Diego Unified School District. Copyright C. All rights reserved.

Note: This lesson utilizes the Text Questioning Technique (TQT) described in Chapter 3.

I. PREPARATION - Brainstorming

I. Tell the students they have one minute to look at the title, picture, and labels of the
text and supporting visual. They are to use these to guess or predict what the reading
passage is about.

2. After one minute, the students write down their predictions. Spelling and sentence
structure (syntax) are not important at this time.

/Advance organiZationl [Imagery/
/Prediction/inferencingl
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3. Listen to each student's prediction, writing the key words on the board or
transparency, e.g.. water cycle, evaporation, condensation, precipitation.

Strategy Instruction: Developmental Questions

Imageryl--

What is this article going to be about? (the water cycle)
flow do you know? (the title)
What is the water cycle? (how water goes round and round)
What does "round and round" mean? (it keeps going around)

- Can you give me an example'? (Water goes from the ground, into the air, and back
down to the ground.)
Ilow do you know water does this? (from the picture)
What part of the picture shows you that the water goes up into the air and back
down to the ground? (the arrows)
Can you think of some other words, not in this picture, that have the word "cycle"
in them? (e.g., bicycle, tricycle)
llow do their wheels go? (round and round)

- What does "cycle" mean? (something that goes round and round)
How do the arrows in the picture help you? (to understand that the water cycle goes
round and round)
Look at your green sheet. What strategy are you using when you use the picture
to understand new information? (using pictures and images) [Note: the use of
coloured strategy sheets is discussed in Chapter 1: samples of these sheets can be
found at the end of that chapter.]

/.4 d1711 organi:ationh

- Ilow many parts are there to the water cycle? (three)
- llow do you know? (three words in the picture)

What are the three words, or parts of the water cycle? (evaporation, condensation.
precipitation)
Would they be like headings'? (yes)
1.00k at the reading passage. 1 low many paragraphs are there? (five)
Do you think the words "evaporation." "condensation," and "precipitation" will he
described in the passage? (yes)
Skim through the passage to find these words. Did you find them? (yes)

- Are they all in the same paragraph'? (no)
- Where are they? ("Evaporation" is in paragraph 2, "condensation" is in paragraph

3, and "precipitation" is in paragraph 4)
Was it easy to find these words'? (yes)

- Why? (in heavy or bold print)
- What do you think all of paragraph 2 will
- What do you think all of paragraph 3 will
- What do you think all of paragraph 4 will
- Why'? (because those are key words listeu
- Do all three of these words describe the title

he about? (evaporation)
he about'? (condensation)
be about'? (precipitation)
in the passage and in the picture)

"The Water Cycle'? (yes)

123
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Does looking at the picture and the article in advance (before you read it] help you
to organize your thoughts? (yes)

- Does doing this help you to plan what or how you will learn? (yes)
- Could we call this "advance organization"? (yes)

If it helps you to plan what or how you will learn, which strategy sheet would you
add Advance organization to? (the blue one)
Let's add it. Where should we put it? (first)
Why? (because it is always the first thing we do before we start)
Can we write a definition of "advance organization"? I-low could we define it?
(Write a class definition, e.g.. Advance organi:ation is the strategy (tlooking at all
the parts qf a. passage to predict what it is about.)

4. Tell the students to look at the article again. Discuss the title. headings, and picture
hy asking questions to elicit more vocabulary through brainstorming. Write the key
vocabulary on the board or transparency; these words are left on the board to aid the
students when they are note taking during the presentation.

Ask:

- I Show a globe.] What is most of the earth covered with land or water? (water)
Where is the water? (oceans, lakes, rivers, streams)
What is an ocean? (a very large body of water)
Where are the oceans on this globe? II lave various students identify the oceans and
name them. Do the same for some lakes and rivers.]
What is a lake? (a large inland body of water)
What is a river? i long stream of water)
Does the water move? (yes)
Where'? (from one place to another)
Give me an example. (Rivers move to lakes or oceans)

Resourcingl

Let's look at the picture with the reading passage. I low else does water move? (up
into the sky and back down to the ground)
What kind of movement is this called? (a cycle)
What kind of cycle? (the water cycle)
Where does the water go first? (into the air)
Why does the water on earth go up into the air? (The sun heats it.)
When the water goes into the air, is it a liquid, a gas. or a solid? (a gas)
What do you think this gas is called? (water vapor)
What is this whole process called? (evaporation)
1 low do you know? (The word is in the picture, to show this step.)

As the water vapor rises higher and higher into the sky. what do you think happens
to it? (it cools.) Why? (It gets colder as you go higher.)
What happens to the water vapor xt hen it cools? (It becomes a liquid again
NAater.)

Where? (in clouds)

I :1
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- What do you think clouds are made of? (water drops)
- Big drops or little drops? (little drops) These are called water droplets.

Looking at the picture, first you see a few small clouds, and thei you see more.
Why? (more water droplets)
When the water vapor or gas becomes liquid water again, what is this process or
change called? (condensation)

- What happens when there are many big clouds, as you see in the picture? (It rains.)
Why? (The clouds are too heavy with water drops.)
When the water falls back to earth, what is this process called? (precipitation)

- Does it rain in the winter? (no)
What falls instead of rain? (snow)
Sometimes in the spring or fall, when it's not too cold and not too warm, we get a
very wet snow that hurts when it hits your face. What is this wet snow called?
(sleet)
Sometimes, in the summer, water falls from the sky in the form of round balls of
ice. What is this called? (hail)

- Do all of these rain, snow, sleet, and hail fall from the sky? (yes)
- What are they all forms of? (precipitation)
- Once this cycle is over, the water has returned back to the oceans and other bodies

of water it came from. What do you think happens then? (It starts all over again)
What is this called? (the water cycle)

/Selective attention I [Inferencingl
[Advance organization/ I Imagery/

1 Resourcing 1

II. PRESENTATION - Listening

5. Tell the students to turn over their articles (i.e., place them face down on their desks).
Show them a list of questions about the article, either on the board (previously
concealed) or on the overhead. Instruct the students to read the questions (see next
page) silently to themselves.

Then read the questions aloud to the students, reviewing all vocabulary they do not
understand. Making use of their suggestions as far as possible, underline in each
question (using a different colour chalk or transparency marker) the most important
v,ord or words that the students will be listening for during note taking.

/Selective attention/

6. The students number their papers 1-13 (see page 126), writing A, E, C, ... on
separate lines for some of the questions (see page 127). Review the note taking
procedure with the students (see page 127).



QUESTION LIST

Note: The answers. uiven in italics here. are not included in the list shown to the students.

13. In what form'? oceans, lakes, rivers. and slreams

2. A. Where is water constantly moving'? from one place to another
13. What is this movement called'? the water cycle

3. A. What heats the surface of these bodies of water? the warmth of the Ann
13. What does this warmth cause the water to do'? rise into the air
('. What does the water become? a gas
1). What is this called? water vapor

4. What is this process known as? evaporation

5. Where do air currents carry this water vapor? high into tlw Aky

6. Whv does the water vapor cool when it rises? temperatures are lower

7. A. \k'hen it cools. what does the water vapor become'? a liquid
13. In what form? water (fro/)Iets

8. What is this process known as? condensation

0. What are lOrmed when many droplets collect in the same place? clouds

10. When the water droplets in clouds begin to stick together. what kind of droplets
result? larger droplets

11. A. Why do these fall back to earth? they heeome too heavy to lloat in tlw air
13. What is this process knOWn as'? precipitation

12. What arc the four lOrms of precipitation'? rain. snow. Aleet, and hail

13. A. What never ends'? tlw water cycle
B. What continues to repeat itself over and over again? the water cycle

4 IA
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Strategy Instruction:

Organizational planning/

Ask:

[Vote taking

When \ on take notes. what do \ on write down? (answers onk )
1)0 you \\rite complete sentences? (no)
What do \ on write down? (important words)
What if \ ou don't know how to spell the word? What do \ on do? (write part
of a word or the first letter)

- What would you \\rite if the answer was "precipitation"? (pre or p)
Would You know what that stands for later. when you are checking your
answers? (yes)
Who are the notes for? (ourselves)
Wh\ do \ on take notes? (to help us remember)
I low many answers will \ on write in question I? (one)
I low many answers will you write in question 2? (two)
I !WA do on knovs? (..\ and B parts)
How mans answers will you \\rite in question 1? (four)
\tVn? and D

allCnti011/--
/()Igalli=ational

How \\ ill \ on know when \ on hear an answer? What will you be listen* for?
(special words)
What special words \\ ill \ on be listening for? (underlined words in the
question,4)
What \\ ill be the special words on listen for in question 1? ("cm ered with")
What \\ ill von hear after "cm ered with"? (the answer)
What special words \\ ill oll he listening for in question 2.\? ("constantly
Filo\ ing")

ollow the same proceduft with sonic of the other questions. to ensure that the
students understand the importance of Iktening for the underlined words during note
taking.

Will listening or pa\ ing attention to these ke\ words help \ ou to take notes?
(es)
Which strateg\ On the blue sheet .tre \ on using when \ ou select special words
to pa. attention to? (Selectke attention)
What other strateg\ on the blue sheet are we using when we discuss how we
\\ ill do the work before e actualk do it? (plan \\hat I \\ ill do)

Dictate the article laid\ slow I\ to the class. placing c\aggerated emphasis on the ke\
words the students \\ ill be listening for. I he students listen carefulk for the answers
to the questions writing them beside the appropriate numbers as the\ hear them.
Spelling is not important at this time.

1 :I F'o.
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Strategy Instruction:

ISelfmonitoringt

Ask:

INote taking/
Thferencingl
Muditory representation/

Did you get all the answers? (no)
I low many did you get?
Do you want me to read it again? (yes)
Which answers will you be listening for'? (the ones we didn't get)
What will you do when you hear an answer you already have'? (check it)

8. Reread the article more rapidly, allowing the students the opportunity to complete the
activity or to check their answers. If necessary, read it a third time.

ISelf-m)nitoringl finferencingl
Muditory representationl

III. PRACTICE - Speaking and Reading

9. Assign each student to a partner or group. Instruct them to turn their articles over so
that they are again face up. Give everyone a few minutes to read the article silently:
there should be few comprehension difficulties at this point, as they are by now
familiar with the difficult vocabulary and basic concepts.

Then instruct them to work together in their pairs or small groups, comparing their
answers and checking them against the text to ensure appropriateness of content and
accuracy of spelling. At this point they should expand all abbreviations so that their
answers are written out in full-word form. Assign a set time limit (e.g., 15 minutes)
for this task. Circulate while they are working, giving input and assistance when
required.

ISO:evaluation/

Strategy Instruction:

Ask:

[('ooperation
/Questioning _for
clarification/

1('ooperationl--
lOuestioning for
clarification I--

I low did you do?
Did vou and your partner (or group) have the same answers?
Was it easier to check when ou worked with a partner (or group)'? (yes)
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Why'?
When you cooperated with your partner (or group) and asked questions, did it
help you learn'?
What strategies on the pink sheet did you use'? (cooperate with classmates to
learn, ask questions for clarification)

IV. EVALUATION

10. Tell the students to turn over their articles (face down). Read the questions on the
board or transparency one by one, asking students to supply the correct responses.
Write down the answers as they are contributed, using the same colour chalk or
transparency marker as was used to underline the key words in the questions in step
5. [Note: It might be a good idea to collect the articles at this point, as the students
may be tempted to look at them when writing their complete sentence answers in the
Follow-up stage below.I

V. FOLLOW-UP I - Writing

11. The articles remain face down (or, as noted above, they can be collected by the
teacher so that the students no longer have access to them). Instruct the students to
complete the question-answering exercise individually, this time writing the answers
in complete sentences. Following the basic procedure explained in the Follow-up I
stage of Lesson 1, teach the students how to write a complete sentence using most of
the words in the question and the answer beside the question. Do a few examples,
and then give the students time to complete the answers by themselves.

Note that some of the questions in this lesson allow the possibility of sentence
combining. For example, the A and B parts of Auestion 2 can be combined to give
a compound sentence:

2. Water is constantly moving from place to place, and this movement is called the
water cycle.

All four parts of question 3 could be combined as follows.

3. The warmth of the sun heats these bodies of water, causing the water to rise into
the air as a gas called water vapor.

Needless to say, students will find it difficult to carry out the sentence combining task
without assistance. Advice can be given in different ways and at different stages,
depending on the proficiency of the Class. Some possibilities are as follows.

a) List the key linking markers (conjunctions, etc.) that the students can use to link
the multiple answers in the appropriate questions.

/. and
3. causing, as, called
7. in ihe jam of



b) After the single-sentence answers have been completed. work with the class as
a large group to combine sentences appropriately.

c) After the single-sentence answers have been completed. demonstrate the sentence
combining process with a few selected examples. and then allow the students to
work in groups to complete the remaining questions themsek es.

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

Teaching Other Structures:

A number of important structures can be taught or practised through examination of the
reading passage and!or the answers the students have written. In some cases the rules
governing these structures can be called to the students' conscious attention, while in other
cases it may be preferable to avoid explicit instruction and simply regard certain structures
as good comprehensible input that ma ,. ultimately promote acquisition. Following are
some examples of potentially teachable structures.

a) Subject-verb agreement. As demonstrated in Lesson I of this unit. subject-verb
agreement can be studied explicitly through examination of the students' written
answers to the questions.

11) Present tense to express scientific truths. The article makes exclusive use of the
present tense because it explains a scientific process which occurs at all times.
The formation of this tense (especially the use of the third person singular "-s"
suffix) and its use in expressing scientific truths can be pointed out to the students.

c) Prepositions. Students can he given a copy of the original reading passage \\ ith
all the prepositions removed. Their task is to fill in all the prepositions as a doze
exercise. Prepositions are notoriously difficult to teach explicitly because the rules
governing them arc so idiosyncratic and complex. so this kind of "experiential"
activity is particularly good for giving students practice in using the prepositions
in academic discourse. The exercise is as follows.

****************************************************************************

The Water Cvcle

Most the earth is covered water the fOrm oceans, lakes, rivers, and
streams. Water is constanth moving one place to another. This movement is known

the water cycle.

I his cycle begins when the warmth the sun heats the surface these bodies
water. This warmth causes the water to rise the air. a result, the water becomes
a gas called water vapor. This process is known evaporation.

Air currents carr this \ater vapor high up the sky. where temperatures are lower
than the surface the earth. a result, the water vapor cools, causing it to



become a liqui(l again the form very small drops called water droplets. This
process is known condensation. Sometimes many droplets collect the same place,
resulting the formation clouds.

As these water droplets continue to collect the clouds. they begin to stick together.
resulting larger droplets. a while, these become too heavy to float the air.

a result. they fall back down the oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams that they came
. This process is kno\\ n precipitation. When the atmosphere is warm, precipitation

is usually the form rain. When the atmosphere is cooler, the water droplets freeze.
resulting snow. sleet, or hail.

The water ode never ends. It continues to repeat itself over and over again.

****************************************************************************

Notice that a number of the deleted prepositions are part of special expressions that
are common in academic writing, so students will benefit from the opportunity to
locus on the use of these prepositions i contexts.n these Some examples of such
expressions are:

as a result
is known as
in the form of'
resulting in

d) Infinitive forms following the verbs continue and cause. the verb cwitinue is
used twice in the passage (cominuc to coned. continue to repeal). The occurrence
of the infinitive after the verb can be noted. and students could he given additional
practice in producing this structure.

The water continues to evaporate.
Air currents continue to carry the water vapor high up into the sk\

I he verb cause is also used twice in the passage (carol's the II wer 10 rise. causing
ii to become a liquid). l'he structures to be taught here. in which corm' is
followed by another verb. is:

N causes Y to /.
causing V to I.

Ihis is a verN important \ erb in academic writing. as it is frequentf used to
express cause-effect relationships (sec the section on academic language functions
helow ). The students should definitely learn how to use it accurately. and this is
a good opportunit\ to teach it. It would be a relativel simple matter to prepare
a worksheet. based on the content material. which would give students a chance
to manipulate this structure. Various lOrmats are possible here: one possibilit
would he to give "triplets." i.e.. sets of expressions hien the students must join
together 111 a sentence using either carocor OF Coli.%

become a gas the sun's warmth the water
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Answer: The sun's warmth causes the water to become a gas.

E.g.: clouds / many droplets collect in one place / form

Answer: Many droplets collect in one place, causing clouds to form.

Further practice in the proper use of this verb occurs in the cause-effect exercise
discussed below.

e) The noun suffix "-tion." This suffix was examined in Lesson I of this unit, but
the present lesson ofThrs opportunities to extend the students' knowledge about it.
Explain that "-tion" can be added to many verbs to produce nouns. The formation
rule includes two main variants, as follows. Be sure to emphasize the changes in
pronunciation (especially stress) that accompany the change from verb to noun.

i. The verb ends in "te." In this case. simply remove the "e" and add "ion."

E.g.: precipitate - precipitation
evaporate - evaporation

ii. The verb ends in anything else. In this case, the general rule is to remove
a final "e" (if it exists) and add (usually) the suffix "ation."

E.g.: condense condensation
continue - continuation
observe - observation
form formation

The noun & verb form, the noun formation, and the expression in the form
of. These terms can be explained to the students using examples from the
reading passage, which contains a number of instances of them. Emphasize that
the noun jOrmation means the process in which something is formed (e.g., a
cloud), whereas the noun jinm means the shape that something already has.

E.g.: Sometimes many droplets collect in the same place, resulting in the
formation of clouds. (This means that the clouds are formed this way.)

Then the water droplets are in the form of clouds. (after formation)

Teaching Discourse Features:

In a fashion similar to that explained in Lesson I. theme-rheme structure is practised
in this lesson by virtue of students' placing the answers to questions (new information)
at the end. E.g.:

I. Most of the earth is covered w ith water (rheme new information).

A second discourse feature that might be focused upon in this lesson is the use of
pronouns like it and t/wy. as well as demonstrative adjectives like this and these, to
achiew textual cohesion. One exercise that students can perform to raise their
awareness of this discourse feature is to replace these words in the original text by the
full noun phrases that they represent. This can be a difficult task, especially if' the
resulting phrase contains the necessary information following the noun rather than
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preceding it. as in items 1, 3, and 5 below: consequently, it is a good idea to provide
preliminary instruction on how to complete such items. Some help with these items
has been included in the exercise below.

****************************************************************************

Exercise: Replacing it, they, this, and these

The following sentences are taken from your reading passage. Find the sentences. and
rewrite each one so that the underlin.xl word it contains (it, they, this, or these) is removed
and replaced by something else.

1. This movement is known as the water cycle.

The movement of from

2. This cycle begins when the warmth of the sun heats the surface of bodies of water.

cycle

3. This process is called evaporation.

The process in which changes from to

4. As a result. the water vapor cools, causing it to become a liquid again.

5. This process is known as condensation.

The process in which from

6. As these water droplets continue to collect in the clouds. they begin to stick together.
resulting in larger droplets.

7. Aker a while. these become too hea\ y to float in the air.

8. As a result. they tall back dow n to the oceans, lakes, rivers, and streams that they
came from.

9. It continues to repeat itself o er and mer a!:tain.

****************************************************************************
1 A

".
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:Answers to above exercise:

I. 1"he mos ement of Vtater from one place to another is known as the water cy cle.
2. lif1 L. e water ccic be:ains when the warmth of the sun heats the surface of bodies of water.
3. .1"he process in which water chanues from a liquid to a gas is called evaporation.
4. As a result, the water yapor cools. causim2 the water apor to become a liquid acain.
5. Me process in Yy hich water vapor changes from a gas to a liquid is known as condensation.
6. As these water droplets continue to collect in the clouds, the water droplets beuin to stick toLlether.

resultim4 in larv.,er droplets.
7. After a while, the larger droplets become too heavy to float in the air.
8. As a result, the larger droplets fall back down to the oceans, lakes. risers. and streams that the larger

droplets came from.
9. The water cycle continues to repeat itself over and oyer

Teaching Academic Language Functions.

(a) Defining. One academic language function (ALF) that can he taught in this lesson
is defining. using the "is known as" pattern. In I.esson 1 of' this unit, the students
learned the "regular" way of defining and the "is called" pattern. This lesson extends
their knowledge to a new pattern. To teach this pattern, begin b presenting the
students with a few definitions based on the reading passage.

The movement of water from one place to another is known as the water cycle.

The process of water changing into a uas is known as evaporation.

Conduct a discussion with the students.

The first sentence tells what the term "water cycle" means. What do we call
a sentence that tells the meaning of a term? (a definition)
Is the second sentence a definition too? (yes)
What term is defined in the second sentence? ("evaporation")
Do you remember that definitions can be written in different ways? For
example. do you remember the definition of "weather"? ( Weather is the
condition of the atmosphere.) I Write this on the hoard.'
Remember that we can write this definition in a different way. beginning with
"the condition of the atmosphere." What is this second way? (The condition
of the atmosphere is called weather.") !Write this on the board.I
Yes. we learned two patterns for defining a few days ago. foday we are
learning a new pattern For this.

- I.00k at the two sentences that define "water cycle" and "evaporation." Where
are the terms that are defined? (at the end of the sentences)
Is this like the regular wa of defining or the "is called" way? (is called)
But "is called" is not used in these sentences. What words are used instead?
("is known as")
Yes. we sometimes use "is known as" instead of is called" when writing
definitions. I.00k at this definition:

I he la\ er of air around the earth is called the atmosphere.

Can we change this to our new pattern? What would it become? (The layer
()lair around the earth is known as the atmosphere.) 'Write this on the board.I
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- What about this definition?

Flurries that last a short time are called scattered flurries.

Change this to the new pattern. (Hurries that last a long time are known as
scattered flurries.) I Write this on the board.'
Yes. we sometimes use "are known as" instead of "is known a.s." Why do we
use "are" here? ("flurries" is plural)

Provide a few other examples if necessary. then distribute a worksheet like the
following.

****************************** ************************* *********************

Exercise: DEFININC

Fach of the 6 groups of words in column I can be matched w ith a group of words in column
3 to form a proper definition. Write all 6 definitions in your notebook. using each of the terms
in column 2 twice. Be sure to use proper punctuation and capitalization in \ our definitions.

Column 1

water in the form of a gas

water droplets

evaporation

the process of water vapor
changing back to a liquid

the process of water falling
11'0111 the sky

precipitation in the form of a
liquid

Colunln 2

is are

is are called

is are known as

Column 3

precipitation

condensation

rain

\ cry small drops of water

water \ apor

the process of water
changing to a gas

* * * * * * * ** ***** **** *********** **** * * * * * * * ** ** * * * ******** ********************

Answers to aluwe exercise:

Vater in the lOrin IN called (is as) \,iter apor
ater droplets are cr small drops of ,iter

aporat ion is the process or ater chan!,tint; to t2as

he process, of \,iter apor cliant.ine back to a liquid is called (is kiitmn as) condensation
I he riocc,o, of ilei l,illiiie train the slo, is called Lis Isnokn as) plecipitation.

n Precipitation in the kin iii a liquid k called A), kno\%n a,2) rain



(b) Expressing Cause and Effect. The ALF expressing cause and effect can also he
taught via this lesson, implicitly or explicitly. If explicit instruction is desirable, begin
by conducting a discussion like the following.

What does "cause" mean? (to make something happen)
If we put a glass of water outside in the winter, what will happen? (the water
will freeze) Why? (because it is cold)
Could we say it this way? [Writel

The cold causes the water to freeze.

We say the cold is the cause. and the freezing of the water is the effect. The
cause makes the effect happen.
What would happen if we brought some snow inside and left it on the desk?
(It would change to water.) Do you know the word for that? (melt)
Why does the snow melt? (because it is warm)
I'll begin a sentence, and you end it. IWritel

The warmth causes . (the snow to melt)

Good. the watmth is the cause, and the melting or the snow is the effect. Do
you know another word that means the same as "effect"? We saw it many
times in the reading passage. (result)
Yes, a result is caused by something. What is the result if we take a glass of
water outside? (The water freezes.) What is the result if we bring snow
inside? (It melts.)
We use this word "result" in several ways. For example. we often use the term
"as a result" when we want to say that something has caused something else
to happen. Look at these two sentences:

Air currents carry the water vapor high up into the sky. where
temperatures arc low. As a result, the water vapor cools.

What is the cause of this? (air currents they carry the water vapor high into
the sky, where it is colder)

- What is the result? (the water vapor cools)
What joins the cause and result'? What words'? ("as a result")
What punctuation mark comes after the cause'? (a period) Yes, the cause is a
complete sentence and the result is also a complete sentence. Be sure to
Mow this rule when you use "as a result."

- Look at this sentence:

Sometimes many droplets collect in the same place. resulting in the
formation of clouds.

- Do you see the word "result" here'? (yes part of "resulting in")
- What is the result here'? (the formation of clouds)

What is the cause'? (Many droplets collect in the same place.)
What joins the cause and result'? ("resulting in")
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- What punctuation mark comes after the cause? (a comma) Yes, you put a
comma after the cause and before the words "resulting in." Notice that the
result is One sentence, not two.

Do you remember what hail is? (yes, frozen rain like little ice balls)
When does hail fall? In the winter? (no, in the summer) When in the
summer? (when the air is cool)

- Yes. Look at this sentence:

Sometimes the air is cool in the summer.

- Suppose we use this as the cause. What is the result? (hail) If we want to use
the word "form" as part of the result, what could we say? (hail forms)
Yes. But there is a problem here. In English, the result part of your "cause-
result statement" can he written in different ways, depending on which words
you use to join the cause and result. Let's look at three different possibilities.
Write each on the board.I

I. Sometimes the air is cool in the summer. causing

If we want to use the words "hail" and "form" here, what will we have to
write? How about "causing hail form"? (no) What then? ("causing hail to
form")
Good! Yes, you must use the infinitive after "causing." just as you do with the
verb "causes."

2. Sometimes the air is cool in the summer. As a result,

What should we write in the blank here? ("hail forms") Good. This is the
easiest one you just write the result 4.is a simple sentence.
Notice that you must write two sentences in this case. The second one begins
with "as a result," with capital "A." Why? (a new sentence) Which
punctuation mark follows "as a result"? (a comma) Yes. always.

3. Sometimes the air is cool in the summer, resulting in

This is the hardest one. What do we write in this case, to complete the
sentence? Here's a hint use the word "formation." ("resulting in the
formation of hail") Good.
There is another way to write this one. You can also use the "-ing" form of
the verb, with the subject in front of it. We could write:

Sometimes the air is cool in the summer. resulting in hail forming.

Now try this exercise. 1411 do the first one with you.



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Exercise: EXPRESSING CAUSE AND RESULF

In Your notebook. write three different but correct cause-and-result statements for each item
below. Connect the two given parts of each statement. beginning with the first part (the one
following the number) and endinv in the second part (the one following the letter a. ft or c).
I. each of the following once for each number, to join the two parts.

causing
as a result
resulting in

Be careful you must use the correct words to join the cause and result! Be sure to use
correct punctuation and capitalization in each sentence you write.

I. the sun heats the surface of the water

a. some of the water rise', into the air
b. some of the water to rise into the air
c. some of the water rising into the air

2. the water vapor cools

a. it to change back to a liquid
h. it changing back to a liquid
c. it changes back to a liquid

3. sometimes man droplets collect in the same place

a. clouds form
ft the formation of clouds
c. clouds to lbrm

4. Li I e water droplets begin to stick together

a. the formation of larger droplets
ft larger droplets to form
c. larger droplets form

5. the larger water droplets become heavy

a. them to fall from the sky as precipitation
ft they fall from the sky as precipitation
c. them falling from the sky as precipitation

in w inter the atmosphere is cold

a. the water droplets free/e
h. the freeiing of the water droplets
c. the water droplets to freeie
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Answers to above exercise:

I. a. lhe sun heats the surface el the water. As a result, some or the water rises into the air.
b. Me sun heats the surface of' the water, causino some of' the water to rise into the air.
c. I he ,A111 heats the surface of the water, resulting, in some of the water rising into the air.

2. a fhe water sapor cools, causing it to change back to a liquid.
h. I he water apor cools. resulting in it changing hack to a liquid.
c. I he water \ apt)! cools. As a result, it changes hack to a liquid.

1. a. Sometimes mans droplets collect in the same place. As a result. clouds form.
h. Sometimes man droplets collect in the same place. resultine in the formation of clouds.
c. Sometimes man droplet; collect in the same place. causine clouds to form.

4 a. I he water droplets begin to stick together, resulting, in the formation of larger droplets.
11 lite water droplets begin to stick together. causino larger droplets to form.

rhe is;ner droplet,, begin to stick together. As a result, lareer droplets form.

a. l'he larger water droplets become hea\ s. causine them to fall from the sk as precipitation.
b. Ihe larger water droplets become heav\ . As a result. the\ fall from the sk as precipitation.
c. the larger water droplets become hem \ , resulting in them falling from the sk as precipitation.

a. In ss inter the atmosphere is cold. As a result. the water droplets freeze.
b. In is inter the atmosphere is cold. resultine in the freezing of the water droplets.
c. In is inter the atmosphs:re is cold, causine the water droplets to freeze.

An alternative exercise. not included here. would require the students to till in the correct verb
forms to match the given cause-effect markers. F.g.:

.se Ihc verb 'Van.") the larger water droplets become heavy

a. causing them from the sky as precipitation (to jall)
ft as a result the from the sk as precipitation (firM

c. resultinu in them from the sky as precipitation (Wing)

such an exercise \\mild be easy to construct from the items above.

Whicheer exercise format is used. note that it is \ ery important for the students to write the
complete sentences in their notebooks rather than siro 11\ till in the blanks. Writing complete
sentences will uive them a "feel" for the grammatical forms involved, and thereby enhance

language acquisition. Also. the students will get an opportunit to practise the appropriate
capitalization and punctuation associated with these structures.

The explanations and exercises suggested here are only a beginning to the teaching of this
important function. Future lessons should elaborate upon the ALI: expressing cause and
effect, consolidating students' knowledge of the forms above and introducing new forms where
appropriate.
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Lesson 4: The Water Cycle Completed - Language Arts
(Drawing a Graphic Representation, Reporting)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To elaborate upon the students' prior knowledge about the water cycle through the
drawing of a graphic representation and the writing of a descriptive report

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening for instructions and information
- Speaking to give information

Reading for information
Writing headings, subheadings, and details on a graphic representation:

a descriptive report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

cycle diagrarn, stage, main ideas, details, heading. subheading, indent,
paragraph, evaporation, condensation, precipitation, cycle. heat (verb), rise
(v), gas, water vapor, process, cool (v), liquid, cloud. form, rain, snow,
elaboration. transfer, pronoun. demonstrative pronoun

Structures:

Present tense fbr scientific truths
Coordinating conjunctions and, but used in sentence combining
Subject-verb agreement
Pronouns if, they
Demonstrative pronoun this

Discourse Features:

Functions:

Paragraph unity
Discourse markers first, second. third
Theme-rheme structure (e.g.. This process is known as Our orms of
precipitation are ..

Reporting (of factual information
representation)
Describing
Defining
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Learning F.trategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization, Selective attention, Organizational planning. Self-
monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Elaboration - using water cycle intbrmation to complete cycle diagram and
report: going from questions to diagram to report

Transfer of prior knowledge about the water cycle to new tasks
Inferencing - when completing the cycle diagram
Predicting - what they are going to do
Grouping information in the cycle diagram
Summarizing - of information in the form of a cycle diagram
Deduction/induction - when writing a descriptive report
Imagery using the cycle diagram as a source of information

Social-Affective Strategies:

Cooperation. Questioning for clarification

Materials:

The picture of the water cycle used in Lesson 3.
Questions and answers from Lesson 3.
Blank cycle diagram (see Presentation phase).

Procedures:

I. I'REPARATION

Review the questions and answers about the water cycle from the preN ious lesson. Give
the students the picture of the water cycle used in that lesson. Ask:

What are we going to do today? (write our own descriptive report about the water

cycle)

I Prediction I

II. PRESENTATIO1N

Strategy Instruction:

I .1dvonce organi:at ion /--

Ask:

I lo %ill you write sour report? (don't know )
What could you use to help you plan your stor? (a diagram)
What kind of a diagram should you draw? (don't know )

1-L.1
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Should your diagram show that the water cycle has a number of different parts or
stages'? (yes)
Do these stages all happen at the same time? For example. do evaporation and
condensation happen at the same time? (no)
So the different stages hannen at different times. One happens first. another happens
second, and so on? (yes)
And the process happens over and over again'? (yes) What word means to happen
again and al,ain? (cycle)
Yes, we want our diagram to show that this is really cele. Here's how we can
do this.

Model the activity using a cycle graphic representation, or simply cycle diagram. In this
lesson, draw on the chalkboard or show on the overhead a basic cycle diagram containing
three stages. The main idea or title is in the centre. the subheadings are in surrounding
circle's, and the supporting details are listed under the subheadings, as shown below. The
circles are connected by curved arrows, to represent the fact that they Occur sequentially.



lOrgani:ational phinningh

Ask the following questions, either revising the general diagram by adding specific details
as they are elicited, or drawing a new diagram containing these.

What will he the first thing we write in the diagram? (the title)
- What is this report about? (the water cycle)

Where should we write this? (in the centre of the diagram)
Which part of the water cycle should we show first'? (evaporation)
Where will we write "evaporation"? (in the first circle, where it says "Subheading
IV 1 ")

Should we begin the word with a capital letter'? (yes) Why'? (It's a heading.)
- What should we write in the second circle'? ("Condensation")

What should we write in the third circle'? ("Precipitation")

Rub out the terms "Subheading 41." "Subheading 42." and "Subheading 43" in the diagram.
and replace them with "Evaporation." "Condensation," and "Precipitation" respectively.

Tell me, what happens after evaporation in the water cycle? (condensation) What
shows this in the diagram? (the arrow)
What happens after condensation'? (precipitation) What shows this'? (the arrow)
What happens after precipitation? (evaporation) What shows this'? (the arrow) So
does the process keep happening over and over again'? (yes) Do you think this
diagram shows this well'? (yes)

- What will we write on the lines under "Evaporation"'? (details about evaporation)
Where can you find these'? Do you remember the questions you answered in the last
lesson'? (yes)

I.00k at these questions and answers again, showing the transparency from Lesson 3 on the
overhead.

Which questions are about. evaporation'? (questions 3 and 4)
- I low many answers -e in question 3? (four)

Where could we write the information contained in these answers'? (on the lines
under "Evaporation") On all the lines'? (no, just A to D)
I low many answers are in question 4'? (one)
Where would we write this information or detail'? (on line E)

In the last lesson, you wrote out ..our answers in complete sentences. Do you
remember'? (yes) But we don't want complete sentences in the circles, because there
isn't enough room. We just want the important information. This is like note taking

we don't want to write all the words. .iust the important ones.

Continue with this line of questioning. filling in the details in the first circle as they are
elicited from the students. Allow them to suggest appropriate wording for these details,
revising their suggestions when necessary. The final product should resemble the



"I',vaporation" eirole below: note that the other two circles have not yet heen filled in at
this point.
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Will this diagram make it easier to write your descriptive report? (yes)

Strategy Instruction:

/Organizational planning/

11v drawing this diagram. we have planned what we are going to write about.
Which strategy are we using From the blue sheet? (planning)

ITransferl-- (not on the green sheet)
Iljahorationl

Tell the students to turn to the green sheet and ask:

What do You need to know to complete your cycle diagram? (all about the water
cycle)
Do you have all the information needed to fill in the rest of the cycle diagram? (yes)
I low did you get this information? (by answering the questions)
Does having this prior knowledge help you make ..our cycle diagram? Does it make
things easier for you? (yes)
When you construct your cycle diagram. you are increasing your prior knowledge
of the water cycle, because you are representing it in a different way. What strategy
are you using when you increase your knowledge (i.e.. make it larger) by doing
something new with it? (elaboration on the green sheet)
What strategy are you using when you use prior knowledge to complete a new task?
What you are doing here is transferring your knowledge to a new task. (transfer

not on the green sheet: it could he added here).

Inlereneingl--
1(iroupingl--
1Sununarizingl
Ihnageryl--

When you are making intelligent guesses to till in the missing parts of the diagram.
what strategy are you using? (infereneing)
How do \ ou know what to write in the circles? (from the questions and answers)
I low do You know where to write the information'? (under the right subheadings)
So the subheadings help you to decide where to write the details? (yes)
I low? (They help us decide where the information belongs.)
What strategy are you using when you put the details under the appropriate
subheadings? (grouping)
Once the diagram has been completed. what will you have'? (a summary of the
report)
What strategy is this? (summarizing)
Does putting the water cycle into the lOrm of a diagram make it easier to
understand'? (yes)
A diagram is like a picture. isn't it? What strategy are ,e using when we represent
something in a form like that? (imagery)



These strateuies are all being used when you make a cycle diagram like this. Will
this cycle diagram help you to write your report about the water cycle? (yes)

III. PRACTICE

Fach student (or, alternatively, pair of students) now completes circles 42 and 43, tilling
in the details from their previous answers. Note form is used in each case. When the
cycle diagrams are completed. the students show them to the teacher and they discuss
them.

/Organizational planningl /7.ran.s..kr1 I( 'ooperalion
I Elaboration/ OueAtioning fin.

1Se/1-evaluation/ Inlerencingl clarification I
/Grouping/
/Summarizing/
I Imagery/

IV. EVALUATION

When all the cycle diagrams have been completed. ask the student to contribute the details
tbr circles #2 and #3. Fill in these details on the cycle diagram on the chalkboard or
transparency. The students can compare the details on their diagrams with those on the
board. since these are all in note form, variations are possible. and the students should be
encouraged to retain their own versions (if suitable) rather than conform to the "consensus"
version on the chalkboard.

/Self-evaluation/

Now demonstrate or model how to write a descriptive report on the water cycle, using their
cycle diagram as a guide to organizing information.

Strategy Instruction:

/Organizational planning I-- /Deduction; induction I--

What is the title? (The Water ('ycle)
Where is the title in the diagram'? (in the centre)
I low do you start each word of the title'? (capital letters)
Where do you write the title of your report'? (at the top of the page) Where at the
top of the page'? (in the centre)
After the title. you should leave a line empty. Begin your report on the third line
of our page. What do you write next'? (Subheading Fvaporation)
Will this he your first paragraph? (yes)
flow many paragraphs will there be in your report'? (three) I low do von know'?
(three subheading circles)
You are right, in a way. There \vill be three main paragraphs. each describing one
step of the water cycle. Rut it isn't good to start a report without explaining what
ou are going to describe. The title tells the reader what is going to be described,
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of course. but it is also a good idea to write a short paragraph introducing the topic.
*there are many ways to do this. but in this report let's use a very simple one.
Suppose we start by saying that "this report." the one you are writing, "describes"
something. What does it describe'? (the water cycle) Good. So let's use this as our
opening sentence. It will be a complete paragraph we don't need anything else
to introduce our topic.

Nis report describes the water cycle.

What do yoU have to remember to do with each paragraph'? (indent) I low do you
indent'? (leave a space of 2 or 3 centimetres)

Let's look at the next paragraph. which is really the first paragraph of the
description. I low many details do you have'? (live)
low many sentences could you write'? (five)

Do vou think we could combine some of the sentences'? (yes)
I low'? Could you write A. 13. C'. and D in one sentence'? (yes)
Let's look at our circle and write it together. Example:

The warmth of the sun heats bodies of' water. which causes the water to
rise into the air where it becomes a gas called water vapor.

- Which words came from the first circle in our cycle diagram'? Let's underline them.

I lave the students contribute the words to be underlined, and underline these as the\ are
en. The result is the following:

The warmth of the sun heats bodies of water. which causes the water to
rise into the air where it becomes a 12as called water vapor.

- Which word did we use to join A to B'? ("which")
Which word did we use to join B to ("? ("where")

- What other words did we have to add. to make this into a good [nglish sentence'?
("the")

- Where did we put "the"'? (in front of nouns) For example? ("warmth." "sun." etc.)
Do we need to add "the" to make this a correct sentence'? (yes) Remember. in
English we must use words like "the" and "a" in front of nouns. most of the time.

Besides the joining words and "the." did we add any other words'? (it)
What does "it" stand for? (the water) Do you know \\ hat kind of word "it" is? (a
pronoun) Yes. a pronoun is a word that stands for a noun. "It" stands for "the
water" here.
What if vou wanted to use a pronoun to stand for "bodies of water"? Would ou
use "it"? (no) Why not? (more than one. or plural) Which pronoun do vou have
to use \\ hen the noun is plural? ("they")
(iood. I.et's review this: pronouns are words that take the place of nouns. You

may use pronouns once you have written the nouns.
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Now let's v,rite the last sentence of the first paragraph together. Which words do
we use from the cycle diagram? ("process known as evaporation")
What do we have to write before "known as"? ("is") Why? (You have to say "is
known as" in a definition.)
I low will you start your sentence? What will be the first word'? Which process are
we talking about, or describing? (evaporation) Yes, but we just described
evaporation in the first sentence. Now we are saying what this is called. So what
word should we use in front of "process"? ("this") Yes, we use the word "this"
because we have just described it our description comes just before this last
sentence.
"This" is also a pronoun, but it is a special kind. It is called a demonstrative
pronoun. It tells us that the process we are talking about is very close in fact,
it is the one just described. Let's talk about this for a moment.
We use the word "this" when we talk, don't we'? Look at the book in my hand and
the one on the shelf over there. If I want to talk about the colours of these books,
for example, I would say, "This book is red." What would I say about the other
book? (That book is blue.)
Good. Why did you use "that" instead of "this"? (because it's farther away) So
"this" is used when something is close? (yes) Do you see why we say "this process"
in the last sentence'? It's because the process has just been described it's very
close to this sentence, and everybody would know what process we are talking
about.

Adding "is" and "this" to our notes from the circle, detail E, we get the following
sentence:

This process is known as evaporation.

We should add one more word to this paragraph. Which step of the water cycle is
this'? What number? (one) Let's use another word. This is the step of the
water cycle. What word tits here'? ("first")
Yes, this is the first step. So let's put the word "first" at the beginning of this
paragraph. Now our completed paragraph reads as follows:

First, the warmth of the sun heats bodies of water, which causes the water
to rise into the air where it becomes a gas called water vapor. This process is
known as evaporation.

What word should you use to start the next paragraph'? ("second")
describe the second step of the water cycle.)
What word will start your last paragraph? ("third")

V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

Why'? (It will

*the first paragraph of the actual description (the second paragraph of the report) having
been modeled for the students, they should now be able to complete the next two
paragraphs on their own. Instruct them to complete their descriptive reports, using the two
paragraphs above (introductory paragraph and description of the evaporation stage) to begin
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their reports. They can write the last two paragraphs by themselves, using their cycle
diagrams as a guide.

ISclf-monitoring

When the students have completed their reports, they edit them w ith their partners. 'they
can edit them a final time when the read their reports to the teacher.

/Se/I-evaluation/

SAMPLE OF FINAL TEXT:

I Intagery I
I Elaboration I
fleduct ion, induct ion I

The Water Cycle

This report describes the water cycle.

1(.00perat ion 1
1(..htestioning JOr
clarification I

First, the warmth of the sun heats bodies of water, which causes the water to rise
into the air where it becomes a gas called water vapor. This process is known as
evaporation.

Second. air currents carry this water vapor high into the sky, where it cools because
temperatures are lower. It becomes a liquid again in the form of water droplets. I his

process is known as condensation.

Third, clouds are formed w hen many droplets collect in the same place. 1.arger

droplets result when the water droplets begin to stick together. These become too heavy
to float in the air and fall hack to the earth. 'this process is known as precipitation. Four
forms of precipitation are rain, snow. sleet. and hail.

NWT: fhis general approach to the teaching of written reports can be used for a w ide
variety of content-area topics. Many different kinds of graphic representations can
be used as the basis for organi/ing the subject matter: semantic ells. Venn
diagrams. c\ etc diagrams. charts, time lines. etc. Fach of these has a different
semantic function, and therefore each can usually be used to teach a particular
academic language function. For example, cycle diagrams and time lines are good
for teaching sequencing. whereas Venn diagrams and charts can be used to teach the
language needed for comparison and contrast. I:or a discussion of different t\ pes
of graphic representations. see Chapter 5.
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Lesson 5: Clouds Science, Language Arts
(T-List Procedure)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To learn about the three different types of clouds and their characteristics
To practise using an effective note-taking device. the .1-list
Fo gain skill at distinguishing between main and supporting ideas

Language Objectives:

Skills:

I.istening to a dictated text
- Speaking to exchange information

Reading for information
Writing note taking: elaborating from point form

producing descriptive passages based on notes

Linguistic Knowledge:

to sentences:

Vocabulary Development:

clouds. compose/composed. height. cirrus. cumulus, stratus, comes from (i.e..
derives from). derivation, located. altitude. Latin, curl. feathery. wisp, signal.

puffy, flat, plumes, moist. layer. layered. continuous, horizontal.
sheet. blanket. entire. dew point, appearance. form/formed. details. main
ideas, separate. thin, droplet. ice crystal. tiny. fair weather, resemble, develop,
indicate, occur. originate, idiom, figurative, literal, italics. abbreviate

Structures:

Punctuation use of commas in lists of adjectives: use of colon to
introduce a list: use of quotation marks to indicate that a word (not the
thing it denotes) is being discussed
Present tense for scientific truths
Passive voice are located. are fOrmed
Subject-verb agreement
Pronouns personal pronoun they; demonstrative these
Prepositions appear CM condense into, made of, comes froni. in the form

likc. etc.
Prefix pre meaning "before, in front or

Discourse Features:

Discourse markers first next.
Paragraph unity
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Functions:

- Classifying
- Describing

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization. Selective attention, Organizational planning. Self-
monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Imagery - using pictures of clouds to understand the different types
Note taking when completing T-lists
lnferencing guessing while taking notes
Resourcing using the visual as a resource
Groupiniz - information about clouds
Classifying identifying and describing different types of clouds
Auditory representation - while taking notes
Summarizing information from a text on a T-list
Deduction/induction when writing sentences and descriptive paragraphs
Elaboration expanding one aspect of the water cycle (cloud formation)

Social-Affective Strategies:

('ooperation, Questioning for clarification. Self-talk

Materials:

Reading passage adapted from passages in Terry Bilyk's Let's Find Out: Exploring
Science in the World Around You (D.C. Heath Canada Ltd.. 1993, 227) and
Santillana Bridge to Communication. Middle Level C. Teacher's Guide, 220.
Pictures of three different types of clouds (these can he found in almost any
reference book on weather).
Cloud T-list

Procedures:

Note: This lesson utilizes the T-list Procedure described in Chapter 3.

I. PREPARATION - Listening and Speaking

Review the water cycle using the graphic representation from lesson 4 to elaborate upon
condensation and precipitation. relating these to the process of cloud formation. Ask:

- What is water vapor'? (a gas)
When the water %apor is carried high into the sk . what happens to it? (It cools.)

- Why? (because the temperature is lower high in the atmosphere)
What happens to the water vapor w hen it cools'? (lt becomes a liquid again.)
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- In what form'? (water droplets)
- What is this process called? (condensation)
- What forms as a result'? (clouds)

What are clouds made of, then? (water droplets)
Good. Another word that means the same as "made or' is "composed" we say
that clouds are composed of water droplets. What is this desk composed or? (wood)
What is this pen composed or? (plastic) What is the verb that "composed" derives
from? (compose) Yes. Do you know another word that comes from the verb
compose'? ("composition")

Good. Let's go back to our clouds. When these tiny droplets of water begin to stick
together to form larger droplets, they become heavy. What happens when they
become too heavy'? (They fall back to earth.)
What is this process called'? (precipitation)

Arc there different types of clouds'? (yes) I low many different types of clouds do
you think there are'? (Answers will vary.)
Can you describe some of the different types of clouds you have seen'? (Answers will
vary.)

- I low do you think all these clouds are different'? (Answers will vary.)
Do they all look or appear the same'? (no)
so their appearance is different'? (yes)
Are they all in the same place in the sky. or do some clouds seem higher or lower
in the sky'? (different heights)
What does "height" mean'? (how high they are) What is the root word for "height"?
("high")
Is there another word for how high something is in the sky'? When you are in an
airplane, how high up do you fly? (above the clouds) Does the pilot tell you how
high you are flying above the ground'? (yes) What word does the pilot use for the
height above the ground'? (The pilot says "we will be flying at an altitude or
feet.")
What is another word for "height above the ground," then'? ("altitude")

Do you think clouds have different altitudes'? (yes)
When you see the different clouds in the sky, what is the weather like'? (It varies.)
If you see the low, flat, grey clouds which cover the sky like a blanket, what kind
of weather do they usually signal'? (rain)
If you see big. white, puffy clouds, what kind of weather do they signal'? (nice

eather)
If you sec slightly curled, white, feathery, thin wisps of clouds, what kind of weather
usually follows'? (The weather changes.)
So could we say that different clouds signal different kinds of weather conditions'?
(yes)
What does "signal" mean'? (tells you something is going to happen or follow)
Do people signal when they are driving their cars'? (yes left turn signals, right turn
signals)
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Do you think all the different types of clouds are formed in exactly the same way'?
(no) \k, hy not? (because they look or appear different, they signal different weather
conditions, and they are at different altitudes)

ihere are three basic cloud types. What do you think their names are? (cirrus,
cumulus, stratus) 'Draw a sketch of each as they are said.1
Which clouds do you think are at the lowest altitude and appear like a grey blanket
covering the sky'? (stratus)
Which clouds do you think are the big. white, puffy clouds? (cumulus)
Which altitude do you think they are in? (middle)
Which clouds are the white, feathery wisps? (cirrus)
Where are the cirrus clouds in the sky? (highest altitude)
What do you think determines the type of' cloud? (temperature and amount of water
in the air)

/Advance organization/ /Elaboration/
/Selective mention/ /Imagery/

Ilitkrencingl
/Grouping/

II. PRESENTATION - Listening and Writing

This stage focuses on the Clouds T-list. which is given below following a copy of the text
which will be dictated to the students.

CI 01.IDS

There are three main types of clouds: cirrus. cumulus. and stratus.

The first type, cirrus clouds, arc located in the highest altitudes. The
name "cirrus" comes from the Latin word meaning "curl." These clouds appear
as separate. slightly curled, white, and feathery thin wisps. They are formed
very high in the atmosphere where it is too cold for water to condense into
water droplets. Therefore, they are made of tiny ice crystals. Cirrus clouds
often signal a change in the weather.

Next, cumulus clouds are located in the middle altitudes. The name
"cumulus" comes from the Latin word meaning "swelling." These clouds appear
as big, white clouds which are puffy at the top and flat at the bottom. They are
formed when separate plumes of moist air rise over small areas and cool below
the dew point. Cumulus clouds usually signal fair weather.

Finally, stratus clouds are located in the lowest altitudes. The name
"stratus" conies from the Latin word meaning "layered." These clouds appear
as continuous. horizontal sheets in the form of flat, gray layers which cover the
sky like a blanket. They are formed over large areas where an entire layer of
moist air cools below its dew point. Stratus clouds often signal rain or snow.

Adapted from Let's Find Out: Exploring Science in the World Around You by T. Bilyk.
Copyright 0 1993, D.C. Heath Canada Limited. Used with permission.



T-List: Clouds

Main Ideas Details

Clouds

I.

main types

a. Altitude

b. Latin word meaning

c. Appearance

d. Formed

too cold to

- made of

C. Signal

a. Alt.

b. I.at. wd. meaning -

d. Formed separate plumes of

rise over

- cool below

c. Signal -

a. Alt.

h. l,at. wd. meaning -

c. App. continuous

flat

- like a

d. Formed - over

entire layer of

cools below

c. Signal -
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Summarize the new information discussed in the Preparation stage and write the key words
on the chalkboard or on a transparency. Ask:

What are the name of the types of clouds? (cirrus, cumulus, and stratus)
I low are they different? (altitude. Appearance. how they are formed, and what
weather they signal)

Distribute the Clouds T-list and discuss how to complete it. A number of different
strategies can be integrated into this discussion.

Strategics Instruction:

/Organizational planningl-- 1Predicting/ittkrencingl--

- What are we going to do today? (a l-list)
I low do you know? (the title)
What is the I-list about'? (clouds)
Why do you think it is called a T-list'? (looks like a big "I")
What is on the left side of the T? (main ideas)
!low do you know? (headings or subtitles)
What are main ideas'? (the important things)
Ilow many main ideas will there be in this .1.-list? (three)
I low do you know'? (three numbers)
What do you think the three most important points or main ideas will be? (the names
of the three types of clouds)
What is on the right side of the T? (details)
What are details? (more information)
Nlore information about what'? (the main ideas)
I low many points are there under the details'? (several)
low many details are there beside each main idea'? (five)

I low do you know'? (a. b, c. d. e are listed beside each)
What word is beside the letter "a" for each main idea'? ("altitude")
I low is "altitude" abbreviated beside numbers 2 and 3'? ("alt")
What words are beside the "b's"'? ("LatM word meaning")
What is 1.atin'? langua$2,e) Do people speak it now'? (no) When did they speak it'?
(long ago)
What ts the word I.atirc., (word

Where do you lind word meanings'? (in the dictionary)
Let's look up the word "cirrus" in the dictionary. 1Note: Webster 'A Collegiale
Diclionary was used herel
After the word you see some square brackets. What do vou see inside those
brackets'? (1NI.. fr. L. cur11)
The "Ir." is an abbreviation for a short word, a prep,sition. Guess w hat it is.

("from")
What do you think the capital I. stands for? (Latin)

- What word is alter the capital I.? (curl)
Ilow do you think "cirrus" and "curl" are related'? ("( 'irrus" is the Latin ord

meaning "curl")
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Yes. The square brackets contain information about where the word comes from.
Another word for this is derivation the square brackets give the derivation of the
English word cirrus. It comes from the Latin word meaning "curl." (Note: Discuss
the connection between "derive" and "derivation" at this point, if you wish.'
Many English words important in science come from Latin words. If you look for
a scientific word in the dictionary. the Latin derivation appears in square brackets.

- ilow is "Latin word meaning" abbreviated beside numbers 2 and 3? ("Lat. wd.
meaning")

What word is beside the "c's"? ("Appearance")
I low is "appearance" abbreviated beside numbers 2 and 3? ("App.")

What is the word beside the "d's"? ("Formed")
What is the word beside the "e's"? ("Signal")

- Are the words "Formed" and "Signal" abbreviated beside numbers 2 and 3? (no)
Why not? (They are already short no need to shorten them.)

Why are these words under the "Details" side of the "F-list? (They describe how the
clouds are different, in several ways.)

/Selective cillentioni- [Note takingl--
/Organizational planning/

I low do you think you are going to complete this T-list? (take notes)
Who will give you the information'? (You will read it.)
As I read the information, what will you be listening for'? (special words)
Which words will you be listening for under "Main Ideas"? (the names of the three
main cloud types)
Which words will you be listening for under "Details"? (altitude. Latin word
meaning, appearance. formed, and signal)
What will you hear when I say those words'? (the words or answers to complete the
T-list)
Look at numbers 1-d and 2-d. beside the word "Formed." What do you see'? (other
words. e.g., "too cold to "made of .11 "separate
plumes of
Why are those words there'? (to help us)
1 low will those words help you? (We will
those words)
When you take notes. (10 you have time to write the complete words'?
of the words)
What if you don't know how to spell a word'? (It doesn't matter

write the words you say

part of the word.)
Who are those notes for'? (us)

after we hear

(no. only parts

we write onl

Now conduct the dictation phase of the T-list Procedure, reading the "Clouds" text aloud
to the students. they listen carefully and try to complete their .1.-lists, using abbreviations
if necessary.
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Strategy instruction:

ISell-monitoringl--

- Did you complete the T-list? (no)
- I low much of it did you complete?
- Do you want me to read it again?
- Which words will you be listening for? (the words we did not get)
- What should you do when you hear the words you already have? (check them)

Dictate the article a second time, and a third time if necessary. to ensure that the students
have completed most of the details on the T-list. Each dictation should be slightly faster
than the one before.

I Select ive attention/
[Se II- monitoring/

/Note taking/
14 uditory representation/
/Grouping/
I Inferencing]
ISunnnarilingl

III. PRACTICE - Speaking and Reading

Assign the students to partners or small groups. They compare their T-lists and pool
information. Assign a time limit (e.g., 10 minutes). Allow the students to try spelling the
words as best they can, without providing too much assistance: correct spelling will be
discussed during the Evaluation stage.

/Self:evaluation/

IV. EVALUATION - Speaking and Reading

I ('ooperat ion I

/Questioning .1Or
clarification I

After the students have completed their individual T-lists, have them dictate to you the
various parts they have filled in as a class activity. Write the words in the appropriate
blanks on the chalkboard or overhead transparency, focusing on the correct spelling of all
the words. If the students have misspelled some of the words. this is their chance to make
corrections as ihey compare their T-lists with the copy on the board or overhead.

Punctuation (ex,.. comma usage) is integrated into this part of the lesson as the

cooperatively produced T-list is being completed. Ask:

When you arc listing words describing the appearance of' the clouds. what do vou
use'? (commas)

- Why? (to separate the descriptive words)
What part of speech are these descriptive words? Are the\ nouns? Verbs? (no,
adjectives)
Do you use a comma before the last adjectiN e? (no)
Why not? (It is the last adjective before the noun)

/Sell-evaluation I Meduct ion/induct ion I R'ooperation/
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V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

When the T-lists have been completed. teach the students how to transform the main ideas
and details into descriptive paragraphs. Discuss. demonstrate, and model this writing
activity with the class to ensure their success when they are writing their descriptive
paragraphs. They use their T-lists and consciously carry out the necessary grammatical
transformation. as demonstrated below.

Strategy Instruction:

/Organizational planningl-- Deduction/induction

What is the title'? (Clouds)
Where is the title on the T-list'? (at the top of the page)
What does the title start with'? (capital "C")
I low many paragraphs are you going to write? (three)

- I low do you know'? (three main ideas)
What are the three paragraphs going to be about? (the three types of clouds)
What side of the T-list are these three types of clouds listed under? (left side -

ideas)
What do vou have to remember to do with each paragraph'? (indent)
I low do you indent? (leave a space of 2 or 3 centimetres)

main

What will the first paragraph he about'? (cirrus clouds)
I low many details do we have? (five)
What will the first sentence he about? (altitude) Why? (It is the first detail and has
the letter "a" beside it.)
1 low should we write the first sentence'? Let's look at our T-lists and write it
together.
What will the first words or the subject of the first sentence be'? (('irrus clouds)
Where are cirrus clouds found'? (at the highest altitudes)
What word should we use to tell "where"? ("located")
Which verb should we use with "located." "are" or "is"'? ("are") Why'? (is 1. are

2 )

How should we connect "Cirrus clouds are located" to "highest altitudes"'? Ise "at.")
What is the little joining word "at" called'? (preposition)
What is the root word of "preposition"'? ("position")
What does "position" mean'? (where something is placed)
What is the prefix? ("pre")
What does the prefix "pre" mean'? (befOre. in front of)
What does the preposition "at" do in this sentence'? (connects the subject "cirrus
clouds'. with "the highest altitudes")
Does the preposition "at" show a relation between "cirrus clouds" and "highest
altitudes"? (yes)
I low? (It tells where cirrus clouds are located.)
What is the purpose of a preposition? (It shows the relation between a noun and
some other word in the sentence.)
What other word do we have to add. to make this into a good I:nglish sentence'?
("the")
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Where do we write "the"'? (in front of "highest altitudes")
Yes. So %le get:

Cirrus clouds are located at the highest altitudes.

What w ill the second sentence be about? (Latin word meaning)
Let's write it together. What will the subject or first w ord he'? ("('irrus")
I.00k at your T-lists. flow will we combine the words "cirrus" to "I.atin word
meaning"? (t se the \ erb "comes")
What preposition should we use to show the relation between "Cirrus' comes" and
"Latin word meanine? (from)
What word should we write in front of "Latin word meaning"? ("the")
Which word from our T-list would follow "the I.atin word meaning"? ("curl")
Good. So we get:

"('irrus" comes from the l.atin word meaning curl.

Notice something different :)r unusual about the sentence I have written here. 'Ile
word "cirrus" has punctuation marks around it. Do you know what these are called?
(quotation marks)
Yes. Why do I use quotation marks here'? Do you have any idea'? (Note: The
students may have difficulty answering this question. If they do. try to give them a
clue through a few examples like the following:

An elephant is a large animal. The word "elephant" starts with the letter e.
A mile is a long way to run. hut the word "mile" is not long.

I:ventually the students should come to see that quotation marks are used 'when we
are talking about the word itself, not the thing it denotes.I
In our sentence. when we say "cirrus" comes from the Latin word meaning curl. are
we talking about cirrus clouds or about the word "cirrus"! (the word)
Yes. And when we are talking about a word itself rather than what it means. we
must put the word in quotation marks.

What will the third sentence he about'? (appearance)
What part of speech is "appearance"? (noun)
What is the root word of "appearance"? ("appear")
What part of speech is "appear"? (verb)
II we use the verb "appear," what would the subject he'? (Cirrus clouds)
We have already used the subject "Cirrus clouds" in the first two sentences. What
else could we use instead of these words'? ("these clouds" or "they")
What do "these clouds" or "they" take the place of? (('irrus clouds)
What part a speech are "these" and "they" they take the place of nouns'?
(pronouns)
Let's write the subject and verb:

These clouds appear .

What little joining word could we use to connect "appear" to the details listed beside
"appelrance" on the T-list? ("as")
Good. We often use "as" with the word "appear."



Can we now add the rest of the information listed under the details beside
"appearance"? (yes)
What do you have to remember to insert or put between the adjectives describing the
appearance? (commas)
What conjunction do we add before the last two adjectives? (and)
Good. So we get:

These clouds appear as separate. slightly curled, white, and feathery thin wisps.

What is the fourth sentence about'? (how the cirrus clouds are formed)
What pronoun could we use for the subject'? ("they")
What does the pronoun "they" take the place or? (cirrus clouds)
Do we use "is" or "are" with "formed"? ("are") Why? ("They" means more than
one.
I fow many sentences will you write for how the cirrus clouds are formed? (three)
Could we combine two sentences'? (yes)
What joining word could we use to join "very high up" with "too cold to condense
into water droplets"? ("where") Yes, so we get:

They are formed very high up where it is too cold to condense into water droplets.

What are cirrus clouds made or? (tiny ice crystals)
- Why? (too cold to condense into water droplets)

What words could we use to show the ice crystals are formed as a result of being too
cold to condense into water droplets? (as a result) Good. So our next sentence
should be:

As a result, they are made of tiny ice crystals.

What will the last sentence of this paragraph be about'? (signals)
About what? (the weather)
What should the subject be if this is the last sentence of the paragraph'? ("Cirrus
clouds")
What is the verb'? ("signal")
What do cirrus clouds signal'? (a change in the weather)
Let's write the sentence:

Cirrus clouds signal a change in the weather.

Now discuss the first paragraph in its entirety. focusing on the fact that many of the words
in the paragraph come from the T-list itself.

Which words come from your T-list'? Let's underline them. You tell me which
words to underline, and I'll underline them on the board (or transparency) for you.

Cirrus clouds are located at the highest altitudes. "Cirrus" comes from the
Lating word meaning curl. These clouds appear as separate. slightly curled, white,
and feathery thin wisps. They are formed very high up where it is too cold to
condense into water droplets. As a result, they are made of tiny ice crystals. Orrus
clouds signal a change in the weather.

Discuss the paragraph carefully. emphasizing the structures and added words that will help
the students to write their own paragraphs on cumulus and stratus clouds. Mention some
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alternative structures or words they can use, and write these on the board or transparency
as they are discussed. E.g.:

(1) - For detail number 1, what words did we add to the first sentence? ("are located in")
What other words could we use instead of "are located in"? ("are found in," "occur
in")

(2) What words did we add to detail number 2 in the second sentence? ("comes from")
what other words could we use instead? (e.g.. "derives from," "is derived from")

(3) - What words did we add to detail number 3 in the third sentence? ("appear as")
What other words could we use? ("looks like," "resembles")

(4) Which verb did we use for detail number 4? ("are formed")
What else could we use? ("are made")

(5) - What verb did we use for detail number 5 in the last sentence? ("signal")
- What else could we use? ("mean." "indicate")

[Deduction/induction]

EXTENDED ACTIVITY:

The students write their own descriptive paragraphs on cumulus and stratus clouds. When
they have completed their first drafts, they edit them with the teacher. Then they draw a
sketch or picture of each cloud and write the descriptive paragraphs at appropriate places
within their sketches (e.g., inside or under the clouds).

At this point the students could be introduced to some interesting idioms associated with
clouds. Some examples are:

a) Every cloud has a silver lining.
b) on cloud nine
c) head in the clouds
d) a dark cloud hanging over me
e) clouding your judgement
f) in a fog

The students can write the idioms around or inside their cloud diagrams. This is a good
opportunity to teach the difference between literal and figurative language. Literal
meanings are expressed by the descriptive paragraphs and various figurative meanings are
expressed by the idioms.



LEARNING LOG FOR LESSONS 1-5

VOCABULARY I KNOW:

Weather Nouns stratus altitude
dew point Latin

weather ice crystal curl
condition fair weather wisp
atmosphere plume
weather report laver
forecast sheet
temperature blanket
degrees Experiment Nouns appearance
Celsius derivation
Fahrenheit apparatus
wind materials Academic English Terms
windchill experiment
sky objective colon
rainfall observation personal
snowfall conclusion impersonal
precipitation diagram imperative
flurry chart tense
blizzard bar graph passive
thermometer beaker pronoun
meteorologist spout demonstrative
low symbol adjective 410
high cubes demonstrative
cycle water pronoun
movement steam cycle diagram
air heat main idea
0Gas time detail
water vapor process heading
surface data subheading
evaporation indent
liquid Miscellaneous Nouns paragraph
condensation report
clouds information idiom
formation kind figurative
precipitation newspaper clippings literal
rain details italics
SnOW definition
sleet term Weather Verbs
hail purpose
air currents ocean predict
droplets lake forecast
drop river heat
cirrus stream rise
cumulus derivation cool
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Experiment Verbs develop Adverbs
indicate

affect occur sometimes
check originate usually
record derive often
lower abbreviate always
rise 'rose constantly
fall fell Adjectives
label Discourse Markers
cause calm

windy however
Miscellaneous Verbs sunny in other words

clear in contrast
include cloudy both
exclude mainly also
contain scattered first
stand for occasional second
define warm third
rise ice fourth
set boiling finally
dictate descriptive causes
tOrm leathery s a result
float puffy resulting in
increase flat it

continue moist they
collect continuous this
stick horizontal these
repeat entire
compose thin
locate tiny
signal plus
swell minus
separate
resemble

(ONTENT

I can:

name and identify the important parts of a V,eather report
explain the parts of a weather forecast
perform and report a science experiment
record and graph observations
draw conclusions based on data
understand how cold. warm, and hot water affect temperature change rates
name and identify the parts of the water cycle
explain evaporation, condensation. and precipitation
use my prior knowledge to complete a cycle diagram
name the three types of clouds and describe their characteristics
distinguish between main and supporting ideas when completing a I -list



LANGUAGE

I can:

report information by writing declarative sentences
define weather terms
write definitions in different ways
write or report a science experiment using the headings: Objective. Apparatus. Method.
Observations. Conclusion. Diagram
write a descriptive report of factual infbrmation. in paragraphs. from a cycle diagram
write descriptive paragraphs using the main ideas and details on a "F-list
combine sentences using a cycle diagram. T-list. or questions
use commas when listing nouns or writing several adjectives in sequence
write sentences in the passive voice
understand the difference between literal and figurative language
add suffixes to verbs to make nouns

LEARNING STRATEGIES

Using metacognitive strategies (those on the blue sheet). I can:

plan what I will do before I do it
monitor the correctness of my work as I am doing it
evaluate my work after I have done it
look over the title. headings. and pictu- cs in a reading passage before I read it ( in

advance), to organize my thoughts
plan how to learn new information o write down new information I learn

t'sing cognitive strategies (those on the F:en sheet). I can:

use pictures to help me understa !d
use other resources like newspver tbrecasts to obtain new information
take notes from a dictation o- other listening activit.)
group information on a chp.t, a cycle diagram, or a T-list
elaborate upon my prior l.nowledge to complete new tasks
predict what will happe'l and why
use inferencing or guessing to fill in the missing parts
summarize information on charts, graphs. cycle diagrams. and "I' 'ists

sing social-affective strategies (those on the pink sheet). I can:

cooperate to work with others
ask questions to get information

1.")

3
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Lesson 6: Hygrometer Experiment
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To construct a hygrometer to measure relative humidity
- To perform and report a science experiment incorporating the headings: Objective.

Apparatus. Alethod, Observations, Conclusion, and Diagram

Language Objectives:

Skills:

- Listening during discussions: for oral instructions during the note taking
phase

Speaking to exchange information and assistance, especially when the
students are performing the experiment in pairs or groups

Readin their notes. when discussing the experiment method and
performing the experiment

Writing the various parts of a science experiment report

Linguistic knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

humid. damp. relative humidity. hygrometer. oatmeal carton. rubber hands.
cotton, shoestring, slot, slide, slip, tit, calculate, determine, record. chart. bar
graph, consecutive

Structures:

Imperative forms of verbs
infinitive forms of verbs, used when statifty objectives
Passive voice
Past participles regular (w. ith -ed suffix) and irregular (cut-eut put-put
slide-slid, read-read, make-made)
Subject-verb agreement

- Past tense of to be was- and were
Prepositions
Punctuation use of colon when listing, or after headings: using commas
in lists

Discourse Features:

- Sequential markers lint, seemid. third. etc: last finally
Format of a science experiment report



Functions:

Statinu objectives using infinitive forms
- Listinu (apparatus)

Reporting a science experiment in its entirety

Learning Strategies:

Nletacognitive Strategics:

Selective attention. Organizational planning. Self-monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Note taking during the dictation
Inferencing as they are filling in the blanks when taking notes
Deduction/induction when writing the experiment report
Imauery using science equipment and drawing a diagram
Elaboration of prior knowledge from lessons 3 and 4 on the water cycle
Transfer of skills in taking notes (in DIT activity) and writing an

experiment report
Auditory representation w hen taking notes

Social-Affective Strateuies:

Materials:

Cooperation. Questioninu for clarification. Self-talk

Apparatus for the experiment. For each pair of students:
One oatmeal carton
two larue rubber bands

o indoor/outdoor thermometers
scissors
a piece of w ide white cotton shoestring about 15 cm long
a pill bottle or baby food jar
ruler
water

Method instructions sheet for distribution to the students, based on hygrometer
experiment in Weather, Electricitv. Environmental Investigations (1982. the
Learning Works Inc.). Sec end of lesson for two diffesent versions of this sheet.
Copies of Relative I lumidity Chart from the same source (see end of' lesson)

Procedu res:

Note: l'his lesson utilizes the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) explained in Chapter
3 and used previously in Lesson 2 of this unit (for the Temperature Experiment). In
this lesson we present a series of general steps for the DIT. illustrating these steps in
some cases v ith reference to the construction and operation of a hygrometer. In
future lessons using the NT. it will be unnecessary to go through all thesc steps in
detail: those lessons will contain only the basic information needed for application
of the technique.
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l'he "general steps" described below are 12 in number, and are easy to recognize
because they appear in smaller type.

It should he emphasized that the basic procedure of the DIT. as summarized in the 12
steps below. can be modified in many ways to suit the particular experiment being
performed. Teachers should feel free to decide which steps to omit, expand, or
revise for each lesson employing the DYE

I. PREPARATION - Listening, speaking, and writing

Prepare the students for the experiment to t011ow b re\ iew ing the science topic or question
it aims to imestigate. Ask questions which will activate their current know ledge schemata and
lead to the formulation of an experiment objective (what the students will try to do. or try to
tind out about the topic or question under discussion). I. the students' ideas and
contributions as far as possible. write (on the chalkboard) kex words and phrases that can
subsequently be used to construct a formal statement of the experiment objectke (e.g..
dcwonme. cllAcm.er, measure. (.onStrucl).

To introduce this particular experiment, it would be advisable to review the water
cycle from I.essons 3 and 4. recalling the process of evaporation and focusing on the
fact that the air can contain water vapor. Discuss the fact that the air can feel more
humid or damp at certain times. In other words. the air can sometimes contain a
great deal of water vapor. Ask the students if the weather is often like that in their
countries of origin, especiall at certain times of year.

Then introduce the term relative humidity. \\ hich is a measure or the amount of water
apor in the air. (Note: There is no need to define the term formally at this time.

Relative humidity is actuall the ratio of the amount of water vapor actually present
in the air to the greatest amount possible at the same temperature. expressed as a
percentage.) Write the words relalive humidity on the chalkboard.

Ask:

What do you think we are going to measure today'? (relative humidity)
low can we do that'? (don't know)

We will need a special instrument to measure relative humidity. It's called a
hygrometer. We don't have any hygrometers in the school. so what will \\
have to do'? (buy one?) No. What else could we do? (make one?) Yes. that's
what we'll do. In fact. ou're going to work in pairs. and each pair will make
a hygrometer.
Do You know another word for "make"'? (construct) I Write this on the board.I
What are you going to do'? ,:onstruct a hgrometel) I Write this on the board.1
After you construct your hygrometer, what will you do with it'? (use it) For

what'? (to measure the relative humidity) I Write this on the board.1
What kind of activity will this he. constructing and using a hygrometer? (an
experiment) Yes. and w hat else w ill you have to do when you perform this
experiment'? Do you remember w hat you did for the Temperature kxperiment?
(write a report)



2. Review the 6 parts of a science experiment report, writing key vocabulary items on the board
and explaining what they mean: Objective. Apparatus. Met luni. Observations, Cone !mum,
Diagram. The students will already be familiar with these terms from Lesson 2 of this unit
(Temperature Experiment). Tell them that these will be the parts of their report, beginning
with the objective.

3. Returning to the experiment objective, use the key words on the hoard (from step I) to write
a formal statement of the objective, using student suggestions as thr as possible. (Since the
objective will likely begin with an infinitive, explain to the students that this is not a full
sentence; it is a conventional way of stating an objective.) 'Fell the students to begin the
experiment report on a blank page of their notebooks. Entertain suggestions about a title, and
choose the appropriate one., have them copy it at the top of their page. Then instruct them to
write the subheading Ohjective: followed by the formal statement on the board.

Strategy Instruction:

Ask:

1 Deduction/induction I--

Which part of an experiment report tells what we want to do, or find out? (the
objective)
What is the objective of this experiment? (construct a hygrometer) And? (use it
to measure the relative humidity) [Note: These phrases are already on the hoard,
from step l.
I'll write the word 'Objective" on the board. What should I put after it'? What
punctuation mark? (colon) Why'? (tells something is coming after)
What is our objective'? What words should I use'? Do you remember what we did
in the Temperature Experiment? (use an infinitive) So what is the objective'? (to
construct and use a hygrometer) For what? (to measure the relative humidity)
Suppose I start with the words "to construct a hygrometer and." What comes next?
Should I write, "use a hygrometer to measure the relative humidity"? [Write all
this on the board:I

Objective: to construct a hygrometer and use a hygrometer to measure the
relative humidity.

You know, there's something wrong with this. It's the word "a" in front of the
second "hygrometer." I should use a different word what is it'? ("the") Why'?
(because hygrometer has already been mentioned) So we have:

Objective: to construct a hygrometer and use the hygrometer to measure
the relative humidity.

But we can make this shorter still. We can take out "the hygrometer" and
replace it with one short word. What is it? ("it") What kind of word is "it"'? (a
pronoun) What is a pronoun'? (a word that takes the place of a noun) So we
have, finally:

Objective: to construct a hyt4rometer and use it to measure the relative
humidity.

I want vou to write this in your notebooks, as part of your experiment reports.
But before you write it, you have to write something else on your page. What
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is it? (the title) What should this be? (hygrometer experiment) Good. I'll write
that on the board for you. What must 1 remember to do when 1 write it? (start
with capital letters) Why? (It's a title.) IWritc: Hygrometer Experiment]
Copy this at the top of your page, in the centre. Then copy the objective.
Should you leave a line between them? (yes)

4. Show, discuss, identify, and write down the names of the equipment they will use in
performing the experiment. Instruct them to write the subheading Apparatus: and list the
equipment to be used. Advise them to listen carefully for these key words in the dictation
activity to follow,. The students are now prepared for the experiment: they know the objective
and apparatus, and ha% e begun their fOrmal experiment reports.

Apparatus: one oatmeal carton, 2 large rubber bands, 2 thermometers,
scissors, a piece of wide white cotton shoestring about 15 cm
long, a pill bottle (or baby food jar), a ruler, water.

Orguni:at ional planning!
!Selective attentionl

l' re diet ing/inkrencing
Elann-ation
Imageryl

Meduction/induction

II. PRESENTATION - Listening and writing

5. Distribute a worksheet containing the steps of the experiment (method) numbered I, 2, 3, etc.,
but with many of the words replaced by blank spaces. The students will fill in the blanks from
the dictation in step 6. The number of blanks to leave in each step, as well as the types of
words to be omitted, depend on the proficiency of the students. Initially, you may wish to
omit only the sentence-initial imperative verb of' each instruction plus certain key nouns
(especially the apparatus terms they have learned). In another experiment, omit verbs and
prepositions. For more advanced students, omit verbs and entire phrases (e.g., noun phrases
consisting of nouns preceded b articles or other determiners, or entire prepositional phrases).

See the end of this lesson for:

a) ('omplete text of instructions to be dictated to students (i.e.. experiment method):
h) Students' worksheet same as text in (a), but with selected words omitted.

Two different versions are included here:

Version 1: Sentence-initial imperative verbs are omitted. as well as most
1101.111S.

Version 1. Sentence-initial imperative verbs arc omitted, as well as all
prepositions.

As noted in (5) above, other variations are possible.

Before proceeding to the dictation in step 6, review the procedures of the Dictated
Instructions Technique. Refer to Lesson 2 (Temperature Fxperiment) to refresh the
students' memories.
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Strategy Instruction:

lOrganiallional plunningf-

Look at your worksheets. I low many steps are we going to do in this experiment?
(14)
I low do you know? (14 numbers)
Are there any instructions on your sheets? (yes) Are they. complete? (no)
What is missing? (words) Flow do you know? (blanks)
I low will you know what to write in the blanks? (You will read them to us.)

- What will you do? (take notes)
The different steps instruct you what to do. What are they called? The word I
want comes from the word "instruct." (instructions) I will read them aloud. What
is another word meaning "read aloud"? (dictate)
When I read and you take notes of what I read, what do we call this? (dictated
instructions)
I low will you know when I am reading step number 1? (You will say "first")
What will I say for number 2'? ("second")
Do you all know what you are going to do? (yes) The organization of your work
is well planned, isn't it? (yes) We call this strategy organizational planning. It
means planning how you arc going to complete an assignment or task. Which
strategy sheet could we add this to'? (blue sheet)

/Selective Itttention

When you take notes as I dictate the instructions, what will you write? (what you
say)
What if you don't know how to spell the words. W.. t will You do? (write part of
a word, or the first letter)
What would you write for the word "thermometer," for example? ("th" or "ther")

- Would you remember what "th" or "ther" stands for later, when you are working in
your groups'? (yes) Who are the notes for'? (us)

6. Dictate the method instructions to the students, using the imperatk e form of verbs and making
use of discourse cues like first, second. ..., next, and finally. The itudent till in the blanks in
their instruction sheets, using abbreviations if necessary. Dictatc the passage a second time,
to allow them a chance to fill in gaps and check their work.

Strategy Instruction:

ISell-monitoritigl--

I After the first reading] I low did you do'? Did you complete all the notes? (no)
Do you want me to read it again'? (yes)
What should you listen for this time'? (what we don't have)

- t' you have completed the notes, what should vou do? (check our notes as you read)

kganizational planning/
/Selective attention/
1Sell:mouitoringl

[Vole hiking/
lAuditoilv representation/
lInferencingl
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III/IV. PRACTICE/EVALUATION - Reading and speaking

7. Group the students in pairs or small groups. Instruct them to compare their notes and pool
inlbrmation, expanding abbreviations to produce complete and accurate instruction sheets.
Assign a time limit (e.g., 10 min.). Circulate to provide assistance.

1Self-evaluationl IDeduction/inductionl A'ooperationl
/Questioning .for
clarification/

8. Ask individual students to dictate 1.eps of the method from their completed sheets, and write
these on an overhead transparency of their worksheet, filling in the same blanks as the students
did. Discuss spelling and grammatical structures where pertinent.

ISelf=evaluation] [Deduction/induction]

9. Instruct the students (in their pairs or small groups) to go ahead and perform the experiment.
following the instructions on their sheets. If appropriate to the experiment, have them record
observations on a separate sheet (preferably one prepared for them, containing a scheme for
recording information, e.g., a chart).

For the hygrometer experiment, no special chart is necessary for recording observations.
According to step 13 of the instructions sheet (see end of lesson), the students are to
record the outside relative humidity in the morning and afternoon for three consecutive
days. They can do this in their notebooks.

But despite the fact that a standardized chart is unnecessary here, the students should
be advised that it will be necessary to record a number of pieces of information when
making each observation. These are:

The date and time of each observation.
2. The temperatures of both the dry bulb and wet bulb thermometers.
3. The difference bctween the wet bulb reading and the dry bulb reading.
4. The relative humidity, as determined from the reference chart (see end of

I esson ).

10. When the experiment is completed and observations recorded, hax e students draw a labeled
diagram of the experiment setup.

/Selective attention/
/Sell:monitoring/

.

1.0 f..7 4-00,1 4jo.t-

ITralisfer
[Note takingl
Ilinagety]

I.

-1,

1('Ooperation
1Self-talkl
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V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

11. Using the previously completed transparency of the method (instructions), demonstrate how each
step can be changed from the imperative form to the passive voice. Tell the students they must
use the passive because they want their report to be impersonal, avoiding "1" or "we." During
the demonstration, focus on structural points like:

a) using the object of (he imperative verb as the subject of the new sentence:
b) how the passive verb is formed, using:

a form of the verb to he (was or were discuss subject-verb agreement):
the past participle of the imperative verb. (Discuss regular past participles, which
employ the -ed suffix, and supply correct forms for all irregular verbs in the list).

Use arrows to show how the imperative sentences are transformed. Model the first few on the
transparency, producing the first few numbered sentences of the Method, which the students can
now begin entering on their experiment reports (after Apparatus). Then let the students
complete the formal write-up of the method, all in the pdssive. They can then check each
others' work when completed.

Look at the first instruction on your sheet. [See end of lesson. Note that Version I
of the students' instruction sheet is used here.] Here is what you have [indicate
instruction number 1 on the overhead transparency]:

1. Cut a slot in one side of the oatmeal carton about 5
centimetres from the bottom

This instruction is written in the imperative form. 1 low do you know this'? (It tells
us what to do.)
Do you rememoer what we did in the Temperature Experiment'? We changed the
instructions from the imperative to the passive voice. Look at the first instruction.
What will be the subject of the passive sentence'? ("a slot") Let's move it draw
an arrow.
What will the passive verb be'? Remember. we need a form of the verb "to be" plus
what? (past participle)
You are reporting an experiment that you have completed. Should the verb be in the
present tense or the past tense'? (past) So what should we use. wa.s or were? (was)
Why'? (agrees with "slot," which is singular)
Do you know the past participle of "cut': It's irregular. (cut)
Here's what we get. [Ile changes can be demonstrated one by one, as they are
discussed. [

was Cut a .-s7-/-(7) in one Side of. the ()anneal carton about 5
centimetres from the bottom

- this gives:

1. A slot \\ cut in one side of the oatmeal carton about 5 centimetres from the
bottom.
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Look at instruction number 2.

2. Put the rubber hands around the carton

- Let's change this to the passive voice. What will the new subject be? ("the rubber
bands")
Which form of "to be" will we use here? ("were") Why? (because "rubber bands" is
plural)
What is the past participle of "put"? It's irregular. ("put")
So we get:

we.t.t. Put the rubber hands round the carton .

And our passive sentence is:

2. The rubber bands were put around the carton.

Open your notebooks to your experiment reports. What is the title? (Hygrometer
Experiment) Which parts have you written so far? (Objective and Apparatus)
What comes next? (Method) Write this as your subheading. followed by what? (a
colon)

- Then write the numbers 1 and 2. followed by the passive sentences we have derived.

You should be able to change the rest of the instructions yourself. It' you have any
problems, ask mc and I'll help you. You may have trouble with sonie of the irregular
verbs here. so use this list to help you. The first column contains the imperative
forms of the irregular verbs, and the last column gives the past participles. !Instead
of giving the students a list, you may prefer to simply \\ rite the irregular past
participle forms beside the appropriate numbers on the transparency.1

slide slid
read read
make made

All the other imperative verbs arc regular. I low do you form their past participles?
(add "-ed") What about a verb like "slip"? What is its past participle? ("slipped")
What do you have to do here. hesides adding "-ed"? (double the "p") There is another
verb like this in the list watch out for it. INote: It is lit fitted.

Note: The amount of instruction and guidance pro\ ided to the students here depends.
of course. on their proficiency level. With some classes it ma be advisable to
go through some more examples. perhaps even the entire set of instructions.
demonstrating in each case how to convert to the passive form.

Whatever the le\ el of the class. how ever. it is probabl a good idea to have the
students write out the method section (i.e.. the complete list of passive
sentences) on a separate sheet of paper before having them add this to their
experiment reports. There are hound to be some errors in the transformed
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sentences, and these should be checked and corrected (through group work or
by the teacher) before the final version is recorded.

12. The Observations and Conclusion can subsequently be discussed and entered, completing their
reports. As a final step, students can cut out their reports, diagrams, and observation charts and
glue them onto coloured construction paper to produce an attractive end-product.

[Se II:evaluation] IDeduction/induction
[Elaboration/
[Tran*rl
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Method Instructions

CONSTRUCTING .AND USING A HYGROMETER

Instructions (Method)

Cut a slot in one side of the oatmeal carton about 5 centimures from the bottom.

Put the rubber hands around the carton.

3. Slide the thermometers under the rubber hands.

4. Move one thermometer above the slot.

5. Slip one end of the shoestring through the slot.

6. Fit the other end of the shoestring over the bulb of one thermometer.

7. Fill the baby food jar or pill bottle half full of water.

8. Put it inside the carton.

9. Place the end of the shoestring in the water.

10. Add more water as needed to keep the string wet.

11. Read the temperatures of the dry bulb and wet bulb thermometers.

12. To calculate the relati% e humidity, subtract the wet bulb reading from the drv bulb
reading. Then determine the relative humidity from this chart.

13. For three consecutive days, record the outside relative humidity in the morning and
afternoon.

14. Make a bar graph to show the results.



Method Instructions Distributed to Students for DIT (Version 1)

CONSTRUCTING AND USING A IIVGROMETER

a in one

5 centimetres from the

4.

5.

the

the

One

one of the

of the

around the

under the

above the

6. the other of the

through the

over the

7. the baby food or pill half full of

8. it inside the

9. the of the in the

10. more as needed to keep the wet.

11. the of the dry and wet

about

of One

11. To calculate the the wet bulb

from the dry bulb

from this

13. For three consecutive

and

14. a to show the

. Then the

the outside relative humidity in the

Note: Items 11-14 may be omitted here and used in a subsequent "observation lesson."
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3.

4.

Nlethod Instructions Distributed to Students for DIT (Version 2)

CONSTRUCTING AND USING A HYGROMETER

a slot one side the oatmeal carton about 5 centimetres

bottom.

the rubber bands

the thermometers

one thermometer

the carton.

the rubber bands.

the slot.

the

s. one end the shoestrine the slot.

6. the other end the shoestrine the bulb one

thermometer.

7. the baby food jar or pill bottle half full water.

8. it the carton.

9. the end thc shoestrine the water.

1 0. more water as needed to keep the string wet.

1 I . the temperatures the dry bulb and wet bulb thermometers.

I ->. To calculate the relative humidity, the wet bulb reading the dry

bulb reading. Then the relative humidity this chart.

I 3. three consecutive days. the outside relative humidity the

morning and afternoon.

14. a bar graph to show the results.

Note: Items 11-14 may he omitted here and used in a subsequent "observation lesson."
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Lesson 7: Forms of Precipitation Science, Geography,
Language Arts
(T-List Procedure)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To learn the five different types of precipitation and their characteristics
To practise using an effective note taking device, the T-list
To gain skill at distinguishinu between main and supporting ideas
To write an expository essay on the forms of precipitation

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening for specific information in a dictated text
Speaking to exchanize information when checking T-lists
Reading for information
Writing note taking: elaborating from point form to sentences:

producing descriptive passages based on notes: writing an
expository essay

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

precipitation. liquid, freezing. frozen, drizzle, rain, sleet. snow, hail.
description. formed. approximate. temperature. effects. millimetre. diameter.
drop, float, droplet, rather, splash. still (4). breeze, fog, collide. drill (v).
plus. minus, degrees Celsius. damp. dampness, approximately, hump.
beneficial, flood. ice. on contact. exactly. extremely dangerous. icy
conditions, streets. roads. points, branches, crystal, flake. snowflake, low.
moist, level, blizzard. "white out," blocked roads. layer, ranging. current. air
current, stick (v). hailstone. serious. depending (on). damage. property.
idioms. figurative. literal

Structures:

Punctuation use of commas in lists of adieLtives: use of the colon to
introduce a list
Present tense for scientific truths
Passive voice - is/are hirmed
Modal verbs can and may to express possibility of occurrence
Subject-A erb agreement
Nouns in apposition. e.g.. "the first type. ..."
Pronouns - personal pronouns they. it: demonstrative pronoun these'
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Prepositions used with certain verbs floats to, splash on. bumping into,
ranuing from. fall through. turn into. formed of: stick to. etc.
Phrasal verbs turn into, build up, fall down
Preposition in with seasons (e.g.. in the summer), with countries (e.g.. in
( 'anada), and with the word "diameter" (in diameter)
Articles a/an and tlw to signal information status (items newk introduced
into the discussion versus items previously introduced)
Coordinating conjunction and
Subordinating conjunction although to introduce adverbial clauses of
concession
Relative clauses beginning with which, that and wlwre (e.g.. "the country
where I was born")
Adjectives - superlative forms with most. e.u.. "y.lost common"
Adverbs or frequency - sometimes. never, often
Infinitive following verb cause "to cause X to Y" (see Lesson 3)
Adjective structures too Ad.; to V (e.g.. "too heavy to float") and Adj
enough to V (e.u.. "large enough to fall")

Discourse Features:

Sequence markers first, second, third. JOurth. last
Discourse markers also, as well
Discourse marker in contrast
Textual marker in conclusion
Paragraph unity. paragraph structure (indenting)
I:ssav format

Functions:

De lining
Classifying
Fxplaining and describing
P:xpressing cause and effect using marl Ao dull

Comparing and contrasting

Learning Strategies:

Nletacogniti e Strategies:

Ad\ ance organi/ation. Selective attention. Organiiational planning. Sell-
monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cogniti c Strategies:

Imagery using pictures of forms of precipitation to understand the different
types

Note taking - \\ hen completing T-lists
Inferencing guessing while taking notes

- Resourcing - using visuals as a resource
Grouping - information about precipitation
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Class4ing identifying and describing different types of precipitation
Auditory representation - while taking notes
Summarizing - information from a text on a T-list
Deduction/induction when writing sentences and descri:-,tive paragraphs
Elaboration expanding another aspect of the water cycle (precipitation)

Social-Affective Strategies:

Cooperation. Questioning for clarification. Self-talk

Materials:

Reading passage excerpted and adapted from several sources: (a) Terry Bilyk's
Let's Find Out: Exploring Science in th( World Around I'm, (D.C. Heath Canada
Ltd.. 1993. pp. 228-231), and (b) information from Environment Canada.
Atmospheric Environment Service

- Pictures of the five different types of precipitation. These can he found in almost
any reference book on weather. e.g., Bilyk (1993). pp. 228-231.

Precipitation T-list (see Presentation phase)

Procedures:

Note: This lesson utilizes the T-list Procedure explained in Chapter 3 and used previously
in Lesson 5 of this unit (the "clouds" lesson). In this lesson we present a series of
general steps for the T-list Procedure. elaborating upon these steps in some cases when
explaining particular structures, learning strategies. etc.

I. PREPARATION - Listening and Speaking

Introduce the topic of the lesson by linking it to material learned in previous lessons. In
this case. review the water cycle using the graphic representation from Lesson 4 to elaborate
upon the phenomenon of' precipitation. Discuss the different forms of precipitation that the
students are familiar with. Show some pictures of different types of precipitation and
brainstorm about the following:

the five types of precipitation drizzle. rain, sleet. snow. iail
liquid, freezing. and frozen precipitation
descriptions of the forms of precipitation
how different types of precipitation are formed
approximate temperatures during formation
effects of- precipitation

All of' these are either main ideas or details in the T-list they will be completing.

1:1dvance organiaa ion 1
ISelecv (wolf ion I

Elaboratiunl
/Imagery/
finferencingl
Rfroupingl
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II. PRESENTATION - Listening and Writing

This stage tbcuses on the "Forms of Precipitation" T-list. which is given below following
a copy of the text it is based on.

Summarize some of the important new information discussed during the Preparation stage,
and write the key words on the chalkboard or on a transparency. Then distribute the
"Forms of Precipitation" T-list and discuss how to complete it. The students will likely
have little trouble understanding the basic procedure. as they have previously completed a
T-list in I.esson 5 ("clouds"). A number of different strategies can be integrated into this
discussion; refer to I.esson 5 for details of how this can be done.

The next step, the dictation phase of the T-list Procedure, is conducted by reading the
"Forms of Precipitation" text aloud to the students (see next page). They listen carefully
and try to complete their T-lists, using abbreviations if necessary. Dictate the article a
second time, and a third time if necessary, to ensure that the students have had a chance to
till in most of the details. Each dictation should be slightly faster than the one preceding.
'Note: One version of the completed T-list can be found at the end of this lesson.1

/Selective attention/
/Sell:monitoring/

[Vote taking/
/Auditory representatio,11
Rimming/
lInjerencingl
/Summarizing/
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Forms of Precipitation - Text

Precipitation is any product of the condensation of water apor which
falls from clouds to the ground. There are five main types of precipitation:
drizzle, rain, sleet, snow. and hail.

'the first type, drizzle, is liquid precipitation. Drizzle appears as fine
drops of water less than 0.5 mm in diameter. Drizzle floats to the ground rather
slowly and does not make a splash on still water. It is formed when a gentle
breeze moves a fog so that the small water droplets in the fog collide and form
droplets large enough to drill downward. We notice them as very light rain
known as drizzle. Drizzle falls when the temperature is above 0°C. The main
effect of drizzle is a dampness on the ground.

The second type. rain, is also liquid precipitation. Rain appears as round
droplets approximately 5 mm in diameter. These are called raindrops, and they
fall to the ground quickly and make a splash on still water. Rain is formed
when water droplets become larger inside a cloud. Sometimes the condensing
droplets move up and down inside the cloud several times. humping into other
droplets and joining together before they become large enough to fall. Rain falls
when the temperature is above 0°C. The effects of rain are usually beneficial.
but too much of it can cause floods.

The third type. sleet, is freezing precipitation. Sleet begins as rain and
turns into small wet balls of ice. It is formed when rain lills on very cold
ground and freezes on contact. Sleet usuall Ildls when the temperature is
exactly 0°C. Sleet can have \ cry dangerous effects. causing extremely icy
conditions on streets and roads.

.1he fourth type. snow, is frozen precipitation. Snow appears in the form
of flakes, called snow flakes. which look like stars with six points and many side
branches. Snowflakes start out as snow crystals formed at the top of a cloud
where it is freezing. Snow flakes are formed when these crystals build up points
and branches as they fall down through the lower. moister levels of the cloud.
Snow occurs when the temperature is below 0°C. Tlw effects of snow can be
w inter storms or blizzards, causing "white outs" and blocked roads,

[he last type, hail, is frozen precipitation as well. Hail appears as
la\ ered balls of ice w ith a diameter ranging from 5 to 50 mm in diameter or
sometimes more. I fail is formed in \ cry tall cumulus clouds with strong up-and-
dow n air currents. These currents cause water droplets to be blown upwards
into cooler clouds, where they freeze and then start to fall. As the frozen
droplets Itl I through the lower, warmer parts of the cloud, liquid droplets may
stick to them. If they are moved up and down in a cloud by the air currents a
few more times, they grow larger and larger until they become too heavy to
float and fall to the ground as hailstones, little round balls of ice. Hail fidls
when the temperature is above 0°C. I lail can have ver\ serious efThcts.
depending on the size of' the hailstones. I lail often causes damage to property
and people.
Adapted from Let's Find Out: Exploring Science in the World Around You by T. Bilyk.
Copyright 1993, D.C. Heath Canada Limited. Used with permission.
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Forms of Precipitation - T-List

Main Ideas Details

Precipitation any product of

of \yater

main types

3

a. precipitation

b. Description line drops of

less than . low drizzle falls:

i) floats

ii) does not

c. Formed \\hen a breeze so that

small droplets and form droplets

large enough

J. Approximate temperature

c. Iffects

a. prec.

b. Descr.

approximately called

low raindrops fall:

i)

ii) make

c. Formed begin as water

inside . Ihese move

several times. each other and

before they become

enough

J. Approx. temp.

c. FIThcts:

a. prec.

Descr. - begins as

turns into

c. Formed \\hen rain
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4.

5,

and

d. Temp.

e. Effects

icy conditions

a.

h. Descr.

look like

prec.

called

C. Formed begin as snow tbrmed

where

Snowflakes formed when crystals

as they fall

of the

d. Approx. temp.

e. Effects:

a. prec.

b. Descr. layered

diameter ranging

C. Formed in tall

with

Currents cause water droplets to be

where they

through

and

, warmer

Then more liquid droplets

: these move

in cloud and grow until

d. Approx. temp.

c. Effects: can he
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III. PRACTICE - Speaking and Reading

Assign the students to partners or small groups. They compare their .F-lists and pool
information. Assign a time limit (e.g., 10 minutes) . Allow the students to try spelling the
words as best they can, without providing too much assistance; correct spelliniz will be
discussed during the Evaluation stage.

IScIlLevaluationl /Elaboration/

IV. EVALUATION - Speaking and Reading

I(*ooperationl
/Questioning fOr
clarification/

After the students have completed their individual T-lists. have them dictate to you the
various parts they have tilled in. as a class activity. Write the words in the appropriate
blanks on the chalkboard or overhead transparency, focusing on the correct spelling of the
words. If the students have misspelled some of the words, this is their chance to make
corrections as they compare their T-lists with the copy on the hoard or overhead.

/Sell-evaluation/

V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

/Deduction-induction/ I('ooperationl

After the T-lists have been completed, teach the students how to transform the main ideas
and details into a series of expository paragraphs. Discuss, demonstrate, and model this
writing activity with the class to ensure their success when they are writing their
paragraphs. .I.hey use their T-lists and consciously supplement the details with the
grammatical structures necessary to produce correct sentences and paragraphs. This process
is described in detail in the Follow-up stage of Lesson 5 ("Clouds").

This I-list could he transformed into an expository essay with an intr oduction, a body
consisting of live paragraphs (each explaining one of the five types of precipitation). and
a conclusion.

First discuss with the students, and model fOr them, the title and how they would write the
introductory paragraph using the information on their T-lists. Elicit from them what
information would go into the introductory paragraph by drawing their attention to the
"main ideas" column of the T-list, where all the information for the introductory paragraph
should come from. Allow some originality in the initial definition, as there is no need to
replicate the first sentence in the dictated text. Lg.:

Precipitation is anv product of the condensation of water vapor that
falls from the sky. There are five main types of precipitation. They are
drizzle. rain, sleet. snow, and hail.

Alter they write their introductory paragraphs. have them underline the words they took
from their T-list, as shown above.
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Note that there are other ways of writing a short introductory paragraph of this type.
Another useful technique is to use a colon and list the five types.

Precipitation is any product of the condensation of water vapor that
falls from the sky. There are five main types of precipitation: drizzle, rain.
sleet. snow. and hail.

.1.his is a good place to point out to the students that this procedure is called classifying.
and that it is commonly done in expository writing in which a number of comparable
objects or phenomena are going to he discussed.

Next discuss and model the body of the expositor.- essay. which will consist of live
paragraphs. one for each type of precipitation. All of the information the students will need
for each paragraph can he obtained from the "details" column of their T-lists. This step
also provides an excellent opportunity to integrate and to reinforce the Wowing structures
or discourse features:

a) Paragraph formation each paragraph deals with a different subtopic. and the first
line of each paragraph is indented.

h) Subject-verb agreement e.g.:

Drizzle is liquid precipitation.
Sleet begins ...

Droplets suck ...
- Snow has ...

c) Articles "a/an" (for singular nouns) and no article (for plural nouns ) to indicate
items newly introduced into the exposition. and "the" to indicate items which have
been previously introduced. E.g.:

Rain is formed when Ina article! water droplets become larger inside a cloud.
Sometimes the condensing droplets move up and down inside the cloud severa!
times ...

d) Pronouns e.g.:

Personal e.g.. drizzle it. raindrops ihey. droplets them
Demonstrative e.g.. These are called raindrops .... Snowflakes are formed
when these crystals ...

e) Present tense to indicate scientific truths e.g.. Drizzle floats to the ground rather
slowly and does not make a splash on still water.

t) Passive voice Rain i.s formed %%hen ...

g) Coordinating conjuction ''and" e.g.. Ihese are called raindrops. and they fall to
the ground quickly and make a splash on still water.

h) Punctuation commas and periods in appropriate positions.
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lere is one example of the first paragraph of the body of the essay. It is based on section
1 of the T-list.

Drizzle is liquid precipitation formed of tine drops of water less than
0.5 mm in diameter. Drizzle falls to the ground slowly and does not make
a splash on still water. It is formed when a breeze moves a fog. causing
small droplets to collide and form droplets large enough to drift downward.
Drizzle forms in temperatures above 0°C. The effect of drizzle is a
dampness on the ground.

I. lnderline the words taken from their 1-2-sts. as shown below, to draw attention to all the
information that they do obtain from the "details" column of their T-lists. Discuss the filet
that the non-underlined words are grammatical structures of various types which have to
be added to the basic details in order to create a well-written paragraph. This demonstration
will provide a good model for the remaining four paragraphs in the body of their expository
essay.

Drizzle is liquid nrecipitation formed of tine drops of water less than
0.5 mm in diameter. Drizzle falls to the ground slowly and does not make
a splash on still water. It is formed when a breeze moves a fou. causing
small droplets to collide and form droplets large enou$2,11 to drift downward.
Drizzle forms in temperatures above 0°C. The effect of drizzle is a
dampness on the ground.

To conclude. discuss Ole various types of precipitation which frequently occur in their
countries of origin, and compare and contrast these with the types of precipitation that are
common in Canada. This information. which will differ from student to student depending
on the countries they came from, could form part (or all) of the conclusion of their
expository essays. Lg.:

In conclusion, the most common forms of precipitation are different
in different countries. In the country where I was born. Vietnam. the usual
forms of precipitation are rain and drizzle, although hail sometimes falls as
well. Snow and sleet never fall. In contrast, snow and rain are the most
common forms of precipitation in Canada. althoua drizzle and hail
sometimes fall in the summer and sleet may fall in the w inter.

This sample paragraph contains a number of important structures and discourse features.

some occurring earlier in this lesson. that could be discussed w ith the students. Among

these are:

- Superlative form num coninum
(Ise of preposition in w ith countries. e.g.. "in Canada." "in the countr\ where I was
horn"

- Ise of preposition in w ith seasons "in the summer." "in the w inter"
Relative clause beginning v ith Own.'
Noun in apposition, enclosed in commas - Vietnam
Subject-verb agreement. e.g.. "drizzle and hail sometimes /oil"
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Adverbs of frequency. including position in sentences - sometimes. never
Modal verb may to express possibility of occurrence
Subordinating conjunction although to introduce adverbial clause of concession
Discourse markers in conclusion. as well, in contrast

Extended Activity:

As in Lesson 5 ("clouds"), the students could he introduced to some interesting idioms
associated with precipitation. This is another good opportunity to discuss the difference
between literal and figurative language. Some examples of suitable idioms are:

Raining eats and dogs
Rained out
Take a rain check

- Save it for a rainy day.
It never rains but it pours.
Snow job
To feel snowed under

9 ,'")
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Forms of Precipitation - T-List

Main Ideas Details

Precipitation - any product of

of water Veto-)

cLoJfL..)

main types

1. ct-,i_eys&

- /\OI,v-

sit

a. /./.44,',L precipitation

b. Description - tine drops of

less than How drizzle falls:

if floats -f rswI s
ii) does not sidadt. trA g t.:// Wit kit.

c. Formed - when a breeze rwso vis a. if-try,.. so that

small droplets co//Le_ and form droplets

large enough --re,

d. Approximate temperature - cx-bova 0c1C.

e. Effects I" er.

a. prec.

h. Descr. -

approximately cse cv. called /la

I low raindrops fall:

make sr I a, /
c. 1.:ormed - begin as water fç

inside c . These move (Adz Ty=

several times. each other and

Se t before they become

,L,cx enough --/0
Cr

d. Approx. temp.

C.

a.

F ilec ts:

prec.

/-) ib. Descr. - begins as

turns into

c. Formed - when rain
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4.

and

. Temp. C `'s c

c. [fleets -

icv conditions

a. prec.

b. Deser. called

look like sl-c,L,s ,-. 6 fri_L-,:itc 'TL" 412 b

c. Formed begin as snow

where

Snowflakes formed when crystals

4- as they fall

or the c

d. Approx. temp.

e. Effects: ,LLis_e_g2N-

formed

a. K.,...,..cr- e_......._ prec.

b. Descr. layered 13 C.- I / s ._,e ic...

diameter ranging c - _co 4-.,--. ai /WA er'1.52.

C. Formed in tall c.4.4..---/, . ---..2.--

with cirsd-'1 "12

Currents cause water droplets to be

where they and

ctez..4. through warmer

.e_41-zd5 cJ. Then more liquid droplets
stei, -/As,: these move

in cloud and grow

"le e ar)

d. Approx. temp.

e. l'.1kcts: can be

s- e

to .F.0-,..4.2,7(,), ae.
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Lesson 8: Creative Writing - Language Arts

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To incorporate and elaborate upon the academic language associated with weather.
in a creatk e writing lesson
Fo exercise students' imaginations in writing tall tales about weather conditions

Language Objectives:

Skills:

I.istening to class discussions: to other students who are creating their
own tall tales

Speakimg to class discussions: to each other. as they cooperate in

creating tall tales
Reading notes. T-lists, and summaries for information and vocabulary:

tall tales produced bv themselves and others
- Writing a tall tale about some weather condition

Linguistic Knowledge:

ocabular) Development:

stretch. exaggerate. tall tale. outline. narrative. homonym, introduction, body.
climax, conclusion, event. journey. positive, plot. setting. problem, solution,
still (adv). uprooted. shingles. frisbee, avoid, crawl, on hands and knees,
unbuttoned. kite. let go. tire hydrant. spout up. curb, school grounds. sudden.
huge. gust. wonder (v). realize. fortunately. lucky for me. idiom

Structures:

Special sentence Forms:
It was so that
It ed so much that
lhc s were so big that

Past tense - regular (e.g.. crawl-crawled) and irregular (e.g., fly-flew bold-
held)
Past continuous (progressive) tense. e.g.. "shingles were flying"
Past perfect tense, e.g.. "I realized what had happened"
Past perfect continuous tense. e.g.. "I had been walking"
Passive voice. e.g.. "trees were uprooted"
llse 01 had to to express past obligation or necessity. e.g.. "I had to let go"
Participial phrases. e.g.. "like Frisbees Ming at WO kin'hr."
kxpressing repeated actions using keep V-ing. e.g.. "he kept kicking the
ball"
Infinitive of purpose. e.g.. "I dived to the ground to avoid them"



Prepositional phrases
Prepositions used with certain verbs - fly off hold onto, start to, blow off
arrive at, try to, etc.
Phrasal verbs blow away (separable), spout up, blow up
Sentence combining using coordinating conjunctions (and, but, so) and
subordinate clauses
Subject-verb agreement
Pronouns
Plural forms
Punctuation marks used for direct quotations

Discourse Features:

- Paragraph formation
- Narrative markers of sequence, attitude, etc. - e.g., finally, suddenly,

fortunately

Functions:

- Defining - of the term "tall tale"
Narrating writing a tall tale (exaggerated story)

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization, Organizational planning, Selective attention, Self-
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Imagery - visually imagining imaginative events in their narratives
Resourcing - using their notes, T-lists, and summaries to gather information
Elaboration - using their prior knowledge about weather as the basis for

exaggerating events into a tall tale
Transfer - of factual knowledge about weather to creative form of a tall tale
Deduction/induction - using appropriate grammatical and textual i'orms in

writing their tall tales
Summarizing - when developing the story outline
Note taking - when writing their outlines during the stage of plot

development

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation, Questioning for clarification, Sell-talk

Materials:

T-lists, cycle diagrams. summaries, etc., from previous lessons
- A blank story outline form (see Practice phase)
- An example of a tall tale, e.g., a Paul Bunyan story
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Procedures:

I. PREPARATION - Listening and speaking

Conduct a class discussion about severe weather conditions and their effects. I lave students
refer to their T-lists. cycle diagrams, and notes relating to adverse weather systems or
conditions. E.g.:

Snow "white outs," blocked roads, getting "snowed in." blizzards

Rain floods (e.g., in basements, on streets), monsoons, stalled cars, storms

I fail - large hailstones. sometimes as big as golf balls, causing damage to property
and people

Wind - tornadoes. hurricanes, property blowing away

Fog people can't see. accidents, dampness

leat sweat. discomfort. sunburns

Cold - freezing, stalled cars, frostbite

Sleet - causing icy conditions, slippery roads, accidents, people falL-cars can't get
up bridges or hills

I Advance organization/
/Selective attention/

/Elaboration/
1Resoureingl

II. PRESENTATION - Listening and speaking

Discuss the nature of a "tall tale," i.e.. a story containing a great deal of exaggeration, with
the class. Begin by writing the word "tale" on the board and asking:

What is a tale? (Answers will vary)
- Is there another word you know that sounds like the word "tale" but is spelled

differently and means something different? (yes)
What is it? ("tail") What does this word mean? (animal's tail)

What do we call words that sound the same hut are spelled differently and mean
different things? (homonyms)
Can you think of any other homonyms? [Fake some examples from the class and
discuss meanings, e.g.. pair/pear, two/to/too, there/their, .fair/lare, wait/weighd

Let's go back to the word "tale"? What is a tale? (a story)
What kind of story is a tale? Is it usually read or told'? (sometimes told, hut can he
read)

- Can you think of any tales that you have read?
- Can you think of any tales that you have been told about'? (e.g.. Canterbury Tales,

Tale of Two Cities, Tales of Paul Bunyan. tale of Peter Rabbit, fishing tales)

Read an excerpt from a Paul Bunyan story (or any other tall tale) and discuss it.
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- This is called a "tall tale." What do you think that means? (a story that isn't true)
But lots of stories aren't true. What makes tall tales special? (They contain things
that could never happen.)
Do you think there arc some true things in tall tales like this? (yes)
What do you think is true in this Paul I3unyan story? (There was a man named Paul
Bunyan. I le was big and strong.)

- Do you think he was as big as the story describes him'? (no)
Do you think he had the strength to do the things he did? (no)
..ras tl .1,ru. "stretched" in this story about Paul Bunyan? (ves)
What does "stretching the truth" mean? (starting with something that might be true.
but ending with something that couldn't be true)
What do we call terms like "stretching the truth" or "raining cats and dogs"? (idioms)
Do you remember what idioms are? I Discuss idioms and give some examples by
referring to the extended activities of I.esson 5 ("clouds") and I.esson 7
("precipitation"). I

Can you think of other examples of stories which have "stretched the truth"?
fishing stories, sports skills, etc.)
What is another word fOr "stretching the truth"? ("exaguerate")

- When we say "It's raining cats and dogs." what is true and what is exaggerated? (true
raining very hard: exaggerated cats and dogs)

Would you say a tall tale is exaggerated'? (yes)
- Would you say Paul Bunyan is an exaggerated tall tale'? (yes)
- I low could we define or describe a tall tale'? (e.g.. "A tall tale is a story or narrative

about some event or person which is exaggerated so much that it obviously could not
he true.") 'Note: Other definitions are possible: have the students work one out
together. I

- What is another word fOr story'? (narrative)
you all understand what the word "exaggerate" means. and what a tall tale is'?

(yes)

Good. Today we are going to write a tall tale about a weather condition. Can you
think of any weather conditions we could exaggerate'? (Answers will vary.) 'Note:
Refer to the information listed on the chalkboard or transparency during the
Preparation phase, to facilitate this discussionl
I low could we exaggerate some of these weather conditions? k.g.:

"The hailstones were so big that they flattened the house."
"It rained so much that my dog was swimming in the basement."
"It was so hot that I fried an egg on the sidewalk."

We will begin our tall tales w ith one of the 1011ow ing structures:

The were so big that
It cci so much that
It was so that

I Note: Refer back to the examples above to illustrate how these structures are used
and what they meand

c
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Now choose one of the structures and demonstrate how to write a tall tale by creating a
narrative in the form of an outline.

Strategy Instruction:

( )rganizat ional planning I--

Let's use the structure "It was so that
f.et's talk about wind. What would your first sentence he? ("It was so windy that

What could we use to help us plan our tall tale? (an outline)
I low would we write this outline'? What will it be about'? (exaggerated events or
things that happen because of the weather)
I low could we make our tall tale a narrative, that is. a story? (e.g.. write about a
journey from one place to another place during this weather condition, and the
problems encountered along the way)
What do we have to remember to do if this is to be a real tall tale? (exaggerate a
sequence of events that could happen along the way)

Discuss and model, with the class, how to create an outline consisting of an introduction.
body, climax, and conclusion for the narrative. Construct the plot in the form of an outline.
with the class contributing ideas. Discuss the definitions of the words "plot" and "outline."
e.g.. a plot is what happens to the characters of a story: an outline is a plan of the plot of
a story.

What do we have to write first'? (the introduction)
What information does the introduction give? (the setting)
What is a setting? (the place where the story happens. or the situation)
What will be the setting of our story'? (an exaggerated weather conditiou the

wind)
That is the situation. What about the place where should the story begin? (at
home) Yes: let's say it begins "in front of my house."
Should the setting include something besides the place and situation? (yes. the time)
Let's choose a day in the past. !low about "last Friday"? (OK)
What was the first sentence we chose'? ("It was so windy that
What should we write to exaggerate the strength of the wind and the problem we
could encounter'? (e.g., "It was so windy that I had been walking for ten minutes and
I was still in front of' my house.")
When did this story happen'? What did we decide'? (last Friday)
I.et's start with that. Our sentence beeonies:

Last Friday it was so windy that I had been \talking fOr ten minutes and I tt as

still in front of my house.

What is this the first sentence of'? (the introduction)
What else should we write in the introduction to introduce the setting and to
demonstrate the problem the wind caused? (exaggerated things that could happen)
What are some of the exaggerated things that could cause a problem on a windy da\ .
and w hat is the solution to the problem? (Lg.:



trees uprooted flew by causing forest behind me
shingles flying off roofs like speeding frisbees, 100 km/hr.
dived to ground to avoid them
crawled on hands and knees)

Is that enough to introduce the setting'? (yes)
What should the body of our narrative consist of, to make it a story'? (body could be
a journey to some place and a sequence of exaggerated events that happened along
the way and caused problems)
Good. So where will our journey be to? (crawling to school)
What are some exaggerated events that could happen on the way to school? (E.g.:

neighbor flew by coat unbuttoned like a kite
held on to tire hydrant it moved let go water spouted out
crawled along curb to corner "Don't walk" sign blew off of post nearly
hit me
arrived at school grounds saw soccer goalie practising kicked ball imo
wind tried to stop it from scoring as it blew back)

What comes next? (the climax)
What is a climax'? (the major turning point in a plot)

- What could be the climax or major turning point in our plot'? (E.g.:

crawled to front steps of school
sudden huge gust school bag blew away books and completed
assignments gone teacher will blow up stronger than wind
tried to open door locked wondered why suddenly realized
wind so strong that it had blown Friday away now Saturday!)

- What will be the last part of our story'? (conclusion)
What is a conclusion'? (the ending)

- Let's make it a positive or happy ending. What could we write'? (E.g.:

easy journey home wind pushed me all the way
- two days to do assignments again)

III. PRACTICE - Writing

Distribute a copy of the tql lowing blank outline to each student, to help him or her
construct an outline a a tall tale. Allow the students to work in pairs to develop their
outlines, and encourage them to ask for help from the teacher if they need it.

1 Self:monitoring I [Note taking/ I('ooperation 1
ISummarizing 1 1Que.s.tioning fOr
1 Elaboration! clarification I
Iftanykr 1
1 Imager:1'1

Sec next page for a com, of the blank story outline.
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1. Introduction

A. Choose one of:

B.

C.

I).

STORY OUTLINE

A Day

It was so that
It ed so much that
The s were so big that

Then list some exaggerated things that could happen:

I3ody Journey to (some place)

B.

Exaggerated events that happened along the way:

C.

D.

I V, Conclusion positive, happy ending:

A.

B.
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Example: A Windy Day

I . I ntroduct ion

A. It was so wind\ that I had been walking to school for ten minutes and I was still
in front of my house.

13. trees uprooted flew by causing forest behind me

shingles flying oil roofs like speeding frisbees. IOU km hr.

I). dived to ground to avoid them

crawled on hands and knees

Body journe\ . crawling to school

Fxaggerated events that happened along the way:

A. neighbor flew by coat unbuttoned like a kite

13. held on to fire hydrant it moved let go hydrant blew away water
spouted out blew northeast

C. crawled along curb to corner "Don't walk" sign blew off or post nearly hit
me

1). arri\ ed at school grounds saw soccer goalie practising kicked ball into wind
and then tried to stop it from scoring as it blew back

III. (limax

crawled to front Steps of school

13. sudden huge gust school bag blew awa hooks and completed assignments
gone teacher will blow up stronger than wind

C. tried to open door locked wondered wh\

I). suddenl realized ind so strong that it had blown Friday away now
Saturday!

IV. Conclusion positive, happy ending

easy journey home wind pushed mc all the "a\

t\\ 0 (LI\ s to do assignments again

n
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IV. EVALUATION - Reading and writing

When the outlines ha e been completed. teach the students how to utilize them to \\rite
their own tall tales. Discuss and review the rules of paragraph lOrmation by referring to
the Roman numerals on the outlines the information under each Roman numeral should
comprise a separate paragraph.

Distribute copies of the completed tall tale derived from the student-produced outline above.
'Note: See the end of this lesson for a copy of this story. Since You will need several class
periods to complete this lesson plan. you ss ill has e time to write the story from the outline
and photocopy it. j ( 'ompare the completed narrative to the outline, in order to illustrate
how the sentences and paragraphs follow the same sequence as in the outline. A discussion
of important structures could be integrated into the lesson at this point.

a) Past tense formation

Regular (e.g.. crawl-crawle(I) and irregular (e.g.. Ilv-Ilew)

b) Past continuous tense

Shingles n-cre oil rook

c) Past Perfect tense

lhe ss ind was so strong that it had blown Friday aw a\

c) Past perfect continuous tense

I...g.. I had been walking to school for ten minutes ...

d) Pronouns

/, he: potieSsiVe fOrms My. his, its

e) Sentence combining

using coordinating conjunctions and. hut. ow)

making subordinate clauses: e.g.:
Adverbial as it New hack. when I got there
Adjectival where I salt. a Aoccer Pradising
Nominal I realited ItAal had Jappened

1) Participial phrases used as adjectis al modifiers

I .g_ hmking like a kik'. Hawing hitt.ardA Ihe northeaAl

g) Prepositional phrases

agaiust me. h1 Moil! 0/ MI hOliCe

I hese are Just a less c\amples oistructures that can be taught through this passage. Others
can be round in the list or structure objectiscs at the beginning of this lesson. You will not
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want to teach all of these on an explicit level, of course, but you may find a few of them
worth focusing on.

[Deduct ion/induct ionl

The students then write their own tall tales. based on the outlines completed during the
Practice phase. They can refer to the model tall story "The Windy Day" (see below) to help
them develop their own sentences and paragraphs.

After they have finished their stories, they edit them with the teacher and write their final
drafts.

ISO:evaluation [Deduction/induction I R'ooperation
/Questioning fbr
clarification

V. FOLLOW-UP - Reading

The students could illustrate their tall tales, if desired. Following this, they read their final
drafts to the class.

***************************************************************************

MODEL TALL TALE

A Windy Day

Last Friday it was so windy that I had been walking to school for ten
minutes and I was still in front of my house. Trees were uprooted and flew by,
causing a forest behind me. Shingles were flying off roofs and speeding past
me like frisbees flying at 100 km/hr. I dived to the ground to avoid them, and
crawled towards school on my hands and knees.

Suddenly a neighbor flew by with his coat unbuttoned, looking like a
kite. I held onto a tire hydrant, but it startcd to move so I had to let go. It blew
away and water spouted up into the air, blowing towards the northeast. I

crawled along the curb to the corner, where a "Don't Walk" sign blew off its
post and nearly hit me. Finally I arrived at the school grounds. where I saw a
soccer goalie practising. lie kept kicking the ball into the wind and then tried
to stop it from scoring as it blew back.

I crawled slowly to the front steps of the school. When I got there, a
sudden huge gust of wind blew my school bag away. All my books and
completed assigments were gone. "My teacher will blow up. stronger than the
wind," I thought. I tried to open the door. but it was locked. I wondered why.
Suddenly I realized what had happened. The wind was so strong that it had
blown Friday away, and now it was Saturday!

Fortunately, the journey home was a lot easier. "Hie wind pushed me all
the way! When I got there. I started to do my assignments again. Lucky for
me. I still had two days to finish them.

* **************************************************************************

f) e

ive
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Lesson 9: The Wind Cycle - Science, Language Arts
(Text Questioning Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To elaborate upon the students" prior knowledge about wind
To understand how the wind moves through a cycle

- To draw a cycle diagram and use it as the basis for a descriptive report

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening to note take; in group discussions
Speaking to compare and correct answers in group discussions

- Reading for specific information to verify answers
Writing complete declarative sentences based on questions; a

descriptive report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

air, invisible, observe, cool, warm, areas, heavier, lighter, volume, heats, sun,
earth, ground, rise, atmosphere, upper, sink, take the place of, replace.
movement. underneath, repeat. cycle, main idea, subheading. details, indent.
paragraph, become. introduce, introduction, introductory, conclude, conclusion

Structures:

Subject-verb agreement
Present tense to express scientific truths
Present perfect tense to express actions recently completed but with
significance for the present, e.g.. "Meanwhile, air in the upper atmosphere
has become cooler and heavier ..."
Irregular past tense: sink-sank
Passive voice
Declarative sentence form
Adverbial clauses of reason (because ...)
Restrictive relative clauses beginning with that
Nonrestrictive relative clauses beginning with that; separation by commas
Sentence combining: compound, complex, and compound-complex
sentences
Coordinating conjunction and
Pronoun it; possessive form its
Comparative forms heavier (thaw, lighter (than), cooler (than)
Ilse of the and of with gerunds: e.g.. the warming of
Preposition like to express comparison
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Discoursi: Features:

.lheme-rheme structures
Discourse markers of cause and effect: as a result. causing Io, so,
consequently
Simultaneity expressed by markers as and nicanwhi/c. and through the use
of present participles
Sequence marker as fidlows
Restating marker in other words
Paragraph unity
Structure of a descriptive report

unctions:

Reportini2,
Describing
Fxpressing cause and effect
Comparing and contrasting
Defining

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization. SelectiN e attention. Organizational planning, Sel
monitoring. Sell-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Predicting guessing what will happen to the wind
Inferencing in class discussions: while note taking: when completing the

cycle diagram
Note taking - for answers to questions: when making the cycle diagram
Deduction/induction when writing the descriptive report
Imagery - using the visual of the wind cycle to understand the movement of

the wind: using a cycle diagram to represent a picture
Resourcing - using a picture of the wind cycle taken from a reference book
Auditory representation when taking notes
Haboration of information from questions to a cycle diagram to a

descriptive report
(irouping classifying information into the proper circle of the cycle diagram

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation. Questioning for clarilication. Self-talk

Materials:

An reference book xsith good visuals and a passage describing the causes of wind.
An excellent resource for this lesson is Santillana Bridge to ('oultnunication, Viddle
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I.crel tudenI Languoge Book. Focus Sheet 9.4. I he Visual used in this lesson
is taken Crom this source, and the text is an adaptation of the accompanying reading
passage.
Blank cycle diauram (see Follow-up phase).

Wind
TIIE WIND CYCLE - VISUAL

warm air

r %.1

rs: ev.-e
c

Reprinted h permisskm of the Publisher. Cop rk:ht Q92. h samillana uhi ish (

Compton, ('A, and San I )iero t Init.-led School pktrict. All riIhts reser\ ed. 1,,

c.nnmumeatirot, Ahddh Lcvel CCori('nt I .inguilgt, Focus sheet 9:1.
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THE WIND

Air is difficult to observe because it is invisible. Wind is
moving air. Air always moves from cool areas to warm ;as
because cool air is heavier than the same volume of warm air. In
other words, warm air is lighter than the same volume of cool air.

Wind is caused by the warming and cooling of air, as fol-
lows. The process begins when the sun heats the earth and the air
near the ground, causing it to become lighter. As a result, it rises
into the atmosphere. Meanwhile, air in the upper atmosphere has
become cooler and heavier than the air that is rising, so it falls back
to the earth. There it sinks underneath the warm air, taking its
place. This movement of air is called wind.

Meanwhile, as the warm air rises it becomes cooler and
heavier, like the air that sank and took its place. Consequently, it
sinks back to the earth again, taking the place of other air that is
now rising because it has become warmer and lighter. This
process, which is repeated over and over again, is called the wind
cycle.

Procedures:

I, II, III, IV. PREPARATION, PRESENTATION, PRACTICE, EVALUATION

This lesson employs the Text Questioning Technique (TQT) described in Chapter 3 and
utilized in Lessons I and 3. of this unit. Because the procedure has been illustrated in
exhaustive detail in those two earlier lessons, there is no need to explain the individual
steps again here. Teachers can use the above visual and text, combined with the question
list below, to carry out the first four stages of the TQT procedure.

Remember that the written text:

remains face up throughout the preparation phase, as the students arc brainstorming;

remains face down throughout the presentation phase, as they are note taking;

remains face up during the practice phase, as they are checking their answers;

remains face down during the evaluation phase, when they arc reading their answers
to the teacher

The written u_!xt contains a few discourse markers that should he discussed prior to the
note taking activity: in other words, as follow! meanwhile, and consequently. Since
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these are not likely to come out of the discussion of the visual in the Preparation stage,
take special care to write these on the board and discuss their meanings with the students.

When the first four phases have been completed, collect the texts (to prevent copying)
and tell the students that they are going to write their own descriptive reports explaining
the wind cycle.

QUESTIONS FOR PRESENTATION PHASE (NOTE TAKING1

Note: The answers, not given to the students, are in parentheses.

Why is air difficult to observe? invisible

2.
what is wind?

3. A. Where does air always move? .froni cool arecs to warm areas
B. Why? cool air heavier

4. A. What two things does the sun heat? earth and air near ground
B. What happens to the air'? becomes lighter
C. What does it do? rises into atmosphere

5. A. What happens to the air in the upper atmosphere'? becomes cooler and heavier
B. What does it do as a result? .firlls back to earth

6. A. When it reaches the earth, what does the cool air sink underneath? warm air
13. What does it do to the warm air? takes its place

7. What is this movement of air called? wind

8. A. What happens to the warm air as it rises? becomes cooler and heavier
R. Then what happens to it? falls

9. A. What happens to the cool air that fell'? becomes warmer and lighter
13. Then what happens to it'? rises

10. A. What is this process called? wilul cycle
Whv? repeated over and over

V. FOLLOW-UP - Writing

Give the students a Nan' cycle diagram that they can use to construct their ow n ind

cycle graphic (see next page).



As mentioned ahove. tell the students that the\ are going to write a description of the d
cycle. I'his will be a descriptive report.

A sk:

I low will You write Your report'? What could ou use to help \ on plan a report on
the wind cycle? (a cycle dikiram)



Do c,u remember how to draw a cycle diagram? Which cycle did we draw before'?
(the water cycle) Did ou use this to write your descriptive reports? (yes)
Let's liii in this cycle diagram together. You can till in yours as I do mine on the
Overhead.
First, we need to put something in the middle. What is that called? (the title) What
is the title of this diagram? (The Wind ('ycle) Good. Fill that in on your diagrams.
What must you remember to do when writing it'? (use capitals for the first letter of
each word)
Now let's till in circle Ill . Fach of the three circles tell something about what
happens to the air. What happens to the air first? (various answers uets warmer.
gets heated by the sun. rises. etc.) For Subheading IQ let's write: Warm Air
Rises.
Now, wherecan we find some details about this? (from our question list) Good.
1.00k at your question lists. Which question should we look at? (number 4) I low
do you know'? (It's on the diagram.) What are the answers to A. 13. and C in
number 4? Remember. you shouldn't write down every word here. Just write the
important word. as you do when you take notes.

A. sun heats earth and air hear ground
II. air becomes huhter
C. rises into atmosphere

Good. Write these on our diagrams. as I have done on the overhead.

- Now let's fill in the other two circles. We need subheadings for both. What is the
opposite of "warm air rises"? (cool air falls) Good. I. Ise that as subheading 112:
Cool Air Falls.
What does the cool air do alter it falls back to earth? (takes the place of the warm
air) Yes. Let's use the word "replaces" instead it means the same thing as
"takes the place of." Our third subheading should be: Cool Air Replaces Warm
Air.
Now fill in the details yourself'. ise the answers to the questions numbered in the
circles. Remember to use note form.

I'he students should have little trouble tilling in the details of circles /12 and 113. Alter they
have done this. take up the answers with them and complete the overhead transparency of
the wind cycle diagram. The final diagram should resemble the figure on the next page.

/Organizational planning/
/Selective attention/
/Sell-monitoring/

1.Vote taking/
Riroupingl
IlranAlcrl
/Imagery/
!Deduction induction/
1ln/crowing/
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Subheading 1/2
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13.
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Subheading V1
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4. A. C

CAA,CL

B.

C
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Strategy Instruction:

IDeduclionfinduction I--

The next stage of this lesson is the writing of the descriptive report. Each student will write
his or her own report. using the above diagram as a partial guide. Actually, this diagram
pertains only to the second, third. and fourth paragraphs of the final report, which will
contain five paragraphs in all:

Paragraph 1: Introductory sentence
Paragraphs 2. 3. 4: I3ody of report
Paragraph 5: Conclusion

The students will be told what to write for the introductory sentence. and then they will
write the next three paragraphs themselves, using the diagram as a guide. Finally, they will
be told how to construct the concluding paragraph, as shown below. The teaching process
is as follows.

Tell the students that they can use this diagram to guide them in writing their descriptive
reports on the wind cycle.

What will your title be? (The Wind ('ycle) Where will you put it? (top of the page.
in the centre)
What will You do then'? (leave a line)

- !low many paragraphs will your report contain? (three) Are you sure? Don't you
need a sentence to introduce the topic? (yes) What can we call this? It comes from
the word "introduce"? (introduction) Good. Another word that comes from
"introduce" is "introductory" the first paragraph will be an introductory
paragraph.
We are also going to include a concluding paragraph. What can we call that'? It

comes from the word "conclude"? (conclusion)
It' you include an introductory sentence, three paragraphs based on the diagram. and
a conclusion. how many paragraphs will you have altogether'? (five)

Good. We'll start with the introduction. Let's make one up together. I low many
steps are there in the wind cycle'? (three) So let's say that:

There are three steps in the wind cycle.

We could use this sentence as it is, but here is a good way to improve it. Where are
you going to put the details'? (after it) Yes. Another word for this is "following."
The details will follow, won't they? (yes) So let's use these words at the end of the
sentence: as follows. Our introductory sentence becomes:

There are three steps in the wind cycle, as follows.

What punctuation mark do we use with "as follows"? (comma) Yes. You usually
put a comma just before it.
\A/hat must you do when you write this .entence in your reports'? (indent it)
Good. And what word will you use to begin your next paragraph'? (first) Yes.
because you're going to start 11\ describing the first step of the wind cycle. What
word will you use to start the next naragraph'? (second) And the next'? (third)



Good. Can you go ahead and write the next three paragraphs by yourselves now.
using the diagram to guide you? (yes)
Remember to put in all the missing "little words" when you write these paragraphs.
For example, you wouldn't write "sun heats earth." would you? (no) What would
you write'? ("the sun heats the earth")

'Me students work individually, writing the introductory sentence (paragraph) into their
reports and then using their cycle diagrams to guide them in writing the next three
paragraphs. When they have finished these, they edit them with their partners and correct
any mistakes they can detect.

/Organizational planning/
1Se If-monitoring/

Ihnageryl 1(.00perationl
[Elaboration/ lOuestioning fOr
IDeductionfincluctionl clarificationl

1Self-talkl

SAMPLE OF TEXT TO THIS I'OINT

The Wind Cycle

There are three steps in the wind cycle, as follows.

First, the sun heats the earth and the air near the ground. The
air becomes lighter and rises into the atmosphere.

Second, the air in the upper atmosphere becomes cooler and
heavier. As a result, it falls back to earth.

Third, the cool air sinks underneath the warm air and takes its
place. This movement of air is called wind.

Note that variations are possible. as the students can combine sentences in different ways
and use different discourse markers (e.g.. so or consequently instead of as a result)

The final step is to write the concluding paragraph. One structural (grammatical) objective
that can be accomplished at this point is to have the students write nonrestrictive relative
clauses beginning with "that" (see below). Explicit grammatical instruction is not
necessary here.

Now that you have finished these three paragraphs. let's look at what you have so
far. In one word, what have you described? (wind) Yes, you have explained what
causes wind.
Look at the diagram again. What is the title? ((he wind cycle) Why'? (because it
happens over and over) What tells us this, in the diagram? (the arrows)
I.00k at your reports. Are there arrows in your reports? (no) Do you say that this
process happens over and over'? (no) So you haven't explained that this is a cycle,
have you? (no)
Well, you have to do that, it- your report is to be complete. Let's look at the
diagram again, and think about why this is a cycle.
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- What rose into the atmosphere'? (warm air) What happens to it when it reaches the
upper atmosphere? (It cools.)
What fa to the earth'? (cool air) What happens to it when it reaches thc earth? (It
gets warm: or, it warms.)
Yes. So the process repeats over and over. Your last paragraph should explain this,
shouldn't it? (yes)

- What should you explain first in this paragraph? (what happens to the warm air)
Good. Here's how I want you to write this sentence. Start with "the warm air."
Then use the word "that" followed by something to described the warm air. Fhen
tell what happens to it. It looks like this:

The warm air that

If you do it this way. you can include two ideas in one sentence. What should we
put in the first blank'? What happened to the warm air first'?.(lt rises into the upper
atmosphere) I asked. "What happened to the warm air first I want to know what
happened to it in the past. What is the past tense of "rise"'? (rose) Good. So what
happened to it? (It rose into the upper atmosphere) Good. We write:

The warm air that rose into the upper atmosphere

Now it is in the upper atmosphere what happens to it'? Ise the present tense. (It
cools.) Can you use the word "become"? (It becomes cooler.) So we could write:

The warm air that rose into the upper atmosphere becomes cooler.

- What will you describe next'? (what happens to the cool air) What did happen? (It
fell to the earth.) And then? (It warms.) Use "become." (It becomes warmer.)
Good. Can yoll write your own second sentence. using the word "that"? (yes)
I %Non't write it down for you I want you to write it yourselves.

- What happens next? (1!. repeats.) What does? 1.se the word "process." (The process
repeats.) Over and over'? (yes) What is this called'? (the wind cycle) Can you
finish the last paragraph yoursel I. then'? (yes)

The students write the last paragraph. beginning with the sentence above (The warm air
that rose into the upper atmosphere becomes cooler) and writing the rest themselves, as
instructed. Then they edit their work with their partners. Ihe can edit them a final time
when they read their reports to the teacher.

I Organizational planning/ I Deduct ion'huluct ion I

ISelf:evaltuu ion I

SAMPLE OF FINAL PARAGRAPH

I ('Ooperat ion I
/Questioning JO!.
clarification I

I Sell:talk I

The warm air that rose into the upper atmosphere becomes
cooler. The cool air that fell to the earth becomes warmer. The process
repeats over and over again. This is called the wind ccle.



Lesson 10: Barometer Experiment - Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

To learn more about the concept of' air pressure.
To construct a barometer and use it to detect changes in atmospheric air pressure
for a period of 2-3 weeks.
To understand how changes in air pressure can signal changes in the weather.

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening - during discussions; for oral instructions during the dictation
phase of the DIT

Speaking - to exchange information and assistance when the students are
checking their instructions and performing the experiment

Reading - their notes, when discussing the experiment method and
performing the experiment

Writing - taking notes; completing a science experiment report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

flask, beaker, food colouring, felt marker, air pressure, barometer, upside
down, rim, in place, constant, clause, imperative, passive voice, irregular,
subject, object

Structures:

Imperative forms of verbs
Infinitive forms of verbs, used when stating objectives
Past tense was, were, and regular verb rest/rested

- Passive voice
Past participles
Subordinate clauses beginning with when, so that, where
Mass (noncount) nouns taking singular forms of verbs (e.g.,
poured)
Prepositions

Discourse Features:

- Sequential markers first, second, etc.
- Format of a science experiment report
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Functions:

- stating objectives using infinitive forms
Listing (apparatus)

- Reporting a science experiment in its entirety

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

- Selective attention, Organizational planning, Self-monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Note taking - during the dictation
Inferencing - as they are filling in the blanks while taking notes

- Deduction/induction - when writing the experiment report
Imagery - using science equipment and drawing a diagram

- Elaboration - of prior knowledge about air pressure
- Transfer - of skills of DIT and writing an experiment report

Auditory representation - when taking notes

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation, Questioning for clarification, Self-talk

Materials:

Apparatus for each pair of students:
- one flask
- one beaker
- food colouring

water
- felt marker

Instructions sheet for distribution to students. See below for one version, with
imperative verbs and nouns omitted.

Procedures:

This experiment was adapted from the section "Make a barometer" in John Farndon's
Eyewitness Explorers Weuther (Stoddart Publishing Co., Toronto, 1992, 31).

This lesson utilizes the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) described in Chapter 3 and
used in Lessons 2 and 6 of this unit. See Lesson 6 for a set of general procedures that
can be followed in constructing any DIT lesson, and use these procedures to make a
specific plan for this lesson on the construction and use of a barometer.

The experiment Objective, Apparatus, and Method are given below, along with the
students' instruction sheet, a diagram, and some specific advice on applying step 11 of the
DIT general procedure (see Lesson 6),
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Barometer Experiment

Objective: to construct a barometer and use it to detect changes in air pressure.

Apparatus: Flask, beaker, water. food colouring, felt marker.

Method:

I. Make the barometer on a rainy day when the air pressure is low.

2. Mix the water with some food colouring.

3. Set the flask upside down in the beaker so that it rests on the rim of the beaker and the
mouth of the flask does not touch the bottom of the beaker.

4. Remove the flask and pour enough co!oured water into the beaker to cover the neck
of the flask when it is in place.

5. Mark the level of water in the flask on the beaker.

6. Set the barometer in a place where the temperature is fairly constant.

7. Mark any changes in the water level during the next few weeks.

Note to the teacher: When the water is high in the flask, air pressure is high and the
weather should stay fine. When the water is low in the flask, air pressure is low and
the weather will be stormy.

rks
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Instructions Distributed to Students for DIT

CONSTRUCTING AND USING A BAROMETER

the on a rainy when the

is low.

the

the

of the

does not touch the of the

with some

upside down in the

and the

so that it rests on the

of the

4. the and enough coloured

into the to cover the of the when it is

in place.

5. the of in the on the

6. the in a where the

is fairly constant.

7. any in the during the next few



Additional notes on the application of step 11 of the DU:

Note: See Lesson 6 for a general description of this step.

The instructions for this experiment differ slightly from those in Lessons 2 and 6 (previous
applications of the DIT) in an important respect: they contain subordinate clauses whose
verbs are in the present tense. E.g.:

I. Make the barometer on a rainy day when the air pressure is low.

3. Set the flask upside down in the beaker so that it rests on the rim of the beaker
and the mouth of the beaker does not touch the bottom of the beaker.

Instructions 4 and 6 also contain present tense verbs in subordinate clauses.

When the instructions are converted from the imperative to the passive voice in step 11, all
verbs must be changed to to the past tense because the students are reporting steps that have
been completed in the past. In Lessons 2 and 6, only the main verbs needed to be changed
to past tense; this was accomplished by using either was or were when forming the passive
verbs. In this experiment, in contrast, all the other verbs must also be changed to the past
tense. E.g.:

I. The barometer was made on a rainy day when the air pressure was low.

Instruction on this point could proceed as follows.

What was the first step on your instruction list'?

1. Make the barometer on a rainy day when the air pressure is low.

What form is the verb in this sentence? (imperative)
Why? (tells us what to do)
How would you write this in your science experiment? (in the passive voice)
I low do you write the passive voice? (sentence object becomes subject, verb includes
past tense of "to be," main verb changes to past participle)
I low would you change from the imperative to the passive voice in instruction I'?
("The barometer was made ...")
Good. Notice the capital "T" on "the" and the irregular past participle of "make."
What is it'? ("made")

Is there another verb in step I'? (yes) What is it'? ("is")
Yes, "is" is the verb of the part of the sentence "when the air pressure is low." Do
you know what a group of words like this is called? (no)
A group of words containing a verb is called a clause. Does this clause have a
subject? (yes) What is it'? ("the air pressure")
What tense is thc verb "is"? (present) What tense do we want here'? Remember, you
are reporting something that took place in the past. (past tense)
What is the past tense of "is"'? ("was")
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Good. If we change it, our passive sentence becomes:

1. The barometer was made on a rainy day when the air pressure was low.

Some of the other instructions also contain clauses, so we need to change the verbs
they contain. Let's do step 3 together. Here's what you have:

3. Sid- the ,e.dec_ upside down in the lpee,..4_9., so that it

rests on the /-12.),,, of the .1-e.A.ke".. and the " .ii, of the

does not touch the of the 1.,-ea.k2", .

First, change the imperative verb to the passive voice. What must we do? (move the
subject to the front, ins:.rt "was," and change the verb "set" to its past participle.
which happens to be the same as the imperative).
Do you see the words "so that"? These words mark the beginning of a very long
clause in fact, the rest of the sentence is a clause containing two verbs. What are
they? ("rests" and "does")
Let's change them to the past tense. What do they become? ("rested" and "did")
So our completed sentence, in the passive voice and past tense. is:

3. The flask was set upside down in the beaker so that it rested on the rim of the
beaker and the mouth ot' the flask did not touch the bottom of the beaker.

Try to change the other sentences yourselves. Ask me for help if you need it.

[Deduction/incluctionl [Questioning .fin.
clarification]



Lesson 11: Acid Rain Experiment - Science
(Dictated Instructions Technique)

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

- To learn more about how waste gases dissolve in rain to form acid rain
- To test for acid in rain water

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening during discussions; for the oral instructions during the dictation
phase of the DIT

Speaking - exchanging information and assistance when the students are
checking their instructions and performing the experiment

Reading - of notes, when students are discussing the experiment method
and performing the experiment

Writing taking notes; completing a science experiment report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

beaker, measuring cup, sieve, bowl, rain water, distilled water, cabbage
leaves, finely, chopped, pour, strain, compare, acid, acidic, turns, soak, juice,
millilitres (m1), equal, adjective

Structures:

Imperative forms of verbs
Infinitive forms of verbs, used whcn stating objectives
Use of present tense to express hypothetical future in statements like "If
the rain water turns red, it is acidic."

- Passive voice
Past participles
Subject-verb agreement
Mass (noncount) nouns taking singular forms of verbs (e.g., water was
poured)
Past tense of "to be" - was and were
Punctuation - use of colon when listing, or after headings; use of comma
in lists
Adjectives
Demonstrative pronoun that (e.g.. Compare the colour of X with that of
Y)
Prepositions used with certain verbs - put into, pour over, pour into, strain
through, add to, compare with, etc.
Indefinite and definite articles a/an, the
Pronouns - tlwy/them; demonstrative pronoun that
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I):scourse Features:

Sequential markers first second, etc.
Format of a science experiment report
Ise of indefinite article to introduce items into a discourse (e.g.. "Put X

into a bowl") and use of definite article to signal items previously
introduced (e.g.. "Strain the cabbage juice ...)

Functions:

Stating objectives using infinitive forms
Listing (apparatus)
Reporting a science experiment in its entirety
Comparing, using expression compare X with Y

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Selective attention. Organizational planning. Self-monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Note taking during the dictation
lnferencing - as they arc filling in the blanks w hen taking notes
Deduction/induction when writing the experiment report
Imagery using science Lquipment and drawing a diagram
Elaboration - of prior know:edge from I.essons 3. 4. and 7 on the

and precipitation
Transfer of skills of INT and writing an experiment report
Auditory representation when taking notes

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation. Questioning for clarification. Self-talk

Materials:

water cycle

- Apparatus for the acid rain experiment. For each pair of students: 2 finely chopped
red cabbage leaves, distilled water, rain water. a bowl. 2 beakers. a measuring cup.
and a sieve.

A method instructions sheet for distribution to the students. See end of lesson for
one possible version. with imperative verbs and adjectives replaced by blanks.



Procedures:

This experiment was adapted from the section "Testing for acid rain" in John Farndon's
Eyewitness Explorers Weather (Stoddart Publishing Co., Toronto, 1992, p. 53)

This lesson utilizes the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) described in Chapter
3 and used in Lessons 2, 6, and 10 of this unit. See Lesson 6 for a set of general
procedures that can be followed in constructing any DIT lesson, and use these procedures
to make a specific lesson plan for this lesson on testing for acid rain.

The experiment Objective, Apparatus, and Method are given below, along with the
students' instruction sheet (containing blanks to be filled in during the Presentation phase)
and a diagram.

Objective: to test for the presence of acid rain in rainwater.

Apparatus (Materials):

- 2 finely chopped red cabbage leaves
- distilled water
- rain water

a bowl
- 2 beakers
- a measuring cup
- a sieve

Method (Instructions):

1. Put the two finely chopped red cabbage leaves into a bowl.

2. Pour hot distilled water over the cabbage leaves and soak them for an hour.

3. Strain the cabbage juice through a sieve into a measuring cup. Note the colour.

4. Pour a few millilitres of distilled water into one beaker and pour an equal amount of
rain v.ater into another beaker.

5. Add the same amount of cabbage juice to each beaker.

6. Compare the colour of the distilled water with that of the acid rain water.

Note: If the rain water turns red, it is acidic.
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Instructions Distributed to Students for DIT:

Test for Acid Rain

1 the

leaves into a bowl.

2. water over the leaves and

them for an hour.

3. the juice through a sieve into a cup.

the colour.

4. a millilitres of water into

beaker and an amount of water into

beaker.

5. the amount of juice to beaker.

6. the colour of the water with that of the

water.

Note: If the rain water turns red, it is acidic.



LEARNING LOG' FOR LESSONS 6-11

VOCABULARY I KNOW:

Weather Nouns

humid
dampness
relative humidity
hygrometer
precipitation
liquid
drizzle
rain
sleet
snow
hail
temperature
droplet
breeze
fog
degrees
Celsius
flood
ice
conditions
crystal
flake
snowflake
level
blizzard
"white out"
current
hailstone
layer
gust
air
sun
earth
atmosphere
movement
cycle
air pressure
rain water

Experiment Nouns

bar graph
chart
flask
beaker
food colouring
barometer
sieve
bowl
distilled water
acid
millilitre (nil)
measuring cup

Miscellaneous Nouns

oatmeal carton
rubber bands
cotton
shoestring
slot
description
effects
diameter
beneficial
street
road
points
branches
damage
property
journey
millimetre (mm)
positive
shingle
frisbee
kite
fire hydrant
curb
area
volume
ground
cabbage leaves

")22
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Academic English Terms

imperative
past participle
regular
irregular
idiom
literal language
figurative language
exaggerate
tall tale
outline
narrative
homonym
introduction
body
climax
conclusion
event
plot
setting
problem
solution
main idea
subheading
detail
indent
paragraph
clause
adjective



Weather Verbs Adjectives

freeze consecutive
drop frozen
float approximate
splash still
collide damp
dri ft low
bump moist
ranging blocked
stick serious
heat sudden
rise huge
sink invisible
replace cool
repeat warm

lighter
Experiment Verbs upper

constant
calculate finely
determine chopped
record acidic
observe
boil Adverbs
pour
strain exactly
compare extremek
turn still
soak lortunatel\
equal

Discourse Markers
Miscellaneous Verbs

first
slot second
slide third
slip
lit last

tOrm also
uproot as well
avoid in contrast
craw I in conclusion
let go
spout up suddenly'
realize fortunately

as ZI result
causing
so

consequentk

22.01

as

meanwhile
as follows
in other words



CONTENT

I can:

construct a hygrometer
explain how to measure relative humidity
perform and report a science experiment using the headings: Objective. Apparatus,
Method, Observations, Conclusion, and Diagram
name, identify. and explain the five different types of precipitation and their
characteristics
distinguish between main and supporting ideas to complete a T-list
construct a wind cycle diagram
describe how the wind moves through a cycle in a written report
understand and explain air pressure
construct a barometer and use it to measure changes in air pressure
explain how changes in air pressure can signal changes in the weather
explain how waste gases dissolve in rain to form acid rain
test for acid in rain water

LANGUAGE

I can:

write a science experiment report in its entirety
state objectives using infinitive forms
list apparatus using appropriate punctuation
fill in the imperative forms of verbs while listening to dictated instructions
write sentences in the passive voice
write verbs in the past tense
write paragraphs in the correct form, remembering to indent
write an expository essay on the forms of precipitation
classify information
use pronouns to replace nouns
combine sentences using conjunctions
combine sentences using clauses
write an outline consisting of an introduction, body. climax, and conclusion
write an exaggerated story or tall talc from an outline
explain and give examples of idioms
explain and give examples of homonyms
write a descriptive report from a cycle diagram
write an introductory paragraph and a conclusion

LEARNING STRATEGIES

i 'sing metacognitive strategies (those on the blue sheet). I can:

look at headings, subheadings. pictures. and diagrams to predict the contents of a
reading passage



plan how to accomplish a task before I start it
pay attention to selected key words to help me complete a task
monitor or check my understanding as I am doing an activity
evaluate if I have successfully completed a task

lising cognitive strategies (those on the green sheet). I can:

take notes during a dictation to complete answers to questions, a T-list, or the method
of a science experiment
elaborate upon prior knowledge to complete and understand new tasks
transfer previous skills or facts to new tasks
use pictures to understand new information
use inferencing or guessing when taking notes and performing other tasks
group or classify information in categories
summarize information from a text on a T-list
imagine exaggerated events in my mind as I write about them
use resources. such as notes. T-lists. and summaries, to gather information and complete
a new task

llsing social-affective strategies (those on the pink sheet). I can:

ask questions to get more information to help me and my classmates learn
cooperate and share information with others as I learn
use self-talk or say "out loud" what I am going to write, to hear what sounds best
before I write it
use self-talk as I perform the steps involved in the method of a science experiment



Lesson 12:

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

Weather Systems Research - Science, Geography,
Language Arts
(Research Technique)

.bo learn how to use the library to find resources for a research project
To do research on a weather topic and to write a report on it
To gather information about a weather system or phenomenon (e.g., hurricane.
typhoon. cyclone, thunderstorm. monsoon. tornado. ('hinook. flood, drought) in
order to make a presentation about it at a later date

Language Objectives:

Skills:

listening to instructions; in group discussions
Speaking in group discussions; when editin
Reading - reference materials for specific informatiom self-produced

research reports, when editing them with the teacher
Writing a research report

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

cause, occur, countries, continents, zones, hemisphere, described. effects,
environment, interesting, research, report. reference, reference materials.
resources. filmstrips, encyclopedias, dictionaries, extra, specific, particular.
expression make use (ne

Structures:

Subject-verb agreement
Capitalization or proper nouns
I. ise of commas after sentence-initial conjuncts like first, and also in lists
Subordinate clauses
Coordinating conjunctions and, but. or
Prepositions of place (e.g.. occur in)
Personal pronouns it, they
Descriptive adjectives (used to describe weather phenomena)

Discourse Features:

Paragraph structure
Organization of' a research report

- Sequence markers first, then, next, finallv



sequence expression as fiVlows
Exemplifying marker such as

Functions:

Reporting
Describing

- Defining

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

- Advance organization. Organizational planning. Selective attention. Self-
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Resourcing using library resources to obtain information
Imagery choosing and using resources with good pictures and diagrams
Note taking as they find information in their reference books
Elaboration - of prior knowledge about the weather, when doing their

research reports: expanding notes into complete sentences when writing
their reports

Grouping - information on the research outline
Inferencing as they are taking notes to till in the missing parts of their

research outlines
Deduction/induction - when they are writing complete and correct sentences

in the paragraphs of their research report
.Fransfer - of previous knowledge. writing skills. etc.. to assist them in

completing their reports

Social-A ITective Strategies:

Cooperation. Questioning for clarification

Materials:

Books and resources from the school library.
- Outline for weather system research (either statement or question format sec

Presentation phase).

Procedures:

Note: This lesson employs the Research Technique described in Chapter 3.

I. PREPARATION

Lach student chooses a w eitther s stem. phenomenon. or condition to re.;earch. II the clas
is a large one. two students ma work together on the same topic. Some weather systems



or phenomena that could be researched are: hurricanes, typhoons. cyclones, monsoons,
tornadoes, thunderstorms, Chinooks. floods, and drouats.

The students go to the library and have the librarian help them to look up suitable hooks
or resources about their topic in the card cataloizue or on the computer. They sign out the
books and return to the classroom to prepare for the note taking part of their research
project.

/Advance organization/ IResoureingl IC'ooperationl
/Imagery/

Strategy Instruction:

Ask:
II?estmrcingl--

What kinds of books are you going to use'? (library books, reference hooks.
encyclopedias, dictionaries, filmstrips. etc.)
flow will these books or resources help you? (They give extra information about our
topic.)
When you want to find extra information. where do you think you will find it'? (in
the library)
What did you use in the library to help you find your resources or books? (card
catalogue and/or computer)
How did the card catalogue or computer help you? (We just looked up the weather
system and it listed all the resources in the library.)
What does the library contain'? (books, dictionaries, encyclopedias, filmstrips. etc.:
or, lots of resources) Good. Another name for all these things. besides "resources,"
is reference materials.

Another way of saying "to use something" in English is to say we "make use of it."
For example, what do you use to brush your teeth? (a toothbrush) Yes, so we say
that wc "make use of a toothbrush" to brush our teeth.
Will you make use of the resources or reference materials you have found? (yes)
I low'? (to find information about our topics)
Making use of resources like this is a strategy not listed on the learning strategy
sheets. What do you think we could call it? (resourcing)
Once again, how does resourcing help you? (to find extra information to understand
and complete the task)
Which sheet should we add it to'? Is it a type of planning or evaluation? (no) Then
which sheet would he suitable'? (the green sheet) Why? (It helps us to understand.)
Can we write a definition of this new strategy called resourcing? What should we
write? (e.g.. Ise RESOURCES such as reference materials.")

[Imagery/

Show two books. one containing mostly written text and a few pictures. and the other
containing many pictures. Ask:

Which book would you rather use? Why?
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When you were looking for your library resources or books, which books attracted
you? (books with pictures, diagrams, etc.)
Why? (easier to understand)
Which strategy is that on the green sheet? (Use IMAGES and PICTURES.)

- How do images and pictures help you to understand or remember? (various answers,
e.g., they show what happens without a lot of words)

II. PRESENTATION - Listening and speaking

In this phase, the students are presented with the outline they will use to guide their
research into the topic they have chosen. The outline they are given can be either in
statement form or in question form. As a general rule, outlines in statement form are
more appropriate for ESI, students at the low-intermediate level, while those in question
form are suitable for students at the high-intermediate or advanced levels. Samples of both
types are included here.

Research Outline - Type 1 (Statement Form - for low-intermediate students)

(Name of weather system or condition)

I. There are several causes of a

First,

Next.

Finally,

hemispheres)

3. A

occur in (Name countries, continents, zones. and

can be described as follows.

4. A has many effects upon the environment, such as

5. Other interesting things about a are as Follows.



Research Outline - Type 2 (Question Form - for more advanced students)

(Name or weather system or condition)

1. What are the causes of fa)

A. First.

B. Then,

C. Next.

D. Finally,

2. Where do occur?

(Name countries. continents, zones, and hemispheres)

3. How would (a) be described'?

4. What effects does (a) have upon the environment afterwards'?

5. Are there any other interesting things about (a)
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The students should be shown how to use their outline to help them perform their research.
Choose a particular weather system or condition that has not been selected by the students.
and using the overhead, model the activity of completing the outline. The students may
assist by finding the necessary information in the books and contributing ideas about what
to write.

Be sure to emphasize (and demonstrate) that the information entered in the outline should
be in note form. 'this is not the proper time for writing the report in complete English
sentences and paragraphs that will come later.

/Organizational planning/
/Selective ementionl
1Se II:monitoringl

Stratep. Instruction:

Ask:

/Note taking!
Resourcingl

/Elaboration/
/Clomping/
Inferencingl

What strategies from the green sheet did we use'?

1.Vote

1('Ooperationl
/Questioning fin-

clarification/

..'.1I at do you write down as you take notes'? (important words or answers)
When do You take notes? (while reading)
Is this different From taking notes from a listening activity, or is it the same? (both
different and the same)
I low is it different'? (We have to read to get the answers. instead of listening for the
answers.)
I low is it the same'? (We look for the important words. both in reading and in
listening. )

I low does taking notes help you? (We complete the task and we remember the
information.)
I lave vou ever read something, not taken notes. and tried to find it later? (various
answers, perhaps examples)
Besides helping you to remember, what else does taking notes do for you'? (saves us
time by keeping information in simple form, easy to find)

- Does taking notes as you read help you to understand the information better'? (yes)
Do you always read like this. taking notes as you read the material'? (no) When
don't you read like this? (when we read stories. newspapers. magazines, etc.) That's
right. you don't take notes when you read those things. What you are doing in this
lesson is a special type of reading. called reading for specific information.

Do you know what "specific" means? (no) When you read these books about
weather. will .oti lind a lot of information in them? (yes) Nlore than .oti reall need
to know'? (Yes) You want to find certain information that will help you complete



your outlines. isn't that right'? (yes) So you're going to look for information of
special types. for example, where your weather system occurs and what causes it.
This is called specific information it's the information you're interested in. not all
the information.
There's another important word you should know, that means almost the same thing.
It's the word particular. When you read through the resources you have found.
you'll he looking for particular information.

- When you are completing the outline by tilling in the missing parts, how do vou
know what to till in? (intelligent guesses using the key words)

- When you make intelligent guesses to complete the missing parts, which strategy are
you using? (inferencing) Which sheet is this on? (the green sheet)
Are your intelligent guesses or inferences usually correct? (yes)
I lon does inferencing help you? (to complete the task or outline)

ISelective auentionl-- 1Groupingh

Note: Assume that the question version of the outline is used in the following instructional
sequence.

What is the key word in question I of the outline'? ("causes")
- What are the key words in question 2? ("occur in countries, continents, zones,

and hemispheres") [Discuss these terms with the students.I
In question 3? ("described")
In question 4? ("effects ... upon the environment")
In question 5'? ("other interesting things")

In number I. when you are describing the causes of a particular weather condition,
what words witl help you to describe the order of events? ("first, then. next." etc.)
How will these words help you'? (They keep the events in order.)
When you are looking for where a particular weather system or condition "occurs"
in number 2, what will you he looking for? (countries, continents, zones, and
hemispheres)
Which learning strategy on the blue sheet are you using when you arc selecting one
or two key words to help you to find or write the information you need'? (selective
attention)
I low does selective attention, that is, paying special attention to key words, help you'?
(helps us find or locate the necessary information to complete the task)
When you find the answers, how do you know where to write them? (beside the key
words in the outline)

- Where would you write the answer "the tropics including Asia, Africa, South
America. and Australia"? (beside number 2)
Why'? (That's where it belongs, because it answers where the weather condition
")ccurs.")
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Which strategy on the green sheet are you using when you write the words where
they belong? (grouping)

IResoureingl--
1Elaborationl--

When you use library books or other reference materials, what strategy are you
using'? (resourcing)
Do you understand why we added this strategy to the green sheet?
I low does resourcing help you?
What do these books or resources give you? (extra information)
Does this help you to learn new things or elaborate upon what you already know?
(yes) What is this strategy called? (elaboration)
What helps you to understand the new information? (w hat we already know)
In other words, could you say you start at the bottom and your knowledge expands
like this?

Think about what you knew about weather systems and conditions when we started
this unit, and think about \vhat vou know now. I lave we built upon your prior
knowledge, that is, what you already knew about weather'? (yes)

III. PRACTICE (First Phase) - Reading and writing

The students will complete the outline by reading their resources or materials and writing
down the information as the ,. find it. Although each student has chosen his/her own
weather system or condition, they may work together to assist each other in finding the
necessary information.

While they are workinu, be sure to circulate to give students the cues or assistance they
need to move ahead. The books consulted will no doubt contain a variety of cues to the
different information, and since not all of these cues have hcen listed on the outline, special
help will be of great value to the students as they grapple with the reading/note taking task.

/Selective attention/
/Sell-monitoring/

/Note taking/
11?esourcingl
/Grouping/
/Elaboration/
I In/crowing/

IV. EVALUATION (First Phase) - Listening and speaking

I('ooperationl
lOuestioning Or
clarification/

When the students have written all the necessary information to complete the task. they
show it to the teacher, v ho discusses with the students how they are going to write the first
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draft of their weather system research. This draft will be written in proper English
(complete sentences, etc.), so the students will have to move from notes to formal reporting.

Note: It' the students have used the outline in statement form, the writing task is fairly
straightforward, as many of the structural cues have already been provided. The
students will still benefit from the Deduction/induction strategy instruction below,
however, as this will reinforce the different structures they encounter here. If the
students have used the question version of the outline, the deduction/induction
strategy instruction below will be essential in helping them to write their reports.

Strategy Instruction:

/Deductionfinduction/--

1.00k at question 1. What will your first sentence be? Which words from the
question will you use in writing a good sentence to begin this paragraph of your
report? RInderline the words as the students identify them.'

1. What are the causes of a

A. First.

B. 'then,

C'. Next,

9

D. Finally.

Was there one cause or more than one cause? (more)
If there were more than one cause, what could we say for "more than one"'? (many
or several causes)
What would be the first word of your sentence? ("There")
What kind of' letter does "there" start with'? (capital) Why'? (first word of' a sentence)
lIsing the words "there" and "many" or "several." as well as the words underlined in
question 1. what would you write? It king arrows. show how the desired sentence
can be fOrmed.I

\k'hat are the causes of a

There are several causes of a

9

Integrating discourse markers, capitalization, punctuation, and structures into content-
area work:

When vou are writing the causes, do they occur in a certain order? (yes)
I low would you show the sequential order? (by using certain words)
Which words would you use? ("first, then, next. finally")
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What du these words show? (the order of the causes)
Where do these words go in your sentences? (at the beginning)
What kind of letter do you have to use at the beginning of each word? (capital)
What goes after each of these words? (a comma)
Is this a lot of information? Would all this information he enough to complete one
paragraph? (yes)
What do you have to remember to do when you start your paragraph? (indent)

I.00k at question 2.

2. Where do occur?

- What word goes in the blank? (the weather system we're reporting) Singular or
plural here'? (plural) I low do you know'? (no "a" before the blank: also. auxiliary
verb "do")
Good. Let's put an "s" into the blank, to show that it's plural. Also. let's underline
the key word here. What is it'? ("occur")

2. Where do (s) occur?

.--) _----)
,----

v-
(s) occur

Is this new information, or the same kind of information you wrote when answering

question 1 ? (new information)
I f this is new intbrmation, would it he in the same paragraph or in a new paragraph?

(new paragraph)
What do you have to do to show it is a new paragraph? (indent)

What word would you use after "occur" in your answer to question 2? ("in")
- \xl.1.-iat would You write'? (" (s) occur in")

What would you write after "in"'? (the countries, continents. zones. or hemispheres)

When you are writing the countries. continents, zones. or hemispheres. what do you
have to remember to put on the first letters of the places you name, for example,
Asia'? (capital letter) Why'? (the name of a particular continent a proper noun)
What other words will you capitalize'? (countries, zones. hemispheres)
,./.1en you are listing these things, what do you have to put between them? (commas)

.1-hese are some examples of how the teacher and the students can review all the necessary
structures to complete the task of writing a research report.

Other structures which can be integrated into content-area work of this nature are as
follows.

Pronouns. E.g.. a monsoon it: monsoons -4 they

Adjectives. I 'sed, lor example. in describing the weather condition.
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Subordinatc clauses. E.g.:

A can be described as because it

Coordinating Conjunctions. I. Ised when combining sentences.

These different structures can be discussed with the students by referring to the outline
completed earlier by the teacher for modeling purposes. A second type of modeling can
take place at this point, as the students arc shown how to elaborate notes into complete
sentences and paragraphs.

/Sell-evaluation/ /Deduction/induction/ IC'oopercuionl
Iftansferl /Questioning Ibr
11.7aborationl clarification/

III. PRACTICE (Second Phase) - Writing

Each student writes the information into proper sentences and paragraphs.

fSelf-monitoringl /Deduction/induction/
/Transfer!

IV. EVALUATION (Second Phase) - Reading and writing

When the students have completed the first drafts of their research reports. they edit them
with their partners before presenting them to the teacher. As each student reads his or her
report to the teacher, the report is edited for the final draft.

ISelf:erahuttionl IDeduction/inductionl I('ooperationl
/Questioning for
chtrification

V. FOLLOW-UP - Reading

The students draw or find pictures of their particular weather condition. They use these to
illustrate their reports. which arc written below the pictures.

Once the research reports are completed, the students practise reading them aloud in
preparation for the class presentations to t011ow, in the next lesson.

After the presentations (i.e.. after I,esson 131, the research reports of the various weather
conditions are disnlayed on the bulletin hoard. This provides the students with visual
reinforcement of their projects and their presentations.
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Lesson 13:

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

Weather Systems Presentations - Science,
Geography, Language Arts
(Presentations Technique)

To learn how to present a project report to the class
To learn about a variety or weather systems in detail
To learn the use of an outline to summarize information

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening to oral presentations; for information; to take notes
Speaking giving a rehearsed presentation; in group discussions:

answering questions
Reading a research project report orally; summaries (to gi\ e answers)
Writing taking notes

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

All the new vocabulary associated with the presentations: e.g.. location, occur
in. countries, continents, zones. hemispheres, description, described, effects,
environment, interesting, etc.; summary, summarize, category, categorize.
respectively. prior. pre% ious. elaborate, elaboration, expand upon. recall,
severe, precaution

Structures:

Adding suffix -Lc to derive verbs from nouns
Adding suffix -ion to derive nouns from verbs (see I.esson 3 also)
Adding suffix -ire to derive adjectives from verbs (e.g.. «mperale

cooperalirel
Present tense to express scientific or habitual truths
All other structures listed in I.esson 12 (research lesson)

Discourse Features:

File rhetorical organization of a research report
Sequence markers first next Ilwn, Ibuilly

Functions:

Reporting and describing
- Summarizing in point lOrm. using a chart
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Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organiztion, Selective attention, Organizational planning. Self-
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Note taking taking notes during oral presentations
Summarizing making summaries in point form, using a chart
Grouping intbrmation under appropriate headings
Elaboration - expanding prior knowledge of weather systems
Inferencing - guessing to complete the missing parts of summaries
Auditory. representation playing back the orally-presented information
mentally as they are note taking (not on the green sheet)
Transfer of information about their own project to the summaries of other
students' projects (not on the green sheet)

Social-Affective Strategies:

Cooperation, Questioning for clarification, Self-talk

Materials:

A summary sheet (one for each presentation) containing the same categories with
the same key words in the same order as on the outline the students used to compile
information for their research report in Lesson 12. See the next page for this
presentation summary sheet.

Clt
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Presentation Summary Sheet

Causes:

4.

Location:

Description:

Iffects:

Other:



Procedures:

Note: This lesson utilizes the Presentations Technique described in Chapter 3. Since only
two or three presentations can be given in any class period. this "lesson" will extend
over a number of consecutive periods.

I. PREPARATION

The students arc aware of the order of the presentations, and have practised reading their
research project reports during a previous lesson and at home.

They are each given a copy of the presentation summary sheet on the previous page, and
its format is explained to them. They are told that the summary contains the same
categories (including key words) in the same order as the questions on their research project
outline (see Lesson 12).

/Selective attention/ /Note taking/
/Organizational planning! /Summarizing/
lAdvance okganizationf /Grouping/

Strategy Instruction:

/Note takingh

Begin by instructing the students to take out their green learning strategies sheets. Then
ask:

Why were you given this summary outline? (to till in)
When'? (during the presentations)
What strategy will you he using as you till in this summary

ISummarizingh

outline? (note taking)

As you are note taking, what will you be tilling in'? (information)
What kind of information? (important ideas about the weather system being
presented)
When you have taken notes of just the important ideas, what other strategy have you
used? (summarizing)

- I low many weather conditions are we presenting today? (2)
How many weather conditions do we have to present altogether? (the number of
students. or pairs if working in pairs, in the class, e.g., 10)
I low many summaries will you have'? (10)
Yes. Then you will know about all the weather systems or conditions, and not just
the one you researched.

/Grouping /--
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When you are writing your summaries, where would you write "Asia"? (beside
"1.ocation") Why? (It belongs there.)
1 low do you know'? (That's where the weather system takes place or is located.)
What strategy are you using when you write the words where they bel
(grouping)
That's right you put the information into groups called "causes," "location." and
so on. There is an important word in English which means the same as "group,"
when used in this sense. The word is category. When you put information into
groups. we say you are placini2 it in different categories.
1.00k at your summar sheet again. What arc some of the important information
categories you will list the information under'? (causes. location. description, effects.
other)

Now look at your blue learning strategies sheet.

/Selective allentionl-

When you are listening for specific information during the presentations. what key
words w ill you he listening for in these different categories'?

Causes? (causes, first. then. next. Finally)
When you hear "first." where will you write the information'? (beside number
1. under "causes")
When you hear "then." "next." and "finally." where will you write the
information'? (beside numbers 2. 3. and 4)
You mean the information after "then" goes after number 2, the information
after "next" goes after number 3. and the information after "finally" goes after
number 4'? (yes)
When 1 asked you where you will write the information after "then." "next."
and "finally." you said "beside numbers 2, 3. and 4." The trouble with your
answer is that it doesn't tell anything about the way these things go toi4ether.
1 low can you indicate that "then" goes with number 1 "next" goes with
number 3. and "finally" goes with number 4'? There is a way to do this in
English, using one simple word. That word is revectivelv. When you say
where you w ill write the information after "then." "next." and "finally." you
should say "beside numbers 2, 3. and 4 respectively." .I.he word
"respectively" indicates that "then" will go with number 1 and so on.
Remember this word it can be very useful sometimes.

Location? (occur in)
What will you be listening for after the key words "occur in"'? (countries,
continents. zones. and hemispheres)

Description? (can be described as follows)
What is the root word of "description"? (describe)
What does "describe" mean'? (tell w hat it looks like)

Effects? (effects upon the environment, such as)
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Other? ',other interesting things are)

- When we listen for. or pay attention to. key words. what strategy are we using?
(selective attention)

/Organizational planningl--

Let's review the task. What are you going to do'? (listen to the presentations and
take notes to fill in the summaries)
ow should the presenter read'? (slowly)
What will you be listening for? (key words)
Do you think you will get all the information from the first reading or will the
presenter have to read his or her report more than once'? (more than once)
.1aen you have most of the information. you will be divided into groups to compare
and check your answers. The presenter will correct the answers with you.
What strategy are we using here, as we think about the task and what we w ill do to
complete it? (planning what we will do)
When do you usually plan what you will do? (before we start the task)
I 1 CM does this help you? (to learn how to do the task successfully)

II. PRESENTATION

A designated student stands at the front of the room. shows a picture of his or her weather
system or condition. and reads his or her project report slowly to the class. As the presenter
reads. the students listen and take notes to complete their summaries.

[Selective attention I
ISell-monitoring I

Strategy Instruction:

[Vote taking I
/Summarizing/
Riroupingl
I Elaboration/
I A tulitoi:v representation I
/Trans/el .1

After the first reading. ask the students:

.00peratiOn/

Did \,ou complete the summary'? (no)
- Do You need another reading'? (yes)
- Let's have read his/her research project report one more time

. .

so you can complete the summary and check your answers.

Me presenter reads the report at a regular rate of speed. l le or she may reread the report
a third time if necessary.

[his procedure provides the presenter with a purpose For reading clearly and carefully to
the class instead of rushing through the presentation. I his also promotes a positive
atmosphere For the presenter and the class.
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Usim.!. the strategy ol selective attention during this procedure gives the students a purpose
for listening to the presenter instead of "tuning out" until it is their designated time to
present.

Another advantage to this technique is that all of the students will have all of the
information about all of the weather systems or conditions (not just their own).

III, IV. PRACTICE AND EVALUATION

After each presentation. put the students into pairs or groups. Set a definite time limit (e.g..
5 minutes) for them to work together in comparing and correcting their answers.

When the task has been completed. the presenter plays "teacher" and corrects the
information ith the students. using the summary outline that the teacher has written on the
chalkboard. The presenter tills in the title (e.g.. Monsoons). Ile or she then asks the class
questions to elicit the correct responses for each of the categories in the summary. Lg.:

What are the causes of a monsoon? (students answer with details from part I of their
summaries)

The students raise their hands and provide the presenter with the information. The presenter
writes it on the board correctly, checking the spelling and information against his or her
own research project report (which is correct). The other students check the presenter's
summary information auainst their own summaries and correct them.

Point tbrm and punctuation are taught and integrated into the content material at this point.

V. FOLLOW UP - Strategy Instruction

Let's look at the blue learning strategy sheet.

What strategies did you use to learn more? (planning)
When did you plan? (before the presentation. when we were preparing to note take
by going over the summary)

ISeledive altellhon

What other strategy did you use? (selective attention)
- When did you use selective attention? (before and during the presentations. w hen we

were discussing which words to listen for in the presentations)

What other stratep. besides the planning strategies? (monitoring)
- When? (during the presentation. w hen we were listening and note taking) Wlmt did

You do then? (monitor how we were doing)
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How well did you succeed'? Did you get all of the information from the first
reading'? (no) From the second reading?

ISelflevaluadonh

You used one other strategy from the blue sheet. What is it? (evaluation)
When'? (after we finished listening, and while we were correcting)
Did I evaluate you or did you evaluate yourselves'? (We evaluated ourselves.)
I low did you do'?
Was most of your information correct'?

I low did these metacognitive learning strategies on the blue sheet help you to learn
more'? (They helped us learn about all weather systems besides our own.)

Good. Now let's look at the green learning strategies sheet.

[Vote takingl--

What learning strategy on the green sheet did you use to help you understand and
remember'? (take notes)
When did you take notes'? (during the presentation)
I low did that help you'? (It helped us remember the information.)
What did you write down'? (important ideas)

What other learning strategies from the green sheet did you use as you were note
taking'? (summarizing)
When did you summarize'? (as we listened for important ideas or key words to till
in the outline)
What is the root word of "summarize"'? ("summary")
What is the outline called'? (a summary)
What was the summary similar to'? (the questions used to (10 the research project)
Do you think I did that on purpose'? (yes)
Which is easier to understand, a paragraph about the weather system or the
summary? (summary)
Why'? (point form. important ideas)
Which would you rather study for a test'? (a summary)
Do You think you could make your own summaries for other subjects, to help you
study for tests'? (yes) How? (write only the important ideas in point lonn. ith
headings)

/(;roirping/--

What other strategy did you use when you were note taking? (grouping)
I low did y ou group'.' (When we heard a word. we had to know where to write
the summary under which heading or category.)
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Do you think doing your own research project helped you to group the words during
the presentation'? (yes)
There is another word for "groups" do you remember what it is'? ("categories")
What is the verb that comes from the noun "summary"? (summarize) What do you
do to "summary" to get "summarize"? (take off the "y" and add "ize")
Is the word "category" a noun or verb? (a noun) flow do you know? (Categories are
things; also, you can say "a category" or make it plural "categories")
Good. Now, can you guess the verb that comes from "category"? Use the same rule
as we discovered for "summary." ("catei2orize") Yes. I low did you get this'? (drop
the "y" and add "ize")
That's right. Now, how does categorizing words together help you'? (makes them
easier to understand and remember)
Could you do this with other subjects'? (yes)

Elaborationh

You used another learning strategy on the green sheet. Do you know what it is'?

(elaboration if they cannot identify it. tell them)
What kind of word is "elaboration"? (noun)
What is the root word of "elaboration"? ("elaborate") What kind of word is
"elaborate"? (verb)
flow do you form the noun from the verb, that is, form "elaboration" from
"elaborate"? (drop the "e" and add "ion") Do you remember this rule from our
lesson on the water cycle'? Can you name some other pairs like this'? (precipitate
precipitation, evaporate evaporation)

- What does "elaborate" mean? (to expand or to give more information)
What are you expanding'? (our prior knowledge)
What is the root word of "knowledge"'? (know)

- What does "prior" mean'? (before Or previous)
- What does "elaborate prior know ledge" on the green sheet mean'? (expand upon what

ou already know)
I low did You do this'?
What did you know Yesterday?

- What did you learn today'?
If you had not researched a weather condition yourself. would you understand the
presentation toda or would it have been difficult'? (difficult)

Other cognitive strategies not on the green sheet (discussion is optional, depending upon
Your students and their knowledge of the learning strategies):

/1 /0/((n.y rcin.esentation/--

As you were note taking, what did on do? (listened for specific words)
Did you know when you heard an answer . nu were waiting for'? ( \ es)

What did \ on do when . on heard the answer or ke\ words'? (wrote them down)
- As \ on wrote down the words, \\hat \\ere on thinking about? (the ke\ words)



Did saying the words in your head help you to write them down? (yes) }low? (It
helped us to remember the words or parts of the words long enough to \ 'rite them
down on paper.)
Another word for keeping words in your head is "recall." Which came first, the
recalling or the writing'? (First we recalled the words: then we wrote them.)
Could you take notes without recalling the words? (no)
Next time you want to remember something important that you heard. what should
you do? (repeat it in our heads. then write it down)

ITrans.kr

As you took notes today, did you make use of previous knowledge'? Were you helped
by things you already knew? (yes)
Can you name some of these'? (previous vocabulary: note takim4 skills: summarizing
information in abbreviated form)

- How did all these cognitive learning strategies on the green sheet help ou'?
Do you understand the research project reports that were presented today'? (yes)

- If I asked you a question about a weather system or condition that someone here has
studied. could you all answer it'? (yes)
Why? (because we have the informatiOn in a summary)

- Turn your papers over. [Ask some question about the presentation which they have
j ust heard. 1
How did you remember this so easily'?

Turn next to the pink learning strategies sheet, and condt.,;t the same sort of discussion to
make the social-affective strategies clear to the students.

- What learning strategies from the pink sheet helped you and others to learn'?

/('ooperalionl--

What kind of word is "cooperation"? (noun) What is the verb'? ("cooperate") I low
is the noun formed from the verb? (drop the "e" and add "ion") Which similar pair
did we study earlier'? (elaborate elaboration)
Did the presenter cooperate with you today'? (yes) limy'? (I letshe read slowly. so we
could take notes.) Yes, he/she was very cooperative.
What kind of word is "cooperative"? (adjective) Yes we say "a cooperative person"
or "a person who is cooperative." How do we form the adjective from the verb
cooperate" (drop the "e" and add "ive")

Did vou use the strategy of cooperation any other time? (when we were comparing
and correcting our outlines after (he presentation)
When else'? (when correcting the outline with the presenter)
I low'? (We gave the presenter the information to till in the summary.)
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- Look at the pink sheet again. What other learning strategies did you use'? (asking
questions)
When? (when we were comparing and correcting with our partner or our group)
When else? (during the correction with the presenter)
Were most of your answers correct? (yes)

When oll \Acre the presenter. and you w rote the information on the board. what did
ou do as You were writing? (said the words and spelling to myself)
Did that help vou? (yes)

- I IM\ ? (made it easier to write it down)
Whv? (because I was thinking out loud about what I was writing)
In other words. it helped ou to focus upon w hat you were writing'? (yes)

Did self-talk or telling yourself what to write make You less nervous? (yes because
I had to think about what I 1 as doing)

Great! Do You think these learning strateuies help ou to learn, understand, and
remember? (yes)
Please read your summaries to me before you leave.

Extended Geography Activity:

Once all the presentations have been completed. work w ith the students in listing all the
weather systems and grouping them according to their season of occurrence. winter or
summer. "then rank the weather s\ stems in each category according to their relative
severity. from least severe to most severe. Discuss precautions people should take to protect
themsel\ es against the most severe weather conditions. (The authors would like to thank
Linda McDowell for suggesting this activit to us.)
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Lesson 14: Subtraction of Integers - Math, Geography

Objectives:

Note: The topic of weather in general offers the potential for integrating a number of
different types of mathematical problems leading to the practice of a variety of math
skills. Percentage problems, algebraic problems involving conversion from Celsius
to Fahrenheit scales, and calculation of wind chill factors according to a formula are
just a few examples. In this lesson we have chosen to focus on the rules for adding
and subtracting positive and negative integers, a topic that emerges naturally from a
consideration of the thermometer as a kind of number line. This lesson would be
most appropriate for a class of grade 8 or senior 1 (grade 9) students. or even for a
class of senior 2 (grade 10) students who needed help in mastering fundamental
mathematical operations.

Also worth noting here is the fact that our main emphasis is on the development of
the students' academic language and proficiency in using learning strategies. This is
not to say that the mathematical skills practised here are not important. But inasmuch
as this is an ESL class where the goal is content-based language instruction (see
page 1), we are primarily concerned that the students learn the language needed to
express mathematical concepts. understand mathematical problems, etc.

Content Objectives:

To learn (or review) the rules for adding and subtracting positive and negative
integers
To complete a set of math word problems involving subtraction of integers
To find information in a comprehensive mather report
To learn the locations of the major cities of Canada

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening to instructions about the rules for adding and subtracting
integers

Speaking in pair discussions: when giving answers to questions
Reading interpreting a comprehensive weather report: reading math

word problems
Writing - answers to word problems in complete sentences

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

positive, negative, positive sign. negative sign, minus, number line,
horizontal, vertical, subtract, difference, add, sum, opposite, temporarily,
whole number. integer. maximum. minimum, high. low, decrease, increase,
prediction, predicted. actual, overnight, considering. map, atlas. province,
territory
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St, uctures:

t Ise of suffix -/v to derive adverbs from adjectives, e.g.,
horizontal/hori:onially. vertical/verlically
Comparative- forms of adjectives with than, e.g.. higher/lower than.
warmer/colder than
A variety of sentence forms containing comparisons, expressions of
difference. etc.
Superlative forms of adjectives, e.g.. lowest. highes!
1:uture tense with he: will he
Past tense
Preposition between with the word "difference" - 1.1e (..C'rence bellVeen

Discourse Features:

Ilse of while to express simultaneity. e.g., "the temperature in this room
is 22°C, while the temperature outside is -13°C."
Use of considering to introduce a qualifying phrase. e.g.. "considering
maximum temperatures only"

Functions:

- Comparing and contrasting

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization. Selective attention. Self-monitoring. Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Imagery using a thermometer as a number line: using a map
Transfer - of math skills to completion of a geography activity: of skills in

reading a thermometer to calculating with integers
Deduction/induction when writing their answers in complete sentences
Elaboration of numerical answers into full sentence answers
Resourcing using newspaper reports and atlases as sources of information

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation, Questioning for clarification

Materials:

A thermometer
- Two different copies of the "Today's Weather" section from the Winnipeg Free

Press. 'Me samples in this lesson were taken from the issues of Dec. 21 and 22.
1993.

- A sheet of math word problems (see Practice phase)
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Procedures:

I. PREPARATION

Show the students a thermometer (in degrees Celsius) and discuss how the number scale
is constructed. Emphasize that the positive temperatures appear above the zero point (00(')
and the negative temperatures appear below. Point out that people often use the word
"minus" to mean "negative." Write down some sample temperatures to illustrate the
notational difference between positive and negative numbers. e.g.. "the temperature of this
room is 22°C, while the temperature outside is -13°C."

Draw a large thermometer scale on the chalkboard, marking in each 5 degree increment hut
showing each individual degree from -25°(' to 25°C, as shown.

;

Tell the students that this is a good example of a number line, a line in which the numbers
are arranged from negative to positive, with zero separating them (although in mathematics
a number line is usually drawn horizontally rather than vertically). Point out that the
numbers above zero have a positive sign (+), which we don't write. The numbers below
zero have a negative sign (-), which we always write. Ask:

Is 25 the highest temperature or number on this line? (no) Can I go higher? ()es)
1 low high? (as high as you want to go)
What is the lowest temperature or number marked on the line? (-25) Can 1 go
lower'? (yes) !low low? (as low as you want to go)
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Good. But because the board isn't big enough to contain more. I'll just leave this
the way it is. We're going to use this line to learn how to subtract positive and
negative numbers.
Before we get to that, however. I'd like you all to draw a copy of this thermometer
or number line in your notebooks. Ise a ruler. and try to make a neat job of it.

Circulate and help the students construct their number lines in the form of a thermometer.
In later lessons this can be transformed into a horizontal number line. but for the moment
it will be easier for them to visualize this as a temperature scale. This will also be
appropriate to this lesson. which focuses on the subtraction of temperatures.

1.-1dvance organizwion

II. PRESENTATION

Ilniageryl
ITran.Ver

.1he main activity in this stage is a presentation (or review, depending on the proficiency
of the students) of the rules for adding and subtracting integers (i.e.. positive and negative
whole numbers). Conduct a discussion similar to the following.

Take a look at this number line (referring to the "thermometer" on the board).
Which is the higher number. 15 I mark it] or 5 [mark it I? (15) Is 15 a higher number
than 20? (no) When you are comparing two numbers on the number line, where is
the higher one? (above the lower one) So the higher number is always higher on the
number line? (yes)
So 15 is higher than 5. because it's above it. How much higher is it? (10)
I low did you find that? Could vou count on the line from 5 to 15? Would that tell
us? (yes) Let's try it 1, 1 3. (counting). ... 10. Yes, 15 is 1 0 higher than 5.
But taere's a much easier way to find out how much higher it is. I low? (just
subtract: 15 - 5 = 10)
Good. Now, another way of saying one number is higher is to say there is a
difference between them. What is the difference between 15 and 5? (10) And how
do you find the difference? (subtract)

Let's do another example. What is the difference between 22 Imark iti and 6 Imark
it'? Let's count from 6 to 22 you do that on your number lines. IGive the
students a few moments to do this. What is the difference, by counting'? (16) Can
we find this more quickly? I low? (subtract: 22 6 16)

Now let's look at a harder one. Vv'hat is the difference between 10 and -5? I mark

them! First count, starting at -5. Viive them a moment to do thisl What is the
difference'? (15)
What if we subtract to find the answer? What can we write down. as our subtraction
problem'? (10 (-5))

- v. es, we are going to have to subtract a negative number from a positive one. Ilow
do we do that?



At this point you can either elicit from the students or (if necessary) tell them the rule that
the subtraction of a negative number can be reinterpreted as (changed to) the addition of
a positive number. Thus:

10 (-5) = 10 + (+5) = 15

Give a few more sample questions. making sure the students can answer them before
moving on. Omit the positive marker on the second number in these examples, as it is not
necessary (unmarked numbers are automatically positive). Lg.:

9 (-4) = 9
1 - (-17) = 1
23 - (-23) =

+ 4 = 13
+ 17 =

23 + 23
18

= 46

It would be a good idea to reinforce their intuitive understanding of this rule by referring
to the thermometer "number line" in each case and showing that the answers obtained
through the application of the rule are correct.

Now let's look at a different kind of question. What is the difference between -5 and
-20? Instead of counting, let's first subtract: -5 - (-20) ? What should we do, if
we use our rule? (change -20 to 20 and add)
Yes. We get: -5 - (-20) = -5 + 20 = ? Here we have to add a negative and a
positive number. flow do we do that?

At this point it will be necessary to conduct a discussion (or review) of the rules for adding
positive and negative integers. Students who are unfamiliar with these rules will find them
confusing, since the addition of oppositely-signed numbers actually requires the mental
operation of subtraction. The explanation could proceed roughly as follows, though this
account may be rather brief in comparison to what might actually be required. depending
on the mathematical experience of your students. Additional examples can easily be added,
however.

You already know how to add positive numbers. What is the sum of 7 and 15? We
write this 7 + 15 = ? (22) Yes. Remember that finding the sum always means you
have to add. What is the opposite of "sun-1"'? ("difference")
Now we want to look at how to add positive and negative numbers. First look at the
case where we add two negatives, e.g., -6 + (-4) ? What do you think the answer
is? (-10) Why? (various answers)
Suppose the temperature started at 25°C. Then it dropped 6° and then dropped
another 4°. What would the new temperature be'? (15°) Why did I say "dropped"
here? (because adding -6 would make it drop, and adding -4 would make it drop
some more the temperature would go down 10°)
When you say "the temperature would go down 10°," this would be like adding -10
to it? (yes) So adding -6 + (-4) is the same as adding -10? (yes) Then we know
that -6 -I (-4) -10? (yes)
Let's do another. What is the sum of -11 and (-4)? That is, what is -11 (-4)?
( -15 )

The rule is simple. then. 1 both numbers are negative, what do you do when you
add'? (just add the numbers and make the answer negative)
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Good. Let's review.

(a) Positive + Positive, just add e.g.. 3 + 8 = 11
(b) Negative + Negative, just add e.g.. -7 + (-5) -12

But there's one more case to be examined. What is it? (The numbers have opposite
signs One is positive and the other is negative.) Yes. Consider the following
example: 10 + (-5). What do we do here? Just add? (no) Why not'? (The numbers
have different signs you can add only if they have the same sign.)
Suppose you found 10 dollars (+10) and then lost 5 dollars (-5). How much money
would you have left'? (5 dollars) So '0 + (-5) = 5? (yes)
Let's look at another example. Suppose the temperature rose 20° and then dropped
4°. How much higher would it be than before'? (16°)

- If we consider a rise in temperature to be positive, then what would a drop in
temperature be? (negative) Good. So in this example, the 20° would be positive and
the 4° would be negative, right? (yes)

- So the result of adding the two temperature changes, 20° + (-4°). would be 16°?
(yes) So it seems that 20 + (-4) - 16. (yes)

- Look at our two examples so far: 10 ± (-5) =- 5, and 20 + (-4) = 16. What is the
rule for adding two numbers that have opposite signs'? (subtract the numbers) So it
seems. since 10 5 5 and 20 - 4 = 16. Why don't you try another example using
this rule: 17 + (-7) = what'? (10) So if the temperature rose 17° and ther! dropped
7°, it would be a total of 10° higher than before'? (yes) Does the rule to subtract
work here'? (yes, 17 - 7 = 10)
I low about this one: 6 + (-I1)? Suppose the temperature rose 6' and then dropped
11°. Would it be higher or lower than at the start'? (lower) By how much'? (5') So
since it ends up lower, the total has to be written as a negative. -5°'? (yes) Then we
can write 6 + (-11) = -5? (yes) Does the subtraction rule work here'? (yes. 11 - 6
5).
But why is the answer negative here'? It wasn't negative in our other examples.
(because -11 is bigger than 6) Well, it isn't really a larger number: 6 is actually a
bigger number than -11, because it's higher on the number line. What vou mean is
that 11 is a bigger number than 6. so the total will have to be a "drop." in

temperature, or negative. (yes)
- So the rule for adding numbers of different signs is this: Ignore the signs

temporarily, and subtract the two numbers. The answer will then have the sign
of the number which is numerically larger. [Note: You will have to explain the
word temporarily.]
Let's do a few more examples. using this rule.

13 t- (-7) - '?
2 + (-10) '?

(-4) 1 21 '?

(-18) 10 - '?

Now that we have seen how to add positive and negative numbers, let's go back to
the problem we Wcre looking at before: What is the ditThrence between -5 and -20?
I low do we rind the difference'? (subtract) If we subtract the two numbers, we have:
-5 - (-20) '? I low do we subtract'? (change the sign of the second number and add)
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Then we get -5 (-t-20) or -5 4- 20 = ? You know how to add two numbers with
different signs now what is the answer? (15) Why? (Subtract the numbers and
take the sign of the larger.) Good. Let's count between -5 and -20 on the number
line, to see if the difference is 15: 1. 2, 3. ... 15: Yes. that's right.

- One more example. What's the difference between -14 and -6? If we subtract. we
get (-14) (-6) = (-14) 6 = ? (-8) Yes. the difference is -8. I low far apart are the
two numbers? (8) What does the negative answer mean? (We subtracted the higher
number from the lower one.)
What if we subtracted the other way? We get -6 (-14) - -6 14 - 8.

So far I have talked about adding and subtracting "positive and negative numbers."
There are lots of different kinds of numbers. however. and we have been working

ith only one kind. Is 1 2 a number? (yes) 110V. about 3 4? (yes) I low about
6.375? (yes)
But we haven't been working with numbers like this. We have been working ith
whole numbers. Do you know vhat whole numbers are'? (not fractions numbers
like 1. 2. 3. ...)
Yes. whole numbers are not fractions: they are "whole." What about zero is it a
whole number? (yes) What about negative numbers like -1. -2. -3. etc.? re they
whole numbers too? (yes)
Well. you're half right: in a way they are. of course. But we're going to agree that
the whole numbers are all positive, except for zero. That is. the whole numbers are
0. 1. /. 3. ... Is 7,376.281 a whole number? (yes)
But if we agree that whole numbers are positive (or zero), we have a problem.
because we have been working with the negative numbers too. We need a name for
all the positive and negative numbers that are not fractions. Does anyone know what
it is? ("integers") We call the set of aumbers .... -3. -2. -1. 0. 1. 2. 3.... 1 the set
of integers. What is the highest integer'? (There isn't one.) What is the lowest
integer'? (There isn't one.)

- Good. In our calculations during this period, we have been working with integers.
haven't we? (yes) What have we been doing with them? (adding and subtracting
them)

This completes the formal explanation of the rules for adding and subtracting integers. It
is intended as an introduction, an opportunity to capitalize on the similarity of the
thermometer to a number line in oaler to familiarize students with these operations and
some of the terminolop associated with them. For some students. it will he a useful
re\ iew: for others. it will be a good introduction to concepts the will later encounter in
mathematics classes.

Now distribute copies of the "Today's Weather" section excerpted from a current copy of
the trinmpeg Free PreA.s. On the next page is a copy of this section for Dec. 21. 1993.
intended as an example only. The students will by now he familiar with most of the
weather concepts and terminology on this graphic. hut it would be a good idea to go over
it quickl and discuss the main sections the map of Canada. the Winnipeg Area Forecast.
Manitoba Conditions Yesterda\ . and the I \tended Forecast.
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Tell the students that they are going to do an exercise in calculating with integers (positive
and negative numbers), but they will need to know the locations of the major cities of
Canada. Distribute to each pair of students a blank copy of a map of Canada, an atlas, and
a list of the cities noted on the weather map. Instruct them to mark on their blank map,
using the atlas as a guide, the approximate location of every city on the list as well as the
names of all ten provinces and the territories.

[Imagery! IC'ooperationl
[Resoureingl

When they are finished, the pairs can combine into groups of four to check their maps
against each other and make sure they have everything correct. They can also ask for help
if they require it. [Note: We have treated this geography assignment rather casually here,
assuming it will be a relatively straightforward task for these students. If they are
unfamiliar with the geography of Canada, however, you may wish to develop this into an
entire lesson that complements this mathematics lesson.]

[Self:evaluationI [('ooperationl
[Questioning Pr
clarifkation]

Now refer back to the "Today's Weather" handout, and ask a few questions about
temperature differences. Be sure to include examples of the different ways in which this
concept can be expressed in English.

- Where is Saskatoon? (Saskatchewan)
- According to the map, what will be today's high or maximum temperature in

Saskatoon? (-10)
- What will be the maximum temperature in Winnipeg? (-12)
- These are predictions, aren't they'? (yes) So we call them "predicted temperatures."

What will be the difference between the predicted maximum temperatures in
Saskatoon and Winnipeg? (-10 - (-12) = -10 + 12 = 2)
You say 2; 2 what? (2°C)

- Where is Edmonton? (Alberta) Where is Thunder Bay? (Ontario)
- What will be the difference between the low (minimum) predicted temperatures in

Edmonton and Thunder Bay'? (-8 - (-17) = -8 + 17 = 9°C)

- Where is Montreal? (Quebec) Where is Regina'? (Saskatchewan)
C'onsidering maximum temperatures only, which will be warmer. Montreal or
Regina'? (Montreal) How much warmer? (1 - (-8) = 9°C)

- When I asked, "I low much warmer," what did you have to do'? (subtract) So you
were finding the difference'? (yes) Good. Those are just two different ways of'
saying the same thing.

Now look at Churchill, Manitoba on the map. What will he the high temperature
there'? (-28°C) What will be the low overnight'? (-33°C) What does "overnight"
mean'? (during the night)
How much will the predicted temperature decrease during the night'? What does
"decrease" mean'? (go down, get lower) What is the opposite of "decrease"?
("increase") }low will you find how much the temperature will decrease'? (subtract)
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What do you get'? (-28 - (-33) = -28 + 33 5°C)
Yes. the predicted temperature will decrease 5°C overnight. When you are asked
about a decrease in something. what do you have to do'? (subtract)
I.00k at the "Manitoba Conditions Yesterday" section. This section is not a
prediction. It gives information about actual or real temperatures yesterday and last
night. What was the high or maximum temperature yesterday in Thompson.
Manitoba'? (-19°C) What was the minimum or low in Thompson? (-28°C) How
much did the temperature decrease overnight in Thompson'? (-19 - (-28) = -19 + 28

9°C)

After a few more examples like this. proceed to the Practice phase. The students should
now be prepared to answer questions like these in written form.

III. PRACTICE

Distribute a copy of another "Today's Weather" section. The report for Dee. 22. 1993, is
given below as an example. Also distribute a math word problem worksheet similar to the
one that follows. Allow the students to work in pairs to complete this worksheet. Circulate
to assist them when requested. Advise them to look out for key words like "difference,"
'warmer/colder." and "decrease."

/Selective attention/ /Imagery/
IDechictionfinductionl
/Transfer/

IC'ooperationl
/Questioning in.
lelarification]
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Temperature Worksheet

I. What will be the difference between today's predicted minimum temperatures in
Montreal. Quebec and Saskatoon. Saskatchewan?

2. What will be the difference between today's predicted maximum temperatures in Regina,
Saskatchewan and Toronto. Ontario'?

3. What was the difference between yesterday's maximum temperatures in Brandon.
Manitoba and Winnipeg?

4. Considering maximum temperatures only, which will be warmer today, Vancouver.
British Columbia or Thunder Bay, Ontario? How much warmer will it be?

5. Considering minumum temperatures only. which will be colder tonight, Calgary. Alberta
or Whitehorse, Yukon Territory? Ilow much colder will it be?

6. Considering maximum temperatures only, how much colder will Churchill. Manitoba he
than Acapulco. Mexico (a resort area)'?

7. Considering minimum temperatures only, how much colder will Edmonton. Alberta. be
than Ottawa. Ontario?

8. The chart for "Manitoba Conditions Yesterday" says that the maximum temperature in
the Pas yesterday was -17°C, while the minimum overnight was -21°C. How much did
the temperature decrease overnight in the Pas?

9. 1 low much did the temperature decrease overnight in Portage. Manitoba?

10. By how much did the temperature drop overnight in Winnipeg'?

11. Which city was warmer yesterday. Kenora. Ontario or Dauphin. Manitoba? I low much
warmer was it?

12. According to the "Winnipeg Area Forecast." what will he the high today and the low
tonight in Winnipeg'? I lokk much 11 ill the temperature decrease overnight?



IV. EVALUATION

Take up the questions with the class, focusing on the mathematical operations only. Have
the students volunteer their solutions, and write the correct calculations on the board or
overhead. E.g.:

I. -15 - (-18) = -15 -4- 18

4. 5 - (-11) = 5 11 = 16°C

The students can correct their answers and ask questit.,ns about items they had difficulty
with.

Iself-evalual ion/

V. FOLLOW-UP

Show the students how their answers can he written in proper English sentences, using
many of the words in the questions. E.g.:

1. What will be the difference between today's predicted minimum temperatures
1

in Montre 1, Quebec and Saskatoon. S- skatchewan? 3°C

The difference between today s predictè, minin m temperatures in Montreal,
Quebec and Saskatoon, Saskatchewan will be °C.

4. Considerin , maximum tem eratures only, which will be warmer toda

Vancouver British Colu bia or Thunder Bay. Ontario'?

will it be'? /6°C

ow mud warmer

C'onsi maximum em seratures on Vancouver, British Columbia will
be 16°C warmer today than Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Instruct them to complete the assignment by writing complete sentence answers for all
the questions, and then edit these by working with partners.

ISM:evaluation/ /Elaboration/
IDeduction/inductionl

/Cooperation/

As a final step, have the students submit their lull-sentence answers and correct them,
working with the students individually to clear up any remaining difficulties.

/Selkraluation/ /Deduction/induction/

,e
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Extended Geography Activities:

I. Use the weather map to reimOrce the students' knowledge of capital cities, provinces,
and territories of Canada.

2. Introduce the legend on the map. Discuss each symbol and what it represents. Find
these symbols as they occur on the map of Canada, and describe the weather conditions
prevailing in those locations. Write about the weather conditions in the various capital
cities.

3. Use the Chill Factor chart to determine the windchill equivalents of various
combinations of temperature and wind speed. E.g.:

If the air temperature is °C and the wind speed is km/hr. the
equivalent wind chill factor would be

(The authors would like to thank Linda McDowall for these suggestions.)

2 '
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Lesson 15:

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

Telephone Weather Forecasts - Science,
Geography, Mathematics
(T-List Procedure)

To reinforce, and elaborate upon, the students' prior knowledge about weather by
listening to a weather recording from Environment Canada for one week
To practise distinguishing between main and subordinate ideas by using a T-list to
take notes
To transfer notes from a T-list to a chart
To graph all the information from the chart

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening in group discussions: while taking notes from a telephone
recording

Speaking in group discussions: while comparing and correcting answers
Reading of notes, when transforming them to a chart and a graph
Writing - taking notes on a T-list, transferring information from a T-list

to a chart to a graph

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

Environment Canada V:eather Information Service, sky condition, sky cover.
overcast, cloudy, partly cloudy, clear, high, low, temperature, wind, direction,
kilornetres per hour, relative humidity, percent, barometric pressure. unit of
force, kilopascal, rising, steady, falling, tendency, forecast. windchill, watt.
square metre, chart, graph, fraction, cooling rate, given area, frostbite, freeze.
precaution, valid, average, appropriately, inappropriately, source, category.
daily, a.m., p.m.

Structures:

Comparative and superlative forms of adjectives
Modal verb could to express future possibility, e.g., ."We could get
frostbite"
Passive voice in WI I-questions, e.g., "how is snowfall measured?"
Future progressive tense, e.g., "What details will you be listening for?"
Prepositions - at with times of day (e.g., "at 1:00 p.m."), within (e.g.,
"within minutes"), etc.
Compound noun structures. e.g., "Environment Canada Weather
Information Service"
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Diwourse Features:

Sequence markers first. second third, ... . last
Date format, e.g., "09/01/95"

Functions:

Classifying
- Hypothesizing - e.g.. "We could get frostbite"

Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

Advance organization, Selective attention, Organizational planning, Self-
monitoring, Self-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Resourcing - using newspapers. television. radio. and the telephone to obtain
weather information

Grouping - information about weather
Note taking - from a telephone recording to complete a T-list
Summarizing information from the recording on a T-list and a chart
Imagery making charts and graphical representations
Auditory representation - while taking notes
Elaboration - expanding weather information from a T-list to a chart to a

graph
Transfer - of prior knowledge about weather to new tasks
Inferencing - guessing while taking notes
Deduction/induction when discussing language forms, e.g., comparative and

superlative forms of adjectives (colder, coldest, .fitster, .fitstest, etc.)

Social-Affective Strategies:

- Cooperation, Questioning for clarification

Materials:

A telephone, preferably one with a speaker
- Two Environment Canada Weather Information Service T-lists, one detailed and one

"reduced" (see next two pages)
- Chart for recording weather information (see end of lesson)
- Graph paper

Note: The following T-lists have been constructed to follow the usual order of information
gi.yen in Winnipeg area Environment Canada Weather Intbrmation weather reports,
available by telephoning 983-2050. This order may change in future, and in any event
needs to be adjusted to suit the particular season; the T-lists below are appropriate for the
winter months. Teachers using this lesson are advised to access their local telephone
weather service themselves, record the weather report and forecast, and use this information
as the basis for constructing T-lists appropriate to their own individual settings.
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Detailed T-list

ENVIRONMENT CANADA WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICE (983-2050)

(Date) at (Time) (a.m./p.m)

A. Current Weather Conditions

I. Sky conditions

"). Precipitation (if any)

3. Temperature

4. Wind

5. Relative humidity

6. Barometric pressure

B. Forecast

I. Temperature

2. Windchill

3. Precipitation (if any)

Winnipeg:

°C Windchill watts/m2

a. direction

b. km/hr

a. kilopascals

b. and (rising or falling'?)

high °C. low °C

watis/m2
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Reduced T-list

ENVIRONMENT CANADA WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICE (983-2050)

at

A. Current Weather Conditions

I . conditions

3.

4.

5.

6.

B. Forecast

3.

(if any)

Winnipeg:

a. dir.

b.

OC

/o

a. kilopascals

b. and

high low
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Also note that the first T-list, the detailed version, should he used the first few times the
students record the weather report on the telephone. After they have learned the
categories, they can be given the "reduced" version instead, which requires them to fill in
more information on their own.

Procedures:

Note: This lesson employs a variant of the T-list Procedure described in Chapter 3 and
previously used in Lessons 5 and 7 of this unit. Refer to those lessons for details
about the application of this Foresee technique.

I. PREPARATION

Note: The Preparation stage should be conducted on a Friday. in order to allow the
entire following week for the note taking activity in the Practice phase.

Ask the class where they could obtain a weather forecast for the coming Monday. They
should be able to name at least four sources: television, radio, newspaper. and the
telephone. Ask:

- What do you think would be important to know about Monday's weather?
(temperature, whether it will be cloudy or clear, wind direction and speed,
precipitation, windchill)
Why do you think it is important to know these for Monday? (We could plan how
to dress for the cold appropriately, especially if we are going to be outdoors for a
while.)

- Why is this important? (We could get frostbite or freeze within minutes if dressed
inappropriately.)

Note: At this point explain how people can freeze if stranded in a snowstorm. Also
discuss precautions one can take on foot or in a car to prevent this.

Instruct assigned students to obtain the Monday weather forecast on Sunday. in preparation
for Monday's class. They arc to find:

I. Temperature - high and low
2. Sky conditions
3. Wind - direction and speed in km/hr
4. Precipitation
5. Windchill

Assign each student one particular source to consult:

I. Radio
2. Television - Channel 9
3. Newspaper - weather report in the classified section: also "The Weather" on the

front page
4. Telephone 983-205()
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The above sources are for Winnipeg, Manitoba. In other cities, contact your local weather
office for information about television channels, telephone numbers. etc.

[-ldvance organ izat ion I I Elaboration
Selective attention! [Vote taking!
Organizational planning! Resourcing

II. PRESENTATION

Discuss the forecasts the students obtained from the various sources. Focus on the key
words which are in their forecasts and how they relate to what they already know about the
water cycle, clouds, precipitation. wind. etc.

Strategy Instruction:

Ask:

!Resourcingh

Which was the best source of intbrmation? (the telephone)
Why? (It gave most of the information we wanted.)

- If we record the weather conditions for one week, which source would he the easiest
to use and also give all the information we need? (the telephone)

- I low was the information given on the telephone? (from a recording)
What is a recording?

- Why do you think a recording is used?
- When we use resources like the telephone, the newspaper. television, or the radio to

obtain extra information, what strategy are we using on the green sheet? (Resourcing)

/Advance organization!
! Organizational planning I--
Selective altentionl--

What do you think we should listen for? (The students will give varied replies,
depending on the information they included in their forecasts.)
What are the key words we should be listening for? (temperature, weather conditions.
wind, precipitation, snow. windchill. etc.)

List the important criteria on the chalkboard or overhead, and then distribute the
"Environment Canada Weather Information Service T-list" (detailed version). Discuss how
to complete it. using abbreviations when taking notes from the telephone recording they will
hear and filling in information as instructed below.

Strategy Instruction:

Organizational planning [--
1 Selective attention

Ask:

9 c":
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What will we write at the top, in the first blank? (the date)
What should we write? (the day, month, and year)
}low could we write this'? (e.g., 09/01/95)
What should we write after "at"? (the time)
Why? (because we have to get the current weather conditions
day in order tbr a comparison to be valid)

at the same time each

Let's look at the main ideas. Which column are they in? (first column) Ilow do you
know? (same as other T-lists)
What are the two main ideas'? (A. Current Weather Conditions, and B. Forecast)
What are the main ideas under the "Current Weather Conditions"? (first, sky
conditions; second, precipitation; third. temperature; fourth, wind; fifth, relative
humidity; sixth, barometric pressure)

What are sky conditions'? (sky coverings)
What are the words or details used by Environment Canada
conditions'? (overcast, cloudy. pLrtly cloudy. clear)

to describe sky

Explain to the students what these terms mean. in terms of' what fraction of the sky is
covered with clouds.

overcast 10/10 of the sky is covered with clouds
cloudy 6/10 to 9;10 is covered
partly cloudy 1/10 to 5/10 is covered
clear 0/10 is covered

In the second category, what is precipitation? (snow, rain, etc.) What kind of
precipitation falls at this time of year'? (snol.)
I low is snowfall measured'? (usually in cm)
Will the weather report always tell how much snow has fallen'? (no) That's right.
Sometimes it will just tell you if it is snowing outside. If it isn't snowing. it may say
nothing at all.

In the third category, how are temperatures measured? (in degrees ('elsius, written
0c)
What does windchill tell us? (how cold it really
windchill under "Forecast."

feels) Yes. We'll talk more about

In the fourth category, what details will you be listening for under "wind"? (direction
and speed)
flow will the direction be described'? (north. south, east, or west. written N. S. E., or
W) 'Note: You may also choose to discuss terms like northeast (NE). north-
northeast (NNE). and so forth.'
I low will the speed of the wind he measured'? (in kilometres per hour. written km/hr)
What detail will you he listening for'? (a number)

In the next category. how will the relative humidity be measured? (in percent. written
)

What detail will yoll he listening for here? (a number)



In the Fixth category. what is barometric pressure? (the pressure of the air) Do you
remember doing an experiment to study changes in the air pressure? (yes) What is
the name of the instrument that measures air pressure'? (barometer)
What units are used to describe air pressure or barometric pressure? (kilopascals)
What detail will you be listening for? (a number)
Does thi!, number remain constant throughout the day? (no)
What does it do? (It rises, remains steady. or falls.)

What is the main idea in category B'? (the forecast)
What is a forecast? (a prediction of the weather)
What main ideas will you be listening for'? (the
precipitation that are predicted)

temperature. windchill, and

What details will you he listening for under "Temperature"? (the high and low)
What are they'? What do those words mean? (The high is the warmest temperature
during that day, and the low is the coldest temperature)

What is the second important thing in the forecast? (windchill)
What is the windchill'? (the cooling rate, or how much heat your body loses)
What does the windchill depend upon'? (the temperature and the speed of the

- I low is windchill measured'? (watts per square metre. written watts/m')
What detail will we be listening for here'? (a number)

wind)

- What is the third important thing in the forecast'? (precipitation) What will you be
listening for here'? (whether it is going to snow, and how much)
I t' the forecast tells you how much. how will it be measured'? (in cm) Will you write
the number of cm down'? (yes)

Do you think the weather forecast might include some other information?
( sometimes)
What else? (sky conditions. wind)
We won't bother with these under the forecast. You will already have noted them
under current conditions.

- Will this T-list help you when you are note taking'? (yes)
Wit\ ? (We won't have time to write too much. as we are listening to a recording.)

/Organizational planning/
/Selective attention/

III. PRACTICE

I lave the students telephone Environment Canada Weather Information ser\ic, at 983-2050
(in Winnipeg). Press hamis free or speaker so all the students can hear and take iiotes from
the tape recording. Do not press any selection buttons. as requested at the beginning of the
recording. The T-list follows the order of infornmtion given after these initial selection
choices.



The students will have to telephone this number several times to obtain all the information
necessary to complete their T-lists.

After the students have gained experience in using the detailed T-list on a number of
consecutive days. make the task more challenging for them by instructing them to use the
"reduced" T-list.

[Selective attention]
[Self-monitoring]

IV. EVALUATION

[Note taking]
[Auditory representation]
[Inkrencingl
[Grouping]
[Resourcingl
[Summarizing]

The students are assigned to groups, where they compare and pool the information on their
T-lists. Then. using an overhead transparency, demonstrate how to transfer the information
from their T-lists to their charts (see the end of this lesson for a sample chart). Have the
students contribute the necessary information while you model how to fill in the chart.

[Self:evaluation!

V. FOLLOW-UP

[Imagery/ [Cooperation]
[Grouping] [Questioning .for
[TransferJ clarification]
[ Elaboration]
[Summarizing]

At the end of the week or the following week. the students can draw line graphs of some
of the information on their charts (e.g., temperatures, precipitation in cm, relative humidity,
barometric pressure). .lhey can find the average for each graph and write a sentence below
the graph to summarize this. E.g.:

The average daily temperature for the week of January to was -16°C.
The average daily precipitation for the week of January to was 2.4 cm.

The various graphs can be glued to a large piece of construction paper and displayed in the
classroom.

Comparatives and superlatives could be integrated into this part of the lesson, as the graphs
will quickly indicate which day was the "coldest," on which day the wind was the
"strongest," on which day the relative humidity was the "highest" or "lowest." etc.

ISelf-evaluat ion/ [Grouping/
[Trans:kr
[ Elaboration/
[Summarizing/
Imagery/
Deduction/induction
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Lesson 16:

Objectives:

Content Objectives:

Weather Haiku - Language Arts

To utilize the academic language about weather studied in this unit in a creative
form

- To learn how to write haiku, short poems in a Japanese verse form

Language Objectives:

Skills:

Listening in class discussions; to themselves and each other as they are
creating their haiku verses

Speaking - in class discussions; to themselves and each other as they are
creating their haiku verses

Reading haiku verses; notes and summaries
Writing haiku verses

Linguistic Knowledge:

Vocabulary Development:

haiku, verse, poem, pattern, lines, indent, beats, syllables, contain, nature.
origin, originate, lead to; all previous vocabulary associated with weather

Structures:

Capitalization of first word of each line of poetry
Punctuation - using periods and commas at the end of lines in poems;
using commas in lists of items
Present participle forms of verbs (e.g., flowing, .f011ing)
Syllabic structure of English words

Discourse Features:

- haiku verse form

Functions:

- Describing
(of haiku verse form)
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Learning Strategies:

Metacognitive Strategies:

- Advance organization. Organizational planning, Selective attention, Self-
monitorini2. Sell-evaluation

Cognitive Strategies:

Resourcing using c cies. summaries, charts. etc.
Summarizing - condensing ideas into a haiku verse form
Deduction'induction deciding on correct forms when writing haiku verses
Auditory representation when sounding out beats or syllables for haiku

verses
Elaboration using prior knowledge of the academic language associated with

weather to write their haiku verses
Transfer of their factual knowledge of weather to the creative composition

of haiku verse

Social-Affective Strategies:

Questioning for clarification. Cooperation. Self-talk

Materials:

Summaries. I-lists. cycle diagrams. charts. pictures, graphs. etc. used in this unit
- Sample haiku verses about weather

Procedures:

I. PREPARATION - Listening and Speaking

Review the academic language associated with weather by referring to the students'
summaries from the weather presentations (Lesson 13). their T-lists (Lessons 5 and 7). their
cycle diagrams (Lessons 4 and 9). etc.

Show a haiku \ erse OD the ox ahead transparency or the chalkboard. Lg.:

Clouds

Clouds floating above.
('irrus, stratus. cumulus.

Signal the weather.

/Advance argani:alion

Ask:

What is this? (a verse, a poem)
- It is a special type of \ erse. Do ou know the name for it? (haiku)
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Where did the haiku verse form come fiom? (Japan)
- Yes. the form was first used in Japan it began there. Another word for this is

"originate," which means to begin or be made for the first time. What is the root
word of "originate"? (origin) Good. What does "origin" mean? (beginning)
What kind of word is "originate"? (a verb) What kind of word is "origin"? (a noun)
So how do we get the verb "originate" from the noun'? (add "ate" to the noun
"origin")
Good. Do you know where pizzas originaxi'? (Italy) I low about sumo wrestling?
(Japan)
Yes, and as I said, haiku verse also originated in Japan.

- What is this haiku verse about? (clouds)
What are clouds a part or? (weather)

- What is weather a part of'? (nature)
Most haiku verses are written about nature. Now let's look at this verse carefully:
it follows a special pattern, as you will see. Do you know the word "pattern"? (no)
It means the way something is made up. For example, the tiles on the floor have a
special pattern: can we draw it'? [Illustrate] I low about 's shirt'? Does
it have a pattern'? (yes)
Now let's figure out the pattern of this poem. First, how many lines does it have'?
(three) Yes. In fact. haiku verses all have three lines: it's part of the pattern.
Which line is the longest? (the second line)
Look at the length of the first and third lines. Do they start at the same place as the
second line does'? (no)
Where do they start'? (over to the right, a little bit)
When you were writing your descriptive paragraphs on clouds or precipitation, what
did you do to the first line in each paragraph'? (indent)
What does "indent" mean? (to leave a space)
Did I leave a space in lines 1 and 3'? (yes) Could we say I indented lines 1 and 3'?
(yes)
Yes, in haiku verse we usually indent the first and third lines, because they are
shorter than the second line.

Now listen to mc carefully as I read the verse aloud. I Read the verse orally, clapping
your hands with each syllable.] When I say the verse like this. what do you hear'?
(beats)

- What are these beats called'? (syllables)
Good. Let's try it again, but this time we will count the beats or syllables in each
line. Here's the first line: Clouds float ing a hove. [Say this a few times. clapping
your hands.I How many syllables are there'? (live)
Good. Let's try the second line: Cir rus, stra tus. curn u lus.
are there in this line? (seven)
Now let's do the third line: Sig nal the wea ther. !low many syllables'? (live)

llow many syllables

Good. Now let's look at the capitalization
line start with'? (a capital letter) And what
Are there any other punctuation marks here'
2) That's right, but it isn't always necessary
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and punctuation here. What does each
does the haiku end with? (a period)
? (yes, commas at the end of lines 1 and
to put those in: some haiku verses don't
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contain commas, and others use different punctuation marks like semicolons and
hyphens. We won't worry too much about those commas.

- The important things to remember are that each line begins with a capital letter, and
the haiku ends with a period.

Now let's describe the pattern of a haiku, including everything we have discovered.
What is a haiku? (A haiku is a verse about nature that contains three lines, with the
first and third lines indented. The first line contains five syllables, the second line
contains seven syllables, and the third line contains five syllables. Each line begins
with a capital letter and the verse ends with a period.)

[Advance organization]
/Organizational planning]

[Elaboration]
[Resourcing]

II. PRESENTATION - Listening and speaking

[Self-talk]

Put another haiku verse on the overhead or chalkboard. Tell the students to read it and
to check if it follows the haiku verse form pattern. E.g.:

The Water Cycle

Evaporation
Leads to condensation, then

Precipitation.

Ask:

Does it follow the haiku verse form pattern? (yes)
Flow? Give me details. [Go through the verse together. clapping hands to help
determine the number of syllables in each line.]

It's about nature the water cycle.
There are 3 lines.

- The first and third lines are indented.
Line I has 5 syllables, line 2 has 7 syllables, line 3 has 5 syllables.

- Each line begins with a capital letter.
- The verse ends with a period.

Strategy Instruction:

[Resourcingh

- Where did I get the words for this haiku? (from the water cycle diagram)
- What words did I use from that diagram? (the water cycle, evaporation, condensation.

precipitation)
how many words are in the haiku, including the title? Count them (nine)

- Bow many words came from our water cycle diagram? (six)
- Do you think the water cycle diagram was a good resource to help me write my

haiku? (yes)
- Why? (It gave you most of the words you needed to write your haiku.)
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What do you think I used when I wrote the "Clouds" haiku'? (the clouds T-list)
Look at the clouds haiku again. f low many words does it contain, including the
title'? (ten)
I low many of those words came from the clouds T-list? (six)

- Do you think the clouds T-list was a good resource to help me when I was writing
this haiku'? (yes)
Let's write a haiku verse together on precipitation. What should we use to help us
think of words'? (our precipitation T-lists) Yes. take those out. !The students take
out their T-lists from I.esson 7 and use them as a reference.1

1 Organizational planning Deduct ion/huluct ion 1--

What should we mite for the title'? ("Precipitation")
Should we begin this word with a capital letter'? (yes) Why'? (title)
According to the T-list, what is one important fact about precipitation'? (There are
five types.)
What are they? (drizzle, rain, sleet, snow, hail)
Do you think we should use these words in our haiku'? (yes)
What line do you think these words would lit in best? (the second line)
Why'? (a lot of words, too many syllables for the first or the last lines)
I low many syllables are there in these live words'? ICIap hands. j (six)
I low many syllables do we need for the second line'? (seven)
What word could we add to this list'? It must contain only one syllable. ("and")
What would our second line be then? ("Drizzle, rain, sleet. snow, and hail")
What do you have to remember to put between the forms of precipitation as you list
them'? (commas)

Now. what could we write ahout all of these forms of precipitation'? (They are
formed in clouds.)
I.et's look at your T-lists on precipitation. Are all these types of precipitation formed
in clouds'? (yes)
I low could we write where they are tOrmed. using 5 syllables or beats? ("Always
formed in clouds")
Should this be our first line or our last line'? (first)
Why? (It tells us where precipitation is formed.)
What should we start the line with'? (capital "A")
Do vou think we should put a comma after "clouds"? (yes)
OK, so far we have:

Precipitation

Always formed in clouds.
Drizzle, rain, sleet. snow, and hail

Now we have to make up the last line. What infornmtion should we use'? Where
does precipitation fall'? (to the ground)

- Should we write that'? (yes)
I low can we write that it falls to the ground, in 5 syllables? ("Falling to the ground")
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- What else do we need, at the end? (a period)
- Good. So here's what we have:

Precipitation

Always formed in clouds.
Drizzle, rain, sleet, snow, and hail

Falling to the ground.

What about a punctuation mark after "hail"? Do we null one? (no)
Why not? (The forms of precipitation are like the subject of "falling." We don't
need a comma between the subject and the verb.)
Does this verse follow the haiku pattern? (yes)
Fxplain.

about nature (precipitation)
3 lines
lines 1 and 2 indented
Line 1 has 5 syllables.
Line 2 has 7 syllables.
Line 3 has 5 syllables.
period at the end

I low many words are there in the haiku. including the title? (15)
flow many words came from out T-list? )

/Advance organization/
/Organizational planning/
/Selective auentimt

I Resourcing
1Sunnnarizing 1
Meduction/ituluction
/Auditory rcpresentation
Elaboratiatil

Iftansfer

III, IV. PRACTICE AND EVALUATION - Reading and Writing

ISelf:talk

Instruct the students to try writing their own haiku using their cycle dialzrams. T-lists.
summaries, and other resources they have accumulated in this unit to help them find words
to create their verses. Tell them to select any \N cattier condition in nature and 2o..11ow the
standard haiku pattern when they compose their verses.

The students then write their haiku verses. They edit them with a partner or the
teacher. counting out the syllables in each line as they recite them.

/Selective attention/
ISO:monitoring/
/SeI/-e

Resourcing
neduction/induclion

1,11nintorizingl
1:111dilory represenuitimi
Elalnwation

I-Transfer I
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V. FOLLOW-UP - Reading

The students read their haiku verses to the class. Their verses can be illustrated and
displayed on the bulletin hoard, if desired.

[Se IfevaluationJ IC'ooperta ion I

Extended Activity:

The students.elaborate upon their haiku verse knowledge and follow the same process
to write another oriental verse form, a tanka. A tanka is similar to a haiku except that it
has two more lines. A tanka consists of:

- Line 1 5 syllables
Line 2 7 syllables
Line 3 5 syllables
Line 4 7 syllables
Line 5 7 syllables

[Elahorat ion
ITransji,r

(The authors would like to thank Doreen Jaremy for suggesting this extended activity to us.)
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LEARNING LOG FOR LESSONS 12-16

VOCABULARY I KNOW:

Weather Nouns

effects
environment
high
low
overnight
sky condition
overcast
sky cover
temperature
direction
unit
force
kilopascals
tendency
windchill
watts
rate
frostbite
precautions

Geography Nouns

countries
continents
zones
hemisphere
location
map
atlas
province
territory

Mathematics Terms

positive
negative
sign
minus
number 1 ine
horizontal
vertical
subtract
di fference
add

sum
whole number
integer
maximum
minimum
decrease
increase
prediction
percent
square metre
graph
traction
area
valid
average

Miscellaneous Nouns

resources
filmstrips
reference materials
encyclopedias
dictionaries
description
category
elaboration
chart
nature
origin

Academic English Terms

Weather Verbs

cause
occur
predict
rise
fall
freeze

Miscellaneous Verbs

describe
summarize
categorize
elaborate
expand upon
recall
consider
contain
ori 0 inate

Adjectives

interesting
extra
speci fic
particular
prior
previous
rising
falling
stead)

research Adverbs
report
reference respectively
summary temporarily
haiku partly
verse
noem Discourse Markers
pattern as follows
I ines such as
beats

hile
syllables

considering

4-1
f- T
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CONTENT

I can:

use the library to find resources for a research report
do research on a weather topic
gather information about a weather system
present a project to the class
explain a variety of weather systems
use an outline to summarize information
add and subtract positive and negative integers
complete a set of math word problems on temperature differences
find information on a newspaper weather report
idenfy and name the major cities in Canada
obtain information about weather from a telephone weather recording
transfer information from a T-list to a chart
graph information about weather
use weather terms to write haiku

LANGUAGE

I can:

write a research report
write complete and correct sentences from an outline
write my answers to math word problems in complete sentences
form paragraphs from an outline
capitalize proper nouns
use commas to list items
combine sentences using conjunctions
combine sentences using clauses
use pronouns to take the plate or nouns
use descriptive adjectives to describe weather
summarize information in point form, using a chart
write haiku verse forms
count out beats or syllables

LEARNING STRATEGIES

llsing metacognitive strategies (those on the blue sheet). I can:

look at pictures, headings, and subheadings to get an idea about a reading passage
before I read it
select key words to help me focus and learn new tasks
plan how to complete a task before I do it
monitor and check how I am doing during the task
evaluate how well I have done a task after I have completed it

t 'sing cognitive strategies (those on the green sheet), I can:

use library resources to obtain more information
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choose resources with good pictures and diagrams to help me understand
use resources like the newspaper, television. radio. and the telephone to obtain
information
use previous resources such as cycles. f-lists. summaries, and charts in a creative way
to write a haiku Japanese verse form
take notes from a reading activity
take notes during oral presentations
take notes from a telephone recording
elaborate upon my prior knowledge about weather to do a research report and a
presentation
elaborate upon my prior knowledge about temperatures to complete math word
problems
group information on a research outline as I am reading
group information under appropriate headings during an oral presentation
use inferencing as I till in the missing parts of a research outline, a summary, and a T-
list
elaborate my notes to complete sentences and paragraphs in a formal research report
transfer information about my research project to the summaries of other people's
projects
transfer my math skills on subtracting integers to a geography activity
transfer factual knowledge to the creative form of haiku verse
summarize intbrmation in point form. using a T-list or chart
use pictures. diaexams. maps. charts, and graphs to help me understand new information

'sing social-affective strategies (those on the pink sheet). I can:

ask questions to help me and others to learn
cooperate with others to learn
use self-talk to help me work through an activity



Chapter 5

Applying the Foresee Approach
in Secondary Mainstream

Classrooms
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Chapter 5

Applying the Foresee Approach

in Secondary Mainstream Classrooms

1. Introduction

As we have emphasized a number of times in the course of this manual, the weather

unit described in the previous chapter represerwz an example of Foresee application appropriate

for secondary level instruction in a "pure-ESL" classroom setting. That unit aims, above all,

to promote students' academic language development and skill in using effective learning

strategies. Though it certainly does not dismiss content-area knowledge and skills as irrelevant,

it treats the subject matter primarily as a means to other ends that happen to be of greater

immediate importance to ESL students on the threshold of participating in mainstream

classrooms on an equal footing with their English-speaking peers. Furthermore, the procedures

used to accomplish these special instructional goals, as illustrated throughout the unit, are well

suited to the needs and linguistic competence of ESL students. As each individual lesson

demonstrates, Foresee is a slow and patient approach that allows teachers to take their time in

building their students' English proficiency and ability to cope with new learning tasks

autonomously and effectively. Foresee may take time, but it provides teachers with a surefire

way to bolster their students' self-confidence by setting them up for success.

In this chapter, we turn our attention from the ESL classroom to the regular subject-area

classroom. We are convinced that at the secondary level. Foresee units like the one in the

previous chapter would not be wholly suitable for mainstream classes containing a mixture of

ESL and English-speaking students. Putting this another way, the Foresee Approach could not

realistically be applied in its entirety in a regular classtoom context. There are at least fOur

good reasons for this.

(1) Student Needs and Interests. At the elementary level. Foresee can usually be

applied effectively in its total form (with minimal adjustments) in regular classrooms, since

many of the academic lawage skills and learning strategies that younger English-speaking

children need to learn are much the same as those required by ESI, students. Also, most

younger children, regardless of language background, tend to respond well to the kinds of

techniques used in ESI,-oriented Foresee lessons. The situation is undoubtedly different at the
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secondary level. however. Cognitively mature English-speaking students at the secondary level

especially the senior high level do not require language instruction of the same kind as

ESI, students do. and by this point in their schooling most have acquired their own personal

repertoires of learning strategies that "work for them." These students %1ould almost surely fail

to respond positively to slow and patient :anguage-building and strategy-building instructional

procedures of the sort recommended in our Foresee weather unit. Academically above-average

and even average students would probably be quite bored by Foresee instruction. and we

caution emphatically against using our approach, at least in its complete form, with students

of this calibre. On the other hand, we suggest that English-speaking students with weak

academic langtTage skills and poor study habits might benefit enormously from some fOrm of

modified Foresee instruction.

(2) Teachers' expertise and responsibilities. Many secondary teachers arc subject-area

specialists who have acquired extensive knowledge about their own particular fields as well

as great expertise in teaching the regular curriculum within those fields, and they view their

primary responsibility to be the teaching of this curriculum. These teachers should not be
expected to have a formal background in linguistics or second language acquisition theory. and

therefore would probably have some significant problems in applying the Foresee Approach.

Foresee demands a certain minimal level of linguistic understanding for total implementation.

particularly for establishing academic language objectives and devising procedures for teaching

these. Although ESI, teachers should certainly be expected to possess adequate knowledge

about structures. discourse features, academic language functions. and so forth, teachers of

mainstream subjects cannot he assumed to know enough about these aspects of language to he

able to apply Foresee easily and effectively. Furthermore, mainstream teachers have a great

deal to do in any event, and few would have the time and energy required to learn the Foresee

Approach in its entirety. i.e.. as depicted in the first four chapters of this manual.

(3) Time. Secondary teachers of regular subject areas generally feel that they are under

a good deal of pressure to cover the curriculum. Few. if any, would have the extra class time

needed to implement Foresee in the total form illustrated in Chapter 4.

(4) Inappropriateness of an integrated thematic approach. As demonstrated in our

weather unit, Foresee unit development normall involves a thematic approach integrating a

number of different subject areas science, sOcial studies, language arts. mathematics. etc.
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Units of this sort are ideal for regular classrooms at the elementary level, where each class of

students ordinarily learns the greater part of the curriculum from the same teacher. Such

integrated instruction would not be practical. however, in most subject-focused classrooms at

the secondary level. for obvious reasons.

For a number of convincing reasons, then. it appears that the "complete" Foresee model

is not well-suited to reemlar subject-area instruction in the typical secondary classroom, even

one containinu a large proportion of ESL students. This does not imply, however, that Foresee

has no potential for use at the secondary level except in the ESL classroom. Wc would argue

that a number of aspects of the Foresee theoretical model and the Foresee application process.

including many individual Foresee techniques and procedures. are potentially adaptable to

secondary instruction in the regular classroom, and the use of these could conceivably benefit

many English-speaking students as well as their ESL classmates. The purpose of the remainder

of this chapter is to suggest some aspects of the overall Foresee model that mainstream

teachers could use to enrich their instructional repertoires. not only as a means of assisting their

ESI, students. but also to meet the academic needs of some of their English-speaking students.

Needless to say. ESI, teachers must bear much of the responsibility for intbrming their

mainstream colleagues about Foresee and encouraging the implementation of Foresee

pr cedures in regular classrooms. ESI, teachers will obviously be the first to master our

approach. and they should certainly be the ones with the linguistic expertise required to

implement it, whether in whole or in part. They should therefore begin to regard collaboration

with regular subject-area teachers as an important part of their job (see Section 4 in ('hapter

1 ). COLLABORATION IS CRUCIAL! Instructional support for ESL students must he

spread across the curriculum, not confined to isolated ESL classrooms tbat serve as

"incubators" from which students are expected to emerge full) prepared for mainstream work.

I ESL support teachers are unavailable to provide this kind of assistance. as in some

secondary schools which have adopted a "mainstreaming" or immersion model for

accommodating their ESL students. this kind of collaboration will naturally be impossible. In

this case. it will be up to individual classroom teachers to learn about Foresee on their own.

The great disadvantage of mainstreaming is that most regular subject-area teachers lack

extensive knowledge of' w a, s in which they might modify their instruction to meet the special

needs of ESL students. We arc confident that the Foresee Approach is a coherent model of

integrated instruction w ith the potential for adaptabilit to the regular classroom setting. and
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we hope that the suggestions and ideas on the following pages will prove accessible and useful

to teachers in secondary schools employing a mainstreaming policy.

One final point. The suggestions below generally presume a certain minimal knowledge

of the fundamental principles and procedures of the Foresee Approach. The reader need not
have read all of Chapter 4 to make sense of most of them, but some familiarity with the ideas

in Chapters 1-3 will be necessary for full understanding. Our purpose here is not to explain

Foresee, as we have fulfilled this task in the earlier part of this manual. What we wish to do

here is to pick and choose among the various features of our model, selecting a number of

aspects that might be of value to secondary teachers in regular classrooms.

The features of Foresee that we recommend as feasible supplements to regular
classroom instruction fall into two main categories. On one level, Foresee offers a
straightforward guide to achieving multiple objectives through the teaching of content-area

material. This possibility is explored in Section 2 below. On another level, Foresee

methodology contains a range of alternatives for modifying teaching procedures to meet the

special needs of ESL students. While our approach may not be applicable in its complete firm

within secondary mainstream classrooms, as admitted above, it can nevertheless serve as a rich

source of teaching techniques and activities that can be selected and applied on an individual

basis. We offer some suggestions for such techniques and activities in Sections 3, 4, and 5.

2. Establishing Mthiiple Objectives

rhe Foresee theoretical model developed in Chapter 1, as represented by Figure 1.8 in

that chapter, serves as a guide to establishing lesson objectives in a variety of categories and

subcategories. We reproduce that model here as Figure 5.1, with one addition: we have

inserted a small inset circle to represent the Linguistic Knowledge subcomponent.

In ESL classes, where the emphasis is on content-based language instruction, the two

base components in the diagram naturally receive the major share of attention. The content,

represented by the circle at the apex of the large triangle, is viewed mainly as a vehicle for

teaching academic language and learning strategies. The interaction here is primarily in a

downwards direction, and is symbolized in our model by the arrows pointing from the content

to the two lower components.

In regular subject-arca classrooms, in contrast, the focus of instruction normally falls

on the content component. with the two base components often receiving little or no attention.

While the learning of regular curriculum content is certainly not unimportant to ESL students.
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Fig. 5.1: The Foresee Theoretical Model

we would argue that they need to learn much more than the facts, processes, and skills of the

different subject areas to become capable. autonomous learners. Nven more important to them

are the development of academic language proficiency and skill at using effectiVe learning

strategies to comprehend and assimilate content-area material. Nlainstream teachers must not.

therefore, ignore the two base components. Although they are certaink justified in placing

their main emphasis on the subject matter they are expected to teach, the\ should also make

a conscious effort to include language and learning strategies objectives in their lessons. 'Hie
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result will be language-sensitive content instruction, an enriched recipe that better meets the

needs of ES1. students in regulat. classrooms.

There will inevitably he obstacles to the implementation of this kind of enriched
instruction, of course. One will be a perceived lack of the class time that teachers might

believe is necessary to teach so many things. Another will be the added effort that will he

required of teachers in planning integrated lessons. These are problems that teachers will need

to deal with, but wc doubt that they will prove as serious as they may initially appear to be.

Using Foresee-based techniques like those described later in this chapter, language-building and

strategy-building activities can be included in content instruction without consuminiz a great

deal of extra time or effort. We are confident that any teacher who takes the trouble to

diversify his or her instructional objectives will find the venture worthwhile, as it will

ultimately pay off in the tbrm of enhanced comprehension and retention of the content material

itself. Teaching ESI, students academic language and learning strategies should not be viewed

as a luxury, but rather as an effective route to helping them master the subject matter. This

relationship is shown in Figure 5.1, where the interaction of major components is mainly

upwards: instruction in the two base components will facilitate the learning of content.

Turning to the details, language and learning strategies objectives should be derived

from these base components. They contain various subcomponents which can serve as a guide

to establishing individual lesson objectives in a number of categories. Both of these

components and their subcomponents were analyzed and discussed at length in Sections 3.3.2

and 3.3.3 of Chapter 1, and a short summary of the language component can be found in

Chapter 3 (pp. 63-64). We refer the reader to those earlier parts of this manual for detailed

in tbrmation.

Those sections do not, of course, contain advice or suggestions about how these kinds

of objectives can be realized through content work in the regular classroom. When Foresee

is applied in its entirety, as in the sample lessons of Chapter 4, a great deal of attention is paid

to the explanation and practice of language forms. functions, and skills (all of the
subcomponents of the language component in Figure 5.1) and learning strategies. In fact,

many Foresee techniques provide automatically for the instruction of specific language features

and learning strategies. For example, the Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT) requires

students to write sentences in the passive voice. The Text Questioning Teclmique (TQT)

encourages the use of a wide range of learning strategies, including Advance Organization,
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Predicting. Imagery. Selective attention. Organizational planning. Note taking, Self-monitoring.

and Self-evaluation. But assuming that Foresee techniques like these cannot feasibly he

implemented in their complete form in mainstream classrooms, how can su*ct-area teachers

include such objectives in their regular instruction'?

We admit that it will not he easy. Perhaps the main advantage of our Foresee lesson

techniques is that the relieve teachers of the burden of devising original and inventive ways

or incorporating these objectives into their lesson planning. But even if these techniques are

not used. teachers should still he able to exploit the content material as a source of academic

lamluage forms and functions important in their disciplines. In fact. it is almost always

possible to find a plethora of these in any reading passage. and teachers will normally have to

pick and choose which ones they wish to emphasize. We give an example below, but before

considering it, we ofTer a few basic suggestions for teaching language features.

(1) Utilize subject-area texts (reading passages) as a source of examples of academic

language. in an effort to make the content more accessible to their students (whether

Fnglish-speaking or [SI.). many teachers habitually dispense w ith authentic reading

texts as a primary source of infOrmation. Instead, they rely on notes of various kinds

which they give to students as handouts Or have the students copy from the overhead

or chalkboard. Unfortunatel. notes are usually lacking in many of the essential

features of academic language that kS1. students need to learn. For example, notes

do not normally contain many of the discourse markers and linkers that abound in

ordinar,. academic prose. On the structural level, articles are often omitted from notes.

despite the fact that the proper use of articles is something all F.SI. students need to

learn. Notes do not usuall contain full sentences. so ESI. students are deprived of

examples of correct sentence forms. Verbs are often neglected in notes. since the

major share of the information load can he carried by nouns and noun phrases: as a

result. FSI students do not get the chance of observing the different \ erb tenses used

in natural contexts. The list goes on and on. but we hope these examples make the

point clear. If we want our NSl. students to develop proficiency in comprehending

and producing authentic academic language. we must expose them to as much

academic language as possible. Notes ha\ e their place. certainly. and Foresee includes

a number of innovative techniques for developing students' note taking skills. At the

sante time. however. Foresee takes advantage of real texts as an irreplaceable source



of implicil and through the teacher's guidance explicit information about

language.

(2) Provide explicit instruction about language features. All aspects of the language

component. especially what we have called "linguistic knowledge" (vocabulary,

structures, and discourse features) and academic language functions, are amenable to

direct, explicit instruction. In other words, teachers can explain these features to ESL

students, making clear how they serve to express and communicate the content

material. This should not be overdone, of course. For one thing, teachers would

rarely have the time to explain all the language features that might occur in a selected

passage, as we shall illustrate below. Nevertheless, it is almost always possible to

select a few important structures, discourse features, or functions to analyze on an

explicit level and raise to the students' consciousness, and over the course of' a term

or a year, this can add up to a great deal of language instruction which is

unfortunately neglected when teachers focus exclusively upon content material. All

mainstream teachers recognize the need to teach the vocabulary of their subject areas,

of course, but there is no reason not to take advantage of the opportunity to teach

other elements of language which are just as crucial to the development of overall

academic competence.

(3) Provide opportunities for the focused practice of language features. The practice

of academic language forms and functions should preferably he a natural, automatic

outcome of participation in content-based class activities and the perfbrmance of tasks

and assignments. In writing answers to questions, composing essays, or reporting

science experiments, for example, students will need to utilize a range of' vocabulary,

structures, and discourse features, and they will have to accomplish certain targeted

functions as well describing, explaining, comparing and contrasting, expressing

cause and effect, and so forth. At times, however, it may he worthwhile to devise

more artificial. assignments or worksheets that focus deliberately on the practice of

selected structures or other language features. Although the present section is

concerned with establishing lesson objectives, this is as good a place as any to offer

a few examples of exercise types that are especially useful for the practice of
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structures. Other examples can he found in later sections of this chapter. which deal

specifically w ith procedures.

a) ('loze exercises. The teacher can choose a passage from a content-area
textbook or other source, and then delete ("white-out") all the words of' a
certain type verbs, articles, prepositions, pronouns, or whatever.
Alternatively, a number of discourse markers can he omitted. By filling in
the blank spaces. ESI. students get the chance to practise the targeted feature
in the context of authentic academic prose.

b) Fill-in-the-blank exercises. These may differ from doze in several respects.
They are often lists of numbered sentences rather than authentic texts, and the
blanks may require entire phrases or even longer strings of language for
completion.

c) Rewriting (or transformation) exercises. These can take a variety of forms,
and are particularly useful for practising academic language functions. For
example. definitions written in one sentence form may he converted
(transformed) to an alternative form. Many microfbnctions (see Chapter 1)
offer possibilities for practice of this type.

(4) Emphasize the teaching of academic language functions (All's). A major part

of developing academic language proficiency is becoming empowered to use

language to accomplish the functions demanded of academic work ("AEI's," as we

called them in chapter 1). As explained in Section 3.3.2.(2) of Chapter I, students

should learn three things about Ali's: the concepts underlying them (what they
I I mean"). the forms typically used to accomplish them, and their names. If ESL

students can emerge from content-area courses knowing how to define terms.

hypothesize. generalize. exemplify, compare and contrast, express cause and effect,

classify, describe, explain, evaluate. etc.. they will obviously he well on the road to

academic success.

(5) Emphasize the practice of all four language skills. Every Foresee lesson provides

opportunities for students to practise the four language skills: listening, speaking,

reading. and writing. The sample lessons in Chapter 4 contain numerous ways of

incorporating the practice of these skills into content-based instruction, and we will

not attempt to recapitulate or summarize those procedures here. Speaking in general

terms, e will simply say that if lessons are planned to include balanced portions of

leaclwr-direeted and sludent-cenired activities, all four skills generally tend to he

practised as a matter of course. We emphasize. however, that ESI, students often
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require a good deal of preparation and guidance in order to be able to apply these

skills effectively. The five Foresee lesson techniques all contain specific devices for

providing such guidance, and we suggest that subject-area teachers examine these

carefully to get some general ideas for providing the necessary support.

So far in this section we have concentrated on the establishment of language objectives,

more or less ignoring learning strategies. It is difficult to offer concrete advice about teaching

these in the regular classroom. One reason for developing our Foresee lesson techniques was

to provide ESL teachers with prefabricated schemes for including these strategies in their

everyday instruction without making a great deal of conscious effort. We believe that if

mainstream teachers examine our sample Foresee lessons and note carefully how these

strategies are taught through them, both implicitly and explicitly, they will be able to devise

their own ways of including some of these strategies in their instructional planning. The most

important step in teaching learning strategies, we contend, is making the commitment to bother

doing so. Some may be skeptical about these strategies. Are they really worth the trouble?

For elementary-aged children, there is no question that they are, as these students are still

learning how to learn. For secondary students, the answer is less unequivocal. Secondary ESL

students with strong academic backgrounds in their own first languages are often quite

proficient in using learning strategies that work for them. ESL students with weaker academic

backgrounds can usually benefit from a certain amount of overt strategy instruction, however,

and we recommend that teachers base their decisions about teaching learning strategies on the

individual needs of their students. We also recommend that teachers keep this simple fact in

mind: just because they know how to learn doesn't mean that .students do.

We now present a single example of a short reading passage from a content-area

textbook, with the aim of demonstrating how a variety of language features can be identified

and perhaps selectively explained to ESL (and other) students. It is tempting to include a

variety of passages from different subject areas, in hopes of showing how numerous and varied

are the language forms and functions that occur in subject-area texts across the curriculum.

One example should suffice to illustrate the general idea, however. For further examples, see

some of the individual lessons of Chapter 4.

The passage we have selected, virtually at random, is a two-paragraph explanation of

parthenogenesis taken from a senior 3 (grade 11) biology textbook, Addison-Wesley Biology,

SI Edition (Kormondy & Essenfeld, 1984, 472).
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Parthenogenesis

The development of an organism from an unfertilized egg is

called parthenogenesis (PAR-thuh-n6-.11-N-uh-sis). Although it is

not common, parthenogenesis does happen in nature. In bees

and wasps. for example. fertilized eggs develop into females:
unfertilized eggs develop into males. Most organisms that are
produced by parthenogenesis have the haploid number Of

chromosomes in their body cells. In earthworms, on the other

hand. parthenogenesis occurs in specialized diploid cells.

In most species. parthenogenesis does not occur naturally.

Seientists are able to induce parthenogenesis in the laboratory,
however, using methods that imitate the action of a sperm enter-

ing an egg. Various chemicals, temperature shocks, and electric

shocks cause the unfertilized egg to act as if it had been fertilized

by a sperm. The egg begins to develop and eventually forms an

offspring. Artificial parthenogenesis has been accomplished in

sea urchins. frogs. hens. and rabbits.

ESL students might benefit from explicit instruction in. or practice of. the following

language features (lbrms and functions) from this passage.

Linguistic Knowledge

Vocabulary

Verbs: develop (into)
induce
imitate
accomplish
cause X to Y

Nouns: development
organism
parthenogenesis
haploid
diploid
chromosomes
body cells
species
chemicals
temperature shocks
electric shocks
egg
sperm
oMpring
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Organisms: bees, wasps, earthworms, sea urchins, frogs. hens, rabbits

Adjectives: fertilized, unfertilized (past participle forms)
specialized (past participle form)
various
common
artificial

Adverbs: eventually

Structures

Present tense used to express general or scientific truths (e.g., "In bees and
wasps ... fertilized eggs develop into females ...")

Past perfect tense - used in an if-clause to express an unreal condition in the past
("as if it had been Jertili:ed")

Present perfect tense - used to express events that have occurred in a time frame
that extends up to the present and could occur again in the future ("Artificial
parthenogenesis has been accomplished in sea urchins, frogs. hens. and rabbits.")

Passive voice see the previous two examples. Also: "Most organisms that are
produced by parthenogenesis ..."

Participles used as adjectives - e.g.. "an uttfertilized egg" (past participle), "a
sperm entering an egg" (present participle. used as head of a participial phrase)

Infinitive forms
after the verb cause (following the pattern cause X to Y) - "cause the
unfertilized egg to act ..."
after the verb begin "The egg begins to develop ..."

Emphatic do - "parthenogenesis does happen in nature." Used to counter the
assertion that the phenomenon is rare ("not common")

Periphrastic (multi-word) modal form he able to - used instead of the equivalent
modal can in the sentence "Scientists are able to induce parthenogenesis ..."

Cataphoric reference of pronouns (i.e.. reference in a backward direction)
"Although it is not common, parthenogenesis does happen in nature."

Articles
Introducing an item into the discourse using the indefinite .article, then
using the definite article to indicate prior reference. Lg.: "an egg" --> "the
unfertilized egg," "the egg"
Use of zero article with plural count nouns having indefinite reference.
e.g., "in bees and wasps." "in earthworms"

Adverbial clauses - of concession (although it is not common) and conditional.
expressing unreal condition in the past (as had been jertilized by a vent!)

Relative clauses e.g.. "most organisms that are produced by parthenogenesi.v":
"methods tlutt imitate the action of a .sperm entering an egg"
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Discourse Features

Functions

- jOr example
on the other hand
however

Defining "The development of an organism from an unfertilized ege is called
parthenogenesis."

Exemplifying "In bees and wasps..fiw example. ..."

Contrasting
using a semicolon. e.g., "fertilized eggs develop into females: unfertilized
eggs develop into males" (note that a marker indicating contrast. e.g.
wlwreas, could be used just as easily here)

1".n earthworms, on the other hand. ..."

Generalizing - e.g.:
"Most organisms that are produced by parthenogenesis have the haploid
number of chromosomes in their body cells."
"In most species, parthenogenesis does not occur naturally."

Almost any content-area passage will yield such a range of language forms and

functions. The longer the passage, the more features will usually be included. This general

approach to seeking out and identifying language aspects to he taught is. we admit. effective

mainly for informationally heaN y subjects like biology, general science. history. geography, and

so on. More mathematics-based disciplines like mathematics itself, physics, and perhaps

chemistry tend not to rely as much upon prose passages for the communication of concepts.

so this procedure will not work as well with these subjects. Nevertheless, language can still

be a stumbling block for ESI, students studying these disciplines. For example. students often

have difficulty understanding the meaning of math or physics word problems, so a good deal

of language instruction is possible in these content areas as well. For a thoroueh discussion

of this matter. consult Crandall (1987).

This completes our proposal to incorporate language oNectives into regular subject-arca

lessons. We have dealt with learning strategies in only a cursory fashion. but we recommend

that they also be taught through mainstream work whenever appropriate. Let us turn our

attention now from objectives to procedures, that is. from the Foresee theoretical model to the

Foresee application process.



3. General Procedures

In this section. we shall explore the possibility of subject-area teachers making use or

the contents of the procedures component at the apex of thc Foresee application triangle

originally presented in Chapter 3 and repeated here as Figure 5.2. This component includes

the live-stage lesson format and the various Foresee lesson techniques. Both of these levels

of procedure have the potential for mainstream implementation, albeit with modifications in

some cases. Following our discussion of these two somewhat general aspects of procedure.

we shall suggest some specific activities that could be used to implement the Preparation stage

in regular classrooms (Section 4) and some activities with the potential for mainstream

application in the other four stages (Section 5).

Fig. 5.2: The Foresee Application Process

RelLwing to the application model pictured in Figure 5.2, notice that we are not

bothering to include a special section on the role of materials in mainstream Foreset.

instruction. The reason for this is that teachers will prefer to rely on the materials they have

accumulated over the years rather than seek out or construct new materials that might be more
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suitable to Foresee application. This is understandable, and we are not proposing that teachers

should make special efforts to discover or make new materials. We do recommend, however,

that they pay some attention to the possibility of exploiting some of the specific materials they

may already have (e.g., reading passages supported by good visuals) as the nuclei of Foresee-

based lessons. If they do so, they will find it easier to implement (perhaps modified form,

as discussed below) Foresee lesson techniques like the TQT and the T-list Procedure.

3.1 The Five-Stage Format

As explained in Section 3.5 of Chapter 1 and again in Section 2.1 of Chapter 3, Foresee

advocates a five-stage format of lesson organization. Although it would be unreasonable to

expect mainstream teachers to follow this format consistently. ESL students in subject-area

classes would likely benefit if' an effort were made to include some of the stages some of the

time. The five stages are as follows.

1. Preparation. In this stage, the teacher gets the students ready for the lesson topic by
activating prior knowledge (e.g.. by brainstorming, discussion. and as elaborated
below through the use of visual representations). This is also the stage where
essential vocabulary, so important to ESI, students, should be introduced.

One assumes that most skilled teachers follow the practice of opening each of their
lessons with some kind of preparatory discussion or explanation intended to activate the
students' background knowledge and relate it to the lesson topic. When ESL students
are in the class, this introductory phase can and should be extended and elaborated for
their benefit. See Section 4 below for some specific activities that might be included
in the Prenaration stage in mainstream classrooms.

2. Presentation. The teacher presents the new material (often a text or reading passage)
in some way. One possibility, dictation, is an excellent procedure for helping ESI,
students to improve their listening comprehension skills.

See Section 5 below for some specific activities that might he included in the
Presentation stage in mainstream classrooms.

3. Practice. In this stage. the teacher has the students participate in some activity.
preferably group-oriented and communicative, which will provide them with an
opportunity to "actively manipulate both the concepts presented and the language skills
needed to understand and express the new information" (Chamot & 1986).
In the regular classroom, ESI, students can work with English-speaking students to solve
problems, perfbrm experiments, and complete other tasks that will encourage
communication and promote academic language development.

4. Evaluation. In each lesson, some kind of inlbrmal evaluation of ESL students'
understanding and performance should be conducted (e.g., by the teacher, through self-
evaluation, or as a cooperative peer activity) Formal tests should not be the only
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occasion for assessing ESL students' progress! In regular subject-area classrooms,
attention should be paid to the evaluation of ESL students' linguistic perfo nance in
addition to their performance with respect to the actual content work.

5. Follow-up. Here the teacher allows the students to extend or consolidate their
knowledge of the new concepts and language by performing further activities. In
Foresee, this is often the stage where students engage in explicit content-based language
analysis, exercises, etc. Mainstream teachers can make a point of following up the
subject-area work with specific content-based activities designed to promote academic
language development.

3.2 Foresee Lesson Techniques

As explained in Chapter 3 and illustrated in Chapter 4, Foresee lesson techniques are

specific procedures that teachers can follow as guides to constructing effective integrated

lessons. At this point, five of these techniques have been formalized. We !lave argued in

Section 1 of this chapter that these techniques are not fully suitable for implementation in

mainstream classrooms, for a number of good reasons. Nevertheless, some of these techniques

contain individual parts that could be useful in regular instruction. Also, most of them reflect

generalized teaching procedures (basic approaches to getting the material across) that

mainstream teachers might be able to adapt to their own purposes. See Chapter 3, Section 2.2,

for detailed explanations of all these techniques.

1. The Text Questioning Technique (TQT). This is an intricate technique that requires
considerable preparation, a fair amount of time, and a good deal of expertise for
effective application in its entirety. Some of its individual parts could certainly be
employed relatively easily by subject-area teachers, however. For example, the TOT
Preparation stage has great potential value in any classroom containing ESL students;

see Section 4 below. Another useful part might be the dictating of a passage with the
expectation that the students take notes guided by a question list.

2. The Research Technique. The basic idea of this technique is that each student
performs library research on a particular aspect of the main topic. These aspects or
subtopics should all be of the same type, so that a list of common categories what
students should all discover about their individual subtopics can be identified and
preferably organized in the form of a chart or other graphic organizer. Each student's
task is to complete his or her chart. In large mainstream classes, research could be
conducted as a group activity.

3. The Presentations Technique. This is a sequel to the Research Technique. Once the
students hme completed their individual research, they give oral presentations on their
findings to their classmates, who must listen carefully and record the information on a
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master chart containing all the related subtopics. When the presentations are completed,

every student will possess all the information about the main topic. Needless to say,
both the Research and Presentations Techniques could be readily implemented by
mainstream teachers in certain subject areas such as social studies, general science, and
even language arts.

4. The Dictated Instructions Technique (DIT). The main feature of this technique is tha
instructions of various types (e.g., directions for performing a science experiment) are

dictated to the students rather than being simply copied, given on a handout, or
whatever. The dictation activity provides all students. ESL and English-speaking, with

an opportunity to practise their listening and note taking skills. Following the dictation,
students can work cooperatively in pairs or small groups to compare notes, pool
informatioil, and try to arrive at an accurate set of instructions which they can then use
as the guide to performing the experiment. Following this, the students have to write

the method section of the experiment report in the passive voce. There seems no reason

why this technique could not be used in regular classrooms, in science and perhaps in
other subject areas where ESI, students are required to follow a set of directions to
complete a task.

5. The T-List Procedure. The students draw a line down the centre of their notebook page

in preparation for note taking. The teacher then dictates a passage, and the students
must take notes by recording the main ideas in their left-hand column and the supporting

ideas (details, examples, etc.) in the right-hand column. They can subsequently use
these notes as the basis for paragraph or composition writing. This technique provides

good practice in listening and note taking, and helps students develop the skills of
attending to discourse markers and distinguishing between main and supporting ideas.
Teachers can make the note taking task easier for ESI, students by providing them with

T-lists with some of the key information already tilled in. As the course proceeds and
the students gain more experience, the amount of informational support on these
prepared T-lists can gradually be reduced until the students can perform the entire task
on their own. The obvious advantage of this task is that it will work for virtually any

content-area passage.

4. Suggested Activities for the Preparation Stage

The Preparation Stage should generally be regarded as the visual stage, in which the

major concepts of the lesson are introduced or demonstrated to the stu _lents visually through

the use of aids like the following:

- pictures
- collages (e.g., collections of pictures taken from hooks or magazines)

charts
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- tables
- graphs

diagrams
- maps
- models or other realia

In this stage, the students can learn the key language elements, especially vocabulary, needed

to describe and explain the visuals, first in their own words (through discussion) and then in

the more technical language of the subject area, as contributed by the teacher. Following arc

some ideas for specific activities that could he included in the Preparation phase. either in ESI,

or in mainstream classrooms. Many of these suggestions are based on activities or exercises

devised by Cleland and Evans (1984, 1987), whose "Topic Approach" to ESL teaching (Evans.

1986) resembles the Foresee Approach in a number of ways.

4.1 The Text Questioning Technique. The general principle of a "visual stage" is
recognized in the Foresee Approach, especially in Foresee's Text Questioning
Technique {TQT). The Preparation stage of the TQT is devoted to predicting the
contents of a reading passage and eliciting key vocabulary through brainstorming about

visuals, captions. headings, subheadings. etc., accompanying the text. Important words
are written on the board as they arise in the discussion. This sort of procedure could
easily be followed in the regular classroom: all that is required is a suitable text
accompanied by visuals of' some kind (pictures, diagrams, realia, or whatever). Note
that the text itself is not to he read during this preparatory phase.

This phase of the TQT is very teacher-directed. It is the teacher who controls the
discussion and asks pointed qUestions to elicit the desired vocabulary. In the other
preparation activities below, the analysis and manipulation of' the visuals tends to be
more student-centred. Teachers should hear in mind, however, that a good deal of
preparation and direction may be necessary prior to the point at which the students
become involved with these tasks. It would be a mistake to expect ESI, students to
perfbrm these activities without prior instruction and guidance, often extensive.

4.2 Manipulating Picture Cards. This is a good language-building activity to involve
students in discussing cycles or sequences. The teacher can cut out pictures of the
various stages involved, and then glue these onto cards. As an example, consider the
life cycle of a frog, a biology topic. It is easy to find suitable diagrams of this cycle.
accompanied by labels of the various parts of the developing organism, in biology
textbooks or other reference sources. The teacher should remove (white-out) the labels
on the cards.given to the students. tine possible version of the activity proceeds as
fbllows: many variants are possible.
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a) The students (in groups) can manipulate the cards to form a circle, the life
cycle of the frog. Discussion is informal at this stage; the students use their
own words in discussing the various features that seem important to
determining the order. After monitoring by the teacher, groups can glue their
cycles onto large cardboard sheets.

b) 'Hie sheets are turned over. The teacher then discusses the vocabulary
necessary to describe the different stages of the cycle, labeling a transparency
version with these terms. The :tudents copy the words onto small cards, and
the overhead is turned off. The students then turn their cycles face-up. and use
the small cards to label their diagram. If they have placed these correctly. they
glue them on.

Subsequent phases of the lesson could focus on (a) the academic language function of
describing the changes from stage to stage of the frog's lil cycle. (b) verbs suitable

for describing the changes (e.g.. consists qf develops into, JOrms). (c) writing individual

sentences to describe t:-.c changes. and then (d) sequencing these into a paragraph using

suitable discourse markers. (Notice the progression in language use: informal

discussion --4 elaboration of language formal writing). Other examples of topics
lending themselves to this activity are:

the life cycle of a flowering plant or other t pe of plant (biology)
life cycles of various insects (biology)
the water cycle, carbon cycle, and nitrogen cycle (biology!geography)
agricultural stages (e.g.. rice growing. shown in a series of pictures)
sequence. not a cycle (geography)
stages of industrial production. e.g.. steel production (geography)

4.3 Interpreting ('harts, Graphs, Maps, Time Lines, etc. Visual aids of this type can
often be used as the basis for interpretive questions that the students can answer
without a great deal of prior coaching or preparation. In studying a particular region

in geography. for example. the students could bc given a climatic chart listing the
average temperature and amount of precipitation for each month of the year. Fhey use

this chart as the basis lOr the following sequence of activities.

a) First. they construct a graph picturing the average temperature and average
precipitation for each month of the .ear. This can be done on one graph. with
the 12 months listed along the horizontal axis. Ehe temperatures can be
indicated by a line graph and the monthly precipitation by a bar graph.

b) The students then use their graphs to complete a true-false activity of the
following type. Working in pairs or groups. they identify the true (correct)
statements in a set of sentences the teacher puts on the board (or overhead).
They write these on individual cards. ignoring the false statements entirely.

c) To understand this next step, it is essential to know where the true-Use
statements came from. .they are the individual sentences of a well-written
paragraph summarizing the climatic conditions in the region. ith certain



necessary changes made, such as the replacement of pronouns by nouns, the
omission of logical connectives (discourse linkers), and the breaking up of
compound and complex sentences into simple sentences. A few false
statements are added to make the exercise in (b) a workable one. Now the
students have to take their cards, which.should contain only the sentences from
the original paragraph. and sequence them in what they think is an appropriate
order. This gives them practice in identifying statements which are topic
sentences, elaborations, examples. or conclusions.

d) After they have sequenced the sentences to their satisfaction, they are asked to
carry out certain tasks (prescribed on worksheets) which weld the sentences
into a well-structured discourse. These tasks include sentence combining,
substituting pronouns for nouns, and adding logical connectives (discourse
markers).

e) Finally, they write out thcir composition. which they may later compare with
a reading passage on the same topic.

4.4 Placing Cards on Graphic Representations. Following a vocabulary brainstorming
session based on suitable visuals, students are given a set of cards containing many of
the terms discussed. They are asked to organize these cards into a graphic
representation of some type, as specified by the teacher. Examples of some useful
graphic formats can he found in a short article entitled "Teaching students to construct
graphic representations" (Jones el al., 1989). A number of these are shown in Figure
5.3, accompanied by suggestions for application to topics in different subject areas.

4.5 Vocabulary Grouping (or Classifying). Following a vocabulary discussion session
based on the examination of some visuals, the students can be asked to group the new
words into categories (either specified by the teacher, or decided by the students
themselves). This activity has two purposes:

a) It helps students review the vocabulary.
11) Since categorization involves active working with the words, the activity makes

the words easier to understand and remember.

As an extension, the students may complete a set of sentences based on the visuals.
filling in blanks with words fi-om their lists.

i
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Spider Map

\.
Topic

Concept
Theme

/--/
Used to describe a central idea

a thing (e.g , a geographic regiow
a process (e g meiosis)
a concept (e.g , altruism)
a proposition (e g . euthanasia

should be legalized)

qp,zil Detail

Series of Events Chain

(Initiating Event)

Event 2

Event 3
(Final Outcome)

Used to describe

the stages of something (e the W.,
cycle of a prunate)

the steps :n a linr.ar proceduie (t q '

nI,utialize an acid)
a sequence of events (e g how teudalisnl

lod to the formation of nation staf.,--,)
the goals. action!, and Outcomes of a

histono.)I figure Of fictional characto;

Continuum/Scale

Low

Usod for

time lines showing Ili:AM iCO I evcnts
degrees of something (0 g weight)
ratings scales

Compare/Contrast Matrix

Item 1 Item 2

High

Attribute 1

Attribute 2

Attribute 3

L

Used to show similarities and differen.es
between two or more things (people, places
events, entities, or f oeas)

Cycle

2

t.) show Inovi or event.,
to poduce the s..uni (Lie( ant (wor

weather phcninnion.i
cycles 3?

Fig.. 5.3: Useful Graphic Representations



Used to show:

Network Tree

causal information (e g , causes of poverty)
a hierarchy (e.g., types of insects)

- branching procedures (e.g., the circulatory
system)

lishbone

\
Detail

Detail /
/

Result

/ v

Used to show the causal interaction of

a complex event (e a an election, a
nuclear explosion)

- a complex phenomenon (e 9 ,
delinquency, learning disabilities)

Fig. 5.3 Continued

Text is adapted with permission
from B.F. Jones, J. Pierce, and B.
Hunter. "Teaching Students to
Construct Graphic Representa-
tions.' Educational Leadership, 46,
4: 20-21, 24-25. Illustrations are
adapted with permission from
North Central Regional Educational
Laboratory, Oak Brook, IL: 22-23.

5. Suggested Activities for the Other Four Stages

5.1 Dictation.

passage is
techniques,

In Foresee, the Presentation phase is the stage where a text or reading
often introduced in some way. In three of the standardized Foresee
namely the TQT, the DIT, and the T-List Procedure (see Section 3.2

above), this presentation is accomplished through dictation. Mainstream teachers could
easily use this procedure to advantage.

5.2 True-False Statements. These can be used in the Practice phase. They differ from
those in the Preparation stage, as their assessment demands a deeper knowledge of the
text.

5.3 Substitution. This type of exercise requires students to understand and explain thc
antecedents of certain pronouns, relative pronouns, and demonstrative pronouns or
adjectives in the reading passage. They are asked to rewrite parts of a text, substituting
full words or phrases for the pronouns given in hold print.

r) o
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5.4 Alternatives. This exercise gives practice in using words or expressions of similar
meaning to express the given ideas. Ilsually the students have to rewrite a series of
sentences, substituting words or expressions in bold print by words or expressions of
similar meaning found in the reading passage.

5.5 Academic Language Functions. The reading passaue can be used as the basis for
exercises in accomplishing a variety of academic language functions such as:

writing definitions
describing events in sequence
expressing comparison and contrast
classifying

- explaining causes and results
exemplifying
generalizima
expressing opinions

E.g.: Causes and results. (Note: The following exercise is based on a reading
passage about the water cycle in Lesson 3 of ('hapter 4. We present the
exercise in a different tbrm from the one found in that chapter.)

Join phrases from list A to those from I.ist C in the table below, usini4 the
appropriate joining words to form correct sentences. Base your decisions on the
information in the reading passage. Rewrite all sentences you make, being sure to
include correct capitalization and punctuation.

A

the sun heats the surface of
the water

the water vapor cools

sometimes many droplets
collect in the same place

water droplets begin to stick
together

the larger water droplets
become heavy

Etc.

Joinimi, words

causing
as a result
resulting in

I.ist C

it changes back to a liquid

the formation of larger
droplets

some of the water to rise into
tIR: air

them to IA from the sky as
precipitation

clouds form

3
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6. Conclusion

Many of the ideas suggested in the latter part of this chapter represent work in progress,

not a finished product. Ours is a constantly evolving approach, and the long-range goal of the

ongoing inquiry introduced here is to expand the Foresee repertoire of practical procedures so

that our approach will be fully applicable at all levels and in any instructional context,

including the secondary subject-area classroom. We welcome suggestions and ideas from any

teacher, ESL or mainstream, elementary or secondary, who has devised original ways of
implementing Foresee in the classroom.
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